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ABSTRACT 

	
The archive as a site of ‘knowledge retrieval’* has long been the exemplary domain of astute 

historical inquiry. Following the recent ‘historic turn’* to address the politics of knowledge in the 

broader human and historical sciences, rather than its function as a site of ‘knowledge retrieval’*, I 

will reflect on the function of the archive as a site of ‘knowledge production’* in the writing of the 

histories of ancient Israel. Aligned within the conversations among historians and archivists and the 

new archival turn, the research will endeavour to offer a contribution to the debate on the topic of 

historical methodology of ancient Israel in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of 

ancient Israel. I will argue that an examination into the function of the archive as historical a priori 

in a study of the discourses on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines discloses the practical and 

theoretical tenets that converge to construct knowledge on the Lachish reliefs and hence also 

knowledge on ancient Israel. The research will contend that a bounded formation of knowledge on 

the Lachish reliefs has evolved in the disciplines since the nineteenth century that is along the 

British imperial archival grain. 

 

* Terminology from Stoler, A L 2002. Colonial Archives and the Arts of Governance: On the Content 

in the Form, in Hamilton C, Harris, V, Taylor, J, Pickover, M, Reid, G & Saleh, R (eds) 2002. 

Refiguring the Archive. Cape Town: David Philip, 83-102. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

	

1.1       MOTIVATION TO UNDERTAKE THIS STUDY 

The study of ancient Israel and the Hebrew Bible are amongst the most debated and polemical 

topics in the field of biblical studies today. In a recent article published in the journal Hebrew 

Bible and Ancient Israel (HeBAI), Christoph Uehlinger reflects on the contemporary bywords that 

include ‘pluralism, multi-culturalism and diversity’ that shape cultural and political debate 

(Uehlinger 2015:2). These terms have had an impact on historical research in diverse fields 

(Uehlinger 2015:2). The historical inquiry of ancient Israel has also benefitted from such 

contemporary discussion. Moreover, the methods that are used to establish historical evidence to 

write the histories of ancient Israel, are increasingly focused on theoretical critical reflection to 

address the fundamental questions in the politics of knowledge pertaining to the study of ancient 

Israel (Uehlinger 2015:3). 

In response to these discussions this study will critically examine the theoretical and practical 

tenets that converge to construct knowledge of ancient Israel in the disciplines of Biblical 

Archaeology and History of ancient Israel.1 The research is concerned not so much with the study 

of ancient Israel as a “thing” for historical research, but rather, with the making of the “things” 

(Stoler 2002:84) of ancient Israel – as to their qualification for historical inquiry – in the 

disciplines. The archive as a site of ‘knowledge retrieval’ (Stoler 2002:85) has long been the 

exemplary domain of astute historical inquiry. Following the recent ‘historic turn’ (Stoler 

2002:84)2 to address the politics of knowledge in the broader human and historical sciences rather 

than as a site of ‘knowledge retrieval’, I will reflect on the function of the archive as a site of 

‘knowledge production’ (Stoler 2002:85) in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of 

ancient Israel. I will argue that since the nineteenth century, configurations of Western 

epistemology as monuments of states and power (Stoler 2002:85), have in certain discourses in 

the disciplines consistently shaped knowledge of ancient Israel within boundaries of invested 
																																																								
1	My inaugural decision in contrasting a distinction between the disciplines is to highlight that, although, broadly 
speaking, both disciplines fall within the field of the human sciences and derive information about the ‘historical 
matrix’ (Deist & Le Roux 1987:16) of ancient Israel, this historical enquiry does not, however, represent a 
‘homogenous entity’ (Tamm 2014:282). Rather, the historical enquiry of ancient Israel has evolved over the last 
two centuries through ‘mutually interlinked processes’ (Tamm 2014:282). These processes have included the 
scientific establishment of a relative chronology of prehistory in the nineteenth century (Rowly-Conwy 2007), the 
‘methodological debate’ in the human sciences, highlighted by Deist (Deist & Le Roux 1987:16) and the 
‘professionalization, organization, and institutionalization’ of the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History 
of ancient Israel (Tamm 2014:282).	
2	Ann Stoler’s enquiry into the colonial archives and the arts of governance, discusses the historic turn in 
anthropology that signals not a: ‘… turn to history per se but a different reflection on the politics of knowledge’ 
(Stoler 2002:84). 
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‘regimes of truth’ (Bacchi & Bonham 2014:177). I will, furthermore, demonstrate how the 

archaeology has often been treated as an aid to historical knowledge of ancient Israel that has been 

constructed along the grain of these taxonomies of order. Aligned within the conversations among 

historians and archivists and the ‘new archival turn’, this study will endeavour to ‘register[s] a 

rethinking of the materiality and imaginary of collections’ (Stoler 2002:87), as they were 

assembled and ordered in the nineteenth century in the British Museum, and the subsequent 

transitive effects of their ordering in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of 

ancient Israel. 

1.2       RESEARCH PROBLEM TO BE INVESTIGATED, BACKGROUND AND   

CONCLUSION  

1.2.1    Research problem.  The current disciplines of Biblical Archaeology (Syro-Palestinian, 

Levantine, New Biblical)3 and History of ancient Israel4 are fragmented between object-and-

socio-anthropological archaeological approaches and text-and-philological historical approaches 

to historical methodology of ancient Israel. One can, for example, highlight the debate around 

which source is more competent for historical reconstruction: Literary, iconographic, 

archaeological or epigraphic (Barstad 2007); the difference of opinion between the minimalist and 

maximalist views of Old Testament history (Rogerson 2007:6); divisions among literary criticism, 

archaeological evidence and social models (Rogerson 2007:3); the fact-fiction debate of biblical 

historiography (Davies 2007), and the disparity between socio-anthropological approaches and 

historical-philological approaches (Rainey 2001). Much of these contentions are fuelled by 

positivist and exclusionary statements, in which the ‘will to truth’ (Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin 

2000:72) and objectivity often dominate the discourses. This is in spite of disciplinary consensus 

on the social construction of knowledge and practices that are ‘historically and spatially situated’ 

(Tamm 2014:282). The opposition in the disciplines has, in many respects, created an impasse in 

dialogue between scholars of texts and scholars of archaeological material. 

Straddling the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel, the discourses 

on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines present a fecund opportunity to examine the 

philosophical and scientific antecedents to approaches of historical methodology of ancient 

																																																								
3 The term Syro-Palestinian Archaeology was promoted by William Dever (2000), Levantine Archaeology by 
Thomas Levy (2010) and New Biblical Archaeology by Avraham Faust (2010). In further references to the 
discipline in this research project I will use the term Biblical Archaeology. 
4	My use of the adjective ‘ancient’ to describe Israel is to distinguish between a history of Israel that includes the 
periods of Israel’s past that are reflected in the Hebrew Bible from the creation and patriarchal narratives, the 
exodus and mosaic periods, the conquest and settlement narratives to the periods of the united and the divided 
monarchies of Israel and Judah until the Babylonian exile and post-exilic periods, from a later history of Israel 
since the common era. I do not, in this study, prescribe a politico-ideological referent to the term “ancient Israel”. 
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Israel. It is these antecedents that have a direct bearing on the disputation between scholars in 

the disciplines, and, moreover, that have an epistemic function on the discourses on the reliefs.  

1.2.2    Background.  In an excellent survey that examines the approaches to tangible truth and 

positive objectivity in the human and historical sciences in the nineteenth century, Kaspar 

Eskildsen (2012) elucidates how the scientific discipline of archaeology may be seen to have 

arisen in opposition to the scientific discipline of history. Primarily this opposition related to a 

reaction by historians of objects, working in museums, against historians of texts, working in 

archives, whom, they bemoaned: ‘… limited themselves to histories of texts and therefore 

abandoned the earliest histories of humankind’ (Eskildsen 2012:24). The innovation of a 

‘language of objects’ in the 1830s, by the Danish amateur scholar and director of the Royal 

Museum of Nordic Antiquities in Copenhagen, Christian Jürgensen Thomsen (1788-1865), 

facilitated the emergence of a new historical consciousness.5 The new historical milieu 

reviewed the construction of an empirical history of objects, as a productive alternative to an 

empirical history of texts. 

In January 1837, Thomsen published a short text, originally in Danish, entitled Brief Outlook 

on Monuments and Antiquities from the Nordic Past, which appeared in a volume published by 

the Royal Society for Ancient Nordic Manuscripts. Translated into German in 1837 and later 

into English in 1848, Thomsen laid out his theory for comparative archaeology as a scientific 

discipline comparable with other existing museum sciences such as geology and comparative 

anatomy (Eskildsen 2012:24). Thomsen’s theory, therefore, extended the boundaries of 

scientific historical knowledge beyond the textual sources. Moreover, his empirical approach 

of objects established archaeology as an, ‘independent field of enquiry’ (Eskildsen 2012:26) 

with its own research practices and its own site of knowledge production. Working only with 

the artefacts within the context of the museum, Thomsen inaugurated a history of objects as a 

supplement and an alternative to that of the textual, archival work of the German, Von 

Rankean school of historians (Eskildsen 2012:26, 27).6 Through the museum science of 

objects, that became associated with the new human sciences of ethnography and 

anthropology, Thomsen sought to emancipate archaeology from the neighbouring disciplines 

of history and philology by shifting the focus from texts to objects (Eskildsen 2012:32). In 

1847, comparative archaeology was instituted as a science at a meeting for the Society of 

Scandinavian Natural Scientists. (Eskildsen 2012:43; Renfrew & Bahn 2010:17). Eskildsen 

																																																								
5	In the late eighteenth century, prominent Enlightenment historians, philologists and antiquarians based their 
enquiries into the past on the relative and absolute chronology of the Bible and the accounts of classical Greek and 
Roman periods (Rowley-Conwy 2007:22; Stiebing 1993:32).	
6	See chapter two for a discussion on the historian, Von Ranke, and his method of establishing historical evidence in 
the nineteenth century. 
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(2012:44) remarks that, ironically, the antiquarianism that German professional historians 

eschewed for the historical disciplines became the ‘justification for the particularly scientific 

status of archaeology and ethnography’, and marked their admission from natural history to the 

human and historical sciences. By the late nineteenth century, the development of specialised 

stratigraphical field techniques for archaeological excavations extended Thomsen’s model 

from museum collections and classification of pristine artefacts to include detailed description 

and analysis of all material cultural remains from an archaeological site.  

The contestation and schism that arose between the scientific discipline of history and the 

scientific discipline of archaeology in the nineteenth century in Europe, I will suggest, frames 

the historical context of the antecedents of the current disputation between scholars of texts and 

scholars of archaeology in the disciplines of History of ancient Israel and Biblical 

Archaeology. In spite of the significant strides that were made in the twentieth century to 

bridge the disciplinary divide through the disciplines of the social sciences – in the common 

endeavour to uncover and reconstruct the past in which ancient Israel emerged – historians and 

archaeologists in these disciplines continue to segregate into camps following the polarised 

historical antecedents highlighted above.7 The ‘historical matrix’ (Deist & Le Roux 1987:16) 

of ancient Israel has been probed and described by historians through critical analysis of 

predominantly textual sources and philological approaches and by archaeologists through 

predominantly scientific and comparative analysis of archaeological remains. 

1.2.3    Conclusion. 

There was a time when archaeology, as a discipline devoted to silent monuments, inert traces, objects 
without context, and things left by the past, aspired to the condition of history, and attained meaning 
only through the restitution of a historical discourse; it might be said, to play on words a little, that in 
our time history aspires to the condition of archaeology, to the intrinsic description of the monument 
(Foucault 1972:8).   

Michel Foucault’s differentiation of historical approaches between archaeology and history 

encapsulates, for the purposes of this research project, the quintessence of the object-and-

archaeology versus text-and-history controversy and divide in the disciplines of Biblical 

Archaeology and History of ancient Israel. In the research, I will undertake to demonstrate how, in 

the institution of the British Museum, the function of the museum as a site of knowledge 

production, and the function of the archive as a site of knowledge production – tacitly 

representing the antecedents of the polarisation of historical methodology in the study of ancient 

																																																								
7	See Deist & Le Roux (1987:15-28) for an insightful discussion of the approaches of the social sciences in the 
twentieth century, that in the opinion of the authors gave the neo-historicist school a firmer foundation and placed it: 
‘... shoulder to shoulder with the social sciences as a discipline with a substantially broadened horizon’ (Deist & Le 
Roux 1987:28). I question whether the “blurring” of the disciplinary divide through the approaches of the social 
sciences has indeed bridged the divide between scholars of texts and scholars of archaeological material. 
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Israel in the disciplines discussed hitherto – coalesce to form a unitary historical a priori in the 

construction of knowledge of the Lachish reliefs.  In this unitary historical a priori lies the premise 

of my hypothesis: that despite the heterogeneous evolution of the disciplines since the nineteenth 

century, a bounded formation of knowledge of the reliefs may be seen to have evolved through the 

rubrics of knowledge formation in the Assyrian-Layard archive in the British Museum. Moreover, 

how this epistemological priority has played a major role in the discourses on the reliefs in 

constituting and shaping knowledge about the archaeology from Sennacherib’s palace and from 

the excavations at Tel Lachish will be a critical focus of the research. 

 
1.3       HYPOTHESIS 

It is my hypothesis that the Assyrian-Layard archive, institutionally represented by the British 

Museum, holds the power to enforce boundaries of knowledge of ancient Israel’s history in the 

discourses on the Lachish reliefs.  

1.4       AIM OF THE STUDY 

To advance the hypothesis of this study, the research centres on the excavations at Nineveh 

conducted in the mid-nineteenth century and the archaeology at Tel Lachish in Israel excavated 

in the twentieth century, in relation to the visual imagery of the Lachish reliefs commissioned 

in 701 BCE by the Assyrian monarch, Sennacherib. The title of my project is: Historical 

methodology of ancient Israel and the archive as historical a priori in the discourses on 

the Lachish reliefs. I will posit that by using archival theory in a critical examination of the 

discourses on the reliefs in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel 

since the nineteenth century, the research may present a contribution to the approaches to 

historical methodology of ancient Israel in the disciplines. Drawing from Christoph 

Uehlinger’s (2003) observations on the development of scholarship on the Lachish reliefs since 

the nineteenth century it may be identified that three types of discourses on the Lachish reliefs 

have evolved in the disciplines. These include a text-and-archaeology-based discourse, a 

topography-and-archaeology-based discourse, and an art-and-archaeology-based discourse. 

The research will contend that in each of these discourses on the reliefs, the discourses have 

been constructed along the grain of the British imperial archive. Moreover in each discourse, I 

will demonstrate that the archaeology – being both the archaeology from the excavations at 

Sennacherib’s Southwest palace and the archaeology from Tel Lachish – has been ordered and 

regulated by this epistemological rubric of order. The research will also endeavour to 

foreground the vital role that archaeological images have played in the construction of 

knowledge on the reliefs in the disciplines. The role, then, of the archive as historical a priori 

and the authoritative role of images in historical methodology of the Lachish reliefs and by 
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extension therefore, of ancient Israel’s history, will be evaluated as a primary aim of the 

research. 

1.5       NOTES ON METHODOLOGY AND STRUCTURE 

To achieve the aims of the research project, the methodological approach of this study is 

qualitative research of primary and secondary sources. The primary sources that I evaluated, I 

was able to access during a research trip, from 19 to 25 October 2015, to the British Museum 

exhibition galleries and to the British Museum Middle East Study Room. During the same 

research trip, I visited the British Library where I consulted primary sources in the Rare Books 

and Manuscripts Reading Room.  

In the British Museum, I examined and photographed the Assyrian reliefs from Sennacherib’s 

palace that are on display in the Assyrian Transept; of particular interest for this research project 

are the Lachish reliefs that are on permanent display in the Assyrian Transept, Room 10b. I also 

viewed and photographed archaeological objects displayed in a museum display case in the 

Lachish Gallery that illustrate the Assyrian capture of the Judean city of Lachish. The objects 

were excavated by the Wellcome-Marston Archaeological Research Expedition to the Near East 

in the 1930s, led by J L Starkey, and presented to the British Museum by the Trustees of the late 

Sir Henry Wellcome (Assyrian Transept: wall label, Room 10b). The objects include iron and 

bone arrowheads, sling stones with a modern sling, a bronze blinker ornament, an iron lance, a 

replica of an Assyrian helmet crest (the original of which is held by the Palestine Archaeological 

Museum – now the Rockefeller Museum – in Jerusalem), and the Terracotta foundation document 

from Nineveh, dated 694 BCE, that is inscribed with a record of Sennacherib’s campaigns and the 

rebuilding of Nineveh. The capture of Lachish and the siege of Jerusalem took place during 

Sennacherib’s third campaign. The account of the siege of Jerusalem is given in column III, lines 

38-81 (Assyrian Transept: wall label, Room 10b).  

In the British Museum Middle East Study Room, I examined the photographic records of the 

Original Drawings. These photographic records are kept in three albums, entitled VOL I, II 

LAYARD; OD VOL IV, and LAYARD OD VOL V-VI. Of the Original Drawings by A H 

Layard, F C Cooper, T S Bell, C D Hodder and H A Churchill, which document the excavations 

and discoveries at Nineveh in the mid-nineteenth century, I was granted a brief session of access 

to the volumes of the drawings by Mr Nigel Tallis, the Curator of Later Mesopotamia. Since the 

drawings are bound in large folio volumes and remain in their archival racking for conservation 

reasons, an in-depth period of research on the Original Drawings would have required special 

permission and supervised access (email correspondence with Mr Tallis, 18 September 2015). 

However, I was able to briefly view the drawings from Volumes 1, 11 and V. Volume IV was 
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unavailable to be viewed at the time of my visit. The Original Drawings are bound in volumes I-

VI, which are held in the British Museum archives in the Department of Western Asiatic 

Antiquities. Furthermore, in the Study Room, I examined unpublished artefacts from the 

Wellcome-Marston Research Expedition that are held in repositories in the British Museum 

archives. These included metal arrowheads and fragments of iron scale armour.    

In the British Library, I examined the watercolour sketches of the Nineveh excavations executed 

by the Rev S C Malan on his visit to Mosul in 1850. These sketches are bound in an album held in 

the Department of Manuscripts in the British Library, entitled Syria, Assyria, & Armenia – 

Sketches from nature, taken from May 1st to July 29th 1850, Volume IV (Add.MS. 45360). I also 

consulted the manuscripts of Christian Rassam’s reports to Layard from November 1846 to April 

1851 (Add.MS. 39056-39059). From the rare books reading room I read and photocopied pages 

154-162 and pages 208-214 of the biography on S C Malan by his son A N Malan, entitled 

Solomon Caesar Malan, published in 1897; and reviewed S C Malan’s own writings on 

philosophy and theology, entitled, Philosophy or Truth?, published in 1865. I also examined A 

Paterson’s book, published in 1915, entitled Assyrian Sculptures – Palace of Sinacherib: The 

Hague 1912-1915. Furthermore, I consulted Rassam’s memoir, Asshur and the Land of Nimrod 

(1897), as well as the Dictionary of British Watercolour Artists up to 1920, by H L Mallalieu, 

published in 1976.  

Before traveling to London I consulted a seminal secondary source, published by the British 

Museum in 1998, authored by R D Barnett, E Bleibtreu and G Turner, entitled Sculptures from the 

Southwest Palace of Sennacherib at Nineveh (hereafter referred to as the Catalogue of 

Sculptures). This definitive work is the only major source that has catalogued the Original 

Drawings and the reliefs that are associated with Sennacherib’s Southwest palace, and attributes 

each drawing and relief to their original location in the palace. Moreover, I consulted Layard’s 

published accounts of the Kuyunjik excavations that were conducted in two expeditions in the 

mid-nineteenth century. Layard’s report of his first campaign at Kuyunjik in May and June 1847 

was published in 1849 in Nineveh and its Remains, and The Monuments of Nineveh. From 

Drawings made on the Spot (hereafter referred to as Monuments of Nineveh I). His description of 

the second campaign, from October 1849 to April 1851, published in two accounts in 1853, 

entitled Discoveries in the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon (hereafter referred to as Nineveh and 

Babylon), and A Second Series of the Monuments of Nineveh; including Bas-Reliefs from the 

Palace of Sennacherib and Bronzes from the Ruins of Nimroud. From Drawings made on the Spot 

(hereafter referred to as Monuments of Nineveh II). These reports were written by Layard and 

published by the renowned London publisher, John Murray, when Layard returned to London 

following each campaign. They contain Layard’s narrative accounts with visual documentation of 
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the expeditions and the excavations. The Layard publications are held in the University of South 

Africa’s library archives and are included in the Birch Collection of rare books.  

The research report consists of eight chapters. As the study evolves, I will endeavour to examine 

the effects of the British imperial archive as historical a priori in the disciplines of Biblical 

Archaeology and History of ancient Israel. I will argue that knowledge in these disciplines, of the 

Lachish reliefs has consistently been shaped by the rubrics of order that governed the assembly of 

the Assyrian-Layard archive in the British Museum. Thus it is my contention that the existing 

discourses on the Lachish reliefs are along the British imperial archival grain. This boundary of 

knowledge formation has, moreover, regulated the interpretation of the archaeology at Tel 

Lachish from Level III that pertains to the Lachish reliefs, as I will demonstrate. Chapter one 

contains the overall introduction and literature review of the research. In chapter two, by way of 

an introduction to archival theory, as I will endeavour to apply it theoretically and practically, I 

will trace a philosophically-minded approach to historical methodology of ancient Israel from a 

perspective of the archive as historical a priori. Thereafter, in chapters three to six, I will develop 

the hypothesis that the Assyrian-Layard archive, institutionally represented by the British 

Museum, functioned as a concordant archive of the mythological imperial archive in Victorian 

Britain. This proposition, I will analyse in both a theoretical and a practical evaluation. The 

theoretical foundation will be developed in chapters three and four with a review of the British 

Museum’s involvement in Layard’s first and second Assyrian excavation campaigns; the practical 

evidence of the proposition examined in chapters five and six through an in-depth analysis of the 

visual records that are held in the Assyrian-Layard archival repositories. Thereafter, in chapter 

seven, I will analyse the historical a priori effects of the imperial archive in the discourses on the 

Lachish reliefs in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel. In chapter 

eight, I will draw a conclusion from the preceding chapters that concerns the hypothesis proposed 

in the research. Moreover, I shall present the scope for future research that the study presents. 

1.5.1    Methodological considerations. 

1.5.1.1  Archival theory: Historical method, the archive as historical a priori and the British 

imperial archive.  Since the mid-nineteenth century, the Lachish reliefs have captured the 

attention and the imagination of antiquarians, archaeologists and historians of the ancient Near 

East. Commissioned by the Assyrian monarch Sennacherib, the reliefs commemorated his siege 

and capture of the Judean stronghold of Lachish in 701 BCE. Fuelled by the Western, imperial 

project of accumulating comprehensive knowledge in the nineteenth century (Richards 1993), 

material cultural treasures were amassed to the imperial centres in the nineteenth century. The 

British Museum houses Assyrian treasures that include the Lachish reliefs and other Assyrian 
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palace reliefs and sculptures, as well as documents and pictorial records of the excavations of 

Nineveh undertaken by Sir A H Layard on behalf of the Trustees of the British Museum between 

1846 and 1851. In my research I will refer to this material archive of the Nineveh excavations in 

my research as the Assyrian-Layard archive.8 Included in this archival repository are the Original 

Drawings that are stored in the British Museum, the Layard Papers, and the album of watercolour 

sketches by the Rev S C Malan that are kept in the Department of Manuscripts in the British 

Library. 

According to the hypothesis advanced here, my study will analyse, both theoretically and 

practically, how the Assyrian-Layard archive, institutionally represented by the British Museum, 

has played a primary role in the construction of knowledge of the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines 

of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel. Through the methodological approach of 

archival theory I will evaluate what Michel Foucault, a post-war French philosopher, identified as 

the ‘anonymous, historical rules’ (Foucault 1972:131) that function to order historical descriptions 

according to the ‘present state of knowledge’ (Foucault 1972:5). These rules may be seen to 

operate as a ‘historical a priori’ (Foucault 1972:142, 224) in the discourses on the Lachish reliefs 

in the disciplines.  

By way of defining how the term ‘archive as historical a priori’ is to be understood in this study, 

the following is instructive: Foucault’s engagement with the archive as historical a priori, 

radically addressed by scholars in the seminal South African publication, Refiguring the Archive 

(2002), positions the archive as more than: ‘… simply institution, but rather the law of what can 

be said, the system of statements, or rules of practice, that give shape to what can and cannot be 

said’ (Hamilton, Harris & Reid 2002:9). Implicit in archive, then, is the foundation of the 

production of knowledge and the relations of power underpinning the inclusions and exclusions in 

the archival record (Hamilton et al 2002:9). Thus I will analyse the Assyrian-Layard archive, not 

simply as a source of putative “facts” from which to reconstruct assemblages of ancient Israel’s 

past but as a ‘site of contested knowledges’ which functioned – and continues – to ‘constitute the 

record’, to ‘provide evidence’, and to ‘act as source’ (Hamilton et al 2002:9).  

1.5.1.2  Archival data:  Faultlines in the archive and the pictorial records in the Assyrian-Layard 

archive. In this research report, I will analyse the pictorial records in the archive. While much 

scholarly research has been conducted on the written records in the archives of the British 

Museum and the British Library, little critical attention has been given to the visual records in the 

Assyrian-Layard archive. I will identify these visual documents as phenomena – no less than the 

written documents and extant preserved sculptures and reliefs – that possess interpretive 

																																																								
8	See discussion below on page 59 for the decision to refer to the archive as the Assyrian-Layard archive. 
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dimensions (Leibhammer 2001:6-7). How these interpretative dimensions have been shaped, prior 

and subsequent to their arrival in the archive, may be disclosed through an analysis of the 

‘faultlines’ in the archive (Stoler 2002: 100), which may be described as the rubrics of order – that 

is, the rules and practices of selection and deletion – in the archive. Archives are often constructed 

through the “steeping” of specific records, to yield their treasures in a particular way (Stoler 

2002:92). Ann Stoler (2002:83; cf Stoler 2009) elaborates that the internal logic of the archive 

prompts a reading of the records that is ‘along the archival grain.’ Researchers themselves also 

constitute the archive since their reading, interpretation and citation of material contribute to 

shaping the archives. Therefore, discerning the hidden logics of the record and in readings 

‘against the archival grain’ (Stoler 2002:91), that what the proprietors of the record sought to 

obscure, may be disclosed.  

1.5.1.3  Archival effects: The Assyrian-Layard archive and the discourses on the reliefs in the 

disciplines and the archaeology at Tel Lachish. The research will argue that all three types of 

discourses on the reliefs are within the same discursive practice and knowledge formation. To 

disclose the: ‘effects of an order on historical forms of knowledge’ (McQuillan 2010:46), I will 

evaluate the ubiquitous and indiscriminate use of images that archaeologists and scholars have 

used to construct and support these discourses. The research will endeavour to establish how the 

discourses on the reliefs have been shaped through the practices and circuits of knowledge 

production in the British imperial Assyrian-Layard archive. Moreover, since it is of critical 

concern to this study, how these archival effects have transitively influenced the constructions of 

knowledge of the archaeology from Sennacherib’s palace and from the excavations at Tel Lachish 

in each of these discourses will be examined. 

1.6       LITERATURE REVIEW  

1.6.1    Archival theory.  Michel Foucault’s Archaeology of Knowledge (1972) and the seminal 

South African publication, Refiguring the Archive (2002), establish the theoretical framework 

through which I have approached this research project and the analysis of the archival data. 

According to Foucault (1972:145), the archive is: ‘… the system that governs the appearance of 

statements as unique events.’ These systems of statements and rules of practice are, as the authors 

of Refiguring the Archive emphasise: ‘… all designed to create a particular vision of society’ 

(Hamilton et al 2002:15). One of the concerns in current scholarship in archival discourse requires 

spaces to be opened up in the archives to yield new visions and transformations of society. 

Positioned within this imperative, the book Refiguring the Archive (2002), created the space for 

contributions by scholars from South Africa and international scholars for an extension of their 

exploratory work of new thinking around archive(s). Initially constellated in 1998 around a 
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seminar project by the same title, hosted by the University of Witwatersrand’s Graduate School 

for the Humanities and Social Sciences in conjunction with four archival institutions in South 

Africa,9 the project aimed to ‘look beyond the idea of archives as physical records’ and to engage 

the archive as the ‘foundation of the production of knowledge in the present’ (Hamilton et al 

2002:9).  

Moreover, the authors foreground Jacques Derrida’s critique of the relationship between power 

and archive, in which he states that: ‘… there is no political power without control of the archive’ 

(Hamilton et al 2002:15). Public archives located at the heart of political power, and the 

positioning of alternative archives to yield alternative visions to challenge that power, underwrite 

many of the discussions and debate raised by the authors of Refiguring the Archive; they state: 

‘For much of the nineteenth century the treasures of the archive were forcibly relocated to 

imperial centres … Based in Western centres, those institutions thus aggregate to themselves the 

power to define and delimit the archive’ (Hamilton et al 2002:17). This relationship of public 

archives to political power is patently relevant for my research project since the British Museum, 

representing the institutional “heart” of the British Empire, houses a substantial collection of 

ancient Assyrian cultural treasures amassed and relocated to the imperial centre in the nineteenth 

century.  

Ann Stoler’s seminal enquiry into the Colonial Archives and the Arts of Governance: On the 

Content in the Form (2002), reflects on the archive – not merely as a site of ‘knowledge retrieval’ 

(Stoler 2002:85), which has long been the exemplary activity of astute historical inquiry – but, 

rather, she considers the function of the archive as a site of ‘knowledge production’ (Stoler 

2002:85). Stoler’s contribution, following the recent ‘historic turn’ (Stoler 2002:84) to address the 

politics of knowledge in the broader human and historical sciences, establishes the central tenet of 

my research to evaluate the practices of historical methodology in the disciplines of Biblical 

Archaeology and History of ancient Israel. Moreover, Thomas Richards provides illuminating 

insight into the fantasies of the imperial archive in the mid-nineteenth century in Victorian 

England. His study, The Imperial Archive: Knowledge and Fantasy of the Empire (1993), 

addresses some of the narratives that conveyed what it meant to maintain imperial control at the 

rise of the new imperialism in the mid-century (Richards 1993:1). His analysis of the British 

Empire in the nineteenth century and its mythology of a unified archive as a tool to ‘unify an 

empire’ (Richards 1993:4) brings into relief the unifying thread of critical analysis that occurs 

throughout the chapters in this study.  

																																																								
9	The four archival institutions, which collaborated in the project included the National Archives, the University of 
Witwatersrand’s Historical Papers, the Gay and Lesbian Archives and the South African History Archive 
(Hamilton et al 2002:8). 
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1.6.2     Orientalism.  Most widely known for his interrogation of the nineteenth century 

European imperial project of exerting power over the Orient, Edward Said demonstrates, through 

his concept and book Orientalism (2003), how power operates in knowledge (Ashcroft & 

Ahluwalia 2001:8). First published in 1978, Said’s Orientalism exposes the link between the texts 

of Orientalist discourse and the relations of power and unexamined assumptions that underlie the 

construction of these texts. Recalling the lecture of Arthur James Balfour delivered to the House 

of Commons in 1910 on the problems in Egypt, Said reflects on the processes of “knowledge” of 

the Orient by which the West constructed the Orient and thereby constructed Europe’s dominance 

over the Orient:  

… yet he knows how they feel since he knows their history, their reliance on such a one as he, and 
their expectations. Still, he does speak for them in the sense that what they might have to say, were 
they to be asked and might they be able to answer, would somewhat uselessly confirm what is already 
evident (Said 2003:34-35). 

This is significant for my research, since I will demonstrate how representations of the Lachish 

reliefs in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel have often 

replicated ‘the ways in which Orientalists constructed the Orient in the nineteenth century’ 

(Ashcroft & Ahluwalia 2001:9).  

1.6.3    Orientalism and visual culture.  Frederick Bohrer’s seminal and sustained survey of the 

European system of exoticism in the nineteenth century is one of the main secondary sources for 

this research. One of the main concerns examined by Bohrer in his arresting book Orientalism and 

Visual Culture: Imagining Mesopotamia in Nineteenth-Century Europe (2003), is the varied 

socio-political receptions in Britain, France and Germany to the startling ‘new antiquity’ of 

Nineveh and Babylon (Sweetman 2004:410). Addressing the Western visual representation of 

Oriental themes, Bohrer (2003:3) considers the work of ‘filtering, revising and reconstructing 

Assyria’ and related ancient Mesopotamian cultures ‘staged’ in nineteenth century museums and 

in its broader variegated visual culture. Bohrer (2003:4) processes what he terms, the ‘dream-like 

transformations’ of ancient Assyria through political, ideological, historical and aesthetic 

postulates. Sir A H Layard’s discoveries formed the core of the British Museum’s ancient 

Assyrian holdings; and dubbed the “Ur-narrative”, Layard’s archaeological bestseller in 

nineteenth century England, Nineveh and its Remains, earned him the prestigious reputation of 

founder of Assyrian archaeology in England (Bohrer 2003:4). Of particular interest for my 

research is Bohrer’s elaboration of the ‘matrix of institutions, ideologies, and audiences’ through 

which the cultural image of ancient Assyria was invented, circulated and continually re-invented 

(Bohrer 2003:4). 
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1.6.4    Assyriology and secondary publications on Sennacherib’s palace and the Assyrian 

excavations.  Assyriology may be termed, by definition, a science that had its origins in the 

nineteenth century in the British Museum (Miller 1973:204). Some of the early studies on 

Assyrian sculptures and reliefs include A Paterson’s publication, entitled Assyrian Sculptures, 

Palace of Sinacherib (1915), and C J Gadd narrative account of The Stones of Assyria: The 

Surviving Remains of Assyrian Sculpture, their Recovery and their Original Position (1936). 

Gadd’s publication has become a seminal review of the journey of the extant reliefs and sculptures 

from their sites of excavation in Assyria to their registry, restoration and reassembly in the British 

Museum in the mid-nineteenth century. Including studies on the pictorial narrative account 

depicted on the Lachish reliefs, extensive scholarly work has been done on the “language” of 

Assyrian sculptures and reliefs from Sennacherib’s palace (Uehlinger 2003:224).  Some of the 

most significant of these studies include a series of articles published later from J E Reade’s 

dissertation in 1965 (1972; 1979 a; 1972b; 1980 a; 1980b; 1998), and three major monographs 

and three articles by J M Russell, in which he thoroughly studies Sennacherib’s Southwest palace 

and the Lachish narrative reliefs (Russell 1991; 1993; 1995; 1997; 1998; 1999). In 1970, G Turner 

published an in-depth study of the characteristics of Late Assyrian palace layout with a focus on 

the variation of ‘state apartments’ (Turner 1970:177). More recently, Turner turned his attention 

to the material records in the Layard Papers and uncovered letters and drawings sent to Layard 

between Layard’s two expeditions (Turner 2001). In a subsequent article in 2003, Turner 

describes and discusses the primary sources in the British Museum and the British Library that 

present a narrative account of the daily excavations and activities of Layard’s second campaign at 

Sennacherib’s palace (Turner 2003). Further insightful investigations, relevant for my study, on 

state, class, gender, ideology and aesthetics in Assyrian monumental art have been undertaken by 

scholars such as M Liverani (1979), I J Winter (1981; 2002; 2010), A Gunter (1982) and M I 

Marcus (1995a; 1995b). 

1.6.5    Writings on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History 

of ancient Israel.  Germane to this research project are the writings of Christoph Uehlinger on the 

Lachish reliefs (2003; 2007). In the discipline of History of ancient Israel, writings on the Lachish 

reliefs have generally fallen within the parlance of broader Sennacherib studies. Traditionally 

these Sennacherib studies have focussed on literary sources from the Bible and the Assyrian 

inscriptions. Since the 1970s, attention has been given to archaeological excavations and to the re-

interpretation of earlier excavations in Israel, particularly at Tel Lachish and Jerusalem. More 

recently, the Sennacherib Lachish inscriptions and reliefs have been included for historical 

reconstruction of Sennacherib studies. In the European Seminar on Historical Methodology in 

ancient Israel’s History, held in conjunction with the first European Association of Biblical 
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Studies in August 2000, scholars within and outside the discipline of biblical studies considered 

the topic of the invasion of Sennacherib in Judah in 701 BCE to continue the debate on historical 

methodology of ancient Israel’s history. Christoph Uehlinger’s comprehensive text, Clio in a 

world of pictures – Another Look at the Lachish Reliefs from Sennacherib’s Southwest Palace at 

Nineveh (2003), considers the visual imagery of the Lachish reliefs as a primary pictorial source 

of ancient historiography of an historical event (Uehlinger 2003:224). Uehlinger’s concern with 

the pictorial record as a distinct, partly independent and complementary source of ancient 

historiography, and as a record for historical reasoning and reconstruction of historical 

information establishes the ground from which the research has evolved (Uehlinger 2003:224). 

Uehlinger (2003:224-225) argues that the interpreter of the ancient visual source, well-known as 

the Lachish reliefs, requires not only knowledge of the ‘“language” of Assyrian images’ but also 

knowledge of the ‘rules which governed their commissioning, production and display in 

antiquity.’  

Arguing against a ‘naïve approach’ to the reliefs merely as ‘“windows” to an ancient event’ 

(Uehlinger 2003:276), Uehlinger’s study begins to probe questions around the recording and 

processing of data in the Assyrian-Layard and has given critical attention to the measured 

drawings produced by Austen Henry Layard and Charles Doswell Hodder in the archival 

repositories in the British Museum. However, Uehlinger’s study does not address the “archive” as 

a foundation of epistemology in the construction of knowledge on the Lachish. In my research 

project I propose to contribute further critical examination of the Assyrian-Layard archive, with 

particular focus on the pictorial records (Original Drawings and the S C Malan watercolours) in 

the British Museum and the British Library. The visual documents, I will contend, are crucial to 

the generation and interpretation of information about the reliefs.  

In a symposium in 2005, sponsored by the British Academy, scholars attempted to address the 

problems in historical methodology of ancient Israel’s history. Uehlinger’s contribution to a 

volume of published essays succeeding the symposium addresses ancient visual sources as a 

third witness of history. The hitherto witnesses of history, Uehlinger (2007:175) reflects, 

includes ancient texts and material culture from archaeological excavation. In his text entitled 

Neither Eyewitness, nor Windows to the past, but Valuable Testimony in its own Right, 

Uehlinger (2007:173, 188) argues for the analysis of visual sources as historical “objects”. 

Uehlinger therefore proposes in his two articles that ancient visual sources require visual 

literacy in iconography, literacy in historical source criticism as well as knowledge of the rules 

of ancient data-processing and the organising of categories of information (Uehlinger 

2007:173, 188). In this study I will endeavor to extend Uehlinger’s contribution to the 

complexities of ancient visual sources for historical reconstruction to a further “layer” of 
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historical data that, I argue, should be considered in the evaluation of sources for historical 

reconstruction.  This additional “layer” of historical data resides in the archive; where the 

function of the archive as historical a priori, I will posit, holds the power to ‘enforce boundaries 

of knowledge’ (Hamilton et al 2002:17) over the reconstruction of historical knowledge on the 

Lachish reliefs. It is, therefore, incumbent on the interpreter and historian of ancient visual 

sources to be competent in the evaluation of the archival sources that relate to the restitution of 

ancient artefacts and the role of the archive as historical a priori in the reconstruction of 

historical knowledge. 

1.6.6    Visual science and general archaeological writings on images.  Following Norman 

Bryson’s highly influential development of the ‘social character’ of semiotics, elaborated in his 

book, Vision and Painting: The Logic of the Gaze (1983), in a further informative essay with art 

historian, Mieke Bal, entitled, Semiotics and Art History (1991), Bal and Bryson highlight the 

discursive nature of semiotics. Considered to be the theory of signs and symbols, the study of 

semiotics offers conceptual tools with which to understand the ongoing process of sign-making 

and sign-use in human cultural activities. Post-structuralism has challenged the traditional tenets 

of structuralist semiotic theory of Charles Saunders Peirce (1843-1914) and Ferdinand de 

Saussure (1857-1913) with the distinct relationship between semiotics and visuality raising new 

areas of debate (Bal & Bryson 1991:174). One of these new areas of debate that has relevance for 

my research interrogates the pervasive search for “context” in visual images in what is often taken 

to be ‘positive knowledge’ (Bal & Bryson 1991:175). Whereas, Bal and Bryson argue, semiotics 

challenges the positivistic view of knowledge, they argue for a more ‘truthful social history’ that 

poses the question: ‘ . . .how are signs constituted (framed) by various discursive practices, 

institutional arrangements, systems of value, semiotic mechanisms?’ (Bal & Bryson 1991:175). It 

is these problematics of visual discursivity that will inform my analysis of the transitive historical 

image of ancient Assyria in the discourses on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines of History of 

ancient Israel and Biblical Archaeology. 

In her research project to critique archaeological images produced by the Çatalhöyük project in 

South Central Turkey (2001), N M Leibhammer’s research addresses images as constructed 

entities created within historical, social and conventional paradigms. Drawing from critical 

scholars including visual theorist, W J T Mitchell (1994) and archaeologist, Brian Leigh 

Molyneaux (1997), Leibhammer questions the ubiquitous use of pictographic images in 

archaeology. Occurring in diverse forms such as drawings, photographs and digital images, 

Leibhammer (2001:8) contends that little critical attention is given to images, as to how they are 

used and what they mean. Leibhammer’s insights, as well as those from Mitchell’s recent book, 

Image Science (2015), will be applied as I seek to investigate the archival repository of visual 
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records, not only as pictorial records inferring positive knowledge of the excavations and 

discoveries at Kuyunjik, but, more importantly, as transitive historical images that disclose the 

broader circuits of knowledge formation of ancient Assyria that circulated beyond the British 

Museum in the mid-nineteenth century. My use of the term ‘transitive historical images’ refers to 

the immaterial nature of images and their migration from one time and place to another and from 

one material support to another (Mitchell 2015:26). Thus, according to Mitchell, an image comes 

to life in a material support (Mitchell 2015:16). Drawing an analogy with the syntax and grammar 

of language, an image may, then, be said to take on meaning in a “direct object”.  

1.6.7    Writings on the archaeology at Tel Lachish.  Three major archaeological excavations in 

the twentieth century have identified the biblical city of Lachish, in the Judean Shephelah, with 

Tell ed-Duweir (Tel Lachish). From 1932 to 1938, James L Starkey led the British Wellcome-

Marston Research Expedition to the Near East, assisted by G L Harding and O Tufnell (Ussishkin 

1993:897). Starkey published preliminary reports on the excavations; the final excavation reports 

were published by Olga Tufnell who had continued working on the excavated material until 1953 

(Tufnell 1953). Working according to the ‘horizontal’ or ‘architectural’ method (Ussishkin 

2004:27), Starkey’s excavations focussed extensively on areas surrounding the mound and on the 

mound. His significant discoveries included the Level II and I city gates, the outer revetment wall, 

the Level I palace, the Solar Shrine, the Great Shaft, the palace-fort, the Fosse Temple and the 

renowned Lachish inscribed ostraca found in the city gate (Ussishkin 1993:897, 898). Between 

1966 and 1968, Y Aharoni led a short expedition, on behalf of the Tel Aviv University, in the area 

of the Solar Shrine.  

Renewed excavations were undertaken by the Institute of Archaeology of Tel Aviv University, 

directed by D Ussishkin from 1973 to 1987, with ongoing fieldwork on the city gates until 1994.10 

Assisted by G Barkay, C Clamer, Y Dagan, J Woodhead and O Zimhoni, the team re-excavated 

areas already opened by Starkey in the 1930s (Ussishkin 1993:898). Focusing on qualitative 

results for long-term historical reconstruction of the site, Ussishkin concentrated, in eight 

excavation areas, primarily on vertical sections, to gain an understanding of the city’s stratigraphy 

and chronology (Ussishkin 2004:XI). These areas included the Palace area (Area P), the Gate area 

(Area GW & Area GE), the Section area (Area S), the Ramp area (Area R), the Domestic area 

(Area D), the Judean palace-fort (Area Pal) and a cemetery at the foot of the mound (Ussishkin 

2004:39-40).  

																																																								
10	The renewed excavations were sanctioned and supported by R D Barnett of the British Museum, one of the first 
supporters of Ussishkin’s project (Ussishkin 2004:3). 
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One of the major unresolved archaeological questions, related to Iron Age chronology, concerned 

the dating of Lachish Level III. 11 Destroyed by an intense conflagration, Lachish Level III is 

significant for the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel, and for this 

research project, since, according to scholarly and archaeological studies, it represents the city 

destroyed by Sennacherib in 701 BCE during his invasion of Judah.12 Originally Starkey 

attributed the Level III destruction layer to the Babylonian conquest. Rejecting the accepted views 

at the time, Tufnell argued that the destruction was the result of an earlier attack by Sennacherib, 

the Assyrian monarch. In the renewed excavations, a ‘Trial-cut’ made in 1977, which re-cleared a 

section of the British excavation, exposed irregularly heaped boulders. These boulders constituted 

a unique find in the ancient Near East: a huge siege ramp, agreed on now by most scholars, to 

have been built in 701 BCE (Ussishkin 2004:699; Stern 2001:6). In 1983 and 1985 Ussishkin 

excavated Area R, in the southwestern corner of the mound, where the siege ramp was found. 

These excavations elucidated crucial aspects of the fortifications of the city and the siege attack 

waged against the city of Lachish by Sennacherib. The excavation results are especially 

significant, since there is scholarly consensus that the images depicted on the Lachish reliefs and 

the archaeological excavations corroborate the same historical event. 

Of significant interest for my research are the series of reconstructive drawings of the Lachish 

reliefs, by Gert le Grange and Judith Dekel. Published in two articles in 1980, Ussishkin 

commissioned Gert le Grange’s reconstruction of Lachish as ‘viewed by the Assyrian artist’ and 

reconstructions of the assault on the main Assyrian siege ramp and the assault on the city gate 

(1980a:56; 1980b:183 Fig 5, 184 Fig 6, 186 Fig 7). In the final published reports of the renewed 

excavations, Ussishkin commissioned Le Grange’s reconstruction of an Assyrian siege machine in 

action (Ussishkin 2004:767 Fig 13.59). Commissioned by David Ussishkin to further support his 

topography-and-archaeology-based discourse on the reliefs, Judith Dekel made detailed drawings 

of the narrative images of the complete series of reliefs as well as a new drawing of the siege 

scene depicted on Slabs 6-8. This was published at first in Ussishkin’s articles in 1980 (1980a:58-

59; 1980b:179 Fig 3) and in Ussishkin’s monograph, The Conquest of Lachish by Sennacherib 

(1982:73 Fig 62, 77 Fig 65, 121 Fig 93). Dekel also made detail drawings of Assyrian archers and 

slingers (Ussishkin 2004:1952 Fig 27.20). In 1981, adapting the earlier reconstruction by H H Mc 

																																																								
11	To maintain continuity with Starkey’s use of the term ‘level’ to designate archaeological stratum, Ussishkin 
adopted the term in the renewed excavations. Significantly, the Lachish stratigraphy is the only site whose strata are 
designated ‘levels’ (Ussishkin 2004:43).   
12 Two archaeological factors have been central to determining Sennacherib’s invasion. These are the stratigraphy of 
Lachish and the discovery of the four-winged and two-winged lmlk seal impressions on storage jar handles discovered 
in Jerusalem, Lachish (where both types were found in the same destruction layer) and elsewhere in the southern 
kingdom of Judah (Grabbe 2003:5; Ussishkin 1977). Historiographical sources that refer to Sennacherib’s invasion of 
Judah include the accounts in the Assyrian annals and in the biblical texts in 2 Kings 18:14, 17; Isaiah 36:2 and 2 
Chronicles 32:9. 
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Williams of the city of Lachish, Dekel produced a revised reconstruction of Lachish supplemented 

by new data from the renewed excavations (Ussishkin 1982:29 Fig 9; 2004:85 Fig 3.1). 
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORICAL METHOD OF ANCIENT ISRAEL AND THE ARCHIVE AS 
HISTORICAL A PRIORI  

	

2.1       INTRODUCTION 
	
By way of introducing the concept of the archive as historical a priori in historical method of 

ancient Israel, I will discuss a much condensed outline of a philosophically-minded approach to 

historical methodological principles that gave rise to an archival turn in the nineteenth century; 

and which thereafter, for the greater part of the last two centuries, privileged the site of the archive 

as authoritative for empirical historical knowledge. More recently, following the projects of 

poststructuralists, Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida, to re-evaluate the permutations of 

historical epistemology and the archive as historical a priori, a further ‘archival turn’,13 since the 

late 1990s, has examined and critiqued the archive not simply as the source of putative “facts” 

from which to reconstruct assemblages of the past, but as ‘sites of contested knowledges’, which 

function to ‘constitute the record’, ‘to provide evidence’ and ‘to act as source’ (Hamilton et al 

2002:9).  

In the Cambridge History of Philosophy in the Nineteenth Century (2012), Laurence Dickey gives 

an insightful account of the development of the method of Zusammenhang in German historical 

scholarship in the nineteenth century. His discussion of the concept of Zusammenhang provides a 

useful means by which to trace a ‘discursive historiographical dimension’ that emerged in the 

nineteenth century (Dickey 2012:815). This ‘discursive historiographical dimension’ may be seen, 

I will suggest, as: ‘[that which pre-figured the archive as] an a priori presupposition of the 

historical enterprise’ (Dickey 2012:816). 

2.2       FROM KANT TO RANKE, DILTHEY & WEBER TO FOUCAULT: TRACING AN 
EMERGENT EPISTEME OF THE ARCHIVE AS HISTORICAL A PRIORI  

2.2.1     Kant.  A philosophical and scientific historical method of ancient Israel did not arise in a 

vacuum isolated from the broader discussions within the human and historical sciences in the 

nineteenth century. History as an official academic human sciences discipline emerged in 1824 in 

the German University of Berlin (Deist & Le Roux 1987:1). Its emergence, preceded by the 

Kantian revolution inaugurated by Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, published in 1781, 

may be described as a response by means of a variety of attempts to answer philosophical and 

epistemological questions of human origins and purpose that Kant’s critique had challenged to be 

unanswerable by human reason alone (Pippin 2012:19).  

																																																								
13 The international focus on the archive, as one of the foundations of epistemology, in a wide range of human 
sciences disciplines, may be considered an “archival turn” within the broader ‘historic turn’ of the last two 
decades (Stoler 2002:83). 
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In the late eighteenth century rationalist philosophy, otherwise known as metaphysics – the ‘queen 

of the sciences’ throughout the medieval period – seemed charged to topple from her secure, lofty 

position, threatened by Kant’s radicalism and the skepticism of her more dubitable contender, 

empiricism (Pippin 2012:19). Kant’s critique, while opposed to the formal categories of 

metaphysical a priori knowledge, however, intended to constrain the ever-growing shift to purely 

empirical categories of a posteriori knowledge, fostered by Newtonian physics and Humean 

empiricism. As an ardent proponent of the Enlightenment himself, Kant’s equivalent version of a 

‘Copernican’ revolution in cognition altered, in an eruption of ensuing debate and criticism in the 

decades to come, the paradigmatic cognitive assumptions: ‘… that all our cognition must conform 

to the objects’ (Kant Critique Bxvi, cited in Pippin 2012:21). Instead, Kant proposed to solve the 

problems of metaphysics and place it firmly within the scientific realm of the Enlightenment. 

Thus he asserted: ‘… that the objects must conform to our cognition’ (Kant Critique Bxvi, cited in 

Pippin 2012:21). This, he argued, did not reduce objects to ‘mind-dependent states of 

consciousness’ or ‘mere representation’ (Pippin 2012:25) but would be more agreeable with: ‘... 

our mode of cognition of objects in so far as this is to be possible a priori’ (Kant Critique 

A11/B25, cited in Pippin 2012:21).  

Kant’s project aimed to: ‘... establish something of the objects before they are given to us’ (Kant 

Critique Bxvi, cited in Pippin 2012:21). He termed this mode of cognition ‘transcendental’ and 

went so far as to claim that all cognition was transcendental. These claims had an aftermath of 

critical and fruitful engagement. Disciples of Kant’s skepticism of dogmatic metaphysics and 

purely empirical knowledge, attempted, in the philosophy of speculative idealism, to solve the 

apparent problematic of dualism between nature and spirit inherent in Kant’s critique. However, 

rather than a preoccupation with metaphysics or with the empiricism of the objects acquired 

through the senses, Kant’s transcendental cognition placed knowledge of the objects squarely 

within the domain of the real world and introduced categories and concerns with historical 

epistemology. Thus, while still defending a ‘robust “empirical realism”’ (Pippin: 2012:25), Kant 

argued that material objects were subject to epistemic conditions with the empirical features not 

the sole authority of knowledge. His project aimed to establish the ‘necessary conditions of 

experience’ (Pippin 2012:26) and insisted, for these conditions, on the discursive nature of 

judgement (Pippin 2012:30). Pippin elaborates: ‘Kant had claimed that concepts should be 

understood as rules, normative constraints on synthetic and inferential activities’ (Pippin 

2012:38):  

All cognition requires a concept, however imperfect or obscure it may be; but as far as its form is 
concerned the latter is something general, and something that serves as a rule. Thus the concept of 
body serves as the rule for our cognition of outer appearances by means of the unity of the manifold 
that is thought through it. However it can be a rule of intuitions only if it represents the necessary 
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reproduction of the manifold of given intuitions that is thought through it (Kant Critique A106, cited 
in Pippin 2012:38). 

Categories and principles of epistemology introduced by Kant’s philosophy, which claimed the 

‘unity of consciousness’, the ‘unity of knowledge’, and the ‘unity of historical knowledge’ 

provided nineteenth century German historians with guidelines to bring ‘methodological rigor 

and systematic unity’ to the newly established human sciences discipline (Dickey 2012:794, 

814). This rigor and unity was, in Kantian terms, a rationalist pursuit of a highly historical 

endeavour to promote: ‘… the unity and connectedness of knowledge’ (Dickey 2012:799). The 

German historical school at the University of Berlin founded between 1809 and1810 and led by 

Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835) and Leopold von Ranke (1795-1886), instituted a 

tradition at the core of which the idea of Zusammenhang formed the guiding methodological 

principle (Dickey 2012:796). Drawing from prior seventeenth and eighteenth century German 

thinkers including G W Leibniz (1646-1716), C Wolff (1679-1754), Friedrich Schiller (1759-

1805)14 and August Ludwig Schlözer (1735-1809), the centrality of Zusammenhang as the 

primary historical method in the nineteenth century incorporated ideas that addressed: ‘“the 

interconnection of things” (Zusammenhang der Dinge), the unity of knowledge, and the 

necessity of showing how isolated facts “go together” (zusammengesetzte)’ (Dickey 2012:796). 

Moreover, the concept encompassed the Latin term nexus, and following ancient antecedents in 

Plato’s philosophy of ‘symploke’ and the early historian, Polybius, Zusammenhang aimed to: 

‘… “weave things together” to form “organic wholes”’ (Dickey 2012:797). These tenets of 

historical method enabled nineteenth century historians to search for the inner coherence of the 

past by thinking synthetically, as Kant had postulated, about the empirical facts.  

2.2.2     Ranke, Dilthey and Weber.  Thinking synthetically about the empirical facts meant, 

for the young Leopold Ranke,15 to take up the: ‘… “task of the historian” to “represent” what 

“actually happened” in the past’ (Dickey 2012:801). Humboldt had previously elaborated this 

concept in his essay in 1822 on historical method, entitled On the Problem of the Historian 

(Cassirer 1950:238). In 1824 Ranke revealed his commitment to the Humboldtian conception 

of Zusammenhang (Eskildsen 2012:29). Penning his famous words ‘wie es eigentlich gewesen 

ist’ in his seminal study Geschichten der romanischen und germanischen Völker von 1494 bis 

1534, Ranke wanted “only to show what actually happened”.16 Ferdinand Deist remarked in his 

account of Ranke’s approach, that previously this statement has been misunderstood by 
																																																								
14	Friedrich Schiller claimed that Zusammenhang gave historians the method to transform: ‘… aggregations of 
facts into a “system” into a “rationally coherent whole” (Zusammenhang des Ganzen)’ (Dickey 2012:798).  
15	As a young historian, Ranke had not yet earned his honorific von (Muir 1987:7). 
16	Muir elaborates that Ranke’s famous words were written: ‘… in a passage that was, in effect, a response to the 
historian Thucydides: “You have reckoned that history ought to judge the past and to instruct the contemporary 
world as to the future. The present attempt does not yield to that high office. It will merely tell how it really was. 
[“Wie es eigentlich gewesen.”]’ (Muir 1987:4). 
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scholars of Ranke to imply absolute positivity and verification of facts for their own sake. 

Rather, Deist continued, Ranke reflected on gaining insight to what was historically unique and 

individual, and had more of a concern to show ‘what things were really like’ (Deist & le Roux 

1987:13).17 This he claimed to achieve by describing the individually important historical 

events, or ‘“naked facts”’(Baur 2001:21),18 within a larger related history to reveal the unity of 

events, which in turn, he concluded, presented a ‘comprehensive historical view’ in all its 

partialities and particularities (Ranke VH 56-57, cited in Dickey 2012:805).19 

Through his method of adhering to the empirical facts, Ranke distinguished between the 

antiquarian and poetic (“creative fancy”) and a priori philosophy of history (“speculation”) and 

further developed von Humboldt’s concept of a “middle path” by uniting Kantian rationalism 

and Humean empiricism through the ‘inner connection of things’ (Dickey 2012:808). This 

middle path gave the newly formed discipline at the University of Berlin in the 1820s to 1830s 

‘methodological autonomy’ from its historical predecessors, namely, antiquarianism and 

philosophical a priorism (Dickey 2012: 807). Ranke’s methodology claimed the space for the 

historian to work as both an artist and a scientist. In this manner, the historian’s artistic 

endeavour involved the “art” of synthesising the facts into a coherent and organic whole, while 

the scientific endeavour provided the methodological rigor for the historian to be necessarily 

limited by and held accountable to the empirical facts. For Ranke, Dickey concludes, the 

concept of Zusammenhang implied actual interconnections of real historical things that 

produced ‘“knowledge of objectively existing relatedness”’ (objektiv vorhandenen 

Zusammenhang) (Dickey 2012:806, 815).20  

2.2.2.1   Zusammenhang as practical historical a priori.  Objective history, more particularly 

that of testimony and witness (Eskildsen 2013), Ranke postulated, could only be achieved 

critically and scientifically through the study of written source-documents located in the 

archive. Inaugurating an ‘archival turn’ (Eskildsen 2008) in the nineteenth century, Ranke 

undertook a six-month sabbatical from his academic routine at the University of Berlin in 1827 

for a research trip. Arriving in Venice, Ranke found, languishing in the diplomatic archives of 

Venice, unadulterated and trustworthy “naked” historical facts for the reconstruction of a pro-

Venetian interpretation of historical events in 1618, within a broader Austro-Prussian historical 

																																																								
17	Cassirer highlights Ranke’s indebtedness to Herder, evident in his writings through which he advanced Herder’s     
historical subjectivism: ‘And Ranke held closely to Herder’s words when he wrote that all generations of mankind are 
equally justified in the eyes of God, and that even the historian must see things in this way’ (Cassirer 1950:224). 
18	For Ranke the smallest unit of historical knowledge was the ‘“naked fact”’ (Baur 2001:21). 
19	Baur (2001:21, emphasis in original) explains that Ranke’s goal was to write: ‘… fragmentary histories of 
“naked facts” as they really were.’ 
20	Cassirer (1950:243) emphasised that for Ranke the ‘supreme commandment’ of historical knowledge was 
exemplified in a respect for what was real – a respect for reality.	
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context (Eskildsen 2008:436).21 Having obtained official copies of the Venetian relazioni from 

the state archives, Ranke’s concept of a ‘source-based historical science’ (Baur 2001:36) 

enabled him to reconstruct a comprehensive, and presumably “myth-free” and “objective” 

alternative ‘edifice of European historiography’ (Muir 1987:8). In Ranke’s brief publication 

entitled Ueber die Verschwörung gegen Venedig, his historiography disclosed the seemingly 

fraudulent historical texts and the deceits of previous historians of Venice. 22 Ranke’s version 

of history writing was inseparable from the collecting of historical evidence in the archive 

(Eskildsen 2008:437). The “raw” or “naked facts” that he found in the archive were, for Ranke, 

the most certain and best kind of knowledge (Richards 1993:4). Ranke’s conception of 

Zusammenhang established the physical archive as the historical nexus and as: ‘… the most 

important site for the production of historical knowledge’ (Eskildsen 2008:427). Thus, Ranke’s 

‘archival turn’ in the nineteenth century instituted a practical historical a priori of the historical 

endeavour.   

2.2.2.2    Zusammenhang as discursive historical a priori.  Extending the historical 

contextualism of Ranke’s Zusammenhang, Wilhelm Dilthey (1833-1911), in developing his 

guiding methodological principle for the historical and human sciences in 1883 in his book 

entitled Introduction to the Human Sciences, aimed at a critique of historical reason.23 He 

conceived of his approach as a critique of the human sciences as Kant’s critique had been for 

the natural sciences (Makkreel 2012:315). Focusing on the ‘epistemological conditions that 

make historical cognition possible’ (Makkreel 2012:315), Dilthey defended the possibility of 

objective historical knowledge (Dickey 2012:811). Moreover, for Dilthey, “objectivity” in the 

historical sciences was achieved through a ‘reflexive awareness’ (Makkreel 2012:316) of ‘“the 

[historical] nexus” ([historischen] Zusammenhang) of what happened in the past’ (Dickey 

2012:809). This reflexive awareness extended the historian’s accountability from the empirical 

facts to the broader corpus of historical knowledge generated by the scholarly community 
																																																								
21	Eskildsen notes that mesmerized by what he had found in the archives, Ranke did not return to the University 
of Berlin for three years until 1831, during which time he conducted research in German, Austrian and Italian 
archives (Eskildsen 2008:434). 
22	Muir (1987:9) reflects that Ranke’s “naked facts” found in the Venetian relazioni were ‘neither pure nor 
neutral.’ Instead, written by Venetian ambassadors who reported on their posts to the Senate when they returned 
from their term abroad, Muir elaborates that they: ‘… were highly rhetorical exercises designed to tell the senators 
what they wanted to hear, and some of the lazier ambassadors were prone to copy from the report of a 
predecessor’ (Muir 1987:9). See as well Muir (1987), Baur (2001) and Eskildsen (2008) for an analysis of von 
Ranke’s archival historical science and the ‘shaping of historical evidence’ (Muir 1987:3) in the nineteenth 
century. 
23	Having attended Johann Gustav Droysen’s (1808-1884) lectures in the 1860s at the University of Berlin on the 
methodological distinction between the human and natural sciences and his lectures on historical method, Dilthey 
formulated his ‘composite methodological procedure’ (zusammenhang gesetztes Verfahren) for the historical 
sciences having learnt three basic things from Droysen. Dickey elaborates: a) historical method required rules and 
controls for the subjective grasp of historical events; b) the ‘constructive imagination’ was required to link isolated 
facts together; and, c) the past was required to be investigated according to its ‘historical connection’ (historischer 
Zusammenhang) (Dickey 2012:809). 
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whose collective historiography, it was suggested, would over time “mirror” an approximation 

of reality (Dickey 2012:808). Real historical insight, therefore, Dilthey elaborated, derived 

from the intuition of the historian as well as from a discursive contribution as a result of the 

collective scholarly exercise. Dilthey’s Zusammenhang elucidated a procedure for objective 

representational historical knowledge. Moreover, this knowledge was: ‘… “real” knowledge in 

the discursive sense even though it is not a mirror image of reality in an empirical sense’ 

(Dickey 2012:813). Historiography functioned, for Dilthey as the “nexus” (Zusammenhang) of 

‘historical cognition’ (Dickey 2012:813) instituting a discursive historical a priori of the 

historical enterprise. 

Drawing on the ‘progressive method’ of the German historians, von Humboldt and von Ranke, 

and Dilthey’s ‘composite procedure’ (Dickey 2012), Max Weber, the prominent sociologist, 

further developed methodology in the human and social sciences to determine whether history 

could produce objective knowledge (Dickey 2012:813). Bringing the new social sciences into 

the discipline of history, he broadened the Zusammenhang from the historical interconnection 

of things and scholarly historiography to a conceptual dimension of the context where the 

Zusammnehang is a historiographical concept used by historians as: ‘… an analytical 

instrument for the intellectual mastery of the empirical data’ (Weber MSS 105-6, cited in 

Dickey 2012:814). Weber’s formulation of a ‘mental construct’ (Gedankenbild) worked as a 

heuristic tool, he reflected, to produce collective ‘judgements of objective possibility’, which, 

in turn, produced ‘objects of cognition’ for the profession (Dickey 2012:815). By adding 

philosophical considerations of Zusammenhang to empirical historical research, nineteenth 

century German historians developed a methodological principle that instituted a practical and 

a discursive a priori presupposition of the historical enterprise. This was advanced by Weber 

and seen as an: ‘… a posteriori act of collective reflection that makes objective historical 

knowledge possible in a discursive sense’ (Dickey 2012:816).  

2.2.3      Foucault.  Developing his concept of the archaeology of knowledge (1972), Michel 

Foucault contested that at the core of each historical enquiry lies: ‘the questioning of the 

document’ (Foucault 1972:6). Foucault (1972:7) argued that: ‘… history is the work expended 

on material documents’, which, in his analysis, included ‘books, texts, accounts, registers, acts, 

buildings, institutions, laws, techniques, objects, customs, etc.’ Thus, Foucault gave a brief, but 

enlightening summary of history, that in its traditional form sought to ‘‘memorize’ the 

monuments of the past’ and ‘… transform them into documents’ (Foucault 1972:7, emphasis in 

original); and now in our time: ‘… history is that which transforms documents into monuments’ 

(Foucault 1972: 8, emphasis in original). This is important for the research, since it can be said 

that Foucault’s summary of history is patently conveyed in the preceding discussion of the 
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development of Zusammenhang in German historical scholarship in the nineteenth century. 

Von Ranke may be seen to have developed the art of memorising the particular empirical 

“monuments” of the past and transforming them into comprehensive documents; Dilthey’s 

analysis transitions the emphasis from the material monuments to the collective discursive 

historiographical documents, while Weber completes the metamorphosis to produce ‘objects of 

cognition’ from discursive documents; or as Foucault summarised this phase: Weber may be 

seen to transform ‘documents into monuments’ (Foucault 1972:8).  

Kant’s project of philosophy as a formal enterprise and the construction of synthetic 

knowledge rather than ‘a direct attempt to know something of the world’, his project to give an 

account of the way we talk about or think about the world, and the ‘normative constraints that 

govern such claim making’ influenced nineteenth century neo-Kantianism and set the stage for 

the ‘linguistic turn’ in the twentieth century (Pippin 2012:24). It is no surprise, therefore, that 

throughout his life Michel Foucault asserted that he was Kantian in his approach to the material 

world. Colin McQuillan argues that Foucault’s archaeology of the human sciences ascribes an 

epistemological priority within a historical context to what can be thought or said of our 

experience of the material world that reflects Kant’s philosophical archaeology of the history 

of philosophy (McQuillan 2010:40, 46). McQuillan concludes that Foucault’s concern with 

what is epistemologically prior to experience: ‘… seeks to understand the effects of an order on 

historical forms of knowledge’ (McQuillan 2010:46). This helps to illumine the role of the 

[archive as] historical a priori in Foucault’s concept of the archaeology of knowledge 

(McQuillan 2010:40).  

In the introduction to his Archaeology of Knowledge (1972), Foucault identifies the main 

theme of the historical enterprise since the nineteenth century. He states that: ‘In its various 

forms …’ the theme of history has been engaged, ‘… to preserve, against all decenterings, the 

sovereignty of the subject, and the twin figures of anthropology and humanism’ (Foucault 

1972:14). The projects of epistemological mutation of the latter twentieth century that have 

opposed the legitimacy of the ‘old citadel’ of ‘history’ and ‘structure’ have been, Foucault 

(1972:15) bemoaned: ‘… denounced for attacking the inalienable rights of history and the very 

foundations of any possible historicity.’ However, Foucault renounced such misguided attacks, 

and rather than bewailing the eclipsed preserved privilege of the subject and his ‘last resting-

place of anthropological thought’ (Foucault 1972:15), he drew attention to an alternative 

enterprise that seeks to ‘measure the mutations that operate in general in history’ and to 

question the ‘methods, limits, and themes proper’ to history; and, to ‘throw off the last 

anthropological constraints’ while attempting to disclose ‘how these constraints came about’ 

(Foucault 1972:16). To be sure, Foucault was concerned with history; more particularly, his 
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concern was with how: ‘historical descriptions are necessarily ordered by the present state of 

knowledge’ (Foucault 1972:5). 

In an engaging essay, in the special issue of the journal Foucault Studies (2014), that argues to 

reclaim discursive practices as an analytic focus, Carol Bacchi and Jennifer Bonham reflect on 

Michel Foucault’s position that challenged the transcendental status of knowledge dominating 

in modernity (Bacchi & Bonham 2014:174). Foucault’s main concern was the discursive 

‘practices that install regimes of truth’ (Bacchi & Bonham 2014:177, emphasis in original). 

Young (1987:48) explains that this could be understood as the: ‘… discursive rules and 

categories that were a priori’, and thus a fundamental constituent of knowledge and discourse. 

Foucault summarised this concept: ‘Knowledge is that of which one can speak in a discursive 

practice ... there is no knowledge without a particular discursive practice; and any discursive 

practice may be defined by the knowledge that it forms’ (Foucault 1972:201). He stated that 

this a priori did not ‘elude historicity’, but was defined as ‘the group of rules that characterize a 

discursive practice’ (Foucault 1972:144). Moreover, Foucault did not divest discursive 

practices of their materiality, but indeed described these ‘things said’ or the ‘already-said’, ‘at 

the level of their existence’; as ‘statements’ synonymous with ‘unique events’ or ‘monuments’, 

thus embodied in an intrinsic repeatable materiality (Foucault 1972:142-148). His 

identification of rules that govern a body of knowledge or a discursive formation (discourse) 

establishes the central analytic framework of my research. Rules of formation or sets of 

relationships, Foucault argued, is always immanent within a discourse and should thus ‘be 

thought of as practices’ (Bacchi & Bonham 2014:181). Bacchi and Bonham conclude that: ‘… 

Foucault illustrates how political practice necessarily “takes part” in the emergence, insertion 

and functioning” of discourse, understood as knowledge, and hence in what is “real”’ (Bacchi 

& Bonham 2014:176).  

2.3       CONCLUSION 

It is, therefore, these ‘anonymous, historical rules’ (Foucault 1972:131), or for the purposes of 

the research, the historical rubrics and selective practices and processes of ordering that 

functioned in the British imperial archive, institutionally represented by the British Museum, 

that will form the focus of my enquiry in this study. Germane to these rubrics of knowledge 

formation in the imperial archive, the ‘already-said’ (Foucault 1972:148), I will contend, has 

installed boundaries of knowledge, and by extension – canons of truth – in the disciplines of 

Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel. These boundaries of knowledge are, 

moreover, patently evident in the discourses on the Lachish reliefs in these disciplines. In the 

third chapter, then, I will turn my attention to the context of the British Empire and its 
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concordant imperial archive, institutionally represented by the British Museum. The rubrics of 

knowledge formation that functioned within and transitively from the imperial archive in the 

nineteenth century will bring into relief, as the study continues, the nascent function of the 

archive as historical a priori in the discourses on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines, and thus 

the archive’s a priori function in the constructions of knowledge of ancient Israel’s history. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE BRITISH EMPIRE AND THE MYTHOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
IMPERIAL ARCHIVE 

	

3.1       THE IMAGINARY RUBRIC OF THE IMPERIAL ARCHIVE 

Under the imaginary rubric of the imperial archive, Britain had devised a mythology of 
knowledge that played a global role in consolidating the British Empire as a secure 
symbiosis of knowledge and power (Richards 1993:32). 

In his seminal book entitled The Imperial Archive: Knowledge and Fantasy of the Empire 

(1993), Thomas Richards examines the role of the imperial archive in the late-Victorian 

administration. Taking the form of an ideological construction for the ‘epistemological 

extension of Britain into and beyond its empire’, a complex network of archives extended its 

reach throughout the Empire (Richards 1993:15). This network of archives, Richards explains, 

pre-eminently represented by the British Museum, was the supreme technology of the late-

nineteenth century state to produce and classify comprehensive knowledge about the Empire. 24 

Imbued with earlier nineteenth century Romantic and exotic fantasy of foreign peoples, the 

task of the imperial archive, however, arose from political motives to consolidate a ‘fantasy of 

a unified empire’, which was, in the later nineteenth century, ‘breaking apart in fact’ (Richards 

1993:6). 25  

The two primary conceptions of knowledge predominating in the Victorian nineteenth century 

– the scientific project of positive knowledge dividing the world into small pieces of 

objectively verifiable fact, and the Romantic project of comprehensive knowledge undertaking 

the unity of positive knowledge within a singular system – formed the structure of the template 

for the ‘imaginary rubric of the imperial archive’ (Richards 1993:32). The template, built 

around a loose confederation of knowledge-producing institutions such as the British Museum, 

the Royal Geographic Society, the India Survey, the universities and libraries, translated into a 

system that in practice could more easily unify an Empire that was composed of data, rather 

than one which was composed of territory (Richards 1993:4, 29). The structure of the imperial 

archive and its ‘mythology of knowledge’ (Richards 1993:32), conceived since the early 

nineteenth century and spanning the century, sought to harness and control bits of information 
																																																								
24	The Victorian conception of comprehensive knowledge was not distinct from the conception of comprehensive 
knowledge that arose from Kant’s Critique, as I have discussed in the chapter above. The Victorians understood 
knowledge as ‘singular and not plural’, ‘complete and not partial’ and ‘global and not local’ (Richards 1993:7). 
Moreover, the concept of comprehensive knowledge understood all knowledge to be ultimately ‘concordant in one 
great system of knowledge’ (Richards 1993:7). For the Victorians, the pristine metaphor for the unity of knowledge 
was the fiction of a unified Empire (Richards 1993:2). 
25	Richard’s gives a thought provoking definition of Empire as a ‘nation in overreach’ – a problem, he reflects, 
that both, ancient and modern empires encountered (Richards 1993:1). 
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– information to be retrieved within a system of comprehensive knowledge of peoples and 

wielded as an imagined, ultimate form of imperial power (Richards 1993:22, 32). To advance 

the hypothesis proposed in this study, I will discuss in this chapter the practices and 

mythologies of knowledge of the imperial archive that functioned to ‘secure [a] symbiosis of 

knowledge and power’ in the British Empire in the nineteenth century (Richards 1993:32). 

3.2       THE ARCHIVE FIGURED AS SUPREME TECHNOLOGY OF THE STATE  

By the middle of the nineteenth century, the theory of history had taken up another mantle that 

saw history in the service of the political future rather than the romantic appeal of the historian 

absorbed in the details of the past (Cassirer 1950:256). Political realism in nineteenth century 

Britain looked beyond the ideals of a national identity to an imperial identity. With 

revolutionary political tension high in the mid-nineteenth century,26 the fiction of an extended 

national unity to that of a unified Empire provided symbolic unity to what was lacking in 

practice (Richards 1993:3). The Victorian administration had, then, begun to think differently 

about what it meant to maintain an expanding Empire. New ideas of scientific approaches, of 

imperial identity and the nature of imperial control predominated in the administration of the 

Empire (Richards 1993:1-3). At the heart of the new imperialism of the nineteenth century, an 

alternative means of control, beyond the traditional methods of military and economic power, 

were required for long-distance domination. As the British accumulated countries beyond their 

borders, the symbols of national unity were employed to signify the symbolic unity of the 

Empire, united by information – in particular, information about peoples – rather than by force 

(Richards 1993:1-3).  

In practice, institutions representative of the imperial administration surveyed, mapped, took 

censuses, produced statistics and made lists and classifications of information (Richards 

1993:3). Richards (1993:4) reviews that the new ‘data-intensive empire’ produced a vast ‘paper 

empire.’ Administrative control of the Empire, therefore, required a process and a system for 

keeping track of and ordering the new bits of “raw” information that flooded into the Empire in 

the nineteenth century. Edward Said opines, in his monumental treatise on Orientalism (2003), 

that this process and system produced comprehensive knowledge through ‘selective 

accumulation, deletion and rearrangement’ of information (Said 2003:176). Thus, concordant 

with the rubric of the imperial archive in Victorian Britain, ‘carefully tended histories’ (Stoler 

2002:95) – histories that were congealed from practices into historical events and made into 

things – were mined from the vast repositories of the paper empire. In Stoler’s analysis she 

																																																								
26	Bohrer describes 1848 as ‘Europe’s great revolutionary year’ (Bohrer 2003:111). 
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pertinently describes Richards’s evocation of the imperial archive as: ‘… both a process and as 

a powerful technology of rule’ (Stoler 2002:92).  

3.3       MESOPOTAMIA FIGURED AS IMAGINARY LOCALE 

It is not directly applicable to advance the hypothesis proposed here, as it is not within the 

scope of this study to rehearse a detailed survey of the British Empire spanning the nineteenth 

century. Rather, it is important to highlight some of the underlying perceptions that worked to 

construct the eastern Ottoman regions, in the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive, 

as ‘imaginary locale’ (Bohrer 2003:64), rather than its actual geographical location in the 

Ottoman Empire.27  In 1858 the British government took control of India (Ikegame 2013:99). 

Said reflects that for the British, the Middle East territories represented the Mesopotamian 

biblical lands en route to India – the new major British colony – and therefore, in the imperial 

imagination, the region was tantamount to a continuous stretch of ‘British-held territory’ (Said 

2003:169). In the Empire’s practice of strategic surveillance in the nineteenth century, English 

authorities and their representative officials therefore operated with an air of confidence in the 

obscure eastern regions of the weakening Ottoman Empire (Said 2003:169).28  

Despite its obscurity, the eastern Ottoman regions, or Mesopotamia, as it was known in the 

imperial imagination, was a region of significant political interest for the vastly expanding 

British Empire. In the nineteenth century, the Middle East belonged to the Turkish Ottoman 

Empire, with its capital at Constantinople. With the threat of further advances into the Ottoman 

territories by the French, after their invasion of Egypt between 1798 and 1801 (Endress 

2002:128), the English sought to protect their interests in the Middle East (Hitti 1970:749). 

Particularly important to the imperial enterprise were the commercially lucrative land and river 

routes to India (Bohrer 2003:64). In 1807, Claudius James Rich (1878-1820), a traveller and a 

diplomat, was appointed the first British Resident and Consul-General of Baghdad in Southern 

Mesopotamia, for the British East India Company (Bohrer 2003:64; Budge 1925:25; Miller 

1973:203). His mandate was to accrue knowledge of the local languages from Arabic, Persian 

and Syriac manuscripts, knowledge of the indigenous people, to map the area and to promote 

British agency in the region (Budge 1925:26). A cholera epidemic in 1820 brought about his 

																																																								
27	For a detailed analysis of the British Empire’s involvement in the eastern Ottoman regions, see Richard Millman’s 
Britain and the Eastern Question (1979).  
28 See Gerhard Endress (2002) for an excellent introductory historical survey of the periods of Islamic history. From 
1789, despite a series of reforms in the military and government administration, the decline and disintegration of the 
Ottoman Empire could not be prevented, as well as its increasingly political and economic dependence on Europe 
(Endress 2002:127). 
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untimely death.29 However, despite his untimely death, Rich’s contribution, I will argue, to the 

creation of Mesopotamia as ‘imaginary locale’ (Bohrer 2003:64)30 of the imperial archive 

cannot be overstated. During his diplomatic tenure, he collected treasures of ‘textual and 

artifactual evidence’ of the ancient civilisations of Mesopotamia (Bohrer 2003:64; Budge 

1925:26). His collections of antiquities as well as his published memoirs on ancient 

Mesopotamia31 stirred the imperial imagination and ignited the rivalry between France and 

Britain to collect the treasures of Mesopotamia, to be claimed as an emblem of imperial rule 

and supremacy (Bohrer 2003:60, 64). Thus an ‘imaginary locale’ (Bohrer 2003:64) of 

Mesopotamia, harnessed and controlled through the ownership of its antiquities, functioned to 

replace ownership of the real Mesopotamian territory in the mythology of knowledge of the 

British imperial archive.  

3.4       THE ARCHIVE FIGURED AS A FIXED PLACE 

From the mid-nineteenth century, Victorian Britain played a dominant role in the European 

scramble to collect the world’s treasures. Bohrer maintains that the emergent middle classes 

contributed substantially to the economics and reception of antiquities in the Victorian 

administration (Bohrer 2003:62).32 At the core, however, the quest for ownership, ignited by 

the imperial imagination, arose from a motive to gather and classify information within the 

domain of a unified Empire. Empire building was synonymous with the collecting of novel 

antiquities, to be classified and displayed as a proclamation of the might and ‘glory of the 

Empire’ (Yallop 2011:338). Sustained and large-scale excavations come into high relief in the 

mid-nineteenth century as the primary means of imperial intelligence to accumulate 

information about the Empire (Malley 2008:628). In the British practice to fill in the gaps in 

their knowledge about the Empire, the pristine image of the process and technology of the 

imperial archive – the mythological site of comprehensive and unified knowledge of peoples, 

upon which Victorian hegemony rested – was the museum (Richards 1993:29). Moreover, the 

museum represented a ‘discrete institution’ and a site that, implementing the imperial archive’s 
																																																								
29	During his stay in Shiraz, while studying the ruins in the neighbouring regions, Rich fell victim to the disease and 
died on 5 October 1821 (Bohrer 2003:64; Budge 1925:25; Miller 1973:202). 
30	Bohrer makes use of the term, ‘imaginary locale’ (Bohrer 2003:64) of Mesopotamia to draw a distinction between 
the material recovery of Assyria and the image of Assyria that circulated in artworks in the early nineteenth century. 
Rich’s illustrations of his travels in Mosul were taken up by the artist Joseph Mallord William Turner in 1836. Turner 
transformed Rich’s ‘flat and static scene’ of Nineveh into a dreamlike, shadowy image that relied on imaginary 
imagery of biblical scenes since the real Mesopotamian lands ‘lay beyond the more familiar’ reach of Western 
knowledge of biblical lands (Bohrer 2003:60; see also the images by Rich and Turner in Bohrer 2003:61).  
31	Rich’s first memoir was published in 1815. Following its publishing success of four editions in quick succession, 
Rich wrote a second memoir soon thereafter. His third memoir of his visit to Northern Mesopotamia was published 
posthumously. A final work bearing Rich’s name was published in 1839. Bohrer notes that this was merely: ‘four 
years before the first major archaeological discoveries’ (Bohrer 2003:64). 
32	See also Jacqueline Yallop’s engaging account of the Victorian obsession with collecting foreign objects, entitled 
Magpies, Squirrels & Thieves: How the Victorians collected the World (2011).  
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‘strategy of heterogeneity’, pursued as: ‘… ideal the perfect mobility of human resources and 

the unobstructed dissemination of information’ (Richards 1993:11, 29). This injunction for its 

idealised purpose – the production and fluid dissemination of knowledge – was established 

since the British Museum’s inauguration, in the Statutes and Rules of 1757:33  

For although it was chiefly designed for the use of learned and studious men, both natives and 
foreigners, in their researches into the several parts of knowledge; yet being founded at the expence of 
the public, it may be judged reasonable that the advantages accruing from it shall be rendered as 
general, as may be consistent with the several considerations above mentioned (Miller 1973:359, 
taken from the Statues and Rules to be observed in the management and use of the British Museum, 
etc., 1757, p.3). 

In the nineteenth century, the governing imperative of 1757 was further facilitated, for in a 

climate obsessed with origins and knowledge yet to be recovered, the British Museum became 

a haven of discovery and encyclopaedic knowledge. It is, however, instructive to take up 

Bohrer’s review of the emergent middle classes and their role in what was a highly contested 

environment, within the inner and outer workings of the British Museum in the mid-nineteenth 

century. Revolutionary social pressure and the new scientific advances of the early to mid-

nineteenth century demanded a review of the long-held elitism of the British Museum, despite 

their noble condescendence in the Statutes and Rules of 1757 to the less privileged classes.34  

Since its inauguration, the British Museum had been established as an Enlightenment 

institution predominantly for the elite and scholarly classes (Bohrer 2003:106). Ideologically, 

as an Enlightenment institution, the British Museum evaluated and ordered objects and 

artworks according to a scheme of ‘progress and perfection’ (Bohrer 2003:121). This path of 

progress was, moreover, seen to be discerned through a linear teleology of artistic achievement 

from ancient Egypt to the art of classical Greece at its apex (Bohrer 2003:121). In the post-

Enlightenment milieu of the 1830s and 1840s the Museum faced a ‘paradoxical mission’ to 

serve two audiences (Bohrer 2003:106). To the elite and learned audience, the British Museum 

officers aimed to make available the presumed and exclusive knowledge that was held to be 

‘encoded in the objects’ (Bohrer 2003:108). Where the working classes were concerned, 

however, the British Museum officials controlled access to the artefacts in the museum and 

limited the presentation of knowledge to a display of imperial power (Bohrer 2003:107). 

The treasures of Mesopotamia triggered a dilemma in the reception and display of antiquities. 

Their overwhelming appeal contributed to the increasing role of the popular audiences in the 

Victorian mid-century and to an opposition against the Museum status quo that divided the 

																																																								
33	The British Museum opened its doors to the public on 15 January 1759 (Miller 1973:63). 
34	In May 1835 the House of Commons appointed a Select Committee to: ‘enquire into the condition, management 
and affairs of the Museum’ (Miller 1973:138). The Committee had the task to investigate the alleged neglect of the 
new sciences in the Museum by the Trustees and their specialist advisors (Miller 1973:138). 
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representation of antiquities between two audiences. Bohrer relates that the classical aesthetic, 

antiquarian and nationalist ideology held by the museum elite – represented by the Trustees, 

Directors, and the Museum’s most influential outside professional advisor, namely, the sculptor 

Sir Richard Westmacott 35 – was increasingly challenged by the disgruntled revolutionary 

factions within society. Some of the key museum curators, in particular, Edward Hawkins, the 

Keeper of Antiquities from 1826 to 1860,36 and archaeologists who excavated antiquities for 

the museum collections, were also concerned to represent the new scientific advances in the 

displays and to facilitate broader intellectual access to the collections for the ever-expanding 

sector of non-elite museum visitors. The factions in the British Museum, exemplified in the 

split between the upper and middle classes, elucidate the contestation between knowledges in 

the mid-nineteenth century: between the Enlightenment classical antiquarianism versus the 

post-Enlightenment scientific archaeology, and between their concordant epistemologies of 

textual and inscriptional scholarship versus a sculptural-archaeological narrative and aesthetic 

evaluation of the material. In the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive, the British 

Museum, as the institutional representative of the imperial archive, functioned to order, 

mediate and control knowledge of ancient Mesopotamia within the imaginary domain of the 

Empire. In this scheme, in spite of the divided audiences, knowledge of ancient Mesopotamia 

became figured as a ‘fixed place’ in the institution of the British Museum (Richards 1993:11).  

3.5       THE ARCHIVE FIGURED AS A MASTER PATTERN OF KNOWLEDGE   

Stoler elucidates that for Richards the imperial archive was more than just a technology of 

imperial rule, but, rather: ‘... a fantastic representation of an epistemological master pattern’ 

(Stoler 2002:11). Moreover, Richards emphasises that the imperial archive was: ‘… a fantasy 

of knowledge collected and united in the service of state and Empire’ (Richards 1993:6). The 

imperial master pattern of knowledge functioned through its concordant epistemological 

paradigms or rubrics, from the new disciplines of science, to control and master knowledge 

and, therefore, to solve the problem of imperial control at a distance. Richards elucidates that, 

spanning the century, geography provided the means to map, control and master distance; the 

fossils of geology, the means to master time, and in thermodynamics, the experiment mastered 

movement (Richards 1993:6). From the perspective of this study, I will propose that the 

artefacts of archaeology mastered knowledge of the past that were assembled and ordered to 

confirm the imperial ideology of the nineteenth century.  

																																																								
35	Sir Richard Westmacott had served as Professor of Sculpture at the English Royal Academy from 1827. He 
designed the display for the Lycian sculptures excavated in the 1840s by Sir Charles Fellows. Westmacott worked 
within the classical tradition of idealised forms (Bohrer 2003:112; Miller 1973:192). 
36	In 1847, when the display of the Lycian sculptures were objected to by the archaeologist, Sir Charles Fellows, 
Hawkins agreed with Fellows and ‘favored a historical (”scientific”) arrangement’ (Bohrer 2003:112). 
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In the British Museum, the process of selection, deletion and rearrangement (Said 2003:176) of 

the new antiquity of Mesopotamia, as the objects entered the British Museum, has been traced 

in Bohrer’s (2003) excellent survey of the reception and display of the Assyrian antiquity. I 

have already highlighted above that in the British Museum, in the process to master knowledge 

of the past within the domain of the Empire, the antiquities of archaeology were enshrined in 

the British Empire’s doctrine of ‘progress and perfection’ (Bohrer 2003:121). This doctrine of 

taxonomy functioned, moreover, primarily to exert the ‘order and permanence’ (Yallop 

2011:372) of the imagined imperial whole. The Enlightenment epistemology conveyed the 

rational order of the imperial whole as ‘absolute whole’ (Richards 1993:52). In the nineteenth 

century, the genealogy of the ‘absolute whole’ from the eighteenth century, migrated to the 

conception of the ‘absolutist state’ (Richards 1993:52). In this conception of the absolutist 

state, foreign territories and colonies were viewed as ‘subordinate parts of a sovereign whole’ 

(Richards 1993:52). The migration, then, of the conception of the absolute whole to the 

concept of the absolutist state assumed an inherent order. Richards explains that the order of 

the Empire was perceived to be absolute and: ‘… ordered, at every time and in every place’ 

(Richards 1993:52).  

In the Victorian administration, the primary vehicle for the control of the imperial whole was 

the supreme procedure of the unity of comprehensive positive knowledge to overcome the 

unfamiliar (Richards 1993:46). Thus from the eastern frontier of the British Empire, the 

unfamiliar form of the new antiquity that emerged in the mid-nineteenth century was overcome 

in the unifying paradigm of the imperial archive. The formal unity of the archive, reviewed as a 

tenable metaphor for the Empire, may be seen to have functioned as the underlying structural 

stability of the state master pattern of knowledge, exemplified by the nationalistic, antiquarian 

and classical aesthetic ideology of the British Museum. The history of the display of the 

Assyrian antiquities in the British Museum patently highlights the function of the 

epistemological master pattern of knowledge as it operated in the institutional representative of 

the imperial archive. As the Assyrian material entered the British Museum, the new strange 

forms threatened the order and forms of the imperial whole, long celebrated in the idealised 

progression of antiquities in the displays from the Egyptian to the Greek artefacts. The 

Assyrian art was, therefore, seen as a hybrid form and as something that needed to be 

overcome by the order of the imperial whole. 

Bohrer (2003:116) reflects that the Assyrian artefacts: ‘… posed a genuine resistance to the 

museum’s interpretive frame.’ Before their final display arrangement, between 1853 and 1854, 
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in the Assyrian Galleries amongst the formal antiquities collections displays,37 the prior display 

areas of the Assyrian antiquities in the British Museum testify to the uncertain and tenuous 

status of the new antiquity within the Museum. In 1848, the first consignments of the Assyrian 

artefacts were displayed in the general “Antiquities Gallery”. This gallery was merely a 

corridor that led to the more important antiquities collections (Bohrer 2003:114). In the 

Antiquities Gallery, miscellaneous objects, deemed unworthy of scientific analysis and 

description, were crowded together. Bohrer relates that in the Museum Synopsis the reliefs 

from the Antiquities Gallery were described in concise captions according to their narrative 

content, while the tall winged iconic deities were displayed as unconnected fragments with no 

narrative account, replete as spectres of the aesthetic ‘contemplative gaze’ (Bohrer 2003:116, 

123). Moreover, conspicuously absent from the crowded displays, were the cuneiform 

inscriptions deemed to be of little importance for the popular visitor. In 1849, due to the 

immense public interest, a separate space was made available to house the Assyrian material. 

The ‘Nimroud Room’, as it was named, was, however, little more than a dark basement area 

with its only access via a ‘temporary wooden staircase’ (Bohrer 2003:118). Nevertheless, 

despite the British Museum’s reluctance to present Assyria with adequate attention to scientific 

detail, the Assyrian sculptures drew more people to the British Museum than any previous 

discoveries.  

In 1851, Sir Richard Westmacott completed his final commission for the British Museum. His 

sculptural frieze adorned the front pediment of the entrance to the newly enlarged museum 

building, its classical style, moreover, designed to complement the Grecian-style architecture.38 

The sculpture, entitled The Progress of Civilization, depicted a chronological arrangement of 

figures that represented the march of civilisations according to the classical ‘ideal of progress’ 

(Bohrer 2003:122). In this scheme the pivotal turn – from savage man and beast followed by 

the agrarian and hunter representations of man to the ultimate depiction of modern man 

represented by the civilised achievements of classical art and modern science – was resolved 

by an astronomy figure that conveyed the beginnings of early civilisation, namely, the ancient 

world and the start of recorded history. This figure embodied, in particular, the nations of the 

Ancient Near East and Egypt, and was described by Westmacott to depict the ‘Egyptians, 

Chaldeans and other nations’ (Bohrer 2003:122).  

																																																								
37	The final displays of the Assyrian antiquities in the British Museum included material excavated by Layard during 
his second expedition to Kuyunjik. The second expedition of Layard to Nineveh will be taken up in the following 
chapter. 
38	The architect responsible for the museum extensions was Sydney Smirke (1798-1877) (Miller 1973:197). 
Westmacott’s sculpture commission adorns the South front pediment, known as Smirke’s portico, at the main 
entrance to the museum as it still exists today. 
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Westmacott’s vision of progress enshrined the nationalist and classical antiquarian ideology of 

the British Museum and presented a resolution for overcoming the conflicting forms of the 

Assyrian antiquities within the order of the imperial whole. Bohrer (2003:123) reflects that 

Westmacott’s teleology: ‘… work[ed] by silencing, literally excluding, the evidence of Assyria 

contained within the very building.’ By eliding Assyria from the sculptural scheme, Assyria is, 

however, embedded in an imagined Chaldea. In the mythology of knowledge of the imperial 

archive, Chaldea and Mesopotamia functioned as concordant sites of an imaginary locale 

harnessed and controlled by the Empire. Thus, in the order of the imperial whole, the strange 

forms from the East were easily overcome in the symbolic sculptural representation of the 

British Empire’s ‘doctrine of classical progressivism’ (Bohrer 2003:122). Between 1853 and 

1854, when Assyria re-emerged from its basement display into the formal antiquities 

collections display areas, it was re-arranged within the grand scheme of comprehensive 

knowledge and represented within the: ‘… master narrative of historical progress and aesthetic 

evaluation’ (Bohrer 2003:120). Edward Hawkins’ final systematic and chronological 

arrangement of the antiquities collections, before his retirement in 1860, therefore exemplified 

the function of the epistemological master pattern of knowledge of the imperial archive as it 

ordered knowledge of Mesopotamia, and more specifically, of Assyria, in the British Museum. 

3.6       THE ARCHIVE FIGURED AS A SINGLE PERSON 

In his seminal history of the British Museum, Miller (1973:214) writes: ‘It was Layard’s 

destiny to lift the veil from these “mighty ruins” and bring forth a multitude of treasures which 

would dispel for ever the ignorance in which this portion of human history had hitherto been 

wrapped.’  In his elucidation of the myth of the imperial archive, notwithstanding the 

predominant role of the British Museum in the mythology of knowledge in nineteenth century 

Britain, Richards adds a further dimension that concerns the hypothesis advanced in this study. 

He reflects that the myth of the imperial archive was figured, not only as a ‘fixed place’ – the 

British Museum, but also as a ‘single person’ (Richards 1993:11). In this study, this is, 

arguably, evident as we consider more closely the development of the excavations at Nineveh 

and the relationship between the British Museum and Austen Henry Layard.  

Since the mid-nineteenth century, the name Austen Henry Layard (b. 1817) has been 

synonymous with the discovery of ancient Assyria and with its notorious capital, Nineveh. 

However, it was the French vice-consul at Mosul, Paul-Émile Botta, appointed from 1841, who 

was recognised as the first archaeologist to discover Assyria.39 Though more correctly, it was 

																																																								
39	Paul Émile Botta (1802-1870) was a respected physician and naturalist. His appointment as French consular agent 
at Mosul in Mesopotamia provided him with the opportunity to extend his contribution to French museums from his 
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Claudius James Rich who, just prior to his death, visited the mounds of Kuyunjik, close to 

Mosul, and reported that the ruins of the ancient city of Nineveh lay buried beneath the mounds 

(Miller 1973:203). In his early writings, Rich had made it clear that the true discoverer of 

Nineveh was in fact the Kurdish inhabitants of the region, who had ‘exhumed’ ‘inscribed 

tablets’ and ‘large figured reliefs’ from the mound (Bohrer 2003:68). Following the display of 

Rich’s collection in the British Museum40 and his published memoirs – the catalyst that ignited 

the imperial race between France and Britain to collect the treasures of Assyria – it was France 

who forged ahead with the archaeological excavations in Northern Mesopotamia in the quest to 

uncover the elusive ancient city of Nineveh.  

As Bohrer has noted, the longstanding success story of the Northern Mesopotamian 

archaeological excavations in the nineteenth century can be ascribed to a collapsing, in the 

imagination of the West, of the various excavation activities at a number of sites in the mid-

nineteenth century, to the excavations at a single site – Nineveh. I will suggest that for 

Victorian Britain, Nineveh was pre-eminently significant for its own pristine image as a 

glorious Empire with its concordant ‘imaginary locale’ of Mesopotamia (cf Bohrer 2003:64, 

68). Botta first dug at Nineveh in 1842, but with little success; he then turned his attention to a 

site twenty-five kilometres from the mound of Kuyunjik. It was at this new site – Khorsabad – 

in 1843, that the French, within a few weeks of digging, would uncover the remarkable ruins of 

the palace of Sargon II, the king of Assyria, built around 710 BCE (Bohrer 2003:71; Miller 

1973:214; Reade 1998:7). This discovery would seal the British-French rivalry that 

characterised the remainder of the century’s archaeological excavations in Northern 

Mesopotamia (Bohrer 2003:68). By 1846, the British Empire, via its consulates in 

Constantinople and Baghdad and through its institutional representative, the British Museum, 

would undertake the race to claim the imperial prize of Mesopotamia – through the ownership 

of its antiquities.  

It is necessary for the argument advanced here to suspend the discussion and step back a few 

years, in order to highlight some of the events that culminated in Layard’s arrival in Northern 

Mesopotamia in 1845, and his appointment as British representative archaeologist soon 

thereafter. Layard began his career as a lawyer in the offices of his uncle in London, following 

his education in the Liberal Arts in France and Italy (Turner 2003:196). In 1839 he abandoned 

the private sector with ideals of holding public office in Ceylon (Miller 1973:213). Travelling 

overland during the autumn of 1839 and the winter of 1840, Layard visited sites ‘hallowed by 

																																																																																																																																																																																					
previous natural history specimens collected during his travels in the 1830s to archaeological specimens from the 
excavations in Mesopotamia (Bohrer 2003:70). 
40	See the discussion below in paragraph 3.7 on the display of Rich’s collection in the British Museum. 
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tradition’ and ‘consecrated by history’ in the Middle East (Layard 1849a:1-2). In his 

archaeological memoir published in 1849, Layard had mused: ‘A deep mystery hangs over 

Assyria, Babylonia and Chaldea. With these names are linked great nations and great cities 

dimly shadowed forth in history; mighty ruins in the midst of deserts’ (Layard 1849a:3; Miller 

1973:214). Following a turn of events, Layard abandoned his ideals of public legal office in 

Ceylon. Between 1840 and 1842, he sojourned among the Bahktiyari tribes and travelled 

throughout the regions of the western Persian province of Khuzistan (Layard 1853a:1-2; cf 

Malley 2008:629). Despite a strong attraction to the lure of Mesopotamian antiquities, Layard 

maintained a focus on diplomatic affairs and reported on the tribal movements of the 

Bahktiyari as well as on the geography of the Khuzistan border regions (Malley 2008:631). 

Since his observations proved useful to the imperial Foreign Office and to the Royal 

Geographic Society, Layard was appointed as a secret agent, assigned to masquerade as an 

English traveller, under the direction of the British ambassador at Constantinople, Sir Stratford 

Canning (Bohrer 2003:100; Malley 2008:632).41 Thus began Layard’s multi-vocational career 

as a traveller-diplomat, publicist, archaeologist, antiquities expert and politician.  

On 8 November 1845, Austen Henry Layard arrived at Khorsabad as a covert agent of Sir 

Stratford Canning. With a stipend of private funding from Canning, Layard began his own 

excavations, not at Khorsabad, but favouring the mound of Nimrud. Layard had previously 

visited Nimrud in 1840 and in 1842 during his early travels and diplomatic excursions. With 

the assistance of six local recruits,42 on 9 November 1845, Layard’s undercover strategy of 

excavation met with immediate monumental results when Layard uncovered the Northwest 

Palace of Ashurnasirpal II, guarded by the gateway figures of colossal human-headed, winged 

bull and lion figures (Bohrer 2003:102; Curtis 2010:175; Miller 1973:215). The British 

Resident in Baghdad, Henry Creswicke Rawlinson – holding a parallel position to Botta at 

Mosul – was delighted by the Nimrud discoveries, not for their sculptural qualities however, 

but rather for their potential to yield cuneiform inscriptional remains. Being not only a military 

																																																								
41	Viscount Stratford de Redcliffe (1786-1880) was the cousin of George Canning the Prime Minister; he was the 
powerful ambassador of Victorian England to the Turkish Government (Miller 1973:209).  
42	Hormuzd Rassam, a native of Mosul and the younger brother of Christian Rassam, the British vice-consul in 
Mosul, was a crucial member of Layard’s team (Reade 1993:39). Aged twenty when he joined Layard in 1846, 
Rassam remained a loyal assistant and friend to Layard throughout his life. Undertaking the position as the accountant 
and secretary of the excavations at Nimrud, Rassam’s intimate knowledge of the local government affairs and his 
relationship with the local people soon extended his duties and responsibilities to most of the practical oversight of 
the excavations (Reade 1993:42). Rassam’s knowledge and skills were invaluable to Layard again on his second 
archaeological campaign in Northern Mesopotamia. Having learnt the methods of excavation from his first-hand 
involvement on site, Rassam was finally appointed, in 1852, to continue the work of the excavations at Kuyunjik, 
under the direction of Rawlinson, when Layard retired from archaeology to full-time politics (Reade 1993:42). 
Rassam’s importance in the Assyrian excavations has been re-examined by Julian Reade in 1993. In chapter five, I 
will briefly review Reade’s re-evaluation to further highlight the function of the rubrics of knowledge of the imperial 
archive.  
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man, but as one of the leading textual scholars of ancient cuneiform, Rawlinson’s imperial 

aspirations and personal interests lay in deciphering the cuneiform script. Thus, with little 

interest shown in the monumental sculptures themselves, Canning and Rawlinson appealed to 

the British Museum – in the interests of the imperial contest with France – to take charge of the 

Nimrud excavations. The correspondence between Canning and Rawlinson with the British 

Museum in August 1846, marked the beginning of the involvement of the British Museum in 

the excavations in Northern Mesopotamia and the institution’s tenuous relationship with 

Layard. Bohrer (2003:106) describes the British Museum-Layard relationship as both an 

‘unstable’ and ‘productive’ alliance.  

Issuing a grant of two thousand pounds for the cost of further excavations until June 1847, the 

British Museum appointed Canning as the Museum agent and Rawlinson to the position of 

Director of Excavations in Mesopotamia (cf Barnett, Bleibtreu & Turner 1998:3; Budge 

1925:viii).43 From September 1846, frustrated with the small sum of finances allocated to the 

excavations and equally offended by the hierarchical arrangement which demoted his position 

and authority, Layard continued his already overwhelmingly lucrative operations under the 

new authority of the British Museum (Bohrer 2003:105). By the end of December 1846, 

Layard had excavated and packed two consignments of antiquities from the Northwest Palace 

of Nimrud, which included the famous Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser III (859-824 BCE) 

(Gadd 1936:39).44 Amongst his most prized spoils from the daily success of the Nimrud 

excavations, were the winged deity figures and the gateway sculptures of winged bull and lion 

figures.  Bemoaning the insufficient funding and lack of resources, Layard was forced to devise 

unconventional methods to transport the colossal winged bull sculptures to the awaiting raft 

that would float the sculptures down the Tigris River to the port at Basrah.45 In his narrative 

account in 1849, Layard celebrated his ingenuity to transport the colossal bull sculptures, 

which contributed to his archaeological fame (Bohrer 2003:106). 46   

																																																								
43	Rawlinson was the Director of Excavations in Mesopotamia from 1846 to 1855 (Budge 1925:viii).  
44	In Gadd’s review of the recovery of the Assyrian sculptures, he recounts the number of cases into which the 
consignments were packed. Layard’s first consignment consisted of twelve cases and the second consignment of 
twenty-three cases (Gadd 1936:39). The slabs with sculptured reliefs and cuneiform inscriptions were sawn into 
pieces with many of the inscriptions not preserved. Moreover, to reduce the weight and bulk of the reliefs, the backs 
were sawn away, diminishing the thickness of the reliefs considerably (Gadd 1936:33).   
45	See Bohrer (2003:106) and Miller (1973:217-218) for a description of Layard’s unconventional methods that were 
employed to move the winged bull sculptures. The lion sculptures were excavated and moved during Layard’s second 
campaign on 29 January 1850 (Curtis 2010:177).  
46	Bohrer (2003:106) highlights that the colossal gateway figures of the Northwest Palace of human-headed bulls and 
lions ‘eventually became the very emblems of Assyria in the popular mind.’ This was partly achieved as Layard 
celebrated his achievement to transport the specimens to the British Museum in spite of the challenges he faced. 
(Bohrer 2003:106). The artist Frederick Cooper, the official artist appointed by the British Museum to accompany 
Layard on his second campaign (see the discussion below in chapter four), documented the excavation of the colossal 
lion sculptures – the bull sculptures had been excavated and dragged to the Tigris riverbank earlier in Layard’s first 
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Whilst excavating at Nimrud, Layard was still convinced of the treasures at Kuyunjik by the 

earlier reports of Claudius Rich. In the summer of 1846, Layard had returned to the site of 

Kuyunjik to begin tentative excavations. However, these early excavations conducted at the 

Nergal Gate in the north-west wall yielded little more than the remains of gigantic winged 

figures (Gadd 1936:37). On 29 March and 22 April 1847, Layard dispatched a further two 

consignments of forty-five cases of sculptures and small objects from Nimrud, as well as slabs 

from the Centre and Southwest Palaces of Nimrud (Gadd 1936:39). Before the conclusion of 

the first expedition at Nimrud under the authority of the British Museum, Layard revisited his 

exploratory excavations at Kuyunjik (Barnett et al 1998:4; Waterfield 1963:175). Working at 

the southwest corner, he soon discovered, in mid-May 1847, a greatly ruined building, which 

would prove to be the Southwest palace of Sennacherib; his most important discovery (Barnett 

et al 1998:4; Gadd 1936:37). During the final two-month period of his tenure, in the Spring 

from May to June 1847, the discovery of a number of bas-reliefs that lined the walls of the 

ruined building in the southwest corner and winged bulls that flanked an entrance would later, 

as the second excavation campaign at Kuyunjik was undertaken, confirm the reports of 

Claudius Rich that the remains of the Southwest palace of the Assyrian monarch Sennacherib 

lay buried beneath the mound of Kuyunjik.47 Dispatching the final consignment of his first 

expedition to Assyria on 22 June 1847 (Gadd 1936:40), Layard returned to England just as the 

first of his Nimrud shipments were being delivered to the British Museum (Bohrer 2003:111).  

With the heightened political and social tensions in the British Museum in the mid-century and 

a Royal Commission appointed on 17 June 1847 to investigate the ‘Constitution and 

Management’ of the British Museum (Bohrer 2003:111), Layard’s heroic welcome from the 

public sector was met with a more reserved response from the British Museum Trustees. This 

is evident when an appeal made by the Trustees to the Treasury for an amount of four thousand 

pounds for the publication of Layard’s journal of the Assyrian expedition and the drawings 

made on the spot was refused (Miller 1973:218). However, encouraged by Hawkins to 

																																																																																																																																																																																					
campaign (Layard 1853a:202). More recently, in December 2009, the British Museum purchased an additional 
watercolour by Cooper that came to light on eBay that depicts the excavation of the winged lion sculpture with 
Layard supervising the team of Arab and Tiyari (Nestorian) workmen. The watercolour is entitled Winged lions in the 
palace of Ashurnasirpal II at Nimrud (Curtis 2010:177, Curtis 2010: Colour Plate 12). The winged lion sculptures 
were moved with similar difficulty as that of the bull sculptures in the earlier season of excavations and suffered 
substantial damage on their journey (Layard 1853a:204-205). Curtis (2010:177) reports that the lion sculptures: ‘… 
were shipped from Basrah in the Lynch and Co. vessel Fortitude in March 1851 and reached London in August of 
that year.’ The sculptures are now on display, following museum restoration, on the west side of the Assyrian 
Transept in the British Museum (Curtis 2010:177). Turner (2003:201), citing Russell (1997:67-72), records that the 
lion and bull sculptures were dispatched to Basrah on 19 April 1851. 
47	In this short period, Layard uncovered Chambers A-I of Sennacherib’s Southwest palace from which Layard made 
thirty drawings documenting the scenes on the reliefs (Turner 2003:196, 208). These drawings include Or.Dr. IV, 3-9, 
11-29, 39-41 & 43 (see Annexure A, Vol IV). The drawings produced by Layard will be taken up again below in 
chapter four and five. For ease of reference the reader may consult Annexure C for the ground plan of Sennacherib’s 
Southwest palace indicating the chambers excavated by Layard during his first and second campaigns. 
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undertake his own publicity, Layard’s Nineveh and its Remains published in 1849 by the 

English publisher John Murray, became an overnight success, selling close to eight thousand 

copies in the first year (Gadd 1936:27).48  

Bohrer (2003:100) writes, bringing into relief a poignant moment, that we first encounter 

Layard publically, prior to his archaeological fame, as the overseer of the editorial policy of an 

‘English-language paper’, ‘specifically designed’ to foster the imperial strategy of gathering 

and conveying information about the eastern Ottoman regions. The paper, the Malta Times, 

founded by Stratford Canning, reported in January 1845 on the French excavations at Nineveh 

and the French discoveries at Khorsabad (Bohrer 2003:100). The writer of the report was 

Layard. Moreover, the article reflected a keen insight into the inherent aesthetic qualities of the 

Assyrian antiquities, heralded as ‘… immeasurably superior to the stiff and ill-proportioned 

figures of the monuments of the Pharaohs’ (Bohrer 2003:100). As objects, the new Assyrian 

sculptures indeed bridged the chasm between the ‘barbarian arts’ and the true masters of the 

‘imitative arts’, the civilised Greeks, and that called for pause for reflection, Layard’s article 

had announced (Bohrer 2003:100). In July 1845, a magazine designed to take knowledge to the 

working classes, the Penny Magazine,49 had reprinted Layard’s article from the Malta Times 

(Bohrer 2003:108). Promoting Layard’s appeal to the aesthetic qualities of the Assyrian 

sculptures, the magazine included a biblical alignment to the Assyrian artefacts with a 

reference to the passage in Ezekiel 23:14-15 (Bohrer 2003:101).50 

In his 1849 archaeological bestseller, Layard promoted his aesthetic vision of the artefacts. 

Layard’s aesthetic classification and his appropriation of the value of biblical literalism touted in 

the Penny Magazine, presented an alternative, yet concordant, structural unity of the mythology of 

comprehensive knowledge of the imperial archive that functioned in the British Museum. For this 

platform, rather than freeing the Assyrian objects from the constraints in the British Museum, 

extended the classical antiquarian narrative mediation of the Assyrian antiquities presented in the 

Museum. It functioned to reach a wider popular audience beyond the Museum, who could 

purportedly access and experience the objects in a palpable realm in the absence of the mitigating 

presence of the Museum. This new narrative approach was, moreover, constructed and supported 
																																																								
48	John Murray also published in late 1849, encouraged by Lady Charlotte Guest, The Monuments of Nineveh II 
(Bohrer 1992:98). This publication of the folio of drawings was designed as a sequel to complement Layard’s 
archaeological memoir (Bohrer 1992:93). I will take up again the publication of the folio of drawings in the 
discussion below in chapter six. 
49	The Penny Magazine was published by Charles Knight for the, Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. It 
reached a circulation of two hundred thousand copies per issue (Bohrer 2003:108). 
50	Ezekiel 23:14-15: ‘She added to her harlotry. She saw men in a carving on the wall; figures of Chaldeans that were 
engraved with red ocher, (with) girded loincloth about their hips, (with) overhanging turbans upon their heads; a 
picture of adjutants, all of them, the likeness of the sons of Babylonian – Chaldeans – the place of their birth.’ I would 
like to thank Louis Breytenbach for his unpublished notes on the grammar and syntax of the verses in Ezekiel and for 
providing the translation of the verses. 
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by pictorial images. The images worked to recast the aesthetic qualities and narrative historicity of 

the Assyrian objects in visual terms, which in turn claimed to convey authentic, historical 

evidence; more particularly, a visually enhanced historical evidence cast within the realm of the 

glory of the Empire. Bohrer emphasises the significance of Layard’s new narrative-aesthetic 

approach, which ‘displaced and widened’ the focus of Assyria through the: ‘… visual availability 

of ancient Assyria’ (Bohrer 2003:142).51 

In conclusion, Layard’s aesthetic praise in the 1845 Malta Times article of the monumental 

Assyrian antiquities – not yet seen in England at that time – met with resounding public 

interest. It would be only a short period later that the wealth of cultural treasures to be found 

beneath the mound of Kuyunjik (as predicted by Claudius James Rich) would be laid bare and 

the role of nineteenth century archaeology, taken up as the great adjective of the Empire, would 

be wielded as the ultimate form of imperial power and control. Moreover, as a tool in the 

imperial archive’s ‘strategy of heterogeneity’ (Richards 1993:11, 29), the Assyrian sculptures 

that would fill the halls of the British Museum in a matter of a few years following Layard’s 

published article, would, in spite of the climate of intense contestation of knowledges played 

out in the British Museum in the mid-century, instruct both the privileged and the less 

privileged classes in the symbiotic relationship between knowledge and power of the Empire.  

I will propose that Layard’s aesthetic vision of ancient Assyria was an important channel 

through which those uninitiated in ‘textual and historical study’ (Bohrer 2003:109) were drawn 

in to the project of the imperial archive, whose mission it was to control knowledge within the 

domain of the expansive Empire. It was, Bohrer reiterates: ‘Undoubtedly, the most influential 

text of its kind and the very paradigm of Assyria’s (and Layard’s) fame’ (2003:142, emphasis 

added).52 Through these channels of aesthetics and public appeal – which although to a lesser 

extent included the biblical value of the new antiquity – Layard, through his archaeological 

bestseller in 1849, became assimilated with Assyria; and knowledge of ancient Assyria became 

fixed as a ‘single person’ (Richards 1993:11) in the myth of the imperial archive. Since, then, 

the Victorian mid-nineteenth century, political diplomacy and knowledge of the Ottoman East, 
																																																								
51	From 1847 the Illustrated London News reported on the Assyrian excavations. Its use of illustrative engravings 
rendered the artefacts immediately accessible as objects of art through an inviting visual field (Bohrer 2003:135).   
52	Bohrer (2003:152) discusses four ideologically opposed journal reviews of Layard’s book in which: ‘… all 
share[d] in the assumption of cultural superiority over contemporary Mesopotamia, which was embodied in the figure 
of Layard himself.’ The reviewers included the Examiner, representative of the nationalist, antiquarian, classical 
aesthetic ideology; the Spectator, representing a liberal and radical stance; the Chamber’s Edinburgh Journal (sequel 
to the Penny Magazine after it folded) that framed Layard as the ‘heroic excavator’ in the face of grave challenges 
and which endorsed Layard’s aesthetic praise of the objects; and the Quarterly Review, which highlighted the 
classical antiquarian value of the sculptures with references to biblical and classical texts (Bohrer 2003:151, 152). The 
most prodigious review came from the Times on 9 February 1849, which hailed Layard’s book as the most 
‘extraordinary work of the present age’, and dedicated the lion’s share of the article to an illustrious description of 
Layard’s ‘love of travel and adventure’, his ‘thirst for knowledge’, and his ‘energy that was boundless’ (Bohrer 
2003:153).  
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with its fictional corollary Mesopotamia – through the Assyrian excavations – became figured, 

not only as a ‘fixed place’, namely the British Museum, but also as a ‘single person’ (Richards 

1993:11) in the multi-vocational, heroic persona of Austen Henry Layard.  

3.7       THE ARCHIVE FIGURED AS A NEW CONCEPTION OF THE HISTORY OF THE 

PAST    

It was in May 1825 that the collection of Claudius James Rich, comprising smaller Babylonian 

antiquities, engraved tablets and oriental manuscripts, was ordered by the Trustees of the 

British Museum to be ‘housed’ in a ‘Table Case’ (cf Bohrer 2003:64; Budge 1925:29; Miller 

1973:203, ft 1).53 This exhibit marked the beginning of the arrival of the new antiquity in 

Victorian England, and formed the foundation of the Babylonian and Assyrian collections. 

Antiquities and manuscripts of the ancient Near East, hitherto unknown, heralded a revolution 

in the conception of the history of the ancient eastern civilisations (Miller 1973:204). The 

revolution in historical conception was termed the science of Assyriology. That which was 

previously known from classical and biblical literature, with its appropriation of vivid 

metaphors and polymorphous imagery projected an exotic and mythological ‘cradle of 

civilisation’ (Bohrer 2003:44). Narratives and images of a mythical Garden of Eden, a 

legendary Tower of Babel and despotic kings of the ancient Near East littered the 

historiographies of the ancient eastern civilisations in the centuries prior to the mid-nineteenth 

century (Bohrer 2003:44, 50).54 The new material recovery, however, unveiled the previously 

inchoate ancient world of the great civilisations of Babylon, Assyria and Sumer and allowed 

for their cuneiform script to be deciphered.  

The order by the Trustees to display Rich’s collection is significant for it emphasises, as Miller 

observed, that it was the British Museum that, later reflecting on the emergence of the new 

antiquity in the mid-century, claimed the role as founder and custodian of the science of 

Assyriology. In the words of Sir Wallis Budge, for long the Keeper of the Museum’s 

Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities:55 

																																																								
53	The widow of Claudius Rich sold his collection of Babylonian antiquities to the British Museum (Gadd 1936:11). 
54	Bohrer describes the historical depictions of Mesopotamia in artworks and travel literature: ‘… in the diachronic 
sweep of centuries’, as ‘… an inconsistent, ever-shifting signifier’, but which invariably depicted its ‘… ancient 
demise and consistently invoked events reputed to have led to the ostensibly wasted state of the region’ (Bohrer 
2003:50). The barrenness of the land was, moreover, seen to represent the fulfillment of a moral judgement on a 
pagan culture that was eclipsed by the more virtuous British Christian Empire (Bohrer 2003:186). This, he further 
reflects on synchronically through examples of some of the leading images of Mesopotamia that circulated in the 
early nineteenth century, prior to the discoveries (Bohrer 2003:50-62). The role of visual imagery of Mesopotamia 
will be taken up again in chapter six. 
55	Ernest Alfred Thompson Wallis Budge was the Keeper of Oriental Antiquities, which had been renamed the 
Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in 1886. Budge was Keeper from 1894 to 1924 (Miller 1973:366). 
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The science of Assyriology was founded by Englishmen and developed entirely by the Trustees of the 
British Museum and their staff. The English built the main edifice of Assyriology, and other nations 
constructed the outlying buildings. The Trustees took over the task of excavating the ruins of the great 
cities of Assyria from Stratford Canning, and built the galleries that now hold the collection of 
sculptures and other antiquities which were acquired by Layard, Loftus, Ross, Rassam, George Smith 
and later workers (Budge, p. ix, cited in Miller 1973:204). 

From September 1846, then, assuming control of the excavations in the Middle East from the 

British Ambassador at Constantinople, the British Museum laid the foundation and set the 

terms for the next generation of explorers, archaeologists and scholars. The resultant 

burgeoning field of Assyrian studies in Victorian Britain would provide a constant source of 

ideas and referents, which shifted the narratives from the au courant unremarkable tale of 

barbaric ancient kingdoms to that of a remarkable tale of an ancient, powerful Empire. 

Moreover, the new evaluation of the Assyrian-Babylonian historical threshold affirmed the 

myth of the Victorian imperial archive through which British monopoly over knowledge of 

Mesopotamia exemplified control of the Empire. For in its new historical conceptions, a 

‘“narrative Assyria”’, mediated through a direct, aesthetic evaluation of the antiquities, was 

‘offered to the popular audiences’, while a ‘linguistically oriented [classical] antiquarian view 

of the artifacts’ was reserved for the scholarly elite (Bohrer 2003:118).  

The shift, then, in the conception of history of the ancient eastern civilisations, mediated 

predominantly through the decipherment of the cuneiform texts amongst the scholarly elite, 

provided a historically appropriated affiliation to the first great empire in history, thus 

ennobling the British Empire’s own imperial aspirations (Frahm 2006:80).56 Moreover, 

Assyria’s “narrative” mediation amongst the popular audiences provided a direct aesthetic 

appeal; and, as Layard described the Assyrian objects, provided the audience with: ‘fresh 

illustrations to the Bible’ (Layard 1853a:2). Indeed, these conceptions of the history of the 

ancient eastern civilisations may be seen to have sanctioned the imperative for the British 

Empire’s germane rights to the eastern Ottoman territories, from whence the very origins of the 

Empire’s ideology of imperialism lay buried beneath the soil (cf Malley 2008). It is noteworthy 

for the hypothesis advanced here that these alternative historical conceptions were designed to 

select, delete and control knowledge of ancient Assyria to divergent audiences. However, both 

of these mediations of knowledge may be seen to remain fixed within the master pattern of the 

mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive, since national interests were paramount in the 

Mesopotamian excavations (Bohrer 2003:62). Furthermore, as I have already noted above, 

constructing a ‘“narrative Assyria”’ initiated a “turn” to visual imagery as a means to construct 

and convey ‘accurate and authentic information’ (Bohrer 2003:60, 118) about Mesopotamia, 

																																																								
56	Bohrer (2003:186) concludes that structurally the scholarly textual and classical aesthetic evaluation contained a 
subtext of a ‘theological judgement’ on Assyria that upheld a ‘preexistent moral’ denigration of Assyria, exemplified 
in Westmacott’s teleology that worked to silence and exclude Assyria. 
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which was to serve the interests of the British Empire. This concept of the visual image as an 

authentic historical document is integral to the hypothesis advanced in this study and will be 

taken up again in chapter six. 

3.8       CONCLUSION 

The supreme goal of the nineteenth century British Empire was to control territory through the 

control of knowledge within the domain of a unified Empire. This mission, to bring about the 

symbiotic relationship of ‘knowledge and power’ (Richards 1993:32), was accomplished 

through a newly devised technology of state rule – the fantasy of the imperial archive 

(Richards 1993). In this chapter, I have discussed the key tenets of the practices of the imperial 

archive, which functioned to construct a comprehensive mythology of knowledge of the 

Empire and its concordant imaginary locale – Mesopotamia. Moreover, the mythology of 

knowledge of the imperial archive was figured as a fixed place in the British Museum and as a 

single person in the figure of Austen Henry Layard. In the British Museum, information, 

gathered through large-scale excavations in Northern Mesopotamia, was amassed and ordered 

into a formal unity – a unity that was, moreover, seen as a tenable metaphor for the imperial 

whole and deployed as a state master pattern of knowledge.  
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CHAPTER 4 

THE BRITISH EMPIRE AND ITS IMPERIAL QUEST FOR COMPREHENSIVE 
KNOWLEDGE OF PEOPLES IN LAYARD’S SECOND CAMPAIGN OF ASSYRIAN 

EXCAVATIONS 

	

4.1       INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, it will be instructive to outline some of the key events of Layard’s second 

excavation campaign in Northern Mesopotamia that took place from October 1849 to April 

1851. This is important for the hypothesis advanced in this study for a number of reasons. Most 

importantly, one of the principal objectives of the second expedition was to investigate more 

fully the southwest building on the mound of Kuyunjik, discovered earlier in the Spring of 

1847. It was then, during the second campaign, that Layard excavated and uncovered some 

sixty chambers (rooms and courtyards) of the Southwest palace of Sennacherib, whose identity 

was confirmed through the decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions (Barnett et al 1998:5; 

Layard 1853a:139). Layard reported in his published account in 1853 that he had discovered 

the Lachish reliefs in Chamber OO:57  

During the latter part of my residence at Mosul a chamber was discovered in which the sculptures 
were in better preservation than any before found at Koujunjik. Some of the slabs, indeed, were 
almost entire, though cracked and otherwise injured by fire; and the epigraph, which fortunately 
explained the event portrayed, was complete (Layard 1853a:148-149).  

These reliefs would capture the attention of the British Museum authorities as well as the 

scholarly elite and the broader public as, purportedly, an unequivocal archaeological and 

ethnographic witness to the ancient Israelites in the Bible (Layard 1853a:152-153; cf Russell 

																																																								
57	Layard employed a system of alphabetical letters to indicate the progression of the chambers that he excavated in 
his first and second campaigns at Kuyunjik (Russell 1995; Turner 2003). The chambers discovered during his first 
campaign were recorded in a notebook in two parts. The first part documented the discoveries at Nimrud with the 
second section containing a, neatly written, full narrative account of the discoveries at Kuyunjik (Barnett et al 1998:8; 
Russell 1995:71). The second part is referred to as LN 1 or ADD. MS. 39076, fol. 43-54 (Russell 1995:71). Field 
notes and diary entries from the excavations at Kuyunjik during Layard’s second campaign were recorded in eight 
pocket notebooks. These are lettered A-H, and are bound in green leather and are referred to as LN 2 and accessioned 
as ADD. MS. 39089 (Barnett et al 1998:9; Russell 1995:71; Turner 2003:175). From the notebooks LN 2C and LN 
2E Layard wrote up his narrative account, also known as the ‘fair copy’ of his field notes, giving a complete 
description of the chambers discovered at Sennacherib’s palace (Turner 2003:175). This document is catalogued as 
ADD. MS. 39077, fol. 75r-79v (Russell 1995:71; Turner 2003:175-176). It was only when Layard published Nineveh 
and Babylon in 1853 that he shifted from the alphabetical notation of the chambers to a system of Roman numerals. 
Since Layard’s 1853 account, and following his revised system of annotation, the chamber from which the Lachish 
reliefs were discovered has been predominantly cited in secondary sources as Court or Room XXXVI (Barnett et al 
1998; cf Ussishkin 1982, 2004). In this research report I will use Layard’s original system of alphabetical letters, 
since it relates to the primary sources consisting of the Layard Papers, in the Department of Manuscripts in the 
British Library, and the Original Drawings, in the archives of the Department of Western Asiatic Antiquities in the 
British Museum, which I have consulted. The chambers of Sennacherib’s Southwest palace and the drawings related 
to each chamber will be taken up in chapter five in the discussion on the pictorial records. See as well Annexure C for 
the ground plan of the Southwest palace. 
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1991:204).58 I remind the reader that the study of the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines of 

History of ancient Israel and Biblical Archaeology since their recovery in the nineteenth 

century, forms the ground of my hypothesis to investigate the imperial boundaries of 

knowledge that may have functioned to order constructions of knowledge of the Lachish reliefs 

and of ancient Israel’s history in these disciplines. Therefore, to emphasise again, the function 

of the imperial archive – and its mythology of knowledge as it operated to harness and control 

information within the domain of the British Empire – makes it instructive to undertake an 

excurses into the imperial quest of Layard’s second enterprise in Assyria. 

Furthermore in the discussion that follows, I will bring into relief the artists who accompanied 

Layard to visually document the excavations and discoveries. Prior to photography, as the 

primary means of recording the archaeological excavations, professional artists were employed 

by the British Museum to accompany the archaeological expeditions to document the progress 

of the excavations, the discoveries, as well as the interesting sites and peoples in the 

surrounding regions (Curtis 2010:175). In his review of visual imagery from the nineteenth 

century, Bohrer reflects on the visual image as an authentic document of historical truth, which 

preceded the role of archaeology as historical evidence (Bohrer 2003:60). According the 

Bohrer, the paintings and visual images, which conveyed authoritative knowledge of 

Mesopotamia – which, in the early nineteenth century, lay in the shadowy realms beyond the 

more familiar biblical regions of Victorian positive knowledge – circuited many sets of protean 

relationships which congealed artistic practices into authentic historical events when 

redistributed in space.59 As the British extended their reach of empirical knowledge into the 

previously unknown and inchoate territories, the visual conventions of the new sciences60 

established the legitimate technique to render a truthful arrangement of positive data. In this 

climate of visual recording as a medium of historical authenticity, and prior to the use of 

photography for scientific documentation, the pictorial records that were since assembled in the 

British Museum archival repositories, served to visually document the imperial mission of the 

archaeological expeditions in Assyria in the mid-nineteenth century.  

4.2       LAYARD’S SECOND ARCHAEOLOGICAL CAMPAIGN TO ASSYRIA  

Layard spent most of 1848 in England, engaged in the production of his Nineveh and its 

Remains (Gadd 1936:70). Leaving his book in the hands of the London publishers, John 

																																																								
58	See above in footnote 12 for the biblical references related to the event portrayed on the Lachish reliefs. In chapter 
seven I will take up again Layard’s verbal commentary on the Lachish reliefs. 
59	See above the discussion in footnote 54. 
60	Pictographic images that made use of the Cartesian principles of perspective were believed to convey an: ‘… 
inherent veracity to the object or life-world’ (Leibhammer 2001:51). The topic of the Original Drawings and the 
principles of ‘Cartesian perspectivalism’ (Leibhammer 2001:53) will be taken up again in chapter six. 
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Murray, he left for the British Embassy at Constantinople on 15 November 1848 (Gadd 

1936:53). Since he had been employed by the Foreign Office, Layard was to undertake an 

appointment to serve as secretary to Colonel William Fenwick Williams, the British 

commissioner, in determining the Turco-Persian boundary (Turner 2001:107).61 However, 

believing that the position did not adequately reflect or provide opportunity for his experience 

and expertise, Layard resigned soon thereafter. Instead, on 5 February 1849, he submitted to 

the Trustees of the British Museum a proposal for a further ambitious archaeological project. 

The details of which have been highlighted, by scholars of Layard and of the excavations in 

Assyria, to reflect a distinctly imperial agenda to survey and gather information in the eastern 

Ottoman regions (Barnett et al 1998:5; Gadd 1936:53,55; Malley 2008:637, 645 footnote 64). 

For example, in his review Gadd (1936:53) notes: ‘He [namely, Layard] aspired to survey all 

the monuments of Assyria, Babylonia, and even Susiana, taking as his model the work of 

Lepsius in Egypt, and to remove, of course, all notable antiquities that would be found in a 

state capable of preserving.’ Gadd (1936:55) continues that the Trustees of the British Museum 

responded with a commission to Layard to: ‘… gain information about the ancient peoples’ 

which was, moreover, to be, ‘… conveyed by selected specimens of sculpture and inscriptions, 

plans of buildings, drawings and copies, and detailed accounts of the finds.’ A grant of three 

thousand pounds for the work was issued, with an instruction for the funding to be spread over 

two years. Hormuzd Rassam was sent to accompany Layard, as well as a medical doctor, Dr 

Humphrey Sandwith (Curtis 2010:176). Moreover, the artist Frederick Charles Cooper was 

commissioned by the British Museum on 30 June 1849 (Bohrer 2003:334 footnote 37). Cooper 

was a professional artist who had trained at the Royal Academy and exhibited his paintings at 

the Academy following his excursion in Assyria (Bohrer 2003:187; Curtis 2010:176).62 Prior to 

Cooper’s appointment, Layard himself had made the drawings of the excavations at Nimrud 

and at Kuyunjik during his first campaign.63 For his second campaign, however, Layard 

requested the assistance of an artist whose primary responsibility would be that of documenting 

the excavations and the antiquities. Thus, with the principal objective to complete the 

investigation of the palace previously discovered at Kuyunjik in the Spring of 1847, Layard 

and his party departed from Constantinople at the end of August 1849 for his second 

expedition to Assyria (Gadd 1936:56). 

																																																								
61	The Turco-Persian Boundary Commission was set up, following a flare-up of tensions between Persia and Turkey, 
to work with Russian, Persian and Turkish delegates in determining the frontier of the Turkish Empire (cf Malley 
2008:631; Turner 2001:107). English dominance over the Persian Gulf regions was vital to ensure British interests, 
economically and politically, over the trade route to India (Malley 2008:633). 
62	Cooper also exhibited at the Suffolk Street Gallery and the British Institute following the Assyrian excavations 
(Barnett 1998:16; Curtis 2010:176). 
63	See above footnote 47 for a discussion of the chambers excavated at Kuyunjik in Layard’s first campaign. 
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In the meantime, during Layard’s absence from Mesopotamia, the British Museum had 

appointed Henry James Ross64 to oversee minor excavations on the mound of Kuyunjik. Ross’s 

appointment to oversee the continuation of Layard’s excavations was, primarily, to retain 

British claim to the mound. Ross decided to abandon the area in Chamber H discovered in 

Layard’s preliminary excavations, and in which he had been occupied,65and dug trenches and 

tunnels in a section of the mound where he had discovered a new building (Russell 1991:36). 

This, however, turned out to be areas in the western part of the building previously discovered 

by Layard in 1847 (Barnett et al 1998:4; Layard 1853a:67).66 After Ross had departed from the 

site in July 1848, Christian Rassam replaced Ross’s supervision of the excavations and 

continued to excavate tunnels in the area of the building previously discovered by Layard 

(Layard 1853a:69). Commencing from where Layard had left off in Chamber I in 1847,67 

Toma Shishman68 uncovered the southern wall of Chamber I and additional parts of the 

building that were also then marked on Glascott’s Plan of the subterraneous excavation now in 

progress (Barnett et al 1998:5; Turner 2001:108-109). These additional areas included all of 

Chamber K and parts of Chamber L and J (Russell 1991:36). In Turner’s informative article, 

The drawings of H A Churchill and the discoveries of H J Ross (2001), he recounts the details 

of a further period of excavations at Kuyunjik just prior to Layard’s arrival for his second 

campaign at Mosul. Col. Williams, whom Layard had been meant to serve under in the Foreign 

Office, had visited Mosul and the excavations en route to Baghdad in the Spring of 1849 

(Turner 2001:108). Remaining at Mosul until mid-April, Williams had commissioned 

Lieutenant A G Glascott, an engineer and a member of the Turco-Persian Boundary 

Commission, to undertake the first trigonometrical survey of Kuyunjik (Turner 2001:108). 

Glascott’s survey indicated the areas of excavation by Ross and Rassam and which Williams 

																																																								
64	Henry James Ross was a merchant in the Near East. Shortly after meeting Christian Rassam, the British vice-
consul at Mosul, in 1843, the two men went into business partnership. In November 1845, Ross joined Layard’s team 
to embark on the excavations at Nimrud. Thereafter, Ross made frequent visits to Layard’s excavations at Nimrud and 
Kuyunjik (Turner 2001:118).  
65	The Northern part of Chamber H had fourteen slabs. Ross excavated Slabs 8-14 and reported on having found 
‘openings into three new chambers’ (Russell 1991:47). In Layard’s Plan in Nineveh and Babylon, he deleted Ross’s 
Slabs 8-14 and recorded Slabs 10-12, which Cooper depicted in Or.Dr. I, 33 and again in the watercolour rendering, 
Or.Dr. II, 49 (lower). See also the discussion below in chapter six on pages 104 to 105 on Cooper’s watercolour 
Or.Dr. II, 49 (lower), that was reproduced as an engraving in Nineveh and Babylon. 
66	On Glascott’s Survey Plan executed in 1849 the area excavated by H J Ross between January and May 1848 was 
annotated as the ‘western & detached galleries’ and included Chamber T (Sloping passage), Chamber ZZ (LI south) 
and Chamber LIII (Turner 2001:131, Fig 1; 133, Fig 3; 137, Fig 7). More will be said in chapter five about the 
drawings produced from the excavations in these chambers. 
67	Layard had documented Slab no. 1 from Chamber I (Or.Dr. IV, 43) before departing from Mosul in 1847 (see 
Annexure A, Vol IV). 
68	In each case, the excavations at Kuyunjik, by Layard, Ross and Rassam, were carried out by, Toma Shishman, 
Layard’s foreman from his first excavation campaign (Turner 2001:108). 
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reopened in March and April 1849.69 He also commissioned a junior member of his staff, H A 

Churchill, to make drawings of the reliefs that were uncovered in these excavations by Toma 

Shishman. Williams sent three letters to Layard while he was in Constantinople with details of 

the progress of the excavations as well as Churchill’s drawings of the slabs and Glasscott’s 

survey plan (Turner 2001: 108). Included with his third letter to Layard was a rough sketch 

plan of the exposed areas of excavation and the slabs drawn by Churchill (Turner 2001:109, 

133).70 

On 29 September 1849, Layard and his team arrived at Mosul to resume excavations at 

Kuyunjik (Turner 2003:197). Layard’s first priority was to reinvestigate the excavations that 

had taken place during his absence from the mound (Layard 1853a:67-69). Working from 

Glascott’s survey plan and the rough sketch by Williams, Layard surveyed the previously 

excavated ‘subterranean galleries’ and ‘lost no time in making arrangements for continuing the 

excavations’ (Layard 1853a:75).71 During this campaign at Kuyunjik Layard’s excavations 

were conducted over four periods, which corresponded to his journal and diary entries (Turner 

2003:189). The first season of Layard’s excavations, from 12 October 1849 to 18 March 

1850,72 closely following Glascott’s plan, commenced with Chambers I, J, K, L, M, T (Sloping 

Passage), ZZ (LI south) and LIII (Turner 2001:131, 137; Turner 2003:180). Thereafter, Layard 

excavated Chambers H and N-S (Layard 1853a:135-136; Turner 2003:177). Lastly, in this first 

season, he worked in Chamber XX from January until 10 March 1850 and opened the Sloping 

Passage T on 11 March 1850 (Turner 2003:180). Chamber T turned out to be the most 

rewarding of the excavations that were marked on Glascott’s survey (Turner 2003:180, 181).73  

																																																								
69	Layard published a miniature revised version of Glascott’s Plan as an inset to his plan in Nineveh and Babylon 
(1853a: insert between pp 66 & 67; Turner 2001:108). 
70	Churchill completed thirty drawings of reliefs from Chambers I, K, L, M; C from Layard’s 1847 campaign, as well 
as from ZZ from Ross’s excavations (Turner 2001:110; see also Annexure A, Vol II). He also documented the portal 
griffins from entrance k, Chamber J and fragments of reliefs from the west wall of Chamber P (Turner 2001:110). 
Moreover, Churchill produced a watercolour drawing (Or.Dr. II, 42) of entrance k into Chamber J (Turner 2001:134, 
Fig 4). Churchill’s drawings are included in the Original Drawings Volume II in the Department of the Ancient Near 
East in the British Museum (Turner 2003:109). Turner notes that twenty-two of the drawings have been reproduced in 
the Catalogue of Sculptures while the remaining eight drawings, from Chamber I (Court VI), by Churchill have been 
replaced with alternative drawings by Frederick Cooper, which were produced when Layard returned to Kuyunjik in 
1849 (Turner 2001:111). I will take up again Churchill’s drawings of the reliefs and Cooper’s alternative drawings in 
the discussion in chapter five on the pictorial records. 
71	See as well the discussion below on page 100 on the watercolour Or.Dr. II, 54b by Cooper depicting the 
excavations in Chamber ZZ. 
72	Layard left for an expedition to the Khabour on 20 March (Turner 2003:177). Layard records in his diary that he 
traveled with Cooper from 20 March and returned to Mosul on 10 May 1850 (Turner 2003:197, footnote 19). Cooper 
recorded the dates of the excursion in his diary from 21 March to 5 May (Curtis 2010:176; Turner 2003:197, footnote 
19).  
73	In Sloping Passage T the bas-reliefs depicted a string of fourteen young stallions from the royal stables being led 
down the passage on the south wall with grooms and head groom at intervals and on the opposite north wall a 
procession of servants carrying provisions for a banquet moving up the passage towards Chamber O (Turner 
2003:180). Cooper documented the slabs from Sloping Passage T in the second period of excavations following his 
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Commencing from 12 October 1849 until the end of November 1849, Frederick Cooper, 

working in the chambers excavated in that period, made thirteen alternative drawings of the 

bas-reliefs previously documented by Churchill and a further eleven additional drawings of 

reliefs from Chambers I, K-M and ZZ (Gadd 1936:65; Layard 1853a:101; Turner 2003:197).74 

On 18 March 1850, Layard informed Sir Henry Ellis, Principal Librarian of the British 

Museum, that Cooper had completed some sixty drawings from Nimrud and Kuyunjik, of 

which thirty-six were from Kuyunjik (Curtis 2010:176; Turner 2003:197). In addition to the 

drawings from Chambers I, K-M and ZZ, these included drawings from Chambers H (Grand 

Entrance), Q-S and XX (Turner 2003:197).75 According to Layard’s diary entries, while 

Chamber O was excavated at first on 22 October 1849 and then again on 10 March 1850, 

Cooper only recorded the bas-reliefs from Chamber O when he returned from the Khabour, 

between May and the beginning of July, prior to him leaving Mosul for the Sheikh Matti 

convent (Turner 2003:197). Reviewing Layard’s notebook LN 2C as well as his sketch plan A, 

Turner recounts the second season of excavations, which took place between 11 May and 11 

July 1850. During this period Layard excavated in Chambers U-Y as well as in Chambers T 

and O (Turner 2003:182-183, 186, 187). 

Following the scholarly importance of the cuneiform inscriptions of the Assyrian excavations 

and the popularity of Layard’s publication in 1849 as well as the broad public exposure to the 

excavations through the media and scholarly journals, a fair portion of Layard’s time in 

Northern Mesopotamia was spent on conducting tours of the excavations at Nimrud and 

Kuyunjik. His tours were given, primarily, to parties of English, European and American 

travellers, missionaries and diplomatic officials who wished to visit the excavations. Edward 

Said (2003:168) reflects on the phenomenon of these travellers, for whom: ‘… from one end of 

the nineteenth century to the other – after Napoleon, that is – the Orient was a place of 

pilgrimage.’ Jacqueline Yallop’s engaging narrative also draws attention to this enduring past 

time in the nineteenth century: ‘Victorian society relished the frisson of the foreign, and 

everywhere there were accounts of new lands, astonishing peoples and remarkable journeys’ 

(Yallop 2011:216). One such party of English pilgrims included the Rev Solomon Caesar 

																																																																																																																																																																																					
return with Layard from the Khabour. Layard’s dairy entry for 17 May 1850 recorded: ‘figures leading horses in 
inclined passage’ (Add.MS. 39089F, f. 41r, cited in Turner 2003:180). The Rev S C Malan also made a watercolour 
painting depicting a scene from the passage in the process of excavation and a watercolour sketch of two servants 
carrying a tray of provisions (Add.MS. 45360 f.27r, no.110; Add.MS. 45360 f.45r, no.145; cf Clayden 2015:56).  
74	See the discussion below on page 71 of Cooper’s alternative drawings. Cooper’s drawings will be taken up again 
in chapter five in the discussion on the pictorial records. See also Annexure A. 
75	Turner (2003:197) notes that ‘some thirty-five were at Kuyunjik’ instead of thirty-six drawings as I have indicated 
above. This is since Turner (2003:219) lists Or.Dr. IV, Misc.8 from Chamber L as a sketch and therefore excludes it 
in his summary. On the other hand, I include this drawing as integral to Cooper’s contribution as it depicts his 
alternative drawing of Churchill’s 2nd series no.5 Slab 12 from Chamber L (See Annexure A, Vol II and IV). In his 
diary entry for 9 March 1850, Cooper recorded that he drew Slab 10 from Chamber XX (Turner 2003:198). 
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Malan. Born in Geneva in 1812 and educated at Oxford and Edinburgh, Malan was a 

prominent biblical and oriental scholar, who, during a three-month tour of the Near East, 

visited Mosul between 10 and 20 June 1850 (Barnett et al 1998:16; Gadd 1938:118). Malan’s 

visit coincided with Layard’s preparations just prior to him leaving the site to convalesce and 

while he was actively engaged with: ‘… writing up his journal, making drawings, copying 

inscriptions, surveying, and preparing his accounts for the Trustees’ (Barnett et al 1998:6). 

Making daily trips across the river from Mosul to the excavations at Nimrud and Kuyunjik, the 

Rev S C Malan, himself a competent artist, made a series of on the spot watercolour sketches 

of details from one or two of the excavated slabs at Kuyunjik, surrounding landscape 

panoramas, sketches of local people and labourers, as well as watercolour paintings of the 

excavations in progress at Kuyunjik and Nimrud.76 Layard and Malan soon formed a mutual 

admiration and friendship (Clayden 2015:44). With a profound personal interest in the 

excavations, upon leaving the site, Malan made available, for Layard to use and publish as he 

required, his watercolour sketches:  

This, and every other sketch of Nineveh, made by me on the spot, in June 1850, is to be placed at the 
disposal of Mr Layard for him to publish or otherwise use it in any way he thinks proper, on the sole 
condition of his returning the sketches when he no longer requires them. Signed S. C. Malan. Mosul. 
June 15th. 1850 (Add.MS. 45360, Vol IV, fol. 30v).  

The lithographs of Malan’s watercolours, published in Layard’s 1853 sequel to his first memoir 

of the Mesopotamian excavations, Nineveh and Babylon, will be taken up again in chapter six. 

In particular, since the process of ‘filtering, revising and reconstructing Assyria’ through visual 

media, which Bohrer (2003:3) has drawn attention to, is patently evident in Layard’s reworking 

of select works from Malan’s portfolio of watercolours. 

From early June 1850, Cooper’s health broke down (Turner 2003:196). This corresponds with 

Layard’s diary entries in which around mid-June Layard recorded that he had taken over the 

task of documenting the reliefs due to Cooper’s unstable condition.77 On 21 June 1850, 

Cooper, however, reflected in his diary that he was recovering from his illness (Curtis 

2010:181). But by the 9 July, when Layard and Hormuzd Rassam became ill with fever, 

Layard feared Cooper would go down again with fever and advised him to join the Rev Mr 

Badger and his wife at the ancient Jacobite convent of Sheikh Matti in the Kurdish mountains 

																																																								
76	One of Malan’s watercolours, dated 19 June, depicts Layard making a drawing on the spot of Slabs 15-16 from the 
west facade of Chamber U (Add.MS.45360 f.54r, no.186; Barnett et al 1998:82, no.278; Turner 2003:196) This 
watercolour and a further seven of Malan’s works depicting the excavations in progress at Sennacherib’s Palace will 
be taken up again in the discussion in chapter six. 
77	Turner records that Layard noted four days in his diary, June 16 and 19-21, when he made drawings of Slabs 15-16 
from Court U (Turner 2003:196). Or.Dr. IV, 74 & 75 from Court U of Sennacherib’s palace depicting Slabs 20-23 
were also executed by Layard when he returned from Wan after 31 August 1850, since both drawings were signed by 
Layard (Annexure A Vol, IV; Turner 2003:177).  
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on the summit of the Gebel Makloub (Curtis 2010:181; Turner 2003:199).78 Cooper departed 

from Mosul on 10 July 1850 (Turner 2003:199). Layard followed with Rassam on 11 July, 

after dispatching the first consignment of sculptures from Kuyunjik (Layard 1853a:365). The 

two men met up with Cooper at a small Kurdish village, Kaimawa (Curtis 2010:181). For the 

remainder of July, Cooper travelled around Kurdistan in the regions of Wan with Layard and 

Rassam. In Akra, before proceeding to Wan, the party met up with Dr Sandwith who had been 

the first to leave Mosul in early July due to severe illness and who was still suffering from 

fever when he was joined by Layard, Rassam and Cooper (Layard 1853a:365, 368). 

Regrettably, by 4 August 1850 when the party reached Wan, Cooper’s health, as well as Dr 

Sandwith’s condition, had deteriorated to such an extent that Layard advised the men to return 

to England without delay (Gadd 1936:66; Layard 1853a:411).   

Layard returned with Rassam to Mosul at the end of August 1850 before leaving Mosul again 

on 18 October 1850 for an excursion to Baghdad and Babylonia (Barnett at al 1998:6; Gadd 

1936:66; Turner 2003:187, 200). Therefore, Layard’s third season of excavations took place 

between 2 September and 16 October 1850, when he gave his final instructions before leaving 

for the south. During this period, Layard reinvestigated Chamber E, which he had first 

discovered in 1847, and noted in his notebook LN 2C and sketch plan C the excavations in 

Chambers Z, AA, CC, DD, OO and the entrances j, k, m into MM, which was mislabelled as 

PP (Turner 2003:178, 182).79 In his diary entry on 30 September 1850, Layard noted: ‘At 

mound – raft loaded – too much to draw – pack small objects in house’ (Add.MS. 39089 A, f. 

51v, cited in Turner 2003:197). In this third season of excavations, Chambers BB, EE and FF 

had also been excavated since Layard reported in a letter to Sir Henry Ellis on 1 October 1850: 

‘… that he had drawn “about thirty of the most important basreliefs discovered since Mr. 

Cooper’s departure”’ (Add.MS. 38943, f. 4v, cited in Turner 2003:197).80 Between 6 and 11 

October 1850, Layard recorded the Lachish reliefs in five measured drawings, Or.Dr. I, 58-62 

(Barnett at al 1998:6; Layard 1853a:148-153; Russell 1995:82; Turner 2003:196-197).81 Before 

																																																								
78	The Rev Mr Badger was one of the frequent visitors to Mosul that Layard entertained. Badger’s pilgrimage to 
Mesopotamia was to conduct research for his forthcoming book, The Nestorians and their Rituals, published in 1852 
(Curtis 2010:181). The Rev Mr Badger used a number of Cooper’s watercolour sketches in his publication, which 
Cooper executed during the period of traveling around the regions of Kurdistan before returning to England (Curtis 
2010:181). 
79	Chamber DD was also mistakenly labeled as Chamber FF in Layard’s notebook LN 2C (Turner 2003:178). 
Chamber II-LL was included at the end of notebook LN 2C, but was probably excavated while Layard was in 
Baghdad (Turner 2003:178). 
80	Layard also dispatched, on 1 October 1850, the first of the two consignments of excavated material down the 
Tigris (Turner 2003:187).  
81	Of these drawings only Or.Dr. I, 59 and Or.Dr. I, 62 are signed by Layard (See Annexure A, Vol I; cf Turner 
2003:197, footnote 18). The entry in Layard’s fair copy from his second campaign reads as follows: ‘Chamber OO. 
All drawn except south side and from SE corner to lion, on which apparently King in chariot receiving prisoners, and 
warriors leading horses [ADD.MS. 39077 f.78v] (Russell 1995:82). Uehlinger (2003:226, footnote 18) has drawn 
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departing from Kuyunjik, Layard documented a further three bas-reliefs from Hall (Chamber) 

I.82 On 18 October 1850, Layard and Hormuzd Rassam accompanied the second consignment 

of excavated material that was dispatched down the Tigris for shipment to England (Turner 

2003:187).  

In Babylonia, Layard excavated until January 1851 before returning to Mosul on 7 March 1851 

(Layard 1853a:582; Turner 2003:200). During Layard’s absence from Mosul, the artist Thomas 

Septimus Bell was appointed, in November 1850, for a year’s contract with the British 

Museum (Turner 2003:199). Arriving in Mosul in the first week of March 1851, and after 

meeting Layard at Mosul on 7 March, Bell immediately set to work to document the sculptures 

that were discovered while Layard was in Babylonia (Barnett at al 1998:16; Turner 2003:201). 

He documented the bas-reliefs from Chambers II, KK and LL and then as the excavations 

continued for the last season from 8 March to 19 April 1851, he documented slabs from 

Chambers EEE-GGG and III (Turner 2003:201). In his final notebook of the Kuyunjik 

excavations, LN 2E, dated 7 to 28 April 1850, Layard recorded the excavations that had taken 

																																																																																																																																																																																					
attention to the discrepancy between Layard’s fair copy account and Layard’s published account in Nineveh and 
Babylon. In his published description Layard (1853a:149) states that: ‘… the reserve consisted of large bodies of 
horsemen and charioteers.’ Uehlinger suggests that Layard’s mistake in the fair copy account is explicable since he 
was possibly working from memory (having not drawn Slabs 1-4 of the Lachish reliefs) and therefore compared them 
to a similar scene of chariots and horses on Slabs 10-12 in Chamber G. Uehlinger (2003:226, footnote 18) continues 
that therefore: ‘On second thought (rather than control of the evidence, which he did not have at hand), he later 
dropped the reference to the king.’ Uehlinger (2003:227) concludes that concerning: ‘… the original drawings which 
Layard drafted from 6 to 11 October 1850 on site [footnote 19: Barnett et al., Sculptures, I, p.6, On Layard drawing 
the reliefs, see Barnett et al., II, Pls. 200 (no.278b) and 369 (no. 463b). The latter, however, is clearly an idealized 
picture, the seated Arab of S.C. Malan’s watercolour (Pl. 368 no. 463a) having been replaced by Layard himself on 
the lithograph of N. Chevalier published in Layard’s Discoveries, opp.p. 345!] have apparently not survived, even 
though two series of ‘Original drawings’ are preserved in the famous elephant folio at the British Museum.’  
The two series of ‘Original drawings’ that have survived include Hodder’s unsigned key sketches ‘made on site’ and 
Layard’s measured drawings which although: ‘These are sometimes considered to be most reliable since drawn at 
Nineveh, [ ] Layard actually drew them in England in preparation of his Second Series of Monuments of Nineveh, 
without direct access to the originals which remained in Nineveh at the time. The precise relationship of these 
drawings to Layard’s on-site sketches is unclear to me’ (Uehlinger 2003:230). According to Turner (2003:196-197) in 
the six weeks from September to mid-October 1850: ‘… before he left for Baghdad and the south, Layard recorded 
that, as well as supervising the excavations and the packing of slabs to be sent by raft down to Basrah, he also made 
drawings on almost every day that he was on the mound at Kuyunjik (ADD.MS.39.089 A, ff. 49r-52v) … The main 
part of this work was recording the reliefs excavated in the rooms on the west side of Court U, from Sennacherib’s 
Lachish Room, Chamber OO, the six slabs of Ashurbanipal from Chamber BB with intricate scenes of his defeat of 
the Elamites at the battle on the river Ulai, and from the adjacent rooms DD, EE and FF, the last with Ashurbanipal’s 
campaign in the marshes.’  
I would, therefore, conclude that the drawings by Layard of the Lachish reliefs are those which he recorded in his 
diary to have produced on site between 6 and 11 October 1850. That Layard may have finished off aspects of the 
drawings on his return to England and while working on Nineveh and Babylon and Monuments of Nineveh II is 
possible and indeed likely to have occurred and will be reviewed in the forthcoming chapters of the report. In 
particular, I will take up again the authoritative status of Layard’s drawings of the Lachish reliefs in the discussion in 
chapter five on the Original Drawings in the archival repositories of the British Museum and again in Chapter six in 
the discussion on Layard’s publication of Monuments of Nineveh II in which his drawings of the reliefs were 
published. See as well the discussion below in footnote 168 on Uehlinger’s (2003:230) contention on the inaccuracy 
of Layard’s drawings in relation to the preserved extant slabs in the British Musuem.  
82	Layard recorded that he had drawn Slab no. 61 from Hall I (Or.Dr. IV, 50) on 14 October 1850 (Turner 2003:197). 
Turner (2003:197) suggests that Layard must have drawn Slabs no. 53 (Or.Dr. IV, 49) and no. 62 (Or.Dr. IV, 51) 
from Hall I, at the same time that he recorded no. 61. Layard signed all three of these drawings (Barnett at al 1998:65, 
67). 
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place in Chambers GG, II-LL (excavated while he was in Babylonia), part of MM, SS-WW, 

YY, AAA and DDD-OOO (Turner 2003:178).83  Layard departed from Mosul on 28 April 

1851 after closing down the main excavations at Kuyunjik on 19 April (Turner 2003:190).84 

Leaving Bell, under the supervision of Christian Rassam, to watch over the mound and to 

complete his year’s contract with the British Museum, Layard returned to England with the 

hope of entering politics (Gadd 1936:70). Sadly, on 13 May 1851 – having departed for a trip 

to Bavian – Bell drowned while bathing in the Gomel River.  

Renewed interest in the Mesopotamian excavations by the French stirred the English to replace 

Layard. In 1852, the British Museum appointed Hormuzd Rassam, with a further fifteen 

hundred pounds, to continue the responsibility of excavations at Kuyunjik under Henry 

Rawlinson, the consul at Baghdad (Gadd 1936:78). On Rawlinson’s request, the British 

Museum had also appointed the artist Charles Doswell Hodder in December 1851, to continue 

the task of documenting the sculptures and reliefs (Barnett et al 1998:16; Gadd 1936:78; Reade 

1993:42).85 Hodder arrived in Mosul on 10 April 1852 (Barnett at al 1998:16). One of 

Rassam’s first tasks was to dismantle the Lachish reliefs discovered by Layard in Chamber 

OO. Since the reliefs had evoked a special interest in London, and since they had been severely 

damaged by fire,86 the British Museum Trustees requested a careful rescue operation. Rassam 

reported on the undertaking in his memoir, published in 1897: 

While these explorations were being carried on at Koyunjik and Nimroud, I employed my time in the 
removal of some sculptures from the Palace of Sennacherib discovered by Mr. Layard, which the 
trustees of the British Museum wished to have sent to England. The most important of these were the 
bas-reliefs called “The Siege of Lachish” (Rassam 1897:7). 

Prior to Rassam dismantling the vulnerable slabs from the walls, Hodder made a series of Key 

Sketches to document the Lachish reliefs, indicating and numbering the fragments that each 

slab consisted of (cf Uehlinger 2003:227).87 In 1853, Hodder fell ill and left Mosul at the 

																																																								
83	Bell also documented pavement slabs from Chamber C (Or.Dr. IV, 10) and Chamber GG (Or.Dr. I, 52 & 53) 
(Turner 2003:202, 220; cf Annexure A). He also drew the elevation of the ascending passage in Chamber VV (Or.Dr. 
I, 48) (Turner 2003:204, 220; cf Annexure A). From the excavations in Chamber MM Bell must have also made the 
pencil drawing of an ‘Altar & sacrifice of a king’ (Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 21) (Barnett et al 1998:101 no. 422). Turner has 
not attributed this drawing to Bell (cf Turner 2003:219-220).  
84	Hormuzd Rassam departed with Layard and while Layard took a different route to London, traveling overland 
through Europe, Rassam sailed directly to Liverpool and delivered a case of smaller antiquities and the drawings 
made by Layard, Cooper and Bell of the excavations, to the British Museum (Turner 2003:190).  
85	Gadd recounts that Charles Doswell Hodder was the son of Mr John Hodder, a cabinetmaker, who resided in 
Waterloo Road (Gadd 1936:78). Moreover, Gadd reflects on Layard’s surprise – having met Hodder in a prior 
meeting – at his youth and inexperience of Oriental life (Gadd 1936:78). 
86	Sennacherib’s Palace was destroyed, in a great fire, when Nineveh fell in 612 BCE to the Medes who had formed 
an alliance with Nabopolassar of Babylon (Gadd 1936:5-6; Reade 1998:91). 
87	Uehlinger (2003:227) has pointed out what he considers to be the inaccuracy of Hodders’s Key Sketches: ‘… 
particularly in the marginal and bottom areas of the slabs.’ In a footnote, he (2003:227, footnote 20) adds: ‘Although 
Hodder’s drawings certainly fulfilled the primary function, they are not always accurate being the work of a 
nineteenth-century artist (and as such somehow reminiscent of E. Flandin’s drawings from Khorsabad). See as well 
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beginning of 1854 (Gadd 1936:103). The final weeks of Rassam’s appointment at Kuyunjik 

were spent packing a consignment of one hundred and eighteen cases of antiquities. Occupying 

twelve of these cases were the fragments of the Lachish reliefs (Gadd 1936:106). Each 

fragment was numbered to correspond to the number of the fragment indicated on Hodder’s 

Key Sketches.88 The fragmentary Lachish reliefs sailed on board the steam-frigate, Achar, to 

Bombay in March 1854, with Hodder on board the ship (Gadd 1936:106). Once transferred to 

the sailing vessel Merchantman in the latter part of 1854, the reliefs finally arrived in London 

at the end of February 1855 (Gadd 1936:107). Hodder’s Key Sketches, then, formed the 

template for the reconstruction of the fragments of the Lachish reliefs when they arrived at the 

British Museum.  

At the end of 1853, Rassam discovered at Kuyunjik the North Palace of Ashurbanipal – the 

palace of Sennacherib’s grandson and the last great Assyrian king, built around 645 BCE. The 

British Museum appointed William Boutcher to replace Hodder (Gadd 1936:101). From March 

1854, Boutcher recorded the reliefs in the Susiana Room, the Arab Room, Babylonian Room 

and the Gardens, with Hodder having documented the great lion-hunt scenes prior to his 

departure from Kuyunjik (Gadd 1936:101). Rassam departed in May 1854 and was replaced by 

William Kennett Loftus to continue the work at Kuyunjik (Barnett 1998:7). Official operations 

on the mound of Kuyunjik continued until 1855 when the Crimean War diverted Victorian 

attention and imperial resources (Gadd 1936:119, 121).89 The second campaign of Assyrian 

excavations amassed in excess of six hundred cases of antiquities that flooded into the British 

Museum until June 1856 (Gadd 1936:119; Turner 2003:191). Gadd reflects that when official 

operations ceased in 1855, a decade after they had begun, no further application to Parliament 

was made to continue the excavations, for: ‘… there were, apparently, no more palaces, and the 

quantity of sculptures already secured seemed a positive embarrassment, and what else might 

be found, with the possible exception of tablets, did not seem of any value’ (Gadd 1936:120).90 

In the British Museum, scholars more urgently directed their attention to the cuneiform 

inscriptions while the sculptures were afforded little critical attention. In their new display 

																																																																																																																																																																																					
the discussion below in footnote 218 for Uehlinger’s remarks on the inaccuracies in Hodder’s drawings of the siege 
scene in relation to the preserved extant slabs in the British Museum. 
88	From Hodder’s drawings the disassembled reliefs consisted of five hundred and fifty-six fragments and Uehlinger 
points out that this: ‘… does not include a considerable number of smaller pieces that apparently went unordered’ 
(Uehlinger 2003:267). 
89	Boutcher was the last to leave Kuyunjik and returned to England early in 1856 (Gadd 1936:119; Turner 2003:191). 
90	Official operations did, however, resume in 1872 when the British Museum sent out George Smith to search for 
cuneiform inscriptions in Layard’s old tunnels and trenches (Barnett at al 1998:7; Reade 1993:51). In 1876, Rassam 
was again appointed to search for the missing piece of Deluge tablet, discovered by Smith in 1872. The later 
excavations and vast number of discoveries made at Nineveh and Babylon by Rassam between 1878 and 1882 – 
which included the famous Cyrus cylinder from 539 BCE and the Bronze Gates of Balawat from Nimrud, are beyond 
the scope of this study. Rassam’s discoveries will, however, be briefly taken up again in chapter five below 
concerning the repositories of textual records in the Assyrian-Layard archive. 
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halls, as I have discussed above, the physical arrangement of the Assyrian material served, 

principally, to affirm the doctrines of historical progress and the epistemological master pattern 

of knowledge of the Empire. 

4.3       CONCLUSION 

Richards provides pertinent insight that concerns the emphasis in this chapter in his survey of 

the fantasy of the imperial archive. He concludes that in the Ottoman East: ‘… the English 

maintained hegemony not through instrumentation but through comprehensive knowledge of 

peoples’ (Richards 1993:28). In the preceding chapter I have discussed and demonstrated that a 

primary goal of the large-scale excavations in Northern Mesopotamia was to gain 

comprehensive knowledge of the eastern Ottoman territories through ownership of its 

antiquities and by securing English dominance in the region. The sheer quantity of antiquities 

amassed and carried to the imperial centre in the mid-nineteenth century attests to the Victorian 

quest for imperial hegemony through comprehensive knowledge of peoples. This mission, 

moreover, to maintain hegemony of the Ottoman East through comprehensive knowledge of 

peoples, was documented – both textually and visually – and selected and assembled in the 

imperial archival repositories. Therefore, in the following chapter I will turn my attention to the 

archival repositories of the Assyrian-Layard campaigns. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE ASSYRIAN-LAYARD ARCHIVE: FAULTLINES IN THE ARCHIVE AND THE 
PICTORIAL RECORDS 

	

5.1        INTRODUCTION 

In the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive – institutionally represented by the 

British Museum – the function of the archive as a site of knowledge construction and the 

function of the museum as a site of knowledge construction may be seen to coalesce to 

function as a unitary historical a priori of knowledge of the British Empire and of its fictional 

corollary, Mesopotamia, in the nineteenth century. In chapter three I have argued this 

hypothesis to be evident through an examination of the foundational tenets of the mythology of 

knowledge of the imperial archive. These foundational tenets of the imperial archive may be 

discerned in the ‘faultlines’ of the archive, according to Stoler’s elucidation of the 

infrastructure of the archive (Stoler 2002:100). That is, the ‘faultlines’ (Stoler 2002:100) 

disclose the means – or the rules and practices – by which the archive was constructed and 

under what circumstances it was made. Moreover, in the British Empire the quest to control 

territory through comprehensive knowledge of peoples established the unifying principal by 

which the imperial archive and its concordant network of institutions and archives functioned.  

In this chapter I will examine the Assyrian-Layard archive representing in reality a concordant 

archive of the mythological imperial archive. This archive, institutionally represented by the 

British Museum, may then serve as a window through which to examine the practical evidence 

of the preceding argument, since it contains the textual and visual records of Layard’s first and 

second excavation campaigns in Northern Mesopotamia in the mid-nineteenth century. 

Furthermore, by narrowing the focus to an investigation of the pictorial records in the 

Assyrian-Layard archive, I will contend that the Assyrian-Layard archive may be seen to 

function as a site where positive knowledge of Mesopotamia, recast in visual terms, and more 

particularly knowledge of ancient Assyria was selected, assembled and ordered along the grain 

of the mythology of knowledge of the British imperial archive. In this chapter I will therefore 

examine the archival data, with particular emphasis on the visual records as a witness to the 

‘faultlines’ (Stoler 2002:100) in the imperial archive. 

5.2       THE ASSYRIAN-LAYARD ARCHIVE 

Stoler (2002: 89) elaborates that for Richards the imperial archive was: ‘material and 

figurative, a metaphor of an unfulfilled but shared British imperial imagination.’ As I have 

discussed in chapter three and four, the myth of the imperial archive was constructed materially 
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to fulfil an imaginary ideal of comprehensive knowledge about the Empire. The material 

accumulation of textual and visual records in the Assyrian-Layard archive may, then, be seen 

to articulate the conventions and categories of analysis that operated in the mythological 

imperial archive. Moreover, these processes – of rules and practices – functioned to shape the 

records prior and subsequent to their entry into the archive. Here I will note only briefly the 

function of the imperial archive on the textual records, since a close examination of the textual 

sources falls outside the scope of this study. However, the function of the imperial archive to 

shape and order the visual records, prior and subsequent to their entry into the archive, will be 

analysed in detail below to advance the hypothesis proposed in this study.  

The Assyrian-Layard archive contains the primary sources of Layard’s first and second 

excavation campaigns in Assyria. While this study is predominantly concerned with Layard’s 

second campaign at Kuyunjik and the results of the excavations during that campaign, a broad 

overview of the textual primary sources of both campaigns is instructive before focusing our 

attention on the primary pictorial sources from the second campaign that this study will 

address. Although the archive of primary sources may be described as the Layard archive, I 

have termed it the Assyrian-Layard archive. This is to indicate that the structure of its 

construction may be seen to be aligned to the imaginary rubric of the institutional imperial 

archive, its underlying structural principle of unity that worked to select and order the records 

within the bounds of the British imperial vision of Assyria, as it was imagined in the mid-

nineteenth century.91 

The Rankean archival turn in the nineteenth century in Europe established the archive as the 

most important site for the construction of historical knowledge.92 In his illuminating article 

The Power of the Archive and its Limits, Achille Mbembe (2002) draws attention to the 

institutional policies and protocols that function to convert certain records into items judged 

worthy of archival status. He asserts that: ‘The archive, is therefore, not a piece of data, but a 

status’ (Mbembe 2002:20). Contrary to the idea that was held in the nineteenth century – that 

the documents in the archive were neutrally assembled collections of historical facts – Mbembe 

reflects that the ‘“archivability”’ of some documents over others was generally related to the 

work of the state (Mbembe 2002:19). The process, then, to code, classify and distribute the 

documents occurred according to prescribed institutional criteria. Mbembe discusses a further 

institutional process that contributes to shift the function of the archive from ‘archive-as-

source’ to that of ‘archive-as-subject’, as contended by Stoler (Mbembe 2002:20; cf Stoler 
																																																								
91	See also Shawn Malley’s review of the ‘Layard archive’, in which he contends that the archive patently reflects 
nineteenth century Mesopotamian archaeology as an: ‘… important tool for gathering intelligence and establishing 
and defending English interests in the eastern Ottoman Empire’ (Malley 2008:628). 
92	See the discussion above in chapter two. 
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2002:86). This functional shift occurs since a ‘seal of secrecy’ sets apart select documents for a 

period of time; which then works to transfer ownership of the documents from their original 

author ‘to become the property of society at large’ (Mbembe 2002:20). In the practice of the 

British imperial archive, ownership of the archival documents transferred to the Victorian state 

and the function of the archive may be seen to shift from a passive site of knowledge retrieval 

to a site of knowledge production as a powerful tool of state rule (Stoler 2002:92).93 Moreover, 

as I have surveyed in chapter three, the imperial archive was figured not only as a technology 

of state rule and a master pattern of knowledge, but as a fixed place ‒ in the institution of the 

British Museum, and indeed as a single person, in the figure of Austen Henry Layard. The 

records from the excavations in Northern Mesopotamia that were deemed ‘worthy of 

preserving’ in a public space, where they could be accessed and consulted according to the 

institutional regulations and procedures (Mbembe 2002:20), were predominantly those 

associated with the British Museum authorities and with Layard’s correspondence, 

recollections, accounts, surveys, notes and drawings of the excavations.  

5.3       TEXTUAL RECORDS   

The textual records of Layard’s first and second campaigns in Assyria consist of a vast corpus 

of documents that are grouped into two main categories (Barnett at al 1998:8). These 

categories include: The British Museum Trustees Original Papers that consist of the minutes of 

Trustee’s meetings, the Keeper’s reports and correspondence between the Museum Director 

and Layard between 1846 and 1851 (Barnett at al 1998:8), and the Layard Papers, which 

include Layard’s letters, diaries, notebooks, journals, sketches, plans and other survey notes 

(Barnett at al 1998:8). Layard’s widow, Lady Layard, bequeathed the Layard Papers to the 

British Museum in 1912 (Turner 2003:175). Accessioned as the Additional Manuscripts, which 

were sorted and bound into three hundred and twelve volumes, the Layard Papers were 

originally held in the Manuscript Room of the British Museum library (Turner 2003:175). In 

1997, when the British Museum’s library, established since 1972 as an independent institution, 

moved into its own specially designed building, the Layard Papers were transferred to the 

custody of the British Library (Turner 2003:175). Of these sources, Turner has highlighted in 

his article on the primary sources for Layard’s second campaign, fewer than ten volumes are 

related to Layard’s second campaign at Kuyunjik (Turner 2003:175).94 The volumes that 

pertain to Layard’s second campaign at Kuyunjik, and therefore those that are of interest for 

the research, include Add.MSS. 38.942-3, which includes copies of Layard’s official letters 

between 20 August 1849 to 11 November 1852, mainly to Sir Henry Ellis, the Principal 
																																																								
93	I have reflected on the function of the imperial archive as a powerful technology of state rule in chapter three. 
94	See also Barnett et al 1998:8-9 and Russell 1995:71 for a discussion of these sources. 
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Librarian of the British Museum; Add.MSS. 38.979-80 consisting mainly of correspondence to 

Layard, between July 1849 and March 1852; Add.MS. 39.077, which amongst other 

miscellaneous papers, contains in ff. 75-79 Layard’s fair copy of his field notes LN 2C and LN 

2E; Add.MS. 39.089 containing Layard’s eight pocket notebooks (A-H) from his second 

campaign, and Add.MS. 39.096, which is a fair copy of Layard’s journal from 28 August 1849 

to 15 May 1850 (Turner 2003:176).95  

The superior status of the textual archival repository for the retrieval of positive historical 

knowledge is well documented in the field of Layard studies. Scholars in the early and later 

twentieth century have indeed mined the Assyrian-Layard archive for nuggets of fact to 

procure the coveted findings of historical knowledge of Layard’s campaigns in Assyria (cf 

Gadd 1936; Paterson 1915; Russell 1991, 1995; Turner 1970, 2001, 2003; Waterfield 1963). 

However, in addition, scholars have drawn attention to the absences in the archive that may 

contribute a different understanding in historical knowledge. In his article in 1993, entitled 

Hormuzd Rassam and His Discoveries, Julian Reade has made an important contribution that 

concerns the hypothesis advanced here. While his article does not deal directly with the 

function of the archive to order knowledge, it highlights the nature of the Layard archival 

repository that, in its assembly, overlooked the records that disclosed the role and 

archaeological contribution by Hormuzd Rassam in the Assyrian excavations.96 In 1858 

Rassam’s Nineveh discoveries were falsely ascribed to Henry Rawlinson by the historian 

George Rawlinson; as Reade explains: ‘… in England, however hard he tried to make himself 

an Englishman, he seemed to many people suspiciously oriental. So it was only natural that 

credit for what he found should go to the respectable Englishman who had been nominally in 

charge’ (Reade 1993:50).97 

Reade’s ascribes the misrepresentation and marginalisation of Rassam’s contribution to our 

knowledge of ancient Assyria largely due to the antiquarian and nationalistic ideals of the 

Victorian administration and its state epistemology. It may therefore be argued that in the case 

of Rassam the state master pattern of knowledge preserved documentary evidence that 

																																																								
95	The pocket notebooks contain Layard’s field notes LN 2C and LN 2E, sketch plans, diary entries and survey notes 
of the excavations at Sennacherib’s Southwest palace (Turner 2003:175). Also see footnote 57 for a discussion on 
these records. 
96	Besides the famous lion-hunt scenes, other reliefs with dramatic compositions depicting scenes of neighbouring 
cultures from Egypt to Iran, as well as their architecture were recovered from the North Palace of Ashurbanipal 
(Reade 1993:48). Rassam also excavated the Temple of Ishtar – the goddess of love and war. Here, amongst other 
notable antiquities, he uncovered the remains of a sculpture of a naked figure of a woman and a procession of 
musicians (Reade 1993:46). See as well above in footnote 90 a description of Rassam’s later discoveries. 
97	England became Rassam’s adopted country to which he remained fiercely loyal and devoted for the best years of 
his life, working tirelessly to maintain British interests in Mesopotamia (Reade 1993:60). He became a Protestant in 
his early twenties, which fuelled his interest in archaeology that, he believed, confirmed the biblical record. Reade 
highlights that Rassam: ‘… became more English than the English themselves’ (Reade 1993:59).  
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legitimised its practices of an imperial and social order. Reade (1993:39) reviews that: 

‘Hormuzd Rassam, instead of being crowned with the honours that were his due, ended his life 

in disappointment and relative obscurity.’ He continues that the criticisms levelled against 

Rassam: ‘… might more reasonably be directed at the people who were giving him his orders, 

or rather at the entire climate of opinion, concerning archaeology and Biblical antiquities, in 

Victorian England’ (Reade 1993:39). Reade’s article redresses the exclusions and silences in 

the imperial archival repository. Just as Westmacott’s sculptural frieze silenced and excluded 

Assyria from a scheme that represented the order of the imperial whole, Rassam’s 

archaeological contribution was silenced in the processes and practices of ordering in the 

archival repository. In the Layard Papers the sources consisting of Rassam’s letters and reports 

were deemed peripheral. Reade reports that a source on an account of his life that was used to 

compile his biography in the Dictionary of National Biography has since been lost (Reade 

1993:39, footnote 2). Moreover, Reade reflects that his ‘crucial diaries’ and his ‘unpublished 

autobiography appear to have perished …’ (Reade 1993:39, footnote 2).98 This marginalisation 

is furthermore evident in the fact that Rassam could not find an English publisher to take on his 

own archaeological memoir.99 The failure in the nineteenth century to credit Rassam with the 

discoveries that he made at Nineveh and the neglect to recognise his vital role in the Assyrian 

excavations, may therefore be seen to lie in the function of the mythology of knowledge of the 

imperial archive that affectively ordered documents, and thus historical events, as monuments 

to the nationalistic configuration of its imperial vision. In the case of Rassam, the Assyrian-

Layard archive functioned, then, as a site of ‘state ethnography’ and social exclusion (cf Stoler 

2002:85).100 It seems appropriate therefore to conclude this discussion by reflecting on a tribute 

to Rassam that Layard made after the first few months of excavations at Kuyunjik during the 

second campaign. The tribute was published in Layard’s book, Nineveh and Babylon: 

To Mr. Hormuzd Rassam, who usually accompanied me in my journeys, were confided, as before, the 
general superintendence of the operations, the payment of the workmen, the settlement of disputes, 
and various other offices, which only one, as well acquainted as himself with the Arabs and men of 
various sects employed in the works, and exercising so much personal influence amongst them, could 
undertake. To his unwearied exertions, and his faithful and punctual discharge of all the duties 
imposed upon him, to his inexhaustible good humour, combined with necessary firmness, to his 
complete knowledge of the Arab character, and the attachment with which even the wildest of those 
with whom we were brought in contact regarded him, the Trustees of the British Museum owe not 

																																																								
98	Here I might add that Turner has also reflected in his article on the discoveries of H J Ross at Kuyunjik that: 
‘Strangely there are no letters from Ross in the Layard Papers in the British Library ... but this archive does include 
those written by Layard to Ross’ (Turner 2001:118). 
99	Rassam’s memoir, entitled Asshur and the Land of Nimrod, was published in 1897 by the New York publisher, 
Eaton and Mains (Rassam 1897:frontispage). 
100	In the following chapter, I will consider Frederick Cooper’s sketches of the Assyrian excavations followed by 
his painting of the same topic that was exhibited at the Royal Academy. The discussion will further illustrate the 
practice of Victorian state ethnography and social exclusion that attests to the marginalisation of Rassam – and 
Assyria – as a subject of painting (Bohrer 2003:187). 
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only much of the success of these researches, but the economy with which I was enabled to carry them 
through. Without him it would have been impossible to accomplish half what has been done with the 
means placed at my disposal (Layard 1853a:101). 

	
5.4       PICTORIAL RECORDS 

This research will draw attention to the two primary collections of pictorial records in the 

Assyrian-Layard archive, which visually documented Layard’s first and second campaigns at 

Kuyunjik. These include the Original Drawings that are held in the British Museum Middle 

East Study Room archive in the Department of the Ancient Near East – formerly the 

Department of Western Asiatic Antiquities (Turner 2003:190); and the Rev S C Malan 

watercolours that are included in an album of two hundred and seventy-four sketches, entitled 

Syria; Assyria, & Armenia. – Sketches from nature, taken from May 1st to July 29th. 1850. Vol 

IV, which are held in the Department of Manuscripts in the British Library.101 To advance the 

hypothesis proposed in this study, I will contend that the pictorial records in the archival 

repositories may function as an insightful, and largely unexplored, source through which to 

analyse the ‘faultlines’, as well as the ‘circuits of knowledge production’ in the Assyrian-

Layard archive (Stoler 2002:92). These records may furthermore be examined, following 

Foucault, ‘at the level of their existence’ as ‘statements’ synonymous with ‘events’ or 

‘monuments’, thus embodied in an intrinsic repeatable materiality (Foucault 1972:112, 113, 

120, 123). In Foucault’s analysis, the material form – be it textual or visual – of what can and 

cannot be said may shift and reconfigure in different grounds and contexts over time, but the 

‘system of statements’, or the ‘rules of practice that shape the specific regularities of what can 

and cannot be said’ may be seen to remain fixed and controlled (cf Foucault 1972:79-134; 

Stoler 2002:89). In examining the visual material records in the Assyrian-Layard archive, the 

archive may then be analysed as: ‘… a template that decodes something else’ (Stoler 2002:89).  

In my evaluation of the pictorial records, I will, in the first part of the analysis to be undertaken 

in this chapter, review the institutional procedures and practices that may have functioned to 

code, classify and order the Original Drawings as they were assembled in the British Museum 

in the mid-nineteenth century. In doing so I will endeavour to ‘decode that something else’ 

(Stoler 2002:89), that was neither passive nor innocuous, which functioned to order the 

Original Drawings; and which, moreover, functioned to filter how knowledge of the pictorial 

records was to be accessed and redistributed beyond the British Museum; thus bringing into 

relief the historical a priori effect that such an ordering may have instituted since the nineteenth 

century. More recently, G Turner (2003) has provided a comprehensive review of the archival 

																																																								
101	The album has been accessioned Add.MS. 45360. 
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repository of primary visual sources in his excellent article on the primary sources for Layard’s 

second campaign. His interrogation of the archive is insightful; however, as he has noted, the 

focus of his analysis is: ‘… rarely on the drawings as such’ (Turner 2003:191). In the following 

chapter I will therefore examine the measured drawings and the watercolours by the Rev S C 

Malan and select watercolours by F C Cooper from the Original Drawings, which I will 

investigate not merely as a static archival repository of pictorial records but as transitive 

historical images.102 As transitive images inferring historical knowledge of the excavations and 

discoveries at Nineveh the drawings and watercolours may, if examined critically, disclose the 

mythologies of knowledge of the imperial archive as well as its underlying principal of unity to 

maintain hegemony through comprehensive knowledge of peoples.  

5.4.1    The Original Drawings.  The Original Drawings in the British Museum are bound in 

elephant leather folios consisting of volumes I-VI. The bound volumes contain the drawings 

that were made by Austen Henry Layard, Frederick Charles Cooper, Thomas Septimus Bell 

and Charles Doswell Hodder, who were appointed by the British Museum to document the 

excavations and discoveries at Kuyunjik and Nimrud and at other sites during Layard’s first 

and second campaigns to Assyria, as well as the excavations from the period between 1852 to 

1854 when Layard had already departed from Mosul and official operations at Kuyunjik were 

resumed by Hormuzd Rassam.103 The Original Drawings include works by Henry A Churchill, 

appointed by Colonel Williams to document the bas-reliefs discovered in the interval between 

Layard’s two campaigns in 1849.104 The volumes include maps and plans, Layard’s copies of 

cuneiform inscriptions and a number of miscellaneous drawings and watercolour sketches of 

antiquities, buildings, local life and panoramas of the excavations and surrounding landscapes, 

that were produced, mainly, by Cooper (Turner 2003:191).105 More recently, drawing attention 

to the collection of Original Drawings, Turner has identified that approximately one hundred 

drawings from the collated volumes depict the reliefs and other sculptures from Sennacherib’s 

Southwest palace excavated during Layard’s second Assyrian campaign (Turner 2003:190). 

While Turner has emphasised that the Original Drawings in the Assyrian-Layard archive are: 

‘… the most important documents in the British Museum for the study of Sennacherib’s 

																																																								
102 See as well the discussion below in chapter six on page 78 on the science of images as an historical science and 
the physical nature of images (Mitchell 2015:26, 31). 
103	The Original Drawings include Vol VII, added in 1964. This volume contains the drawings by William Boutcher 
of the North Palace at Kuyunjik executed between 1854 and1855 (Barnett et al 1993:10; Turner 2003:191). These 
drawings are, however, beyond the scope of this study since I will examine drawings that pertain specifically to 
Layard’s second excavation campaign at Sennacherib’s Southwest palace from which the Lachish reliefs were 
discovered. 
104	In the discussion above in chapter four I have already highlighted the specific periods in which each artist worked 
at Kuyunjik. 
105	These include Or.Dr. I 1; Or.Dr. II 23-36, 44-55; Or.Dr. III, plans on the last three pages; Or.Dr. IV 80-84; Or.Dr. 
IV Misc, 1-21 (Turner 2003:191).  
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palace’ (Turner 2003:190), the drawings have, however, rarely been afforded the same 

historical and critical scrutiny as the textual records by scholars of Layard and of the 

excavations at Nineveh.  

5.4.1.1   Assembly and ordering of the Original Drawings in the British Museum.  Turner 

comments that the Original Drawings were assembled in the British Museum into provisional 

portfolios before they were bound in their final arrangement (Turner 2003: 191). Following his 

investigations, Richard Barnett (1998:9) from the British Museum previously suggested that 

the drawings were assembled in their final arrangement around 1855 to 1856 when official 

excavations in Mesopotamia drew to a close. Turner (2003:191) concludes that William 

Boutcher’s return to England in 1856 presented the most likely and opportune time for the final 

collation of the drawings into the present volumes.106 Reviewing the contents of each volume 

and the notes and annotations that were added to the drawings, Turner reports that Barnett had 

noted that the drawings in their final assembly in the bound volumes did not reflect a consistent 

chronological distribution, with: ‘… volume III being the earliest in date, followed by IV, parts 

of I and II, and then V and VI’ (Turner 2003:191). Turner (2003:191) furthermore considers 

that: ‘… the arrangement of the drawings in each volume ... is in several cases not only 

inconsistent, but also illogical and unintelligible.’ However, considering the hypothesis 

advanced in this study, I will aver that one be persuaded by ‘discerning the hidden logics of the 

records’ as they were assembled and ordered, that what the proprietors of the records sought to 

obscure or foreground may be disclosed (Stoler 2002:91). Thus I will demonstrate that the 

hidden logics of the records betray the institutional procedures and categories of classification 

and may furthermore be discerned through a close examination of the selection of the drawings 

in the volumes as well as their final arrangement and ordering in the respective volumes.  

5.4.1.2   Overview of the contents, annotations and ordering.  In the discussion that follows I 

will highlight the contents of each volume, making reference to Annexure A where I have 

listed and allocated – to chamber and artist responsible – the drawings that are relevant to 

Sennacherib’s Southwest palace; in the order in which they occur in each volume. Moreover, I 

will draw attention to the salient features of the ordering of the drawings that Turner has 

reported on. This is important, since I will review these features in my analysis below. Turner 

has recorded that each volume of Original Drawings includes a: ‘… list of contents, on ruled 

foolscap and inserted after the fly-leaf’ (Turner 2003:191). Volume I includes seventy-three 

pages of drawings by Layard, Cooper and Bell from Bavian, Nimrud and Kuyunjik made 

during Layard’s second Assyrian campaign (Barnett 1998: 9). From this collection, Or.Dr. I, 

																																																								
106	Loftus had already delivered Boutcher’s drawings to the British Museum in May 1855 (Turner 2003:191). 
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33-73 include the drawings executed at Sennacherib’s Southwest palace by Layard, Cooper 

and Bell.107 These include drawings that relate to the excavations from the Grand Entrance 

(Chamber H) followed by drawings from Chambers K, L, M, S, U, V, VV, GGG, ZZ (LI), GG, 

I, OO, R, EE, II, KK, LL, KK, II, FF, I and U (Annexure A, Vol I; Turner 2003:192). These 

were the drawings that were brought to England in early July 1851 by Hormuzd Rassam with a 

number of the drawings published in Layard’s, Monuments of Nineveh II (Turner 2003:190).108 

The first volume of Original Drawings includes later drawings by Hodder from 1852 to 1854 

and by Boutcher from 1854 to 1855, indicating that its final assembly was concluded between 

1855 and 1856 (Turner 2003:191). Turner annotates the list of contents in Volume I: 

‘“CONTENTS of Vol. 1 of Original Drawings from Slabs. &c. found at Nineveh – Note. The 

plates referred to will be found in “Monuments of Nineveh.” Vols. I. II. Folio”. This is 

followed by a list of the drawings, 1 – 73, with a concise description of each’ (Turner 

2003:191).  

Volume II consists of seventy-five pages of drawings by Layard, Cooper, Bell, Hodder, 

Boutcher and Churchill, of which most are from Sennacherib’s palace (Barnett 1998: 9; Turner 

2003:192). Volume II contains Hodder’s Key Sketches of the Lachish reliefs from Chamber 

OO (Or.Dr. II, 7-15) and from Chamber FF (Or.Dr. II, 16-22); Churchill’s drawings produced 

in 1849 (Or.Dr. II, 37-41, 43, 56-64, 66-75);109 Layard’s drawings from Chamber BB (Or.Dr. 

II, 2-6), and a drawing by Cooper from Chamber XX (Or.Dr. II, 1),110 as well as Cooper’s 

alternative drawing of Or.Dr. IV, 48, from Chamber I of slabs 45, 46, and part of 44 and 47 

(Or.Dr. II, 65).111 The volume includes a collection of various watercolour sketches and 

miscellaneous drawings from Nimrud, Kuyunjik, Bavian and Maltai produced by Cooper 

(Or.Dr. II, 49-55), Bell (Or.Dr. II, 23- 28, 35, 36, 44-48), Hodder (Or.Dr. II, 29-32, 34), 

Churchill (Or.Dr. II, 42) and one signed by Boutcher (Or.Dr. II, 33) (Annexure A, Vol II; 

Turner 2003:192; Personal notes taken from the Middle East Study Room archive). Since 

Volume II also includes works by Hodder and Boutcher, Turner (2003:191) concludes that its 

final compilation occurred, in all likelihood, at the same time as Volume I, between 1855 and 

1856. The front index of Volume II cites: ‘“Index to Vol. II of Origl. Drawings by Mr. Layard, 

																																																								
107	This is with the exception of Or.Dr. I, 54, which is a drawing of the Ninurta temple at Nimrud (Turner 2003:192). 
The drawing is therefore not included in the list of drawings in the catalogue Sculptures from the Southwest Palace of 
Sennacherib at Nineveh (cf Barnett et al 1998:149); it is therefore not included in Annexure A either. 
108	See above footnote 84 for an account of Rassam’s journey to England. 
109	See above footnote 70 for a description of the drawings and further watercolour Or.Dr. II, 42 produced by 
Churchill. 
110	See above footnote 72 for Cooper’s diary entry documenting the date of the drawing. 
111	Turner notes that Or.Dr. II, 65 represents the only drawing that was signed by Cooper (Turner 2003:192). This is, 
however, not the case since Or.Dr. I, 38 from Chamber S and Or.Dr I, 46 from Chamber U (miscopied V) have 
Cooper’s signature (Annexure A, Vol I; Barnett et al 1998:72, 200a-201a, 81, 277a). 
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Mr. Churchill and Mr. Hodder from Assyrian Slabs, &c”, with a note similar to that in Vol. I 

referring to Mon. Nin. II, and followed by a list of drawings, 1 – 75’ (Turner 2003:192).  

Volume III consists of ninety pages of drawings from Layard’s excavations from 1845 to 

1847, at the North-West Palace (Or.Dr. III, 1-85), South-West Palace (Or.Dr. III, 1-20) and 

Central Palace (Or.Dr. III, 1-29) at Nimrud (Barnett et al 1998:9).112 Layard returned to 

England with these drawings in 1847. The volume also contains drawings by Cooper of the 

High Pyramid Mound near Kuyunjik (Or.Dr. III, 1-25). Cooper’s drawings were executed 

when he joined Layard for the second campaign in 1849. The list of contents in the index 

states: ‘“List of Drawings by A. H. Layard, Esq. of Slabs, &c. found at Nimroud”, with a note 

regarding references to Mon. Nin. I and II’ (Turner 2003:192). The drawings from Volume III 

are beyond the scope of this study since they are predominantly from Layard’s first campaign 

at Nimrud. 

Volume IV includes seventy-five pages of seventy-nine drawings by Layard, Cooper and Bell 

of Sennacherib’s Southwest palace at Kuyunjik (Barnett et al 1998:9). These include drawings 

from the Grand Entrance (Chamber H) followed by drawings from Chambers B, C, D, E, G 

and I from 1847, and drawings from Chambers EE, EEE, FF, FFF, GGG, I, II, III, K, L, M, O, 

Q, R, S, T, U, V, XX and ZZ produced during the second campaign. Or.Dr. IV, 80 is a detail of 

two situlae; Or.Dr. IV, 81 and 82 are watercolour panoramas of Kuyunjik and Mosul by 

Cooper, and Or.Dr. IV, 83 and 84 are maps of the 1847 excavations (Turner 2003:191). This 

volume of drawings includes the majority of the drawings that were executed at Sennacherib’s 

Southwest palace during Layard’s first and second campaigns.113 Mounted on the last ten pages 

of the volume are a further twenty-one Miscellaneous entries. These include drawings of 

Sennacherib’s palace (Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 5, 8, 11, 20, 21); two watercolours of excavations at 

Kuyunjik by Cooper (Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 6, 7);114 sketches of sculptures and details of reliefs 

from Nimrud (Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 12),115 Kalah Shergat (Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 13), 

Arban (Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 14-16), Bavian (Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 17-18) and Khorsabad (Or.Dr. IV, 

Misc. 19), and one drawing of a pottery sarcophagus that is unprovenanced (Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 

																																																								
112	It includes, as well, a watercolour of the ‘South-East Edifice – View of the excavation’ and a drawing of the 
‘General Plan of Excavation at Nimrud’ (Turner 2003:192). 
113	See Annexure A, Vol IV. 
114	Cooper’s watercolours, of the excavations at Kuyunjik were incorrectly attributed to the Rev S C Malan by 
Barnett et al (1998:10). The misallocation of Cooper’s works to Malan has since been rectified by Turner (2003:198) 
and by Curtis (2010:178, 180). In the following chapter I will take up again Cooper’s two watercolours of the 
excavations as well as a third, Or.Dr. II, 54b, which Cooper, I will suggest, used as a preparatory study for his 
painting that was exhibited at the Royal Academy, depicting Rassam supervising the excavations at Kuyunjik (see 
above footnote 100). Cooper also produced a fourth watercolour of the excavations Or.Dr. II, 49 (lower) that I will 
take up again in chapter six. 
115	Barnett et al (1998:138) allocated Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 3 to Forecourt H of Sennacherib’s palace. Turner (2003:192) 
has, however, attributed the drawing to Nimrud.  
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2) (Turner 2003:192-193). Turner concludes that since Volumes III and IV include drawings 

produced exclusively by Layard, Cooper and Bell, their assembly in the British Museum would 

have taken place in 1851 or shortly thereafter in 1852, when Layard was selecting drawings for 

his 1853 publications (Turner 2003:191). The caption on the list of contents of Volume IV 

records: ‘List of Drawings principally by A. H. Layard, Esq. of slabs, &c. found at Koujunjik.’ 

(Turner 2003:192). Turner also indicates: ‘There is no note regarding Mon. Nin. I and II, as in 

Vols. I – III, but where appropriate these references are on the drawings’ (Turner 2003:192). 

Volume V has sixty-one pages of drawings, the contents listed as being: ‘… (chiefly from the 

Northern Palace) by Mr. W. Boutcher’ (Turner 2003:193). Or.Dr. V, 51-57 are attributed to 

Hodder and eight pages are left blank. Of these drawings attributed to Hodder, four depict 

threshold or pavement slabs, while the remaining three drawings are of relief fragments from 

the Tomb on the eastern part of Kuyunjik (Turner 2003:193). Volume VI includes fifty-nine 

pages with four pages left blank. The contents are listed as: ‘… of Assyrian Slabs from 

Kouyunjik by Mr. W. Boutcher and others’ (Turner 2003:193). Contrary to what is cited in the 

list of contents in Volume VI, Turner draws attention to the forty-four drawings that are 

attributed to Hodder in the Catalogue of Sculptures (1998), yet only around fifteen are by 

Boutcher (Turner 2003:193). The drawings in these last two volumes were likely to have been 

assembled when Boutcher returned to England in early 1856 (Barnett et al 1998:17; Turner 

2003:193). The drawings from Volumes V and VI are, in addition to those from Volume III, 

beyond the scope of this study since they concern the excavations at Kuyunjik following 

Layard’s two campaigns. 

Turner (2003:192) has drawn attention to the disjuncture that occurs in Volume VI between the 

artist credited in the list of contents – namely Boutcher – and the artist responsible for the 

majority of the drawings – namely Cooper. Furthermore, he has highlighted that although 

Volumes II-IV contain drawings executed by Cooper and Volume II and IV include drawings 

by Bell, neither artist has been credited in the list of contents by the British Museum compilers. 

Moreover, Turner (2003:192) observes that Layard’s name was added to the spines of Volumes 

III and IV when they were bound in their final form. Turner (2003:192) reflects that the 

probable reason for such an oversight may have been due to the strained relationship, as is 

well-known to have existed, between Layard and Cooper (cf Curtis 2010:177, 181; Uehlinger 

2003:227, footnote 20).116 Additionally, Turner (2003:192) suggests as a possible cause for the 

oversight the fact that only one drawing has Cooper’s signature (Or.Dr. II, 65) and two were 

																																																								
116	According to Mallalieu’s paragraph on Cooper in the Dictionary of British Watercolour Artists up to 1920: ‘The 
two did not get on, and Layard seems to have taken the credit for some of Cooper’s better work’ (cf Curtis 2010:181; 
Mallalieu 1976:86).  
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evidently signed by Bell (Or Dr. IV, 10 and 32).117 Whereas, Turner continues, that Layard 

signed most of the twenty-three drawings he produced from his second campaign with the 

exception of three drawings from Chamber OO (Or.Dr. I, 58, 60 and 61), and accordingly 

recorded in his diaries the days on which he made drawings (Turner 2003:196, 197).118 Cooper, 

on the other hand, made fifty-six drawings of bas-reliefs119 of which he recorded making only 

one, from Chamber XX, in his diary (Annexure A, Vol I, II, IV; cf Turner 2003:197).120 Bell 

concluded his time at Kuyunjik with fifteen drawings of bas-reliefs, plus an alternative drawing 

of Slab 4 from Chamber KK (Turner 2003:201, 219-220).121 Turner then concludes that 

Cooper produced approximately sixty percent of the drawings, with twenty-five percent by 

Layard and fifteen percent by Bell (Turner 2003:196). 

The most important notes and annotations added to the drawings, other than the signature of 

the artist, were those made by Layard when he returned to London in 1851 (Turner 2003: 194). 

While working on Nineveh and Babylon (1853a) and Monuments of Nineveh II (1853b), as 

well as finalising the fair copy of his field notes (LN3 or Add.MS. 39077 ff. 75r-79v),122 

Layard annotated on the drawings produced during the second campaign at Kuyunjik – 

including those which were made by Cooper and Bell – the chambers from which the drawings 

were made; he also indicated the slab numbers of the bas-reliefs which the drawings depicted 

(Barnett et al 1998:9; Turner 2003:194). At the same time Layard added the slab numbers to 

his MS Plan (Turner 2003:209).123 In some cases, Layard ‘pencilled directions’ for the 

publishers and lithographers of Monuments of Nineveh II, as is evident on his drawing Or.Dr. 

IV, 37 from Chamber FF (Turner 2003:194). Supplementary notes and annotations were added 

to the drawings by Layard and by the compilers in the British Museum. These include a title or 

a short description of the drawing added either to the actual drawing or to the page on which 

the drawing was mounted, and in some cases, with the corresponding plate reference in 
																																																								
117	I have, however, already noted above in footnote 111 that an additional two drawings reflect Cooper’s signature 
(Or.Dr. I, 38 and 46).	
118	See as well the discussion on the drawings of the Lachish reliefs above on page 53 and in footnote 81. 
119	Cooper made an additional drawing, Or.Dr. IV, 52, of a detached fragment from Chamber I and a further drawing 
from Chamber I, Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 20, of a detail of Slab 66 (See Annexure A, Vol IV). See also Turner 2003:218-219 
for a list of Cooper’s drawings. Turner has omitted Cooper’s drawings, of the detached fragment and the detail from 
Slab 66, from Chamber I in his list. 
120	See above footnote 75 for the date that Cooper produced his drawing from Chamber XX. 
121	Bell produced an alternative drawing of Slab 4 in Chamber KK (Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 11), which has not been 
attributed to Bell by Turner (Barnett et al 1998:111; cf Turner 2003:220), thus increasing the number of the drawings 
of bas-reliefs produced by Bell to sixteen instead of fifteen as allocated by Turner (See Annexure A, Vol IV) 
122	Layard’s fair copy of his field notes may be considered an amplified version of his notebooks LN 2C and LN 2E, 
and Sketch Plans A and C (Turner 2003:186). See as well above the discussion in footnote 57.  
123	The MS Plan was Layard’s site plan of the second campaign of excavations at Kuyunjik, indicating all the 
excavated areas of Sennacherib’s palace between 1849 and 1851 (Turner 2003:208). The plan was produced, mostly 
on site, in sections as the excavations took place in each group of chambers as they were uncovered (Turner 
2003:211). The MS Plan was delivered to the British Museum in July 1851, along with the drawings, but bound 
separately due to its size (Turner 2003:211). 	
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Monuments of Nineveh II specified as well (Turner 2003:195).124 On the drawings in Volumes 

I and II a further annotation in ink indicate the chamber and slab number, as well as the plate 

reference in Monuments of Nineveh II (Turner 2003:195). Layard’s hand is distinguishable 

from those of the compilers by its ‘large flowing script’, his spelling of ‘Kouyunjik’, rather 

than, ‘Koyunjik’, and his capital N, in No or Nos, written in cursive rather than in a ‘rounded 

or arched form’ (Turner 2003:195). Turner (2003:195) comments that the publisher or 

lithographer may have made additional annotations to the drawings in preparation for Nineveh 

and Babylon as may be the case with Or.Dr. I, 51. Reflecting on the annotations made by 

Layard and those produced by the museum compilers, and since Layard would not have been 

directly involved with the final compilation of the drawings in the present volumes due to his 

involvement in politics and the Crimean crisis by 1855 and 1856, Turner (2003:195) advocates 

that the main person responsible for the assembly and ordering of the drawings in the British 

Museum was undertaken by W S W Vaux, a Metallurgist and Orientalist. His contribution was 

probable, Turner submits, since he was one of the officers of the British Museum whom 

Layard had thanked in the preface to Nineveh and Babylon,125 and since he had published his 

own account on Nineveh and Persepolis in 1850 (Turner 2003:195).  

Reflecting on the distribution and ordering of the drawings in the volumes, Turner (2003:195) 

comments that the compilers of the drawings in the British Museum grouped the works by 

Churchill and Hodder in Volume II, with the drawings from Layard’s first campaign at 

Kuyunjik in 1847 assembled in Volume IV. Moreover, Turner indicated that in some cases the 

compilers have followed Layard’s alphabetical sequence of chambers, for example in Vol I, 

40-45, 46, 47 (cf Annexure A, Vol I; Turner 2003:195). He furthermore notes that the drawings 

in Chamber I, Or.Dr. IV, 45-52, directly follow Or.Dr. IV, 43 from Chamber I, produced 

during Layard’s first campaign (cf Annexure A, Vol IV; Turner 2003:195). Moreover, he 

reflects on the order of Or.Dr. I, 55-57 and 58-62, that adheres to the order in Monuments of 

Nineveh II of plates 13-15 and 20-24 respectively (cf Annexure A, Vol I; Turner 2003:195); 

with Or.Dr. I, 64-73 corresponding to plates 31, 33-38 and 42-43 (Turner 2003:195).126 

Similarly, Or.Dr. II, 1-6 heeds the order of plates 44-49 in Monuments of Nineveh II (Turner 

2003:195). Turner (2003:195) concludes that in other entries, the order of the drawings 

displays ‘no apparent or logical order’ – for example, Or.Dr. I, 33-39 documenting reliefs from 

																																																								
124	See, for example, Or.Dr. I, 56: ‘Assyrians building a mound for the erection of a palace (Vol. II. Plate 14)’ 
(Turner 2003:195).  
125	Layard also thanked Mr Hawkins, the Keeper of Antiquities and Mr Birch, the Egyptologist (Layard 1853a:x; 
Turner 2003:195). 
126	Here, however, the drawings in this sequence skip plate 36 from Monuments of Nineveh II, which correlates to 
Or.Dr. IV, 37 from Chamber FF, on to which Layard had ‘penciled directions’ (Turner 2003:195) for the publishers 
(see discussion above and Annexure A, Vol I and IV) 
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Chambers H, K, L, M, S, U and Or.Dr. IV, 57-68 depicting reliefs in Chambers K, L, M, O, Q, 

R, S. Nevertheless, he does comment on the order of these drawings, which observe the 

alphabetical sequence of the chambers (Turner 2003:195).  

5.4.1.3  Preliminary analysis of the ordering in the British Museum.  Before commencing with 

an analysis of the contents and ordering of the drawings, it is necessary to enter a caveat. Since 

I was unable to view the entire collection of Original Drawings, and given the limitations of 

my research, my analysis and conclusions are preliminary. I shall aspire here to offer some 

additional thoughts and insights, to those furnished by Turner, in an endeavour to advance the 

hypothesis proposed in this study. I have stated above that, contrary to Turner’s 

pronouncement of no apparent order or logic to the assembly of the Original Drawings, the 

hidden logics of the records may, indeed, disclose the institutional procedures and categories of 

classification that functioned to order and control knowledge of the records. I will commence 

with a few introductory remarks on each artist’s work, that will contribute to my analysis. 

These conclusions may also be derived from the discussion above and from the tables in 

Annexure A. Moreover, since I have already highlighted in chapter four the periods and 

activity of each artist during Layard’s second excavation campaign, it is instructive to 

summarise the total contribution of each artist to the Original Drawings.  

During his first and second campaigns at Kuyunjik, Layard produced drawings in three 

periods. In the course of his first campaign, he documented the bas-reliefs from Chambers B-E, 

G and I, producing thirty drawings between May and June 1847 (Turner 2003:196).127 During 

his second campaign, Layard executed two drawings from Chamber U on the west facade in 

mid-June 1850, following Cooper’s breakdown in health. The drawings he made in Chamber U 

coincided with the Rev S C Malan’s visit to the excavations.128 During the last period, from 

September to mid-October 1850, before he left for Baghdad, Layard documented thirty-six 

slabs from Chambers OO, BB, DD, EE, FF and I in twenty-one drawings. Therefore Layard 

produced a total contribution of twenty-three measured drawings that depicted ‘forty-three 

slabs or parts thereof, and of these all but three were signed, either in full or with his initials’ 

(cf Annexure A, Vol I, II & IV; Turner 2003:197).129 Cooper produced twenty-four drawings 

from I, J, K-M and ZZ between 12 October and the end of November 1849. As I have 

mentioned above on page 51, from these drawings Cooper produced thirteen alternative or 

duplicate drawings of the reliefs documented by Churchill in 1849. These included Or.Dr. IV, 

																																																								
127	See Annexure A, Vol IV for a list of the drawings. It is, however, to be noted that although all of the drawings 
from these chambers have been allocated to Layard, Or.Dr. IV, 3, 4, 6, 12, 16, 18, 23 and 29 are unsigned drawings.  
128	See the discussion above in chapter four and footnotes 76, 77 and Annexure A, Vol IV, for a list of the drawings. 
129	Layard’s unsigned drawings include Or.Dr I, 58, 60 and 61 of the Lachish reliefs. See the discussion above on 
page 53 for the excavations and the drawings produced in these chambers. 
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44 and 45, Or.Dr. I, 70 and 71, Or.Dr. II, 65 and Or.Dr. IV, 48, depicting the slabs documented 

in Churchill’s First Series from Chamber I. Also duplicated by Cooper were Or.Dr. IV, 59 and 

Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 8 documented Churchill’s Second Series from Chamber L. Or.Dr. I, 37 

duplicated Churchill’s drawing Or.Dr. II, 57 from Chamber M. From Churchill’s Third Series 

of drawings from Chamber K, Or.Dr. I, 34 and Or.Dr. IV, 58 were duplicated as well as Or.Dr. 

IV, Misc. 5, depicting entrance a in Chamber J, leading into Chamber K. Lastly, Cooper 

reproduced Churchill’s Slab A and B from his Fourth Series in Chamber ZZ in Or.Dr. I, 51.130 

By 18 March 1850, Cooper had completed a further twelve drawings from Chambers H (Grand 

Entrance), Q-S and XX. Finally, between May and 11 July, before departing from Mosul, he 

made twenty drawings from Chambers T, O, U and V (Turner 2003:197). In this last period, 

Cooper’s progress was hampered by his ill health and a number of drawings were not 

completed until the following August when he spent a month at the British Museum ‘finishing 

off’ and ‘tidying-up’ his work (Turner 2003:197).131  Cooper contributed fifty-six drawings, 

plus the two additional drawings mentioned in footnote 114, depicting one hundred and forty-

seven to one hundred and forty-eight reliefs or parts thereof (Turner 2003:197).132 Bell’s 

contribution included sixteen drawings, depicting thirty-one slabs from Chambers II, KK, LL, 

EEE-GGG and III (Turner 2003:201, 219-220).133 

The list of contents in each volume, I propose, is instructive since it provides insight into the 

institutional criteria for the ordering of the records in the volumes, evident to have occurred 

along the grain of the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive as it functioned in its 

institutional representative, namely the British Museum. Since, as I have argued, the 

mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive was figured as a single person – Austen Henry 

Layard – the primary logic which the compilers of the records adopted in their selection and 

ordering may be seen to exemplify the institutional practice that endorsed its mythology of 

knowledge of Assyria as a single person. Thus Volume IV includes the drawings by Layard, 

Cooper and Bell of the excavations at Sennacherib’s Southwest palace that took place in 

Layard’s first and second campaigns at Kuyunjik. However, as Turner has noted, Cooper and 

Bell’s names are excluded from the list of contents, with the compilers drawing attention solely 

to Layard’s contribution. Following Turner’s assessment that the assembly of the drawings in 

Volumes III and IV occurred in the period between 1851 and 1852, when Layard had returned 
																																																								
130	For a list of Churchill’s drawings see Turner 2001:110-111; see Annexure A, Vol II for the list of Churchill’s 
drawings with the corresponding alternative drawings produced by Cooper.  
131	Cooper’s unfinished drawings I will take up again below. 
132	In addition to these drawings from Kuyunjik, Cooper produced four watercolours of the excavations in progress 
that were assembled in the Original Drawings. These include Or.Dr II, 49b & 54b and Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 6 & 7 (Curtis 
2010:180; See Annexure A). These watercolours will be taken up again in chapter six. 
133	See footnote 83 for the additional drawings made by Bell and footnote 121 for discussion on the additional 
drawing of bas-relief in Chamber KK. 
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to London and was selecting the drawings for his publications Nineveh and Babylon, and 

Monuments of Nineveh II, Volume IV contains the primary collection of drawings from 

Layard’s first and second campaigns at Kuyunjik. Moreover, the core collection of drawings 

included those that were executed by Cooper before he left Mosul in July 1850.  

I will furthermore posit that the guiding principle for the ordering of the drawings in Volume 

IV was established by Layard’s narrative accounts (fair copy accounts) of the first and second 

campaigns at Kuyunjik. The narrative account of Layard’s first campaign is preserved in the 

Layard Papers, Add.MS. 39076, fol. 43-54 and covers the excavations in Chambers A-I. His 

second campaign, including the excavations in Chambers I-OOO, is reflected in Add.MS. 

39077, fol. 75r-79v (Russell 1995:71; cf Turner 2003:175). In his article Layard’s descriptions 

of rooms in the Southwest palace at Nineveh (1995), Russell has reproduced Layard’s text from 

these narrative accounts. His transcription is instructive since, I will suggest, it provides the 

key to understanding the institutional logic for the ordering of the drawings in Volume IV. As 

it may be observed in Annexure A, Volume IV, the drawings have been arranged according to 

Layard’s two narrative descriptions of the excavations.134 Thus, the ordering follows the 

alphabetical sequence of the excavations from Chambers A-Z, from which drawings were 

produced. However, the alphabetical sequence of the excavations from Chambers AA-ZZ and 

AAA-OOO from which drawings were made, are then merged with the alphabetical sequence 

from Chambers A-Z. The drawings are therefore ordered according to the alphabetical 

sequence of the chambers, excavated in the first and second campaigns at Kuyunjik. The 

chambers from which drawings were produced are: Grand Entrance, B, C, D, E, EE, EEE, FF, 

FFF, G, GGG, I, II, III, K, L, M, O, Q, R, S, T, U, V, XX and ZZ.135  

Volume III, on the other hand, contains the core collection of drawings from Layard’s first 

campaign at Nimrud (Barnett et al 1998:9). Here again, while Cooper’s work is included in the 

volume, he is not referenced and the index reflects Layard’s allocation of the drawings in his 

publications Monuments of Nineveh I and II. Moreover, Layard’s name was added to the spines 

of volume III and IV when they were bound, since these two volumes represented the primary 

drawings from Layard’s first and second campaigns at Nimrud and Kuyunjik; their assembly 

																																																								
134	See Russell 1995:72-85 for a transcription of Layard’s Fair Copy narrative accounts of the excavations. 
135	According to Russell’s transcription of Layard’s narrative accounts, drawings were not produced from the 
following Chambers: A, F, H, J, N, P, W, X, Y, Z, AA, CC, DD, GG, HH, JJ, MM, NN, PP, QQ, RR, SS, TT, UU, 
VV, WW, YY, AAA, BBB, DDD, HHH, JJJ, KKK, LLL, MMM, NNN, OOO (Russell 1995:72-84). Russell notes 
that Layard’s narrative account includes entries for Chambers T, U, W, X, Z, AA, BB, CC, EE, FF, MM, NN-RR, 
XX, BBB and CCC that he had not mentioned previously in his field notebooks, from which he had derived his fair 
copy account and therefore: ‘… it may have drawn on field notes that have not yet been identified’ (Russell 1995:71). 
Turner (2003:178-188) has since shed light on this situation by drawing attention to Layard’s Sketch Pans A and C 
which provide the information for the blank or scant entries in Layard’s notebook LN 2C for Chambers T, U, W, X, V 
and Y, Z, AA/CC and MM, entrances j, k, m. 
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reflects the institutional criteria of ordering as it functioned as a single person, along the grain 

of the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive.    

Although Volume I contains drawings by Layard, Cooper, Bell, Hodder and Boutcher, the 

priority of the ordering, annotated on the list of contents, notes the distribution of the drawings 

as they were allocated in Layard’s publications The Monuments of Nineveh and Monuments of 

Nineveh II, rather than directing attention to the artists responsible for the drawings, which was 

deemed of little importance. Moreover, I shall tentatively posit that the drawings, Or.Dr. I, 33, 

38-47, from the Grand Entrance (Chamber H) and Chambers S, U, V and possibly, R (Or.Dr. I, 

63), represent the drawings which Cooper had been unable to finalise on site because of his 

deteriorating health and which he then worked on in the British Museum in August 1851.136 

Therefore, the drawings may have been included in this chronologically later Volume I rather 

than being included in the earlier Volume IV, in which the majority of the drawings from the 

second campaign were assembled.137 Moreover, as I have discussed above, it is especially 

significant that Or.Dr. I, 70 and 71 from Chamber I, Or.Dr. I, 34 from Chamber K, Or.Dr. I, 35 

from Chamber L, Or.Dr. I, 36 and 37 from Chamber M and Or.Dr. I, 51 from Chamber ZZ are 

the alternative drawings produced from the chambers in which Churchill documented slabs 

during the earlier excavations. Therefore, setting the drawings apart in Volume I highlighted 

the significance of Cooper’s alternative drawings over the drawings produced by Churchill, 

who was not officially associated with Layard’s excavations. Furthermore, in this later Volume 

I, three of the drawings by Bell from Chamber II and those from KK and LL, the ascending 

passage VV, GGG and the pavement slabs from the entrance between Chambers GG and 

LLL,138 as well as drawings from Layard’s last period of drawings from Chambers I, EE, FF 

and OO are grouped together, therefore indicating that the later drawings produced at Kuyunjik 

were assembled in this volume. Moreover, the ordering of the drawings Or.Dr. 1, 33-53, 

closely follows the logic of the ordering in the earlier Volume IV as it was assembled 

according to Layard’s narrative accounts of the first and second campaigns (Add.MS. 39076; 

Add.MS. 39077) and includes the same institutional practice to merge the alphabetical 

sequence of the chambers from both fair copy accounts. However, from Or.Dr. I, 55-73 and 

continuing to Volume II, Or.Dr. II 1-6, the ordering shifts to follow that of Layard’s 

																																																								
136	Turner only mentions Or.Dr. II, 65 that may have been completed in the British Museum in the autumn of 1851 
(Turner 2003:197). Cooper was, however, paid for one month’s work; which seems to indicate (and as per Layard’s 
motivation to Sir Henry Ellis, to be paid for the additional time he spent working in the British Museum), that Cooper 
must have completed a number of drawings during that period. It seems reasonable, therefore, to assume that the 
drawings by Cooper from Chambers H, S-V, and possibly R that are included in Volume I, are those which he 
finalised in the British Museum in August 1851 (cf Turner 2003:199). 
137	See above on pp 67-68 the discussion on Vol IV. 
138	See Turner (2003:202) for a discussion of the drawings depicting the pavement slabs from this area in the palace. 
Also see footnote 83 above. 
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distribution of the drawings in Monuments of Nineveh II plates, 13-15, 20-24, 29, 31, 33, 34, 35 

37, 38,139 42, 43, 44, 45-46, 47, 48 and 49 (see Annexure A, Vol I & II). It is, therefore, 

reasonable to assume that the drawings in Volume I were already, in 1851, grouped as a 

supplementary collection of drawings to those in Volume IV, which Layard, working with 

Cooper in the British Museum, may have prioritised, with the exception of Cooper’s unfinished 

drawings from Chambers S-V – for publication in Monuments of Nineveh II.  

In keeping with the institutional rubrics of ordering, in spite of the drawings by Cooper and 

Bell being included in Volume II, they are not listed in the index as representative artists in the 

portfolio. However, as Turner has expressed, the works by Churchill and Hodder are grouped 

in Volume II. Thus it seems probable, in light of the hypothesis advanced here, that Churchill 

and Hodder are cited in the list of contents,140 since the majority of the drawings in Volume II, 

from Or.Dr. II, 7-75 that follow the continuation of drawings from Volume I that were ordered 

according to Layard’s allocation of the plates in Monuments of Nineveh II, represent the non-

authoritative drawings from Sennacherib’s Southwest palace. Thus the list of contents draws 

attention to this institutional classification. Moreover, in these two later volumes of drawings – 

Volume I and Volume II – Layard’s drawings from Chambers BB-FF represent the drawings of 

reliefs depicting the later campaign by Ashurbanipal against the Elamites (Turner 2003:197). 

Lastly, Volume IV adds at the end, almost as an addendum, the collection of Miscellaneous 

drawings, that represent the additional unofficial and non-authoritative drawings and 

watercolours by Cooper and Bell of the primary excavations.141  

In conclusion, it would seem probable that Layard was not involved in the final assembly and 

ordering of the drawings in the volumes. This Turner has already highlighted since Layard, he 

noted, was involved in politics and the Crimean Crisis between 1855 and 1856, when Vaux, he 

suggests, presumably undertook the primary role in the final compilation of the drawings. I 

would, however, venture to posit that Sir Henry Ellis, the Principal Librarian of the British 

Museum, undertook the primary responsibility for the compilation of the drawings. This seems 

probable on the basis of the numerous accounts of correspondence that took place between 

Layard and Ellis regarding the drawings by the artists, which I have mentioned in the 

discussion in chapter four, as well as the correspondence between Ellis and Bell when Bell was 
																																																								
139	Plates 39 and 40 of Cooper’s duplicate drawings (Or.Dr. I, 34, 36 & 37) from Chambers K-M, were included at 
the beginning of the volume. Plate 41 represents the two earlier drawings (Or.Dr. IV, 74 & 75) of reliefs in Chamber 
U, made by Layard in June 1850, and therefore they were assembled in the chronologically earlier Volume IV (See 
Annexure A, Vol I and IV). 
140	See above on page 66 the discussion on Volume II. 
141	More will be said in chapter six on the topic of the authority of the black line in “scientific” drawings executed in 
pencil over the more impressionistic depictions of the excavations produced in watercolour. This has significance for 
the ‘origin of the discourse’ (Bohrer 1992:85) on ancient Assyria as it emerged in Layard’s primary publications that 
recounted his first Assyrian campaign.  
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appointed to take over from Cooper, as cited by Turner (Turner 2003:200).142 Thus, Ellis, 

adhering to Layard’s fair copy and guided by his annotations on the drawings, may have 

compiled the drawings in Volumes III and IV around 1851 to 1852 soon after Cooper had 

completed the work on the unfinished drawings in August 1851; and Layard, who was in 

London and preparing Nineveh and Babylon and Monuments of Nineveh II would have made 

his final selection of the drawings to be included in his publications, especially those selected 

for Monuments of Nineveh II. This is evident since, as I have discussed above, the drawings in 

Volume IV seem to have been arranged according to Layard’s narrative accounts of the 

excavations. Moreover, some of the more important drawings, which Layard selected for 

publication, most notably those of the Lachish reliefs, were grouped separately in Volume I, 

along with Layard’s other drawings produced during 2 September to 16 October 1850, Bell’s 

latter period drawings produced from 8 March to 19 April 1851,143 and Cooper’s additional 

drawings that were only completed in 1851. Thereafter, it is reasonable to assume that between 

1854 and 1855, Ellis would have finalised the drawings of Volume I and II when Layard’s 

publications were available to him as an additional source and Boutcher’s drawings had been 

delivered to the British Museum in May 1855 (cf Turner 2003:191). This is further 

corroborated by the additional annotations in ink on the drawings in Volume I and II, made by 

the compilers in the British Museum, that indicate the chamber and slab number as well as the 

plate reference in Monuments of Nineveh II (cf Turner 2003:195). 

5.5        CONCLUSION 

In this chapter we have seen that the Original Drawings assembled in the archival repositories 

in the British Museum served to visually document the imperial mission of the archaeological 

expeditions in Assyria in the mid-nineteenth century. Moreover, I have reviewed the 

institutional procedures and practices that may have functioned to code, classify and order the 

Original Drawings as they were assembled in the British Museum following Layard’s first and 

second excavation campaigns at Kuyunjik and Nimrud. I have endeavoured, through a close 

analysis of the ordering and assembly of the drawings in Volumes I-IV, to ‘decode that 

something else’ (Stoler 2002:89) that functioned to control knowledge of the excavations in 

Assyria, and hence to control knowledge of Mesopotamia as an extension of British hegemony. 

Thus the institutional rules and practices of classification may be seen to be neither passive nor 

discrete but rather assertive, as they functioned to select and classify the drawings along the 

grain of the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive. Moreover, this ordering of 

																																																								
142	Moreover, see above on page 60 the discussion on the Layard Papers and Add.MS. 38.942-3 containing Layard’s 
official correspondence, mainly to Sir Henry Ellis, between 20 August 1849 and 11 November 1852. 
143	See as well the discussion on the excavations and the drawings produced during these periods on pages 53 to 54. 
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knowledge of the Assyrian excavations filtered and controlled the distribution of knowledge of 

ancient Assyria beyond the British Museum. It is these broader circuits of knowledge 

formation through the migration and recontextualisation of a number of the pictorial records 

that I will now turn to in the following chapter.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CIRCUITS OF KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION AND THE PICTORIAL RECORDS: 
THE ORIGIN OF THE DISCOURSE ON ANCIENT ASSYRIA, SENNACHERIB’S 

SOUTHWEST PALACE AND THE LACHISH RELEFS 

	

6.1       INTRODUCTION 

In his recent book, Image Science (2015), art historian and theoretician W J T Mitchell, calls 

for a science of images – Bildwissenschaft: ‘… that would treat images as objects of scientific 

investigations and not merely as useful tools in the service of scientific knowledge’ (Mitchell 

2015:23). He elaborates that one of the ways in which images can be considered as an object of 

science is in the treatment of images as a historical science (Mitchell 2015:26). Such a science, 

Mitchell reflects, would deal with: ‘… the spacial and temporal circulation of images, their 

migrations from one place or epoch to another’ (Mitchell 2015:26). The circulation of images 

draws attention to the physics of images, that is, to the physical nature of images (Mitchell 

2015:31). Mitchell describes the picture as a material object, with the image its obverse: ‘An 

image is what appears in a picture and what survives its destruction – in memory, in narrative, 

in copies and traces in other media’ (Mitchell 2015:16). Thus an image, by its very immaterial 

nature, may be described as the ‘virtual presence’ of what appears in a ‘material support’ and 

in a ‘specific place’ (Mitchell 2015:16).  

The relation, then, between the physical medium, namely the picture, and an image, that is the 

immaterial transitive appearance in the material support, is explored in Mitchell’s elucidation 

of a pictorial turn of another type. For if the pictorial turn as we know it marked a turn from 

words to images,144 then the picture/image relation marks a ‘turn back to objecthood’ (Mitchell 

2015:16). It considers the migration of images from one object or material support to another. 

Thus, to refract Mitchell’s revelations across the plane of my research registers the casting of a 

shadow from the material corpus, namely the Original Drawings and the S C Malan 

watercolour sketches – the physical pictures in the Assyrian-Layard archival repositories – to 

their immaterial entity, that is their image: ‘… that comes to life or light in a material support’ 

(Mitchell 2015:17). Reflecting on Mitchell’s explication of images as an object of science in 

the previous chapter, we considered, in a manner of speaking, the mathematics of the Original 

Drawings as constituted and ordered according to a set of institutional logical relations, 

practices and procedures (cf Mitchell 2015:33).  

																																																								
144	In his seminal book Picture Theory, W J T Mitchell (1994:11-13), Professor of Art History at the University of 
Chicago, distinguished a ‘pictorial turn’ in the human sciences which marked a shift from a concern with language in 
intellectual and academic discourse to that of visual representation or with the ‘conventions and codes that underlie 
nonlinguistic symbol systems.’ 
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In this chapter, I will draw on Mitchell’s further analogy of the biological sciences as a means 

to advance the science of images. His resolution of the image as a generic type confronts: ‘… 

the problem of the reproduction of images, their mutations and evolutionary transformations’ 

(Mitchell 2015:35). In the preface to his book, Mitchell cogently strikes a contrast between 

drawings produced by a definitive line and images created in a spectrum of colour to explore 

the parameters of the reproduction of images, as to their mutations and transformations: 

… attention is drawn to drawing, to the inscription of a boundary, the marking of a form in 
space, the contrast between a thing and the environment in which it is located. In short the 
delineation of figure from ground (Mitchell 2015:xi). 

… is drawing really all there is to images? What about colour? Doesn’t colour obey a 
different logic, one that spills over boundaries, shades into an infinite spectrum of 
infinitesimal differentiations and vague indeterminancies? Is it not the ultimate ground out of 
which every figure must emerge? (Mitchell 2015:xii). 

I will employ Mitchell’s contrast to draw attention to a shift in focus from the archival 

repository of Original Drawings, discussed in the previous chapter, to the repository of 

watercolours by the Rev S C Malan and F C Cooper which will be introduced in this chapter. 

The shift in focus in the research marks a distinction between an archive of “scientific” 

drawings representing positive knowledge of the discoveries to an archive of “(un)scientific” 

watercolour renderings of artistic impressions of the excavations. Moreover, the shift registers 

a hierarchy in the archive between visual archival documents conveying on the one hand, 

authoritative and necessary scientific knowledge of Layard’s Assyrian campaigns, and then 

those visual records representative of the non-authoritative and (un)necessary accounts of the 

expeditions on the other hand.  

To explore these tensions in this chapter, I will reflect on what Leibhammer has described as 

the ‘syntactic’ and the ‘semantic’ functions of the visual records (Leibhammer 2001:56). 

Therefore, my use of the term “syntax” of the pictographic records, will make reference to the 

“grammar” or the techniques, substances and conventions that were used to construct the 

dissimilar pictorial records. Whereas my use of the term “semantics” will refer to the multiple 

meanings of the visual images as a consequence of their circulation and their 

recontextualisation once created. I will commence by introducing the reader to the second 

archival repository of pictorial records. Thereafter I will examine both the Original Drawings 

and the watercolour images by the Rev S C Malan and select watercolours by F C Cooper, not 

merely as static archival repositories of pictorial records, but importantly, as ‘fluid’ and 

‘inherently polysemic’ visual images (Leibhammer 2001:52) having the potential for multiple 

meanings and interpretations as they circulated in different material constructs beyond the 

British Museum in the nineteenth century. However, before commencing with an analysis of 
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the syntactic and semantic functions of the pictorial records, I will outline a brief history of the 

S C Malan watercolours, hitherto unexplored within the context of their assembly and ordering 

in the British Museum in relation to the visual records of Original Drawings that were 

incorporated into the Assyrian-Layard archive. 

6.2       HIERARCHY OF ASSEMBLY AND ORDERING IN THE ARCHIVE 

We have already noted above the selection and arrangement of the authoritative drawings of 

Layard’s second campaign of excavations executed either by Layard or by the institutionally 

approved artists who functioned directly under Layard’s supervision. These are distinguished, 

in their ordering and classification in Volumes I and IV, from those drawings produced by the 

artists Churchill and Hodder, who documented the reliefs from Sennacherib’s palace during 

Layard’s absence from the site. Considered to be non-authoritative, the drawings by Churchill 

and Hodder therefore were assembled together in Volume II. Following the institutional 

practice to differentiate between the authoritative and non-authoritative Original Drawings, it 

is instructive to also acknowledge the institutional hierarchical divide between the dissimilar 

repositories of visual records. Indeed, this is also evident from a cursory glance at the selection 

and assembly of the watercolours in Volumes I, II and IV of the Original Drawings, where, in 

the final arrangement of these volumes, Cooper’s watercolours of the excavations are 

assembled in the non-authoritative Volume II of the Original Drawings and in the 

Miscellaneous collection of drawings grouped at the end of Volume IV.145 Notably, the 

division between the principal drawings of the reliefs and the watercolour repositories of visual 

records is accentuated by the current physical separation of the S C Malan watercolours housed 

in the British Library, from the Original Drawings that are kept in the British Museum.  

6.2.1     Brief overview of the assembly and ordering of the S C Malan watercolour 

records.  The Rev Solomon Caesar Malan146 made twenty-one watercolour sketches of the 

Nineveh excavations and a further sixteen of the excavations at Nimrud between 10 and 20 

June 1850 (Clayden 2015:45).147 These records were incorporated in volume IV of his Sketches 

from Nature, compiling a visual travelogue of two hundred and seventy-four watercolour 

sketches and drawings documenting his travels in Syria, Assyria and Armenia from 1 May 

1850 to 29 July 1850 (Add.MS. 45360). Malan’s three-month excursion in Syria, Assyria and 
																																																								
145	See Or.Dr. II, 49 (lower), Or.Dr. II, 54b, Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 6 and 7 in Annexure A, Vol II and IV. 
146	See as well the discussion above on pages 51 to 52. 
147	Clayden (2015:51-56) has listed twenty-two watercolours that were produced by Malan documenting the Nineveh 
excavations. This figure is incorrect as his no.39 and no.40 (Clayden 2015:56) have been incorrectly attributed to 
Malan by Clayden. See the discussion above in footnote 114 for the correct allocation by Curtis (2010:178, 180) and 
Turner (2003:198) of these two watercolours to F C Cooper. Moreover, Clayden (2015:51-56) has not included 
Add.MS. 45360 f.83r, no.274 in his list of watercolours of Nineveh. Gadd (1938:122) included Malan no.274 in his 
discussion on some of the watercolurs by Malan produced at Nimrud and Nineveh. 
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Armenia was preceded by five months of travelling in Italy, Sicily and Greece between 

November 1849 and March 1850 (Bonfitto 2015:169, 175 footnote 2; Malan 1897:211-212). 

Being an ardent explorer, Malan had also visited the Holy Land in April, May and June 1842, 

as well Turkey in July 1842 and Asia Minor in August 1842 (Getty Digital Collections: 

Solomon Caesar Malan albums of drawings, accessed 11 October 2016). In 1847, Malan 

visited Spain and southern France (Bonfitto 2015:175, footnote 2). Malan’s earliest pilgrimage 

was made to India via the Cape of Good Hope between 1839 and 1840, when en route home to 

England in 1840 he documented his journey from the ports of the Arabian Peninsula, Egypt 

and Malta (Bonfitto 2015:169).  

Malan completed 1614 watercolour paintings and sketches documenting the places and people 

he encountered on his travels. These paintings and sketches he personally collated and re-

mounted in ten bound volumes before his death in 1894 (Malan 1897:211). In Arthur Noel 

Malan’s biography of his father, he lists the ten volumes of the Rev S C Malan’s oeuvre of 

Sketches from Nature (Malan 1897:211).148 Five of the volumes the Rev Mr Malan labelled in 

Roman Numerals from volume I to V. These volumes include: HOLY LAND: Vol. I. Sketches 

from Nature, made in the Holy Land, in April and May, 1842 (135 sketches); HOLY LAND: 

Vol. II. Sketches from Nature, made in the Holy Land, in June 1842 (280 sketches); TURKEY: 

Sketches from Nature, made in Turkey, Asia Minor & Greece; in 1842, & 1850. Vol. III. (102 

sketches); ARMENIA AND NINEVEH. Sketches from Nature, made in Syria, Assyria, and 

Armenia, from May 1st to July 29th, 1850. Vol. IV. (274 sketches); EGYPT: Sketches from 

Nature, made in Arabia, Egypt and Malta, in 1840 & 1850. Vol. V. (122 sketches) (Getty 

Digital Collections: Solomon Caesar Malan albums of drawings, accessed 12 October 2016; 

Malan 1897:212).  

The sketches in the numbered five volumes documented the Rev S C Malan’s travels in mainly 

the Middle East and Egypt. Thereafter, the remaining five volumes contained his sketches that 

documented the places he visited on his earliest pilgrimage to India and his later travels in 

Europe. These volumes were, however, left unnumbered. They include: INDIA: Sketches from 

Nature, made in Madras, Calcutta, Ceylon, the Cape of Good Hope, etc., 1839, 1840. (175 

sketches); ITALY: Sketches from Nature, made in Italy, from Nov. 29th, 1849, to Jan. 5th, 1850. 

(192 sketches); ITALY AND SICILY: Sketches from Nature, made in Naples and Sicily and 

Malta, etc., Jan., Feb., 1850. (151 sketches); SPAIN AND GREECE: no inscription. (90 

																																																								
148	Malan’s ‘Sketches from Nature’ referred to a: ‘… generic conventional label for plein air painting’ (Bonfitto 
2015:174). 
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sketches); and, HOME: no inscription. (93 sketches) (Getty Digital Collections: Solomon 

Caesar Malan albums of drawings, accessed 12 October 2016; Malan 1897:211-212).149  

Prior to his assembly of the sketches into the ten volumes, the Rev S C Malan had made 

available his original sketchbooks from Armenia and Nineveh, to Layard to make use of his 

sketches at his discretion.150 Layard reproduced twenty-eight of Malan’s watercolour sketches 

to illustrate his publication, Nineveh and Babylon.151 Of these twenty-eight sketches, seven 

watercolours related to the excavations at Kuyunjik and a further six were of the excavations at 

Nimrud. The balance of fifteen sketches captured scenes of places and the people around 

Armenia, Kurdistan and Haran, and some were made whilst floating on a raft on the Tigris 

river. Layard acknowledged Malan in the preface to his book: ‘… to the Rev. S. C. Malan, who 

has kindly allowed me the use of his masterly sketches’ (Layard 1853a:x).152 In the discussion 

below, I will take up again the Malan sketches which Layard used to illustrate and enhance his 

narrative account in 1853 of his second expedition to Assyria. 

On 13 May 1939, S C Malan’s volume IV of watercolour sketches of his pilgrimage in 

Armenia and Nineveh was bequeathed to the British Museum by his grandson Mr Walter 

Malan, and thereafter accessioned as Add.MS. 45360 in June 1939 (Barnett et al 1998:10).153 

Some fifty-eight years later in 1997, when the British Museum’s library, established since 1972 

as an independent institution, moved into its own building in Euston Road London, the S C 

Malan watercolours were transferred to the custody of the Department of Manuscripts in the 

British Library (Barnett et al 1998:10; Wotherspoon 2016). According to the inscription at the 

end of the manuscript, the current foliation and binding of Malan’s volume IV occurred in the 

British Museum in December 1956 and was checked after binding in February 1957. The spine 

of the binding is inscribed ‘Brit. Mus.’, with the shelf reference ‘Add MS 45360’ appearing on 

the spine (Wotherspoon 2016). 

																																																								
149	In 2013, six volumes of Malan’s sketches entered the collections of the Getty Research Institute. These include: 
TURKEY, Vol III and EGYPT, Vol V from those volumes which were numbered with Roman Numerals, and 
ITALY; ITALY AND SICILIY; SPAIN AND GREECE; and HOME from the volumes which were unnumbered. 
Moreover, in 1967 the University of Stellenbosch acquired the unnumbered INDIA volume of sketches (Bonfitto 
2015:169; Clayden 2015:44-45). 
150	See the discussion above in chapter four on pages 51 to 52 including S C Malan’s signed note on 15 June 1850 
granting Layard permission to use his sketches. 
151	See	Annexure	B	for	a	list	of	Malan’s	works	in	Layard	(1853a).	
152	Layard also acknowledged Malan in chapter XVII of his book (Clayden 2015:44; Layard 1853a:363-364). 
153	Barnett et al (1998:10) cite that is was D Malan who presented the watercolours to the British Museum. This 
seems to be a misprint as it was S C Malan’s grandson, Mr Walter Malan, who was in possession of his grandfather’s 
volumes of sketches in c. 1938 when C J Gadd was granted access to consult the watercolours for his article A 
Visiting Artist at Nineveh in 1850, published in 1938 (See Gadd 1938:118). Clayden (2015:44) has also incorrectly 
cited Malan’s son, A N Malan, as the one who bequeathed the collection of watercolours to the British Museum. In a 
recent email from Claire Wotherspoon from the Manuscripts Reference Team of the British Library, she has 
confirmed that according to the Rough Register of Acquisitions Malan’s volume IV was: ‘“presented by W. Malan, 
Esq. 13 May” although not accessioned until June 1939’ (email correspondence 12 October 2016, 15H42). 
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The officer of the British Museum who was responsible for the foliation of volume IV has 

arranged Malan’s watercolours in volume IV on eighty-three folios. The new foliation in all 

probability replicated Malan’s original folio arrangement as the numeric order of the sketches 

matches the captions on each page with the corresponding numbers on the captions added to 

the sketches. This may indicate as well that the numeric ordering was Malan’s original 

ordering of his sketches in volume IV, before it was presented to the British Museum in 1939. 

A comparison with the six volumes of Malan watercolours that are in the Getty Research 

Institute’s collections reveals that Malan indeed assigned a number and a short explanatory 

caption to each page onto which his drawings and sketches were pasted (Getty Digital 

Collections: Solomon Caesar Malan albums of drawings, accessed 17 October 2016). 

Moreover, the handwriting of the captions on the pages in the Getty volumes resembles the 

handwriting of the captions in the British Library volume IV. In volume IV in the British 

Library, dissimilarities in the spelling of some of the places Malan visited occur between the 

inscriptions on the drawings and in the captions. This discrepancy may indicate a shift in 

spelling that Malan himself undertook in later years when he collated the ten volumes and 

added the captions. For example, on the seven watercolours depicting the excavations at 

Nineveh, the spelling is ‘Kouyounjik’ on the drawings rather than ‘Kooyoonjik’ as in the 

captions; and on the ten watercolours of the Nimrud excavations the word is spelt ‘Nimrood’ as 

opposed to ‘Nimroud’ in the captions, and Haran is indicated on the sketches, ‘Harran’, and in 

the captions as ‘Haran’. The shift in spelling is corroborated in Malan’s book, Philosophy, or 

Truth (1865:93), and in A N Malan’s biography (1897:160). In these two publications, the sites 

Haran, Kooyoonjik and Nimroud are spelt the same way as in the captions. Furthermore, 

although on some of the drawings an alternative number is evident that may refer to Malan’s 

earlier chronological ordering of the watercolours, these alternative numbers seem to indicate 

the numbers from Malan’s original sketchbooks, which he would have disassembled when 

mounting the drawings in the ten volumes (cf Clayden 2015:45; Malan 1897:211).154 It is 

therefore reasonable to assume that in collating and mounting his watercolour sketches into the 

ten volumes, the Rev S C Malan preferred an alternative numeric ordering over what must have 

been an earlier chronological arrangement of the drawings in his original sketchbooks, which 

had reflected the date and order when the sketches were executed on the spot (cf Clayden 

2015:45).155  

																																																								
154	See for example Folio 2, where the sketches are indicated with the numbers 1, 2 and 3, and an alternative number 
17 appears in the bottom left corner of the drawing; and on Folio 6, the drawing with sketches 17-19 has the number 
30 in the bottom right corner (Add.MS. 45360 f.1r, f.6r).  
155	The reason why Malan altered the original chronological order to a numerical order is unclear to me and would 
require further research that I have not as yet been able to undertake. 
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6.3        THE SYNTACTIC FUNCTION: THE GRAMMAR OF THE PICTORIAL       

RECORDS 

Leibhammer has regarded the use of pictographic images in archaeology as ‘materially 

opaque’, and therefore as ‘always semiotically dense’ (Leibhammer 2001:54). According to 

Leibhammer this infers that ‘meaning and information’, or the semiotic density of pictographic 

images is embedded in their material opacity; and their materiality in turn is: ‘… constituted 

through the techniques and substances used in its construction’ (Leibhammer 2001:54). Thus, 

the materiality of pictographic images prohibits unmediated access to the referent. To engage, 

then, the syntactic function of the visual records one may reflect that pictographic images are 

neither absolute nor ‘special forms through which “realities” in the world are reproduced’ 

(Leibhammer 2001:63). Rather, images are constructed in similar ‘artificial and speculative 

dimensions’ as that of texts (Leibhammer 2001:63). We may therefore recognise that 

pictographic images are constructed through a system of signs and symbols of ‘visual 

conventions and processes’ (Leibhammer 2001:63). Leibhammer (2001:63) concludes that: 

‘Information in pictographic images is embedded in the very technique used to make them and 

the physical material through which they exist.’ This statement brings into relief the meanings 

of the visual records in the archive and how the conventions and material used to construct the 

dissimilar images convey varying information of the Assyrian excavations. Moreover, I will 

posit that the dissimilar information conveyed in the pictorial records, which as a consequence 

of their material construction and their concordant archival status, reflected the imperial 

concerns to order knowledge of the excavations and of ancient Assyria along the grain of the 

mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive. 

 6.3.1     The authority of the black line “scientific” drawings versus the “(un)scientific” 

watercolour sketches.  In discussing the history of the scientific genre of pictographic 

documenting and recording, Leibhammer notes that traditionally the legitimate scientific 

renderings of excavations have attempted to ‘“stabilise” information’ as well as ‘purge’ the 

representation of the data from all forms of ‘excess, heterogeneity, exaggeration, ambiguity 

and variability’ (Leibhammer 2001:66). This was achieved through the techniques of linear 

perspective, which were believed to capture an ‘unmediated connection to the referent’ 

(Leibhammer forthcoming:3). The goal of the scientific illustration was therefore to produce an 

image that was ‘“objective”, true, unchanging and absolute’ (Leibhammer 2001:66). 

The conventions and techniques of the scientific illustration to depict the objective and 

essential information, sought to eliminate visual noise that may obscure the necessary detail. 

Leibhammer elucidates how the graphic method of black line on white medium yielded the 
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‘maximum contrast’ and the ‘minimum visual noise’ through the elimination of ‘colour, texture 

and shadow’ (Leibhammer 2001:67). In the mid-nineteenth century Assyrian excavations, the 

scientific drawing was therefore confidently expected to convey an accurate representation of 

the necessary positive data. Thus, Layard and the institutionally approved artists commissioned 

to produce the Original Drawings of the Assyrian reliefs, employed a similar: ‘… black 

[pencil] line on white field convention of measured drawing’ (Leibhammer 2001:75).  

The measured drawings of the reliefs therefore excised the “affective” dimensions of the 

excavations and the discoveries. In the process the measured drawing, in attempting to capture 

the image depicted on the reliefs, reduced the image to a ‘single’ and ‘static’ scientific image 

that was ‘valorised by the scientific worldview’ (Leibhammer 2001:53). Through this 

technique and the materials that were used, the Original Drawings conveyed a pristine image 

bearing no real resemblance to the actual material support, namely the fragmentary material 

remains of the reliefs bearing the image. Thus, the materiality of the scientific drawings, for 

the: ‘… sake of clarity and accuracy, eliminate[d] the messy details’ of the excavations 

(Leibhammer 2001:64). They documented the discoveries, and considered to be the legitimate 

and official pictorial records, they efficiently: ‘… eliminate[d] the element of speculation and 

ambivalence’ (Leibhammer 2001:65), thus endorsing their authoritative status in the British 

Museum archive.   

On the other hand, the pictographic images, namely the watercolour records, which depicted a 

more generalised and impressionistic view of the excavations, introduced complexity. They 

captured the transience and vulnerable state of the excavations, which was not considered 

useful in the scientific assembly of the visual data (Leibhammer 2001:66). Through the use of 

colour, texture, light and shadow – largely eliminated from the measured drawings – the 

watercolours recaptured something of the time, mood and speculation of the original 

experience of the excavations (Leibhammer 2001:70,85). Thus considered to be 

“(un)scientific” and unofficial, the primary function of these types of visual records was in the 

public and popular representation of the excavations. To be expected, Layard made use of the 

watercolours to introduce an “affective” dimension in his narrative-aesthetic mediation of 

Assyria. Having distinguished between the syntactic function of the dissimilar pictorial 

records, we may now turn to the semantic function of the visual records. The semantic function 

is reflected in the circulation and recontextualisation of the visual images. In particular, the 

reformulation of the pictorial images in Layard’s authoritative publications of his first and 

second Assyrian campaigns that were published in 1849 and 1853 respectively – produced for 

both the more scholarly audiences of the British Museum and the unscholarly public domain. 
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6.4       THE SEMANTIC FUNCTION: THE CIRCULATION AND      

RECONTEXTUALISATION OF THE VISUAL RECORDS BEYOND THE BRITISH 

MUSEUM 

In the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive, knowledge of the Assyrian excavations 

and of ancient Assyria was figured as a fixed place in the British Museum and as a single 

person in the persona of Austen Henry Layard. Moreover, it has been my intention to elucidate 

how this imperial epistemology is reflected in the archival repositories of visual records in the 

Assyrian-Layard archive. I have reviewed that the ordering of the pictorial records in the 

British Museum archive patently observes the institutional criteria of hierarchical selection and 

assembly that functioned to order knowledge of ancient Assyria along the imperial archival 

grain. Moreover, embedded within the very material substance and conventions that were used 

to construct the measured drawings and the watercolour sketches lay the conditions for the 

institutional criteria of classification. In engaging, in this chapter, an analysis of the circulation 

and the recontextualisation of the images in Layard’s publications recounting his first and 

second expeditions, the deliberate and assertive institutional criteria of classification may be 

seen to have anchored the semantic function of the visual images. And since it is of seminal 

importance for the hypothesis advanced in this study, I will contend that the semantic function 

of the visual records established the ‘virtual origin of the discourse’ (Bohrer 1992:85) on 

ancient Assyria as it emerged in 1849 and continued to circulate in 1853 in Layard’s seminal 

publications of the second Assyrian campaign.156  

6.4.1       A brief history of Austen Henry Layard’s publications.  In chapter three we have 

considered Layard’s first archaeological campaign in Northern Mesopotamia that culminated in 

his archaeological bestseller, Nineveh and Its Remains. Bohrer (1992:85) reflects that Layard’s 

novel account: ‘… still ranks as the greatest bestseller in the history of its field.’ However, 

Layard’s primary interest had been to publish ‘his drawings of whole artifacts for wide 

dissemination’ (Bohrer 1992:88).157 On 8 January 1848, when Edward Hawkins, the keeper of 

the British Museum’s Department of Antiquities, had presented the proposal of a publication of 

Layard’s journal and of his drawings to the museum authorities, the Trustees were dismissive 

of the idea. Rather, they viewed the drawings, as was befitting their scientific appeal, as a 

																																																								
156	Bohrer (1992:85) introduces the concept of Layard’s publication Nineveh and Its Remains as representing the 
‘virtual origin of the discourse of the ancient Near East.’ He asserts that it was: ‘… inarguably the first such work of 
its kind: a popular work written not to amend preexisting notions of Assyria and its artifacts so much as establish 
them as an entirety for the nineteenth-century reader’ (Bohrer 1992:85). I will employ Bohrer’s concept and 
terminology to advance the hypothesis of the ‘virtual origin of the discourse’ (Bohrer 1992:85) on ancient Assyria as 
it was propagated through visual images in Layard’s publications. 
157	Layard’s primary motive to publish his drawings lay in his imperial contest with Paul Émile Botta. He sought a 
publication that would be comparable to Botta’s lavish publications of the French discoveries (Bohrer 1992:88). 
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compendium of cuneiform inscribed artefacts ideal for collecting (Bohrer 1992:89). I have 

already pointed out in chapter three on page 39, that the Trustees of the British Museum had 

little faith in Layard’s publications. The proposal for an in-house museum publication of 

Layard’s excavations and discoveries was therefore rejected by the British Museum authorities 

in the end.  

John Murray, the renowned English publisher, took up the project to publish Layard’s journal 

and, persuaded by Lady Charlotte Guest,158 agreed to publish his drawings as well. The folio of 

Engravings The Monuments of Nineveh, was however, conceived as a modest publication since 

it was thought to be of secondary importance for a popular audience (Bohrer 1992:92). The 

primary focus for Murray was the publication of Layard’s richly illustrated, narrative journal 

account. The first printing of Nineveh and Its Remains was ready for sale by the last week of 

1848. The folio of Engravings followed in late 1849 with a mechandising strategy that aimed to 

capitalise on the popular appeal of the narrative journal. The unprecedented success of Nineveh 

and Its Remains led to the publishing of a further popular version in late 1851. The simplified 

version in 1851 of Layard’s 1849 travel narrative, sensationalised by even more illustrations, 

became his most successful publication going through four editions in six months (Bohrer 

1992:98). In 1851 the British Museum did, however, publish a volume on the cuneiform 

inscriptions recorded by Layard and included his name on the title page (Bohrer 1992:88).159 

The Assyrian volume formed part of a series of folios devoted to inscriptions. The first volume, 

published in 1844, contained the Egyptian Hieroglyphics (Bohrer 1992:88).160 In the 1860s 

further volumes were added of the Phoenician, Persian and Egyptian inscriptions (Bohrer 

1992:88, footnote 2). 

Layard’s name was, then, assimilated with four types of discursive constructions of knowledge 

on ancient Assyria that circulated both within and beyond the British Museum. From the 

perspective of this study, the absence or inclusion of visual images to support and enhance each 

discourse established the hierarchy between a high and a popular level publication. Moreover, 

the type of pictorial image and the semantic function of the images that were used to either 

construct or enhance the three lower level discourses, anchored the hierarchy and the 

																																																								
158	Sir John and Lady Charlotte Guest of Canford Manor were among a select group of Layard’s influential friends 
who supported his work and his publications (Bohrer 1992:91). Lady Charlotte’s diary entry on 7 April 1848 recorded 
her meeting with John Murray in which she reported to Murray on the expectation of Layard’s friends for the 
publication of ‘facsimiles of about 250 beautiful drawings he made on the spot’ (Bohrer 1992:91). Murray only 
printed one hundred plates in the folio of Engravings of the drawings in 1849 and in the sequel in 1853 a further one 
hundred drawings were published (Layard 1853b).  
159	The Assyrian volume was titled, Inscriptions in the Cuneiform Character from Assyrian Monuments, Discovered 
by A. H. Layard.  
160	The Egyptian volume was titled, Select Papyri in the Hieratic Character, from the Collections of the British 
Museum. 
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popularity of the publications.161 At the pinnacle of the discourses that were assimilated with 

Layard’s name, lay the classical antiquarian interest of the British Museum with their single 

focus on inscriptional and textual knowledge (Bohrer 1992:99).  The publication in 1851 of the 

British Museum volume of Assyrian cuneiform inscriptions was reserved exclusively for the 

elite and scholarly classes and included no visual images save that of the depiction of the 

cuneiform inscriptions; it therefore took: ‘… such textuality as its only proper subject …’ 

(Bohrer 1992:99). The volume of inscriptions emphasised the superiority of the cuneiform 

inscriptions for its scholarly audience, ‘in effect ignoring all other possibilities and artifacts ...’ 

(Bohrer 1992:99).  

Moving from highest to the most popular, at the following level of order was the folio of 

Engravings, The Monuments of Nineveh, published in late 1849. In the Engravings,162 an 

abstruse scholarly interest was more widely disseminated, as per Layard’s primary concern, in 

a visual-textual discourse (Bohrer 1992:99). In effect, the publication subsumed the scholarly 

and textual antiquarian approach in visual images, for it presented the texts of the cuneiform 

inscriptions that were ‘painstakingly copied by Layard’ in some of the printed Engravings 

(Bohrer 1992:99). In Russell’s seminal monograph on Sennacherib’s palace he relates that the 

cuneiform epigraphs on the bas-reliefs functioned as captions that “anchored” the image 

depicted on the relief to ensure that the: ‘… literate viewer will select the correct reading from 

a range of alternatives’ (Russell 1991:22).163 In a similar fashion, then, the cuneiform texts 

depicted in the Engravings ensured the correct “reading” of the visual records by the scholarly 

literate classes in the Victorian mid-nineteenth century. 

Nineveh and Its Remains, published early in 1849, lay at an even lower level of order. As I 

have discussed above on pages 40 to 41, Layard’s valuation of Assyria instituted a radical 

departure from ‘historical to visual’ (Bohrer 2003:143). Indeed, his approach inaugurated a 

new “historical” meaning and value of images that was ‘explicitly aesthetic’ rather than the 

traditional mimetic, “scientific” appeal of an image (Bohrer 2003:143). Through the ‘visual 

availability of ancient Assyria’ (Bohrer 2003:142), Layard’s narrative-aesthetic approach 

functioned not only to affirm the established classical antiquarian evaluation of the Assyrian 

artefacts, but, moreover, to extend the ‘antiquarian discourse’ and imperial ideology to new 

audiences beyond the British Museum (Bohrer 1992:99). Bohrer points out that through the 

																																																								
161	Bohrer (Bohrer 1992:94) relates that the publisher John Murray, emphasised the role of illustrations that would be 
necessary to ensure the success of Layard’s journal account. 
162	Layard’s measured drawings were redrawn onto plates, being the means for print production. The Engraving 
produced the printed image for inclusion in the folio publication (Bohrer 1992:94). 
163	See Russell (1991:269-278) for: ‘… a listing of all known Sennacherib epigraphs from the Southwest Palace, as 
well as the inscriptions on the backs of the sculptures.’ 
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new media technologies of image production in the nineteenth century an innovative technique 

of ‘cultural appropriation’ through the reproduction and recontextualisation of visual images 

occurred (Bohrer 2003:144). Bohrer (2003:140-145) continues, stating that this visual 

construction of an imperial and ‘nationalist rhetoric’ is exemplified in the two privileged tinted 

engravings that served as frontispiece images of Layard’s Nineveh and Its Remains that 

visually reported on the Lowering of the Great Winged Bull, and the Procession of the Winged 

Bull Beneath the Mound of Nimroud (Bohrer 1992:96; 2003:144, 145). This nationalist rhetoric 

through images continued in the media in the Illustrated London News on 27 July 1850 

depicting the Shipping of the Great Bull from Nimroud, at Morghill, on the Euphrates (Bohrer 

2003:140).164  

 

Figure 1.  Lowering the Great Winged Bull  (Layard 1849a Vol I, frontispiece)      

																																																																																																																								

 

Figure 2.  Procession of the Winged Bull Beneath the Mound of Nimroud (Layard 1849a Vol II, frontispiece) 

																																																								
164	The frontispiece illustrations in Nineveh and Its Remains were produced by John Murray’s in-house artist George 
Scharf Junior. Scharf was an experienced book illustrator in England who was credited as being one of the few 
illustrators with ‘firsthand experience of archaeological excavation’ (Bohrer 1992:95). Layard acknowledged his 
indebtedness to Scharf: ‘The plates and woodcuts have been chiefly executed from my sketches, by him, or under his 
superintendence; and the reader will no doubt perceive how much my work is indebted to him’ (Layard 1850:I, 6, 
cited in Bohrer 1992:95). 
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Figure 3.   Illustrated London News, “Shipping of the Great Bull from Nimroud, at Morghill, on the 

Euphrates,” July 27, 1850 (Bohrer 2003:140 Fig. 30) 

	

The images purported to historically document in visual terms the excavation, transport and 

shipping of the iconic bull sculpture. Thus the images prefigured – in established visual artistic 

topos -165 Westmacott’s classical antiquarian canon that would easily overcome the stark and 

inhospitable Mesopotamian world in the imperial doctrine and vision of ‘cultural 

appropriation’ through the ownership of antiquities (Bohrer 2003:144). Bohrer notes that this 

stance of the: ‘... centrality of archaeological knowledge as imperialist gesture’ (Bohrer 

2003:149), was explicitly constructed and conveyed in the visual images in Layard’s Nineveh 

and Its Remains. In the two iconic frontispiece images, the ‘English authority directing the 

operation’ namely Layard, is ‘placed at the greatest remove’ from the Arab figures who stand 

watching the scene (Bohrer 2003:144). Layard is, moreover, depicted aloof from the hordes of 

local workmen who, in the first image, drag the cart bearing the sculpture and in the second 

illustration, forming two crews, lower the excavated colossal figure with a makeshift pulley 

system (Bohrer 2003:144).166 Bohrer (2003:144) reflects that ‘here too’ in the images of 

transport and excavation ‘technological innovation’ is tied to ‘cultural appropriation.’ Thus, 

Layard’s narrative-aesthetic stance served to highlight the advantages of ‘civilization and 

knowledge’ (Bohrer 2003:149). The relationship between the imperial quest for cultural control 

and imperial hegemony through archaeological knowledge, or through what I have termed in 

																																																								
165	See as well the discussion above on page 43 and in footnote 54 on the illusionistic and dream-like images of 
ancient Assyria that circulated in visual art of the early nineteenth century. 
166	See the discussion above on page 39 and in footnotes 45 and 46 on the unconventional methods that Layard used 
to move the colossal winged bull sculpture, which he celebrated in Nineveh and Its Remains. 
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chapter four of the report, the quest for comprehensive knowledge of peoples through the 

accumulation of the Assyrian artefacts, as well as the innovative techniques of image 

production in Layard’s Journal account, as Bohrer has reviewed, will be taken up again in point 

6.4.3 below. 

At the lowest level of order was Layard’s Popular Account, published by John Murray in 1851. 

Its appeal lay in its ‘pure narrative, sensational novelisation’ enhanced with an even greater 

emphasis on imaginative imagery and illustrations (Bohrer 1992:99; Bohrer 2003:146). Thus 

the publication containing the highest form of a textual knowledge construction of ancient 

Assyria, and the publication with the lowest form of a predominantly visual construction of 

knowledge of ancient Assyria, may be said to bracket the contestation between knowledges in 

the British Museum in mid-nineteenth century. In the polemic between the textual and the 

visual, or between the inscriptions and the artefacts recast in visual images, the ‘virtual origin 

of the discourse’ (Bohrer 1992:85) on ancient Assyria thus emerged in Layard’s two 

companion publications, Nineveh and Its Remains and The Monuments of Nineveh, which 

documented his first campaign in Assyria. This discourse on ancient Assyria, moreover, 

patently emanated as a semantic function of the recontextualisation of visual imagery of the 

Assyrian excavations. Thus, for a scholarly audience, a visual-textual discourse on ancient 

Assyria was formulated primarily through the scientific measured drawings in the publication 

of The Monuments of Nineveh. Whereas for a popular audience, a narrative-aesthetic discourse 

was inaugurated and enhanced through the recontextualisation of unscientific watercolour 

illustrations, in the publication of Layard’s journal account Nineveh and Its Remains.  

I will now reflect on the extension of the discourse on ancient Assyria in Layard’s later 

publications in 1853 that documented and recounted his second Assyrian campaign. The 

discussion will elucidate the role of the visual images of the excavations and discoveries, 

through which the discourse on ancient Assyria may be seen to have migrated to these later 

publications. Moreover, the semantic function of the images, which were recontextualised and 

reproduced in the publications, was anchored by the institutional hierarchy of ordering of the 

visual records as they were assembled in the Assyrian-Layard archive in the British Museum. 

Of critical concern for this study, I will demonstrate that the extension of the discourse on 

ancient Assyria, through the propagation of visual images in Layard’s 1853 publications, 

inaugurated the ‘virtual origin of the discourse’ (Bohrer 1992:85) on Sennacherib’s Southwest 

palace and the Lachish reliefs discovered in Chamber OO of Sennacherib’s palace in Layard’s 

second campaign of excavations.  
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6.4.2      The Original Drawings of the Lachish reliefs reproduced in Monuments of 

Nineveh II.  The scholarly visual-textual discourse on ancient Assyria emerged in the 

publication of the folio of Engravings, The Monuments of Nineveh. The discourse was, 

moreover, constructed through the dissemination of the legitimate and authoritative scientific 

measured drawings that documented the bas-reliefs discovered during Layard’s first campaign 

of Assyrian excavations. These line drawings depicted the necessary material of the reliefs by 

eliminating the areas of ambivalence or speculation. The authority of the drawings was thus 

embedded in their material construction, which was further upheld by the depiction in the 

drawings of the cuneiform inscriptions that were on some of the reliefs. In 1851, when Layard 

returned to England from his second campaign, a sequel folio of Engravings was undertaken by 

the publisher John Murray. The measured drawings that were then reproduced in Monuments of 

Nineveh II extended the scholarly visual-textual discourse on ancient Assyria to incorporate the 

bas-reliefs from Sennacherib’s Southwest palace at Kuyunjik, excavated during Layard’s 

second campaign.  

While the publisher had a vested interest and actively participated in the selection and 

reformulation of the watercolour illustrations in Layard’s two published journal accounts 

Nineveh and Its Remains and Nineveh and Babylon, Layard alone undertook the selection of 

the measured drawings for the Engraving publications and indicated instructions for the 

publisher on some of the drawings.167 In the discussion above in chapter five, I have 

highlighted the significance of Layard’s selection of the drawings for his publication 

Monuments of Nineveh II. Indeed, his selection established the provenance of the Original 

Drawings in the British Museum. Thus their assembly in the authoritative volumes I and IV of 

the Original Drawings reflected their institutional status. The visual-textual discourse on the 

bas-reliefs of Sennacherib’s Southwest palace that therefore emerged in the second folio of 

Engravings was considered to be authoritative on the strength of the scientific legitimacy of the 

measured drawings, as well as the institutional provenance of the drawings. Moreover, the 

visual-textual discourse on Sennacherib’s Southwest palace included the new visual-textual 

discourse on the Lachish reliefs. The discourse was constructed through the dissemination in 

Monuments of Nineveh II of Layard’s five authoritative measured drawings, which documented 

the Lachish reliefs from Chamber OO of Sennacherib’s palace.168 The two cuneiform 

																																																								
167	See the discussion above on page 69 of the annotations that were made to the drawings by Layard. Layard also 
selected the watercolours that depicted the panoramic view of the mound that were published in the folio of 
Engravings. These watercolour panoramas are, however, beyond the scope of the present study. 
168	See Annexure A, Vol I. The drawings include Or.Dr. I, 58-62. Two of the drawings bear Layard’s signature. The 
most important signed drawing of the reliefs was his drawing of the siege scene depicted on Slabs 6-8 of the reliefs 
and rendered in one drawing, Or.Dr. I, 59. While the remaining three drawings were also assigned to Layard’s 
authorship, they do not bear his signature. Layard’s signed drawing of the siege scene depicted on Slabs 6-8 is of 
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epigraphs situated on either side of the image of the enthroned Assyrian monarch, Sennacherib, 

were clearly depicted in Layard’s published drawings of the reliefs. Thus the visual-textual 

discourse on the Lachish reliefs subsumed the scholarly textual approach to knowledge of the 

reliefs since the epigraphs, not only available to the learned in the publication of the Assyrian 

inscriptions, were now depicted in a scientific visual image.  

       

    

Figure 4.  Lachish reliefs Slabs 4-13 by A H Layard (Or.Dr I, 58-62 Courtesy of the British Museum) 

	

A further nine measured drawings that documented the Lachish reliefs were produced in the 

later excavations at Kuyunjik, subsequent to Layard’s departure.169 These were the alternative 

drawings, also known as the Key Sketches, of the reliefs that were executed by Charles Hodder 

just before Hormuzd Rassam dismantled the reliefs in April 1852.170 It seems probable that 

Hodder’s Key Sketches of the reliefs were unavailable at the time when Layard made his 

selection of the measured drawings for the folio of Engravings,171 since they were not 

published in the folio of Engravings. However, the publishing of Layard’s measured drawings 

																																																																																																																																																																																					
cardinal importance for the hypothesis advanced in the research. Uehlinger has critiqued some of the errors in 
Layard’s drawing of the siege scene in relation to the preserved extant slabs in the British Museum. He (2003:230) 
notes that: ‘… a close comparison with extant reliefs demonstrates that Layard normalized or omitted numerous 
details’, and therefore the drawings, ‘… have as a rule to be checked against the originals wherever preserved.’ 
Uehlinger has also noted some of the differences between Layard’s original drawing of the siege scene on Slabs 6-8 
and the published drawing of the siege in Monuments of Nineveh II. Layard’s measured drawing of the siege scene in 
Slabs 6-8 will be discussed again in chapter seven in the topography-and-archaeology-based and art-and-archaeology-
based discourses on the reliefs. 
169	See Annexure A, Vol II. The drawings include Or.Dr. II, 7-15. 
170 See the discussion above on page 55 on the recording of the Lachish reliefs prior to their dismantling and in 
footnote 87 on Uehlinger’s contention as to the inaccuracy of Hodder’s sketches in relation to the extant slabs in the 
British Museum. See as well footnote 88 for number of relief fragments indicated on Hodder’s drawings. 
171	See the discussion on page 56 on Hodder’s return to England in 1854. It is reasonable to presume that Hodder 
returned to London with his drawings of the Lachish reliefs. However, further research would be required to confirm 
when Hodder’s drawings were brought to the British Museum. 
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of the reliefs in the folio of Engravings further served to affirm the non-authoritative 

institutional classification of Hodder’s drawings when they entered the archival repositories.172 

The first appearance, then, of a scientific visual-textual discourse on the Lachish reliefs was 

established by the published engravings of Layard’s ‘on the spot’ measured drawings of the 

reliefs. Layard’s authoritative drawings of the reliefs, valorised by the scientific world-view 

and published in the folio of Engravings, were therefore thought to depict an unmediated and 

accurate reference to the essential positive data on the reliefs. 

     

     

     

Figure 5.  Lachish reliefs Slabs 4-12 by C D Hodder (Or.Dr. II, 7-15 Courtesy of the British Museum) 

																																																								
172 Hodder’s Key Sketches may be taken up in a further research project on an alternative discourse on the reliefs, 
since I will contend that his drawings elucidate vital information that has been overlooked in the discourses on the 
Lachish reliefs in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel. 
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As I have reviewed in chapter five, the Original Drawings were assembled and ordered in the 

Assyrian-Layard archive in the British Museum along the grain of the mythology of knowledge 

of the imperial archive; their hierarchy of ordering itself a condition of their material 

construction. This brief survey of the measured drawings that were reproduced as Engravings 

in Layard’s Monuments of Nineveh II, thus brings into relief the historical a priori function of 

the Assyrian-Layard archive on the virtual origin of the visual-textual discourse on the Lachish 

reliefs in the mid-nineteenth century. The visual-textual discourse on the Lachish reliefs 

appeared for the first time in Layard’s Monuments of Nineveh II and emerged as an extension 

of the visual-textual discourse on ancient Assyria previously established in The Monuments of 

Nineveh.173 

6.4.3      The watercolours of the excavations of Sennacherib’s Southwest palace 

reproduced in Nineveh and Babylon.  The popular narrative-aesthetic discourse on ancient 

Assyria emerged in the publication of Layard’s journal account Nineveh and Its Remains. The 

discourse was, moreover, supported and enhanced through the vivid watercolour illustrations 

of the Assyrian excavations. As I have discussed above, the “turn” to pictorial imagery as an 

accurate and authentic historical document, introduced an “affective” dimension of ancient 

Assyria that opened the discourse to ‘creative imagining’ (Leibhammer 2001:75, 85). To be 

sure, Layard’s personal journal accounts of the excavations and fieldwork ensured ‘more 

control and personal authority’ (Leibhammer 2001:85) over the narrative-aesthetic discourse 

on ancient Assyria. Therefore, the somewhat illusionistic pictographic renderings of the 

excavation and procession of the colossal bull sculpture were made all the more real and 

authoritative by Layard’s personal ‘authorship over the data’ (Leibhammer 2001:85). 

Moreover, in Layard’s first Journal narrative account, the inclusion of ‘striking illustrations’ 

were a necessary precondition for John Murray to undertake the project and indeed, according 

to Murray, a prerequisite to ensure the success of the publication (Bohrer 1992:93). Designed 

to captivate an audience primarily interested in ‘travel literature’, the images worked to cast the 

Mesopotamian artefacts as ‘the aesthetic of the sublime’ (Bohrer 2003:147). Thus, Layard’s 

narrative stance and: ‘unique aesthetic frame of reference’ extended ‘beyond the expected 

beauties of ancient Greece and Rome’ (Bohrer 2003:147). Indeed, his narrative-aesthetic vision 

																																																								
173 The technological intervention to reproduce the measured drawings as lithographic engravings facilitated a 
further process of ‘selection, deletion and rearrangement’ (Said 2003:176) of the images according to a set of 
criteria of inclusion and exclusion. This revision and reformulation of the virtual image from the measured 
drawing to a new material support, namely the engraving is, however, beyond the scope of the present study and 
may be incorporated into a future research project on the reliefs. Uehlinger (2003:229 Fig 2, 231 Fig 3) has drawn 
attention to the discrepancies between the published engraving of Layard’s drawing of the siege scene related to 
the extant bas-reliefs in the British Museum and to the ‘original drawing’ produced by Layard.  
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presented ‘an unglossed landscape’ that sought to inspire the utmost reverence and earnest 

contemplation (Bohrer 2003:147). The imperialist rhetoric that was constructed in the visual 

images that I have discussed above was then further mediated by an emotive appeal, rather than 

an academic response to the more familiar classical ‘Greco-Roman canon’ (Bohrer 2003:147). 

Thus, Layard’s aestheticised canon of the Mesopotamian world and artefacts functioned to 

replace ‘one mode of evaluation with another’ that extended the classical antiquarian discourse 

to the middle and lower classes (Bohrer 2003:147).  

As per the enquiry in this chapter on the circulation and recontexualistion of the visual images 

beyond the British Museum, I will advance the hypothesis that Layard’s narrative-aesthetic 

discourse on ancient Assyria that emerged in Nineveh and Its Remains continued in his sequel 

publication Nineveh and Babylon. Of special interest for the publication Nineveh and Babylon, 

were the “unofficial” and “unscientific” artistic watercolour renderings of the excavations, the 

Mesopotamian landscape and the ethnographic imagery of Layard’s second expedition to 

Assyria, by the artist F C Cooper and the Rev S C Malan. From these watercolours of the 

second expedition some were reformulated as either engravings or as lithographs in Layard’s 

sequel memoir published in 1853. Select sketches by Cooper and Malan depicted the 

excavations and scenes at Kuyunjik. These filtered and revised images of the excavations at 

Sennacherib’s palace, I will contend, may be seen to extend the narrative-aesthetic discourse 

on ancient Assyria to new areas of archaeological knowledge in Nineveh and Babylon. One of 

the new areas of archaeological knowledge that was subsumed by the narrative-aesthetic 

discourse on ancient Assyria included knowledge of Sennacherib’s Southwest palace, 

excavated by Layard in the second campaign. It is therefore to these select watercolour records 

of the excavations at Kuyunjik, by F C Cooper and S C Malan, of which some were 

reformulated as engravings and others as coloured lithographs in Layard’s second Journal 

account, that I will now direct our attention.  

6.4.3.1     The F C Cooper watercolours of the Kuyunjik excavations.  As I have highlighted 

above in footnote 132, Cooper produced four watercolour artistic renderings of the excavations 

at Sennacherib’s Southwest palace that were incorporated in the Original Drawings in the 

British Museum. These watercolours were assembled in the non-authoritative volume II and 

volume IV miscellaneous collection of drawings. Cooper’s watercolours of the excavations that 

were assembled in the miscellaneous collection of drawings at the end of volume IV were 

excluded from Nineveh and Babylon.174 Although these watercolours by Cooper entitled 

Excavations at Nineveh were not published in Nineveh and Babylon, they do, however, have 

																																																								
174	See the watercolours in Figures 6 and 7. 
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relevance for the enquiry in this chapter since they give us an unofficial glimpse into a scene in 

an excavation tunnel at Sennacherib’s Southwest palace. The visual narratives conveyed in 

Layard’s first Journal account that, I propose, circulated as transitive historical images, may be 

seen to have been recontextualised in these watercolours by Cooper. In particular, this is 

apparent as Cooper seems to have used a similar artistic convention to depict the figure of 

Layard in Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 7 as that which was used by the artist Georg Scharf Junior to 

represent Layard in the frontispiece images in Nineveh and Its Remains.175 The most striking 

element of the figure, which evidently represents Layard in all of these images, is his military-

type apparel with a peaked cap and long jacket. The figure in Cooper’s watercolour is, 

moreover, apparently in a formal supervisory role since he clutches a red notebook under his 

arm and he seems to be pointing and directing the activities that are taking place in the scenes. 

     

Figure 6 and 7.  Excavations at Nineveh (Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 6 & 7 Courtesy of the British Museum) 

	

It would appear that Cooper had also produced a final stage watercolour painting taken from 

these sketches executed on the spot that depicted the same excavation scene in the same 

location (cf Curtis 2010:177-178). In a sequence of preparatory sketches, the watercolour 

sketch Or.Dr. IV, Misc. 6 seems to represent the first basic sketch of the scene with two 

workers at the rear of the image. One is digging in the wall at the far end of the tunnel, perhaps 

extending the tunnel, while the second figure is looking on to assist. The extant relief on the 

right hand side of the tunnel shows trees in a mountainous country (cf Barnett et al 1998:143 

no.782). Cooper then further populated the next sketch in the sequence, namely Or.Dr. IV, 

																																																								
175	See the discussion above on the artist George Scharf Junior in footnote 164. 
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Misc. 7 with two workmen in the foreground lifting a large inscribed stone fragment and a 

third in the middle of the image carrying an un-inscribed stone fragment. The second sketch in 

the sequence embellished the carved stone relief remains on the right by adding more detail 

and clarity to the image on the bas-relief. Three registers are now visible: ‘… showing wooded 

hills above, led horses in the middle, and soldiers with round shields moving towards the left 

below’ (Barnett et al 1992:143 no.781). Beyond the scene in the foreground are further relief 

remains in three registers, the details of which are unclear. A large double-handled storage jar 

leans against a rock beneath the slabs and a mug is placed on a ledge beside the jar. In the final 

stage watercolour,176 which was one of three watercolours by Cooper that was recently 

purchased by the British Museum,177 the image of Layard is altered slightly by changing the 

colour of Layard’s outfit from grey tartan pattern trousers, purple waistcoat and extra length 

navy jacket to a colour-palette of browns and ochres for his coat, waistcoat and trousers. His 

signature peak cap remains unchanged with its striking gold band and he still has his red 

notebook tucked under his arm. Moreover, the two workmen lifting an inscribed stone 

fragment in the foreground of the image have been replaced with a single worker holding a 

basket, who hands a small fragment to Layard. 

 

Figure 8.  Excavations at Kuyunjik, supervised by A.H. Layard. Watercolour by F.C. Cooper (Curtis 

2010:Curtis No. 2. Plate 13) 

																																																								
176	The work is entitled Excavations at Kuyunjik, supervised by A. H. Layard (Curtis 2010:177-178; Curtis 2010: 
Colour Plate 13). 
177	The British Museum purchased twenty-seven watercolours and one pen and ink drawing by Cooper that came to 
light on the Online Marketplace via eBay (Curtis 2010:175). Two of the watercolours depict scenes of the excavations 
at Kuyunjik and one of the excavation of the winged human-headed lion figures at Nimrud. See as well the discussion 
above in footnote 46 on the watercolour depicting the excavation of the winged lion figures. 
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The second watercolour by Cooper, of those recently acquired by the British Museum, depicted 

the excavation of the winged human-headed lion sculptures at Nimrud.178 Cooper has, here again, 

used the same artistic convention to depict Layard in the image. Layard’s distinctly western attire 

with a long dark coat and peaked cap draws attention to his status and authority and sets him apart 

as the director of the operation. 

	

	
	

Figure 9.  Winged Lions in the Palace of Ashurbaniapl II at Nimrud. Watercolour by F.C Cooper (Curtis 

2010: Curtis No. 1. Plate 12) 

	

The third new acquisition watercolour by Cooper depicted another scene of the excavations at 

Kuyunjik. In this image a Tiyari workman is shown digging in a tunnel with a long-handled 

tool, possibly an adze (Curtis 2010:178; Curtis 2010: Colour Plate 14).179 An engraving based 

on this painting was reproduced with no acknowledgement by Joseph Bonomi in his Nineveh 

and its Palaces in 1869 (Curtis 2010:178). Bonomi’s engraving appeared again without 

acknowledgement in Usshishkin’s monograph in 1982, The Conquest of Lachish by 

Sennacherib, to illustrate: ‘Layard’s method was to dig tunnels along the walls of sculptured 

slabs in order to avoid the work and expense involved in digging the entire building from 

above’ (Ussishkin 1982:65). 

 

																																																								
178	See the discussion above in footnote 46 and see Curtis (2010:177) for an excellent review of the watercolour. 
179	The watercolour is entitled A Tiyari workman digging in a tunnel at Kuyunjik (Curtis 2010:178). See Curtis 
(2010:178) for a description of the watercolour. 
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Figure 10.   A Tiyari workman digging in a tunnel            Figure 11.  Excavation of Sennacherib’s                                                                                                                                                                                                               

at Kuyunjik (Curtis 2010: Curtis No. 3. Plate 14)                  palace (Ussishkin 1982:65 Fig 56)		

	

6.4.3.2    F C Cooper watercolours of the excavations reformulated as engravings in Nineveh 

and Babylon.  Layard and the publisher did, however, select two of Cooper’s watercolours of 

the excavations at Kuyunjik to illustrate Nineveh and Babylon. These two sketches, namely 

Or.Dr. II, 54b and Or.Dr. II, 49 (lower) were reformulated as engravings for vignette 

illustrations at the opening of chapters IV and VI respectively (Layard 1853a:66, 135).180 At 

the beginning of chapter IV, Layard had commenced with his recollections of the conditions 

under which he had resumed the excavations at Kuyunjik after his arrival in Mosul in late 

September 1849. The title of the engraving is, suitably, Subterranean Excavations at Kouyunjik 

(Layard 1853a:66). Layard had reviewed the state of the tunnels, which he explained had last 

been worked in under the direction of Christian Rassam during his absence from the site 

(Layard 1853a:67). In Cooper’s watercolour sketch Or.Dr. II, 54b, entitled Arabs engaged in 

excavations, from which the engraving was produced, an overseer is depicted directing a 

Nestorian peasant and an Arab worker.181 A cuneiform inscribed tablet lies against the wall on 

the right-hand side of the sketch with two baskets and digging implements in the foreground of 

																																																								
180	Layard and the publisher’s inhouse artist, George Scharf Junior, whom I have drawn attention to above in 
footnote 164, produced engravings reformulated from watercolour sketches by F C Cooper and S C Malan to 
illustrate the beginning of most of the twenty-six chapters throughout Nineveh and Babylon. This assumption is 
plausible since his initials are inscribed at the bottom left of the engraving by Cooper of Or.Dr. I, 33 (Layard 
1853a:137). To limit my enquiry to that which has relevance for this research report, I will discuss only those 
engravings taken from watercolours that depicted the excavations or scenes from Sennacherib’s Southwest palace. 
The engravings that illustrated the commencement of each chapter that depicted general and ethnographic scenery or 
scenes and excavations from Nimrud are therefore beyond the scope of the current study.  
181	The Nestorian peasant is identifiable by his conical shaped hat and striped uniform (Bohrer 2003:189). 
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the image. A recessed area is shown on the right-hand side with relief remains above a ledge. A 

double-handled storage jar stands on the ledge in front of the slabs of the relief. The Arab 

worker is possibly being directed by the overseer to offload the boulder he is carrying over to 

the pile of rocks depicted on the left-hand side of the image. In the background two richly 

dressed figures inspect a frieze on the relief remains to the right of them. The image on the 

relief remains in the watercolour is unclear. However, in the engraving in Nineveh and Babylon 

the relief image is rendered visible. Two registers depict a row of deportees beside a palm tree 

on the lower register; a small river divides the upper and lower register with soldiers advancing 

to the left shown on the upper register (Barnett et al 1998:143, no.783). Thus to support 

Layard’s accompanying narrative text, the excavation scene in the engraving is from Chamber 

ZZ, which had been discovered by H J Ross in Layard’s absence from the mound (Layard 

1853a:67). Layard had originally documented this as Chamber LI (south) according to 

Glascott’s survey plan of Ross’s excavations. Layard (1853a:67-68) recorded:  

The walls of two chambers had been laid bare. In one, the lower part of a long series of sculptures was 
still partly preserved, but the upper had been completely destroyed, the very alabaster itself having 
disappeared. The bas-reliefs recorded the subjection by the Assyrian king of a nation inhabiting the 
banks of a river. The captive women are distinguished by long embroidered robes fringed with tassels, 
and the castles have a peculiar wedge-shaped ornament on the walls. The towns probably stood in the 
midst of marshes, as they appear to be surrounded by canes or reeds, as well as by groves of palm 
trees. The Assyrians having captured the strong places by escalade, carried the inhabitants into 
captivity, and drive away cattle, camels and carts drawn by oxen. Some of the men bear large baskets 
of osier work, and the women vases or cauldrons. The king, standing in his chariot, attended by his 
warriors, and preceded by a eunuch registering the number of prisoners and the amount of spoil, 
receives the conquered chiefs. Not a vestige of inscription remains to record the name of the 
vanquished people; but we may conjecture, from the river and the palm trees, that they inhabited some 
district in southern Mesopotamia (Layard (1853a:67-68). 

In the discussion above on page 50 and again on page 73 I have highlighted the excavations in 

Chamber ZZ as well as the drawings that were produced of the reliefs in this chamber. When 

Layard had arrived at Mosul to resume the excavations at Kuyunjik in October 1849, his 

priority was to reopen and investigate the areas that had been discovered by H J Ross in 1848 

in the southern part of the mound (Layard 1853a:69). The area had been annotated in 1849 in 

Glascott’s Survey Plan as the ‘western and detached galleries’ (Turner 2001:131, Fig 1). 

Chamber ZZ from Ross’s explorations had been re-excavated by Col. Williams and the reliefs 

in the chamber accordingly documented by H A Churchill in 1849 before Layard’s arrival. 

Churchill had documented the slabs from Chamber ZZ in his 4th series, Or.Dr. II, 71 and Or Dr. 

II, 74, which Cooper then redrew upon his arrival with Layard, in Or.Dr. I, 51. Although 

Layard did not publish Cooper’s duplicate drawing of the slabs in Chamber ZZ in Monuments 

of Nineveh II, he sought to highlight the significance of his re-exploration of the area upon his 

return to Kuyunjik. Thus chapter IV opened with an engraving of Cooper’s watercolour that 
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visually captured and authenticated Layard’s orderly resumption of the excavations under the 

supervision of his right-hand man, Hormuzd Rassam.  

Moreover, between pages 66 and 67 in Nineveh and Babylon, Layard had inserted his Plan of 

the Excavated Chambers of Kouyunjik, No. 1, that included Glascott’s survey as an insert in the 

bottom left corner of the foldout Plan. A woodcut illustration followed on page 68 of the 

publication, taken from the left side of Cooper’s measured drawing Or.Dr. I, 51. Cooper’s 

drawing had documented the three unnumbered slabs in Chamber LI (s).182 Thus, it may be 

argued that both the published engraving and the relief woodcut illustration on page 68 

enhanced Layard’s narrative text and asserted Layard’s authority and control over the 

excavations that were conducted in this area during his absence from Kuyunjik, as well as over 

the non-authoritative measured drawings by Churchill that documented the reliefs in Chamber 

ZZ. Layard selected to supplement the objective information from the measured drawing, 

which was revised as a woodcut illustration, with a ‘fuller range of information’ (Leibhammer 

2001:86) in the engraving to show the condition of the reliefs and the ordered worksite. 

Although the engraving was reformulated from Cooper’s watercolour sketch, it distilled the 

more objective information from the watercolour in a “scientific”, graphic medium that purged 

the original watercolour from any ambiguity arising from colour, texture, shadow or light.  

                                  

Figure 12.   Arabs engaged in excavation                        Figure 13.   Subterranean Excavations at Kouyunjik  

(Or.Dr. II, 54b Courtesy of the British Museum)         (Layard 1853a:66) 

Cooper himself filtered and revised his preparatory watercolour sketch Or.Dr. II, 54b to 

produce an oil painting of the same scene of the excavation at Sennacherib’s palace entitled 

																																																								
182	See Russell 1991:72, Fig 40 with annotation in pencil ‘Booty brought before the king’. 
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Scene from the Excavations of Nineveh, Taken from a sketch Made on the Spot, While Engaged 

with A. H. Layard, Esq., 1852 (Private Collection. Courtesy Mathaf Gallery, London, in Bohrer 

2003:188 Fig 41). Exhibited at the Royal Academy, the painting emphasised Rassam’s central 

role in the excavations as it was documented in the preparatory watercolour sketch. In the 

painting, Rassam is more sumptuously attired in the ‘formal garments of a Moslawi grandee’ 

(Bohrer 2003:189). The unique representation of Rassam as the active director of the 

excavation in a context that was not filtered by the overriding construct that presented the 

‘conventional lionization of Layard’ (Bohrer 2003:190), as was widely disseminated through 

Nineveh and Its Remains and other media such as the Illustrated London News, presented a 

paradigm that was not readily accepted. Accordingly, Cooper’s painting received: ‘… no 

mention in any of the leading reviews of the Royal Academy exhibition in 1852 (Bohrer 

2003:190). Bohrer (2003:190) therefore reflects on the ‘critical fate of Cooper’s painting’:  

Cooper’s image accords controlling status not to Layard, but Rassam, a distinctly hybrid cultural 
figure. Though sanctioned by his eyewitness status, Cooper pushes his claim to the authenticity of an 
image as a product of the artist’s actual experience was validated only when it presented what the 
audience was ripe to view and believe (Bohrer 2003:190). 

I will posit that this example of the migration of a pictographic image from one material 

support to another and the reception of the image of Rassam in the painting, reinforces the 

function of the imperial archive and its mythology of knowledge to order knowledge of ancient 

Assyria, through institutional and social processes of inclusion and exclusion, both in and 

beyond the British Museum.183   

 

Figure 14.   Scene from the Excavations of Nineveh, Taken from a sketch Made on the Spot, While Engaged 

with A. H. Layard, Esq., 1852. (Bohrer 2003:188 Fig 41) 

																																																								
183	See as well the discussion above on pages 61 to 62 and in footnote 100 on the exclusion of Hormuzd Rassam in 
the textual archival sources. 
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Returning once more to Layard’s Nineveh and Babylon, I will continue with a review of the 

second watercolour of the Kuyunjik excavations produced by Cooper, namely, Or, Dr, II, 49 

(lower). The watercolour was also reformulated as an engraving to illustrate the beginning of 

chapter VI and was accompanied with the title Bulls with historical Inscriptions of Sennacherib 

(Kouyunjik) (Layard 1853a:135). Two chapters on, Layard reflected again on the first few 

months of his resumed excavations at Kuyunjik. Before his departure in 1847, Layard had 

uncovered Chamber H and the ‘forepart of a human-headed bull of colossal dimensions’ 

(Layard 1853a:135).184 In the renewed excavations in December 1849,185 Layard had ‘ordered 

to uncover the bull which was still partly buried in the rubbish’ (Layard 1853a:136). It was 

found that the sculpture formed part of an exterior facade – ‘the grand entrance to the edifice’ – 

with other sculptures and a second bull adjoining it (Layard 1853a:136). Only the lower parts 

of the bulls remained, preserving an inscription. Cooper executed three measured drawings 

from Chamber H, also known as the Grand Entrance to the throne-room suite, in the period 

before March 1850 (cf Russell 1991:45).186 One of the measured drawings Or.Dr. I, 33 

depicting the bulls, included the following annotation in pencil, Nos 10, 11, 12 Grand Entrance 

– Kouyunjik, with Annals of Sennacherib annotated in ink. Cooper also produced the 

watercolour sketch Or.Dr. II, 49 (lower) as an artistic rendering of the bulls in situ, showing the 

preserved inscription. Cooper’s watercolour of the bulls was in all likelihood executed on the 

spot in December 1849 and documented the process of the excavation. The watercolour is 

entitled Winged bull in process of excavation and is annotated in pencil, 10, 11, 12 Grand 

Entrance Kouyunjik.187  

 

 

																																																								
184	There is a discrepancy in Layard’s account of his departure date from Kuyunjik after the first campaign. In 
chapter IV he records that: ‘The reader may remember that, on my return to Europe in 1847 …’ (Layard 1853a:66). 
Whereas, in chapter VI he states: ‘I must remind the reader that, shortly before my departure for Europe in 1848, the 
forepart of a human-headed bull of colossal dimensions had been uncovered on the east side of the Kouyunjik Palace’ 
(Layard 1853a:135). According to the research it is probable that Layard returned to England in 1847 and that the 
discoveries of further reliefs in Chamber H in 1848 were made by H J Ross (see the discussion above on page 49 and 
in footnotes 65 and 66). 
185	See Clayden (2015:52) who has incorrectly attributed the engraving of Cooper’s watercolour to an ‘inaccurate 
version’ of S C Malan’s watercolour of the bulls, which Malan produced on 15 June 1850. Moreover, Clayden has 
taken Layard’s (1853a:135) text: ‘During the month of December ...’ to suggest that the excavation took place in 
December 1850. Whereas, Chamber H was indeed re-excavated by Layard in December 1849 (see the discussion 
above on page 49). Curtis (2010:180) has also overlooked this watercolour by Cooper in his list of other works by 
Cooper that are in the British Museum collection. Barnett et al (1998:48, 49) have, however, listed both Cooper’s 
watercolour, Or.Dr. II, 49 lower and S C Malan’s watercolour, f 28r, no.111 in the Catalogue of Sculptures. Malan’s 
watercolour of the excavated bulls depicted the scene six months after the bulls were documented by Cooper. His 
painting, in washes of browns, orches and creams captured the vulnerable state of the bulls and the transcient nature 
of the excavations. Malan’s watercolour omitted the inscription on the bull in the foreground. It had, however, 
depicted the winged deity on either Slab 9 or 7 of the Grand Entrance (Barnett et al 1998:48, no.8b). 
186	See Annexure A, Vol I and IV. 
187	See Annexure A, Vol II. 
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Figure 15.  Winged bull in process of excavation (Or.Dr. II, 49 (lower) Courtesy of British Museum) 

	

The engraving that introduced chapter VI in Nineveh and Babylon followed by the engraving 

of Cooper’s measured drawing of the bulls in Chamber H (Layard 1853a:137), served a similar 

function as the complementary pair of Cooper’s watercolour-engraving and measured drawing-

woodcut illustration discussed above that supported the commencement of Layard’s chapter 

IV. The reader will recall that H J Ross had at first occupied himself with ongoing excavations 

in Chamber H when Layard left Kuyunjik in 1847. From this area, Ross had excavated Slabs 8-

14 according to Layard’s first plan.188 In Ross’s notes of his excavation he reported on 

discovering ‘three new chambers and an entrance with four lion sphinxes’ (Russell 1991:47). 

Since Ross’s report did not align with Layard’s findings in Chamber H in the second campaign, 

Layard revised his second plan of the excavations in Chamber H and deleted Slabs 8-14 in the 

second plan (Russell 1991:47; cf Layard 1853a:66 Plan insert). Cooper then documented Slabs 

10-12 in a measured drawing, as well as recorded the archaeological context of the bulls in a 

more artistic representation. Here again, Layard’s narrative text and the use of documentary 

and scientific visual images – taken from the watercolour sketches by F C Cooper – asserted 

his narrative-aesthetic discourse over the excavations that were conducted in Chamber H 

during his absence from Kuyunjik, thus avowing his archaeological knowledge of 

Sennacherib’s palace in Nineveh and Babylon, and accordingly affirming his knowledge of the 

king, Sennacherib, whose exploits had been described in the bull inscriptions.189 The 

engravings of Cooper’s watercolour sketches in Nineveh and Babylon may be seen to have: ‘… 

																																																								
188	See Russell (1995:72 Fig 1) for Layard’s first plan of the Sennacherib’s Southwest palace, which he had 
excavated in his first campaign. 
189	Layard’s chapter VI and the bull inscriptions from Chamber H will be taken up again in chapter seven in the 
discussion on the text-and-acrhaeology-based discourse on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines. 
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activated a unique frame of expectation for visual representation in which the documentary 

function of illustration coexisted with a palpable claim to auratic integrity’ (Bohrer 2003:134). 

Drawing a conclusion from Bohrer’s explication, it may therefore be said that the engravings 

produced from Cooper’s watercolours: ‘… bore a stamp of artfulness and aesthetic satisfaction 

that went along with their documentary function’ (Bohrer 2003:134). 

 

Figure 16.  Bulls with historical Inscriptions of Sennacherib (Kouyunjik) (Layard 1853a:135) 

	

6.4.3.3    The S C Malan watercolours of the excavations at Kuyunjik.  Of the twenty-one 

watercolour sketches that Malan had made that related to the Kuyunjik excavations, Layard 

only published seven in Nineveh and Babylon. Two of these were reformulated as engravings 

and five were reproduced in colour lithographs. Before I continue with the discussion of 

Malan’s works that were published in Nineveh and Babylon, I will give a brief overview of 

Malan’s body of work that depicted either scenes from the Kuyunjik excavations or images on 

the extant reliefs. In the Catalogue of Sculptures (Barnett et al 1998:47-143), Erika Bleibtreu 

has allocated the Malan watercolours where appropriate to their corresponding location in 

Sennacherib’s Southwest palace. In 1938, C J Gadd (1938:121-122) published an article 

entitled A Visiting Artist at Nineveh in 1850, in which he discussed five of Malan’s Nineveh 

watercolours. More recently in 2015, Tim Clayden (2015:51-56), while reporting on two new 

watercolours of the Nimrud excavations, has also listed twenty of Malan’s watercolours 

relating to the Kuyunjik excavations and described and published previously unpublished 

works by Malan from the Nineveh excavations.190 My review of Malan’s oevre from Kuyunjik 

																																																								
190	See the discussion above on page 80 and footnote 147 for correct number of watercolours by Malan of the 
Kuyunjik excavations. 
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will therefore not rehearse what has already been published. Rather, I shall provide an 

overview from a perspective of the archaeological context in which Malan recorded his 

impressions of the discoveries and the excavations at Kuyunjik. Throughout the discussion, it 

will be useful for the reader to refer to Layard’s ground plan of Sennacherib’s palace in 

Annexure C. The review will provide the archaeological context for the discussion that will 

follow on the process of ‘filtering, revising and reconstructing Assyria’ (Bohrer 2003:3) that 

occurred through the reconstruction of Malan’s watercolours that were published in Nineveh 

and Babylon. 

On 9 June 1850, Malan and his party drifted into Mosul on board a raft, known as a kellek in 

Arabic (cf Layard 1853a:464). Malan deftly sketched their approach in four pencil sketches 

(Add.MS. 45360 f.45r, no. 148-151).191 

	

 

Figure 17.  On the Tigris, Mosul (Add.MS. 45360 f.45r, no. 148-151) 

	

On 10 June, Malan visited Kuyunjik for the first time and documented some of the discoveries 

where Layard was working. The reader will recall from the discussion above on page 50 that 

Layard’s second season of excavations at Kuyunjik took place between 11 May and 11 July. 

During this period he excavated in Chambers U-Y, T and O. Therefore accordingly occupying 

himself with Layard’s more recent excavations, on 10 June Malan sketched the lower 

remaining slabs of the fish-gods guarding either side of entrance i into Chamber V as 
																																																								
191	These four pencil sketches are shown here for the first time. 
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approaching from Chamber Y (Add.MS. 45360 f.31r, no. 114);192 Slab 11 from entrance h in 

Chamber U depicting The king on campaign in Babylonia (Add.MS. 45360 f.49r, no. 166; 

Russell 1991:145, Fig 75);193 and from Chamber O Malan sketched the lion-headed figure 

holding a dagger in his raised hand on a slab fragment as it was lying loose in the rubble. 

Malan added the missing portion of the slab depicting the figure with a skirt from the waist and 

with a mace seen on its side (Add.MS. 45360 f.54r, no. 184 lower);194 he also sketched what 

appears to be a preparatory pencil sketch of an excavation tunnel with no other details included 

(Add.MS. 45360 f.54r, no. 184 upper). Clayden (2015:51, no. 22) suggests that the pencil 

sketch represented a working drawing of the excavation tunnel in Chamber O. Malan then left 

Kuyunjik to work at Nimrud for three days, from 11 to 13 June. 

	

 

Figure 18.  Fish-god Kooyoonjik (Add.MS. 45360 f.31r, no. 114) 

																																																								
192	The fish-god slab was documented in Or.Dr. IV, 76 by Cooper (Annexure A, Vol IV; Barnett et al 1998:106, no. 
447a). 
193	Slab 11 was documented by Cooper in Or.Dr. I, 72 (Annexure A, Vol I; Barnett et al 1998:82, no. 282a-283a) 
194	See Russell (1991:81, Fig 95) for lion demon at door o in Chamber DD; and see Russell (1991:311 footnote 18) 
for lion-headed figure discovered at doors a and i in Chamber I. The lion-headed slab from Chamber O is currently 
housed in the British Museum (Barnett et al 1998:120, no. 531c). This slab was documented by Cooper in Or.Dr. IV, 
64 (Annexure A, Vol IV; Barnett et al 1998:120, no. 531a) 
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Figure 19.  At Kooyoonjik (Add.MS. 45360 45360 f.49r, no. 166)

 

	 											
Figure 20.  At Kooyoonjik (Add.MS. 45360 f.54r, no. 184 lower and upper) 

	

Resuming his work at Kuyunjik on 15 June, Malan concentrated on depicting the context from 

which the discoveries were made – in particular those reliefs, which he had sketched on the 

10th  before leaving for Nimrud – to capture something of the mood and temporality of the 

archaeological excavations. On 15 June Malan painted a watercolour sketch of the excavation 
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context of entrance h in Chamber U, from which he had drawn the top register of Slab 11. In 

this watercolour of entrance h, he depicted the left end of Slab 12 on the right in the foreground 

of the image, and Slab 14 at the rear of the image, behind the colossal bulls guarding the 

entrance (Add.MS. 45360 f.25r, no. 108). The left end of Slab 12 depicted the moat, which is 

visible in the upper left hand corner of Malan’s watercolour (Barnett et al 1998:82, no. 282-

283, 283c).195 The moat joined the river, which separated the upper and lower register of the 

frieze depicting the king’s campaign in Babylonia (Russell 1991:144-145, Fig 75). Slab 14 at 

the rear of the image showed the four-winged deity holding a cone and bucket (Barnett et al 

1998:82, no. 297, 279a, 279b).196 An unattended umbrella was added leaning against the tunnel 

in the foreground of the image on the left hand side.  

 

Figure 21.  Excavations at Kooyoonjik (Add.MS. 45360 f.25r, no. 108) 

	

Malan also painted the winged bulls in situ in Chamber H and showed the winged deity on Slab 9 

or 7 (Add.MS. 45360 f.28r, no. 111; Barnett et al 1998: 48, no.8b). 197 A worker in a hat and 

pantaloon pants was depicted leaning against the front bull. Next, he captured the scene of	the	

																																																								
195	Slab 12 was documented in Or.Dr. I, 72 by Cooper (Barnett et al 1998:82, no. 282a-283a).  
196	Slab 14 was documented in Or.Dr. I, 47 by Cooper (Barnett et al 1998:82, no. 279a). 
197	Written in Malan’s hand on the reverse of folio 30 was Malan’s noted to Layard to use his watercolour sketches at 
his discretion. See as well the discussion above in footnote 185 on Malan’s watercolour of the bulls in situ. The 
winged deity was documented by Cooper in Or.Dr. IV, 1 (Annexure A, Vol I; Barnett et al 1998:48, no. 3a). 
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fish-god slab at entrance i into Chamber V from Chamber Y (Add.MS. 45360 f.30r, no. 113).198 

Another worker in pantaloon pants and a hat entered Chamber V with the fish-god relief to his 

left, and walking further along the tunnel in Chamber V is a second man in similar pantaloon 

pants and a hat. They are both shown carrying digging tools over their right shoulder. In the scene 

an unattended rope was hanging through a circular hole in the ceiling of the tunnel.  

      

Figure 22.  At Kooyoonjik (Add.MS 45360 f.28r, no. 111)        Figure 23.  Fish-god Kooyoonjik  
                                                                                          (Add.MS.  45360 f.30r, no. 113)																										 

	

On 15 June, Malan also painted his Panorama of Nineveh; from the inner wall; looking S.W 

(Add.MS. 45360 f.83r, no. 274; Gadd 1938:122). 

 

Figure 24.  Panorama of Nineveh; from the inner wall; looking S.W. (Add.MS. 45360 f.83r, no. 274) 

	

Still following the course of Layard’s second period of excavations, Malan moved into 

Chamber W on 17 June (Add.MS. 45360 f.29r, no. 112). Here he captured a scene from the 

chamber where the roof had collapsed. In this chamber, Layard had discovered the “library of 

Assurbanipal” which was shipped to the British Museum (Russell 1991:65). Known as ‘the 

chamber of records’, Layard recorded that the room contained clay tablets with cuneiform 

																																																								
198	See above footnote 192 for details of the measured drawing depicting the fish-god entrance slab. 
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inscriptions, which were ‘piled a foot or more on the floor’ (Russell 1991:65).199 Malan’s 

watercolour showed relief fragments at the rear of the chamber with figures and led horses, and 

reliefs on the right showing a Phoenician type galley (Barnett et al 1998:109, no. 463a). At the 

top right of the image local people are depicted peering into the chamber, and at the bottom left 

another Arab figure is seated on a rock projecting into the image. In the central area of the 

watercolour, in front of the slabs to the right, is a pile of fragments. Chamber W consisted of 

two rooms (XL and XLI) that were joined by entrance h (Russell 1991:66). 

 

Figure 25.  The Archive Chamber. Kooyoonjik (Add.MS. 45360 f.29r, no. 112) 

	

Following his work in Chamber W, Malan sketched and painted Chamber O depicting the 

length of the chamber and the lion-headed fragment lying amongst the rubble (Add.MS. 45360 

f.24r, no. 107). In the foreground of the watercolour Malan also depicted a detached slab with 

an inscription on the top, showing Sennacherib supervising the operations of workmen: ‘… 

carrying cables, or dragging carts loaded with coils or ropes, and various implements for 

																																																								
199	No measured drawings of the bas-reliefs were produced from this chamber. Layard noted that the walls were: ‘… 
once paneled with bas-reliefs, the greater part of which had been destroyed’ (Layard 1853a:344). Barnett et al 
(1998:109) allocated, from Layard’s description of the remains of the reliefs in Chamber W in his text, the scene with 
galleys on the Mediterranean depicted in the reliefs to Sennacherib’s third campaign against either Tyre or Sidon. 
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moving the colossi’ (Barnett et al 1998: 119; Layard 1853a:104). An Arab workman is shown 

leaning against the slab. Eight slabs remained in their original position on the end of the north 

wall (Russell 1991:69). These slabs depicted the: ‘… transport by sledge of an immense object 

with a rounded end’ (Russell 1991:69).200 In his narrative text, Layard had reiterated the 

importance of the discoveries in Chamber O.  

 

Figure 26.  Excavations at Kooyoonjik (Add.MS. 45360 f.24r, no. 107) 

	

I would like to suggest that thereafter on 17 June, Malan moved into Sloping Passage T from 

Chamber O where he executed his watercolour of the excavations mid-way in the chamber.201 

In this watercolour he has depicted a led horse on part of Slab 29 on the left, and beyond on the 

left three more led horses on Slabs 31-32 (Barnett et al 1998:125, no. 576b).202 On the right in 

the foreground of the image opposite Slab 29, Malan has shown Slab 11 depicting a procession 
																																																								
200	Slabs 2-4 were documented in Or.Dr. IV, 62 by Cooper, and Slabs 5-7 were drawn in Or.Dr. IV, 63 also by 
Cooper (Annexure A, Vol IV; Barnett et al 1998:121, nos. 535a, 536a). See as well the discussion above on page 51 
of Cooper’s drawings in Chamber O. 
201	This watercolour by Malan was originally dated but the date has since been cut away from the paper (Barnett et al 
1998:125, no. 576b). See as well the discussion above on page 50 and footnote 73 of the excavations and discoveries 
in Chamber T (Sloping Passage). 
202	The originals of Slabs 29 and 31-32 are in the British Museum (Barnett et al 1998:125, nos. 576a, 577b-579b). No 
Original Drawings were produced of these slabs. 
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of attendants carrying trays of food (Add.MS. 45360 f.27r, no. 110; Barnett et al 1998:125, no. 

566b).203A workman with his pick lying on the ground beside him sits on the rubble in front of 

Slab 11. Taking a break from his manual labour, he is depicted looking exhausted with his head 

buried in his arms, over his knees. It is probable that Malan would have produced the pencil 

sketch of part of Slab 11 from Sloping Passage T that depicted two attendants carrying a tray of 

food on the same day (Add.MS. 45360 f.45r, no. 145; Barnett et al 1998:124, no. 566c). 

	
   

 

 

 

 

																							

	
	

 Figure 27.  At Kooyoonjik                                                                     Figure 28.  At Kooyoonjik                                                                                                                                        

(Add.MS. 45360 f.27r, no. 110)                                                            (Add.MS. 45360 f.45r, no. 145) 

	

Malan spent a further three days at Kuyunjik. On 18 June he made a pencil sketch of a 

Panorama from Kuyunjik (Add.MS. 45360 f.52v, no. 173) and most probably on the same day 

he sketched a Panorama from Mosul (Add.MS. 45360 f.52r, no.172).204 

																																																								
203	The original of Slab 11 is also in the British Museum (Barnett et al 1998:124, no. 566c). Slab 11 was depicted in 
Or.Dr. IV, 69, which documented Slabs 1, 2, 4-12 from Sloping Passage T (Annexure A, Vol IV; Barnett et al 
1998:123, no. 557a-567a). Slabs 13-17 were depicted in Or.Dr. IV, 70 (Barnett et al 1998:124, no. 568a-572a; Russell 
1991:168, Fig 87). 
204	While the Panorama from Mosul is undated it is depicted on the recto of folio 52 with the Panorama from 
Kooyoonjik, date 18 June depicted on the verso of folio 52. These two watercolours are shown here for the first time. 
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Figure 29.  Panorama from Kooyoonjik (Add.MS. 45360 f.52v, no. 173) 

 

 

Figure 30.  Panorama from Mosul (Add.MS. 45360 f.52r, no. 172) 

	

On the second last day of his visit to Nineveh, on 19 June, Malan painted the View of the walls 

of Nineveh ‘from near the south end of the city wall’ (Add.MS. 45360 f.51r, no. 171; Clayden 

2015:54; Gadd 1938:122). He also sketched Mr Layard at Kooyoonjik, seated on a stool 

drawing Slabs 15-16 from the west facade of Chamber U at entrance h (Add.MS. 45360 f.54r, 

no. 186).205 

																																																								
205	See the discussion above on pages 51 to 52 and 71 and footnotes 76 and 77 on Malan’s sketch of Layard and the 
slabs, which Layard documented in Chamber U. 
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Figure 31.  View of the walls of Nineveh (Add.MS. 45360 f.51r, no. 171) 

	

 

Figure 32.  Mr Layard at Kooyoonjik (Add.MS. 45360 f.54r, no. 186) 
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On his final day on site, on 20 June, Malan took the time to document some of the Arab and 

Nestorian workers from Kuyunjik in two sketches and then one sketch of the workers engaged 

in the manual task of removing a slab (Add.MS. 45360 f.46r, no. 156-158).206  

             

Figure 33.  Workmen – Kooyoonjik                                Figure 34.  Untitled (Add.MS. 45360 f.46r, no. 157)                                                                                                     

(Add.MS. 45360 f.46r, no. 156)                                                                                                                               

 

Figure 35.  Removing a slab, Kooyoonjik (Add.MS. 45360 f.46r, no. 158) 

																																																								
206	See as well Clayden (2015:54-55, nos. 31-33) for his description of these sketches by Malan. 
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Malan also revisited the excavations in Chamber U on his last day and made a further drawing 

of entrance h in Chamber U. However, this time his watercolour was from the opposite angle 

of the same entrance, which he had depicted previously. In the new sketch of the entrance h in 

Chamber U, Malan showed the bulls in the foreground and the winged deity on Slab 13 at the 

rear of the image beyond the bulls (Add.MS 45360 f.26r, no. 109).207 Two Arab figures are 

seated at the base of the bulls facing Slab 13. Concluding his time in Chamber U, Malan also 

made two quick sketches of the scenes depicted on the upper register of Slab 12 and the bottom 

register of Slab 10 (Add.MS. 45360 f.46r, no. 159 left, right). 

 

Figure 36.  At Kooyoonjik (Add.MS 45360 f.26r, no. 109)   

 

Figure 37.  Bas-relief Kooyoonjik (Add.MS. 45360 f.46r, no. 159 left and right) 

 

																																																								
207	Slab 13 was not documented in an Original Drawing (Barnett et al 1998:82, no. 281).  
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6.4.3.4    The S C Malan watercolours of the excavations reformulated in Nineveh and 

Babylon.  Having briefly described the archaeological context of Malan’s watercolours that he 

produced at Kuyunjik, it is instructive to review Malan’s works from Kuyunjik that were 

reproduced in Layard’s Nineveh and Babylon.208 I will firstly discuss the two engravings 

reformulated from Malan’s watercolour sketches that were published as vignette engravings at 

the opening of chapters XIX and XX. To begin chapter XIX, Layard depicted A Nestorian 

Family employed in the Excavations at Kouyunjik (Layard 1853a:411). Taken from Malan’s 

watercolour sketch no. 156, which he produced on his last day at Kuyunjik, the engraving 

depicts a Nestorian family comprising two men, a woman and a child (See Figure 33). The 

engraving credited Malan as the artist. In Layard’s narrative text of chapter XIX, he recounted 

his journey from the district of Wan to Mosul in August 1850,209 in which he travelled through 

the Nestorian districts of Jelu in the Khurdish highlands. Layard (1853a:427) reflected: ‘Near 

Julamerik we met many poor Nestorians flying, with their wives and children, they knew not 

whither, from the oppressions of the Turkish governors.’ The engraving, doubtless, represents 

one such oppressed Nestorian family who made their way to Mosul and found employment at 

Kuyunjik. While Layard had labelled his sketch no. 156 Workmen – Kooyoonjik, he had, it 

would seem, used Malan’s entire sketch no. 156 to reconstruct his narrative account in chapter 

XIX. For it would appear that the torso of the figures and the mule in the rest of the drawing 

reminded Layard of his encounter with the Patriarch of Akhtamar. Layard, therefore, recalled 

the occasion as if he were describing the images in Malan’s sketch:210  

In the midst of them we met, surrounded by a crowd of adherents, the Patriarch of Akhtamar, once the 
head of the Armenian Church, but now only recognised by a small section of Christians living in the 
province of Wan. He rode on a mule, and was dressed in long black robes, with a silken cowl hanging 
over his head. Several youthful priests, some carrying silver-headed wands, followed close behind him 
(Layard 1853a:412). 

 

Figure 38.  A Nestorian Family employed in the Excavations at Kouyunjik (Layard 1853a:411) 

																																																								
208	See as well the list of Malan’s works in Nineveh and Babylon in Annexure B. 
209	See above the discussion on page 53 when Layard and Rassam traveled from Wan to Mosul. 
210 Clayden (2015:54, no. 31) lists Malan’s sketch no. 156 that was used by Layard and mentions the: ‘... rest of the 
drawing consisting of sketches of a donkey (?), heads and torsos of three men and a standing man.’ 
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To illustrate the opening of chapter XX, Layard produced an engraving from Malan’s 

watercolour sketch no. 158 (see Figure 35). The engraving was entitled Arabs and Nestorians 

moving a slab at Kouyunjik and credited Malan as the artist (Layard 1853a:437). In this 

chapter, Layard recounted the excavations and discoveries that were made at Sennacherib’s 

palace in the summer after his return from Wan on 31 August 1850. He also described the 

reliefs from Chamber U depicting the campaigns of Sennacherib [Ashurbanipal] in Babylonia. 

Layard noted the scene on Slabs 12 and 11 on the western wall in which the king, 

Ashurbanipal, laid siege to a city on a river bank while watching the capture of the city from 

the opposite side of the river. (Barnett et al 1998:82, no. 282-283; Layard 1853a:439). Layard 

had, however, presumed the king to be Sennacherib for he wrote: ‘On the other side of the 

river, Sennacherib in his gorgeous war chariot, and surrounded by his guards, received the 

captives and the spoil’ (Layard 1853a:439). Layard noted in a footnote on page 439 that the 

slab depicting the king in his chariot was in the British Museum. Thus the slab in the British 

Museum was, indeed, Slab no. 11, confirming that the sketch of the workers removing a slab 

was one of the slabs from Chamber U and was documented by Malan on his last day at 

Kuyunjik in his sketch no. 158. 

 

Figure 39.  Arabs and Nestorians moving a Slab at Kouyunjik (Layard 1853a:437) 

	

Having discussed the engravings in Nineveh and Babylon, I will now turn to the coloured 

lithographs that were reformulated from Malan’s more substantial watercolours of the 

excavations. The four lithographs that Layard published are significant for the hypothesis 
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advanced in this study, for, as images of the watercolours that were used in the public domain, 

they visually: ‘… describe[d] the current appearance or activities of the site’ (Leibhammer 

2001:88). Leibhammer (2001:88) evaluates that such pictorial images of excavations are: ‘… 

often marked by a densely visual or multisensory rhetoric.’ Malan’s watercolours with their 

evocative qualities of light and shadow (cf Bonfitto 2015) were revised and reconstructed to 

convey an even more dramatic reality in the reformulated and reconstructed lithographs.211 As I 

have discussed above on page 85, the watercolours of the excavations captured a different ‘set 

of information usually left out of the “official” [measured] drawing conventions’ (Leibhammer 

2001:103) of the Kuyunjik excavations. In particular, the watercolours captured a personal and 

emotive response from the artist as well a more artistic rendering of the archaeology 

(Leibhammer 2001:103).  

The first lithograph of Malan’s watercolours, entitled Excavations at Kouyunjik and annotated 

in the right bottom corner Sketched on the spot by S.C. Malan, is depicted on page 105 of 

chapter V of Nineveh and Babylon. In this chapter, Layard recounted the excavations and 

discoveries in Chamber O in October 1849 during his first season of excavations after returning 

to Kuyunjik for his second campaign.212 In the lithograph, Layard and the publisher had filtered 

Malan’s watercolour no. 107 (see Figure 26) of the excavation scene in Chamber O, while still 

drawing attention, as per Malan’s watercolour, to the lion-headed slab lying in the rubble. The 

excavation scene in the lithograph has been purged of its temporal quality, as it was captured in 

Malan’s watercolour. The entire scene in the lithograph is cast in a dramatic shadow, with a 

single light source, emanating from the circular hole in the ceiling of the tunnel, lighting only 

the tall bare slab on the left propped up by a beam extending across the width of the tunnel. In 

Malan’s watercolour, ‘although the details are left as sketches, they capture an entire scene’ 

(Bonfitto 2015:169). Malan liked to work quickly to capture ‘an exact moment’ (Bonfitto 

2015:173); whereas in the lithograph areas of sketchiness and speculation were removed and 

replaced with greater definition and detail depicted on the loose fragments, and the view in the 

tunnel given a more tidy appearance. Layard (1853a:104) noted in a footnote: ‘This sculpture 

[of the lion-headed fragment] is now in the British Museum. The opposite lithograph, from a 

sketch by the able pencil of the Rev. S.C. Malan, will show in what state these fragments were 

discovered.’ Thus a disjuncture between Layard’s text and the image in the lithograph 

occurred. Layard’s footnote drew attention to the “state” in which the fragments were 

																																																								
211	The drawing of the images onto plates for the lithographs was likely to have been produced by George Scharf, 
Murray’s in-house artist. Whereas, the actual mechanical process of producing the lithographs was done by N. 
Chevalier as indicated by the annotation of his name in the bottom right corner directly under the lithograph (cf 
Layard 1853a:341). 
212	See above on page 51 the discussion on the excavations in Chamber O. 
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discovered, whereas the lithograph attempted to order the state of affairs in view. The 

lithograph therefore filtered in a visual palpable reality, the reader’s experience and knowledge 

of Sennacherib’s palace according to Layard’s sublime aesthetic stance on the Assyrian 

artefacts. The lithograph, moreover, asserted the appearance of Layard’s control over the 

antiquities of Sennacherib’s palace that were then amassed in the British Museum. 

 

Figure 40.  Excavations at Kouyunjik (Layard 1853a:105) 

	

The remaining three lithographs were published to support and enhance Layard’s chapter XVI. 

In this chapter, Layard traced the excavations that took place between 11 May and 11 July, 

when he had returned with Rassam and Cooper from the Khabour and resumed excavations in 

Chambers U-Y, T and O.213 Layard’s account began in the Sloping Passage T, which had been 

discovered when Toma Shishman had come across an outlet in the western end of Chamber O 

which led into a ‘narrow descending passage’ in an earlier excavation in October 1849 (Layard 

1853a:338; cf Layard 1853a:103). Malan’s watercolour no. 110 (see Figure 27), which was 

reformulated in a colour lithograph on page 341, is again reproduced with a heightened sense 

of drama through the minimal use of light and the contrast of deep shadow over the scene in 

the lithograph. The lithograph, entitled Entrance Passage Kouyunjik and annotated Sketched on 
																																																								
213	See as well the discussion above on page 51 and footnote 73 for the excavations in Chambers U-Y, T and O. 
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the spot by S.C. Malan, depicted a tidy and ordered view of the tunnel in Sloping Passage T. 

Moreover, the relief slabs against the walls of the tunnels are rendered in a pristine condition, 

embalmed as it were – with all their intricate detail intact – in a tomb, awaiting their 

embarkation to the British Museum. Whereas in Malan’s watercolour the scene captured a 

moment in time, drawing attention to the excavation’s transient state and the vulnerability of 

the slabs. The fleeting moment of the scene is enhanced in the watercolour, by the briefest of 

detail depicted on the slabs and by the figure of an exhausted workman resting with his head in 

his arms collapsed over his knees. Layard (1853a:104) noted again in a footnote that: 

‘Specimens of the led horses, and of the figures bearing locusts, are now in the British 

Museum. The slabs in this passage [Sloping Passage T] had been so much injured by fire, that 

only a few of them could be removed. See Plates 7, 8, and 9. Of the 2nd series of the 

Monuments of Nineveh for the entire series.’ Thus, the disjuncture between Layard’s text that 

disclosed the difficult and vulnerable state of the excavations, but then at the same time, 

reassured the readers that the important slabs depicted in the lithograph, were ‘now in the 

British Museum’, is overcome by the revised image in the lithograph. In the lithograph, to 

construct a secure image of the excavations, the watercolour is purged of its light and 

temporality and shadow is used as a tool to conceal the vulnerable state of the tunnel and to 

reconstruct an ordered and secure view of the discoveries, which were then routinely excavated 

and transported to the British Museum.  

 

Figure 41.  Entrance Passage Kouyunjik, (Layard 1853a:341) 
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From Sloping Passage T, Layard went on to recount the discoveries in Chamber Z, en route to 

Chamber V with the fish-god reliefs which guarded the entrance doors into Chambers W and 

Y. The following lithograph, entitled Archive Chamber Kouyunjik, and annotated Sketched on 

the spot by S.C. Malan, inserted between pages 344 and 345 of Nineveh and Babylon, depicted 

a reconstructed scene in Chamber W. 214 Malan’s light ‘sandy-coloured palette’ (Bonfitto 

2015:169), in his watercolour no. 112 (see Figure 25) is transformed once again in the 

lithograph with the use of shadow, into rich tones of bronze and grey. Malan’s quick sketch of 

the view captured as much a moment in time as a ‘careful study of light and shadow’ (Bonfitto 

2015:169), whereas the lithograph rendered a view “frozen” in time and constructed, as it were, 

a memorial to Layard. The Arab figure seated on a protruding boulder in the south-eastern 

corner of the chamber in Malan’s watercolour, is replaced in the lithograph with the figure of 

Layard seated on a neat ledge of stone in the same corner. The figure of Layard is taken from 

Malan’s sketch no. 186 (see Figure 32) in which Layard was depicted facing left and seated on 

a stool drawing Slabs 15-16 from Chamber U.215 In the lithograph the figure of Layard has 

been reversed to face right, and he is depicted drawing the slabs to the right of the chamber (cf 

Barnett et al 1998:109, no. 463b). The group of three Arab figures at the top right of the 

watercolour are separated with two now standing and looking into the chamber and only the 

head of the third figure peering over the edge of the chamber in the top middle of the image. 

The height of the collapsed roof of the chamber has also been lowered in the lithograph, 

thereby narrowing the distance between the Arab onlookers and Layard working in the 

chamber. As in the previously discussed images, the lithograph has characteristically tidied up 

the scene in the chamber and articulated the images on the reliefs with greater clarity.  

The reconstructed image in this lithograph is significant for the hypothesis advanced here. For 

Layard had recounted that the archives of ‘historical records and public documents’ of the 

Assyrian empire were deposited in Chamber W (Layard 1853a:344). These records, inscribed 

on tablets and cylinders of baked clay, contained many of the prized collection of Assyrian 

cuneiform inscriptions that were copied by Layard and then published by the Trustees of the 

British Museum in 1851. As I have discussed above on page 86, although the Trustees of the 

British Museum ignored the importance of the monumental sculptures and reliefs, Layard’s 

name had become synonymous with the cuneiform inscriptions since his name was to be found 

on the title page of the volume of inscriptions published by the British Museum. In 1853, in 

Nineveh and Babylon, Layard therefore assured the reader that: ‘In the collection of the 

inscriptions published by the Trustees of the British Museum will be found a transcript of my 
																																																								
214	See as well the discussion above on pages 111 to 112 of Malan’s work in Chamber W. 
215	See the discussion above on pages 51 to 52 of the excavations in Chamber U and in footnote 76 the discussion of 
Malan’s watercolour depicting Layard documenting the Slabs in Chamber U. 
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cylinder; of part of a second, also brought by me to this country’ (Layard 1853a:345, fn*). The 

palpable reality that was visually conveyed in the lithograph served, then, to construct Layard’s 

documentary authority over, not only the monumental sculptures and reliefs, but more 

importantly, over the cuneiform inscriptions as well. 

 

Figure 42.  Archive Chamber Kouyunjik. Sketched on the spot by S C Malan (Layard 1853a: 344) 

	

Moreover, Layard (Layard 1853a346-347) wrote that of the large number of cuneiform 

inscribed tablets that were discovered in the archive chamber and transcribed by him: “Many 

cases were filled with these tablets before I left Assyria … ,’ and: ‘A large collection of them is 

already deposited in the British Museum.’ Therefore, the final lithograph in Nineveh and 

Babylon, between pages 346 and 347 to be discussed here, depicted a view of three workmen 

engaged in the task of hoisting a basket filled with small fragments, on a pulley system through 

the hole in the roof of the tunnel in Chamber V. The lithograph had been constructed from 

Malan’s watercolour no. 113 (see Figure 23). Rather than preserving Malan’s record, intended 

as a sketch and then filled in with his characteristic ‘sandy-coloured palette’ (Bonfitto 

2015:169), the lithograph reconstructed an image to support Layard’s recollections in his 
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accompanying text. The two workmen in pantaloon pants in the watercolour, are replaced with 

a group of three Arabs who are engaged in the task of accumulating and removing from the 

chamber, what may very possibly be the valuable cuneiform fragments. Whereas, in Malan’s 

watercolour the rope, revised into a pulley system in the lithograph, hung unattended. The 

volume of inscriptions published by the British Museum had emphasised the superiority of the 

cuneiform inscriptions for its scholarly audience. Thus, Layard’s narrative-aesthetic discourse 

on ancient Assyria that continued in Nineveh and Babylon extended, through the filtering, 

revision and reconstruction of Malan’s visual records as lithographs, the scholarly antiquarian 

textual and inscriptional discourse on ancient Assyria. 

 

Figure 43. Fish God Kouyunyik, Sketched on the spot by S C Malan (Layard 1853a:346) 

	

6.5        CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I have argued that Layard’s visual-textual discourse on ancient Assyria emerged 

in The Monuments of Nineveh in 1849 through the circulation, beyond the British Museum, of 

the measured drawing pictorial records of the Assyrian reliefs that acted as visual statements to 

construct the discourse. Moreover, the discourse subsumed within its bounded area of 

knowledge the antiquarian textual and inscriptional discourse on Mesopotamia and ancient 

Assyria, since the images of the measured drawings in the folio of Engravings depicted the 
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cuneiform inscriptions that were on some of the Assyrian reliefs. Layard’s visual-textual 

discourse on ancient Assyria migrated to the second folio of Engravings, Monuments of 

Nineveh II, in 1853. In the sequel publication of Engravings, the discourse expanded to new 

areas of archaeological knowledge that included knowledge of Sennacherib’s Southwest 

palace, and more specifically as concerns the hypothesis of this study, to knowledge of the 

Lachish reliefs.  

I have furthermore contended in this chapter, that Layard’s narrative-aesthetic discourse on 

ancient Assyria that emerged for the first time in 1849 in The Remains of Nineveh, circulated in 

1853 to Layard’s memoir of the second Assyrian expedition Nineveh and Babylon. The 

migration of the discourse from one period to another, and from one material support to 

another is patently discerned through the recontextualisation, revision and reformulation of the 

watercolour pictorial records of the Kuyunjik excavations that were used to support and 

enhance Layard’s narrative text. In particular, I have shown that Layard’s disassembling and 

reassembling of Malan’s watercolours created a new fixed assemblage of visual data that 

played a primary role to construct his narrative-aesthetic vision of ancient Assyria. The 

emergence, then, of the immaterial and transitive historical image of ancient Assyria that came 

to light in the new material support of the engravings and lithographs in Layard’s publications 

anchored the imperial concern for cultural appropriation and imperial hegemony through 

ownership of the Assyrian antiquities.  

Layard’s visual-textual discourse on ancient Assyria, established through the legitimate and 

scientific measured drawing pictorial records and his narrative-aesthetic discourse on ancient 

Assyria, established through the unscientific and unnecessary watercolour pictorial records 

inaugurated the ‘virtual origin of the discourse’ (Bohrer 1992:85) on Sennacherib’s Southwest 

palace and the Lachish reliefs. In the following chapter I will consider the discourses on the 

Lachish reliefs in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel. I will 

argue that since the nineteenth century these discourses in the disciplines have been 

constructed within the boundaries of knowledge of Layard’s narrative-aesthetic and visual-

textual discourses on ancient Assyria established primarily through the circulation of visual 

images. I will furthermore reflect on this hypothesis through the analysis of what may be 

termed a metapicture of ancient Assyria. The elucidation of a metapicture will bring into relief 

the contention of this study that the discourses on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines have 

been controlled by the rules of ordering information and knowledge formation that have 

determined the nature of the discourse on ancient Assyria since the nineteenth century. Thus 

the historical a priori function of the Assyrian-Layard archive on the discourses on the Lachish 

reliefs in the disciplines may then be evaluated.    
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CHAPTER 7 

BOUNDARIES OF KNOWLEDGE: THE DISCOURSES ON THE LACHISH RELIEFS 
AND THE STRUCTURING ROLE OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMAGES 

	

7.1        INTRODUCTION 

In the preceding chapters, I have argued that the mythology of knowledge of the British 

imperial archive in the nineteenth century developed a construct of cognition – a mythology of 

knowledge ‒ that would harness and control all knowledge within the domain of the Empire. In 

reality, Richards concludes, the imperial archive did not succeed in attaining comprehensive 

knowledge. In the later nineteenth century and early twentieth century the Victorian alliance 

between state and archive started to break apart through forces such as decolonisation and war 

(Richards 1993:33). The receding horizon of comprehensive knowledge was replaced by a 

utopian archive that preserved: ‘... a nostalgia for a goal that once appeared on the horizon of 

possibility and then was lost from sight, a lost horizon of comprehensive knowledge’ (Richards 

1993:39). The goal of the utopian archive was, then, to maintain the illusion of encyclopaedic 

knowledge (Richards 1993:39). Applying Richards’ insights to the current research, the 

construct of a ‘utopian epistemology’ and a ‘disposition to comprehensive knowledge’ 

(Richards 1993:44) may be seen to have been nascent in the reformulation and 

recontextualisation of the visual material of the excavations and discoveries of ancient Assyria 

in Layard’s visual-textual discourse and narrative-aesthetic discourse on ancient Assyria. This 

is since the visual availability of ancient Assyria embodied a ‘utopian epistemology, a 

disposition to comprehensive knowledge’ of Mesopotamia and an expression of a ‘will to 

power’ within the domain of the expansive Empire (cf Richards 1993:44).  

In the previous chapter I have shown that the reconstructed historical image functioned as a 

tool in the imperial project of knowledge and power to draw in the public domain, not only to 

Layard’s narrative-aesthetic discourse on ancient Assyria but, moreover, to the expansion of 

the classical antiquarian discourse on ancient Assyria beyond the British Museum. In this 

chapter I will turn our attention to the discourses on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines of 

Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel. The discussion will elucidate how visual 

images – as the new material bearers of the transitive image of ancient Assyria – that have been 

used by archaeologists and scholars to construct and support their interpretations and 

discourses on the reliefs, functioned as structuring analogies whereby knowledge was 

constructed on the Lachish reliefs according to rules and practices of knowledge formation of 

the utopian imperial archive and its mythology of comprehensive knowledge. 
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In chapter six we have considered that pictographic images are neither absolute nor ‘special 

forms through which “realities” in the world are reproduced’ (Leibhammer 2001:63).216 

Leibhammer (2001:52) argues that: ‘Pictographic images are also not independent, operating 

without continuous reference to other forms of visualisation be they mental or textual.’ This 

statement echoes Mitchell’s elucidation on the physical nature of images, as to their migration 

from one material support to another and from one time and place to another. Furthermore, in 

the previous chapter we have also considered the polysemic nature of the pictorial records in 

the imperial archival repositories in the British Museum, thus recognising the pictographic 

records as having the potential for multiple meanings and interpretations as they circulated 

beyond the British Museum, particularly in Layard’s narrative-aesthetic and visual textual 

discourses on ancient Assyria.  

Turning to the argument that will be the focus in this chapter, Leibhammer contends that: 

‘Archaeology is dependent on both pictographic image and text for its meaning’ (Leibhammer 

2001:52). Furthermore she argues that little critical reflection is given to images in 

archaeology, as to how they work to ‘inform and shape’ the inferences of presumed “truth” and 

“reality” in the writing of history (Leibhammer 2001:8). Reflecting then on the image-text 

continuum and the relationship between the image and discourse as argued by Bryson 

(1983:85, emphasis in original), Leibhammer (2001:52) considers that: ‘“If the image is 

inherently polysemic, this is … by default, as the consequence of the image’s dependence on 

interaction with discourse for its production of meaning, for its recognition.”’ 

7.2        THE DISCOURSES ON THE LACHISH RELIEFS IN THE DISCIPLINES 

In Uehlinger’s seminal contribution to the study of Sennacherib and the Lachish reliefs, which 

I have highlighted earlier in the literature review in chapter one, he contends that biblical 

scholars and historians of the ancient Near East have consistently regarded the Lachish reliefs: 

‘… as convenient illustrations but not as truly independent, and complementary, historical 

sources’ (Uehlinger 2003:244). In addressing the most common and deficient text-and-

archaeology-based approaches to commentaries on the Lachish reliefs, Uehlinger examines the 

evolution of scholarship on the reliefs since their recovery in the mid-nineteenth century. He 

reviews the often overlooked aspect of the ‘processes of recording, storage and restitution of 

data’ that accompanied the ‘discovery and documentation’ of the reliefs in the mid-nineteenth 

century (Uehlinger 2003:225, 232).  

																																																								
216	See the discussion above on page 84. 
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One of Uehlinger’s primary contentions is that the publication of Layard’s measured drawings 

of the reliefs in Monuments of Nineveh II, which became the ‘standard reference once they 

were published’, could not be checked against the original slabs since the publication preceded 

the arrival of the reliefs in the British Museum (Uehlinger 2003:230-231).217 Moreover, he 

notes in a comparison between the measured drawings produced by Layard and Hodder of the 

siege scene depicted on Slabs 6-8 of the reliefs and the extant slabs of the siege scene in the 

British Museum, the discrepancies between details recorded in the drawings related to the 

original slabs (Uehlinger 2003:227-230).218 Consequently, Uehlinger emphasises that the 

primary visual sources, which included according to Uehlinger, the drawings of the reliefs 

produced by Layard and Hodder and the engravings of Layard’s drawings: ‘… have as a rule to 

be checked against the originals wherever preserved’ (Uehlinger 2003:230). Following his 

concern to ensure the integrity of scholarship of a pictorial historical document such as the 

preserved Lachish reliefs, Uehlinger (2003:232) posits that: ‘… a pictorial analysis should 

consider the material quality of its primary document before attempting an interpretation, be it 

iconographical and/or historical.’ His concern with the ‘material quality’ (Uehlinger 2003:232) 

of the primary visual sources of the excavations of the reliefs and the restitution of data on the 

reliefs has been the primary focus of the research. More particularly, the research has 

contended that the material basis of the repositories of visual sources and their institutional 

provenance have played a primary role to enforce boundaries of knowledge in the construction 

of knowledge on the Lachish reliefs.  

Therefore, in the discussion that follows, I shall briefly outline the main tenets of Uehlinger’s 

unravelling of the historical passage of scholarly commentaries on the Lachish reliefs. The 

discussion will be structured according to the three primary types of discourses on the Lachish 

reliefs in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel that may be seen 

to have emerged since the nineteenth century. I shall, however, endeavour to present an 

alternative perspective on the discourses on the reliefs, derived from that which the research 

brings into relief in the discussion on the discourses. Moreover, I propose to contribute to 

Uehlinger’s analysis an understanding of the role that visual sources that have been used by 

scholars to construct and support their interpretations have played in the elucidation of 

																																																								
217	See as well the discussion above on page 56 on the date of the arrival of the reliefs in the British Museum. 
218	It is important to note that while Layard produced one measured drawing, Or.Dr. I, 59 depicting the siege scene 
on Slabs 6-8 of the bas-reliefs, Hodder depicted the siege scene in three separate drawings, Or.Dr. II, 12-14, which he 
did not attempt to collapse into one drawing as Layard had done. Uehlinger has attempted to combine Hodder’s 
drawings Or.Dr. II, 13 and Or.Dr. II, 14 to highlight: ‘The straight edges, continuous drawings of cracks, siege planes 
and other devices wrongly suggest that Slabs 6 and 7 joined neatly on-site when copied by Hodder. However, when 
mounted together the two drawings obviously do not fit. As a matter of fact, the artist has overlooked numerous 
details in the most destroyed marginal areas’ (Uehlinger 2003:227 footnote 20). See the discussion above in footnote 
168 for Uehlinger’s remarks on Layard’s drawing of the siege scene. 
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knowledge on the reliefs in the disciplines. Visual images as structuring analogies for the 

construction of knowledge in the discourses disclose, I will argue, the role of the archive as 

historical a priori in the discourses on the Lachish reliefs hitherto unexplored in the disciplines.  

7.2.1     Text-and-archaeology-based discourse.  Layard’s: ‘… verbal description … based 

on Hinck’s analysis and interpretation, of the Bull and two prism inscriptions, the so-called 

Bellino and Taylor cylinders’ (Uehlinger 2003:232-233, emphasis in original) may be termed 

the first text-and-archaeology-based discourse on the Lachish reliefs.219 Uehlinger goes on to 

describe Layard’s ‘ingeniously’ constructed narrative account, which intermingled four 

categories of information that scholars have subsequently ‘often-quoted’ (Uehlinger 

2003:234).220 However, Uehlinger (2003:236) reflects that a ‘remarkable’ disjuncture seems to 

occur in Layard’s narrative commentary. Remarkable because although Layard had 

emphasised that: ‘… the cities represented on the reliefs should be identified on the basis of the 

inscriptions’, his description was initially restricted to an iconographical analysis with: ‘... 

minimal recourse to textual information derived from Assyrian inscriptions or the Bible’ 

(Uehlinger 2003:236). Uehlinger concludes that: 

However, we should probably not understand Layard’s restriction to iconographical description as 
reflecting an intentional methodology. Rather, we must remember that he had worked on Assyrian 
reliefs years before the first cuneiform inscriptions were read and that he was therefore used to close 
iconographical observation unhindered by texts. The descriptions of the reliefs draw heavily on his 
fieldnotes which he had written down months before the city was actually identified by Revd Hincks. 
Still, his account is rhetorically built up to finally lead readers towards the inscription which held the 
power to disclose at once the identity of the mysterious city (Uehlinger 2003:236, emphasis added). 

Following his three-page iconographical description, Layard had then given Hinck’s translation 

of the inscription above Sennacherib’s head which, Uehlinger thought, represented the ‘climax 

and turning-point in Layard’s account’ (Uehlinger 2003:236).221 Thereafter, Uehlinger (2003: 

236, 237) reports that Layard’s interpretation ceased to deliver critical potential: ‘… since from 

now on the Bible leads the pen’, and ‘the sculptures become mute under the steamroller-like 

																																																								
219	Uehlinger (2003:232) does not actually state that Layard’s ‘published commentary’ on the Lachish reliefs 
instituted the first text-and-archaeology-based discourse on the reliefs. I have, however, drawn this conclusion based 
on Uehlinger’s identification of the predominance of the use of the Assyrian inscriptions and /or the Bible to identify 
and interpret the reliefs since Layard’s account which accordingly emphasised the epigraph for the ‘decisive 
“explanation” of the picture’ (Uehlinger 2003:233). I have therefore considered that it would be reasonable to deduce 
that Layard’s ‘verbal description’ (Uehlinger 2003:232, emphasis in original) inaugurated what may be termed, 
according to Uehlinger’s discussion, the first text-and-archaeology-based discourse on the reliefs. 
220	The first category of information included the identification of particular motifs such as architectural features, 
topography, vegetation and ethnographic markers; the second category involved Layard’s dramatic appeal to the 
emotions; thirdly, Layard presented his verbal narrative according to the structure of the visual narrative on the 
reliefs, and the fourth category of information included the comparison of certain features on the reliefs with similar 
features on the reliefs from other chambers in the Southwest palace and ‘once even from Khorsabad’ (Uehlinger 
2003:234-235). 
221	The inscription was translated as follows: ‘“ Sennacherib, the mighty king, king of the country of Assyria, sitting 
on the throne of judgment, before (or at the entrance of) the city of Lachish (Lakhisha). I give permission for its 
slaughter.”’ (Layard 1853a:152; Uehlinger 2003:236). 
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emphasis with which the Bible is used to interpret the pictures.’ In the end, Uehlinger 

(2003:237) laments that what could have been: ‘… an incredibly rich source of information on 

how Assyrian artists perceived Judahite Lachish, its environment and its population submitted 

and exiled dries up and vanishes in the face of biblical, or to be more precise, Biblicist 

nineteenth-century anti-Jewish rhetoric.’ Thus Uehlinger (2003:237, 238) reflects that a 

‘methodological lesson’ can be learnt from Layard’s approach, for: ‘… it appears plainly from 

Layard’s account that textual information should in principle only be imposed on the “reading” 

of images when all other interpretative strategies, descriptive and iconological, have been 

exhausted.’ 

7.2.1.1     An alternative perspective on Layard’s text-and-archaeology-based discourse on the 

Lachish reliefs.  As Uehlinger (2003:232) has noted, Layard presented his commentary on the 

Lachish reliefs in chapter VI of Nineveh and Babylon. I have discussed in the previous chapter 

on pages 103 to 104, that Layard’s primary concern was to assert his authority over the 

excavations and discoveries in Chamber H. More particularly, his narrative-aesthetic approach 

to archaeological knowledge of the Southwest palace and the king Sennacherib, who was 

responsible for the building of the palace and for the exploits as they had been annotated in the 

bull inscriptions discovered in the chamber bears this out.  

At the start of the chapter Layard (1853a:138-139) had noted that: ‘In my first work I had 

pointed out the evidence, irrespective of the inscriptions, which led me to identify the builder 

of the great palace of Kouyunjik with Sennacherib.’ The king’s name, Sennacherib, was again 

detected by Dr Hincks in 1849 in the inscriptions from Khorsabad and on: ‘… all the inscribed 

bricks from the ruins of this edifice’ (Layard 1853a:139).222 In August 1851 Sennacherib’s 

historic identity was confirmed by Colonel Rawlinson when he had found in Layard’s copies of 

the inscriptions ‘notices of the reign of Sennacherib’ (Layard 1853a:139). It was in these 

discoveries by Rawlinson in the inscriptions: ‘ … that the mention of any actual event recorded 

in the Bible, and in ancient profane history, was detected on the monuments, thus removing all 

further doubt as to the king who had raised them’ (Layard 1853a:139). Layard (1853a:139-146) 

then related to his readers the ‘principal events’ of Sennacherib’s reign detected in the 

																																																								
222	Uehlinger (2003:232) has incorrectly noted that the Rev Dr Hincks in his ‘memoir read at the Royal Irish 
Academy in June 1849’ identified Sennacherib as the builder of the Kuyunjik palace from the inscriptions running 
over the bulls from chamber H. According to Layard (1853a:139), Dr Hincks, in his memoir read in 1849, identified 
Sennacherib’s name in ‘nearly all the inscriptions, and occurring on all the  inscribed bricks from the ruins of this 
edifice.’ These were, indeed, the inscriptions and inscribed bricks from Khorsabad and not Kuyunjik (Layard 
1853a:139).  
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inscriptions on the monuments that correlated with events recorded in the Bible and in ancient 

profane history.223  

Therefore from the inscriptions Layard (1853a:147) concluded: ‘Although no question can 

reasonably exist as to the identification of the king who built the palace of Kouyunjik with the 

Sennacherib of Scripture, it may still be desirable to place before my readers all the 

corroborative evidence connected with the subject.’ The corroborative evidence, which Layard 

intended to present that would confirm both the inscriptions and the Bible, was the evidence 

from the pictorial bas-reliefs:  

Such are the principal historical facts recorded on the bulls placed by Sennacherib in his palace at 
Nineveh. I have given them fully, in order that we may endeavor to identify the sculptured 
representations of these events on the walls of the chambers and halls of that magnificent building, 
described in the course of this work (Layard 1853a:146-147). 

More specifically, Layard intended to present the evidence from a series of bas-reliefs that was 

more especially well-preserved than any other reliefs in the palace and in which: ‘…was the 

actual picture of the taking of Lachish, the city, as we know from the Bible, besieged by 

Sennacherib …’ (Layard 1853a:152). He exclaimed that this was indeed: ‘… evidence of the 

most remarkable character to confirm the interpretation of the inscriptions, and to identify the 

king who caused them to be engraved with the Sennacherib of Scripture’ (Layard 1853a:152). I 

will posit, based on the findings of the research, that Layard’s lengthy iconographical and, to a 

lesser degree, biblical approach, reflected an intentional methodology to assert the primacy of a 

visual availability of ancient historiography based on his narrative-aesthetic and visual-textual 

evaluation that presented a visual availability of ancient Assyria. In the accompanying folio of 

Engravings, Layard therefore published his drawings of the Lachish reliefs that included the 

image of the two epigraphs on the reliefs. The published engravings of the drawings on the 

																																																								
223	Layard used the translation made by Dr Hincks of these events but indicated aspects of Colonel Rawlinson’s 
translations where they differed from those by Dr Hincks. He recounted the events of Sennacherib’s campaign in his 
first year of reign against Merodach Baladan in the ‘southernmost part of Mesopotamia’ and the appointment of 
Belib, one of Sennacherib’s officers as ‘sovereign of the conquered provinces’ (Layard 1853a:140-141). The biblical 
correlation of these events according to Layard was from Isaiah 39:1 and 2 Kings 20:12; and the ancient profane 
historical correlation from Ptolemy’s Canon (Layard 1853a:140, 141 footnote *); Sennacherib’s campaign in the 
second year of his reign ‘to the north of Nineveh’ (Layard 1853a:141-142); Sennacherib’s campaigns in the third year 
of his reign where he ‘appears to have overran with his armies the whole of Syria’ (Layard 1853a:142). In this third 
campaign Sennacherib defeated the Phoenician king mentioned by Josephus. He also captured and plundered the 
cities of Philistia ‘which had not been obedient to his authority’ and defeated an Egyptian army ‘near the city of Al … 
ku’ (Layard 1853a:143). Layard (1853a:144, footnote *) noted Rawlinson’s identification of Al … ku: ‘… which he 
reads Al-lakis, with Lachish, the city besieged by Sennacherib when he sent his Rabshakeh to Hezekiah, and of 
which, I shall endeavor to show, we have elsewhere a more certain mention.’ Furthermore, Layard (Layard 1853a: 
143-144) recounted the events of Sennacherib’s subjugation of the principal cities of Judah – which were given to the 
kings of ‘Ascalon, Ekron and Gaza’ – and his encounter with Jerusalem and Hezekiah. For the events of 
Sennacherib’s third campaign Layard gave the biblical correlations of Isaiah 36 and 37; 2 Kings 18:13, 14 and 19:9 
(Layard 1853a:143-144, footnotes ++ and +). The ancient profane historical correlations of the events were, according 
to Layard, given by Josephus and Herodotus (Layard 1853a:143, footnote ++). From the accounts on further annals, 
Layard then recounted the events during Sennacherib’s fourth to sixth years of reign (Layard 1853a:145-146). 
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reliefs served, then, to effectively harness and control the textual knowledge in the epigraphic 

inscriptions in a visual medium.  

In the nineteenth century, therefore, the key to knowledge of ancient Assyria was through a 

visual approach. As I have already highlighted, Bohrer (2003:143) emphasises that Layard’s 

approach instituted a radical departure from ‘historical to visual’ with the image of ancient 

Assyria, moreover, ‘explicitly aesthetic.’ Therefore, rather than viewing Layard’s verbal 

commentary on the Lachish reliefs in Nineveh and Babylon as the first text-and-archaeology-

based discourse on the reliefs, it is instructive to analyse his iconological approach224 as the 

inauguration of a ‘“pictorial turn” from words to images’ (Mitchell 2015:18) – from the written 

inscriptions toward the authority of the image of the excavations and discoveries. Layard’s turn 

to the authority of the visual image conveyed through the reconstructed image of the 

excavations and discoveries established, I will suggest, the concept of a metapicture of ancient 

Assyria.225   

7.2.1.2     A metapicture of ancient Assyria.  According to Mitchell’s science of images, he 

states that: ‘… a metapicture may function as a foundational metaphor or analogy for an entire 

discourse … They are not merely ornaments to discourse but structuring analogies that inform 

entire epistemes (Mitchell 2015:19). Moreover, Mitchell (2015:18) explains that ‘metapictures 

are not especially rare things.’ They occur when: ‘… we encounter a picture in which the 

image of another picture appears, a “nesting” of one image inside another …’ (Mitchell 

2015:18). I will argue that the reconstructed image of Layard seated in the archive chamber 

engaged in the task of drawing the bas-reliefs may be seen to serve as a ‘summary image’, or 

even more powerfully, as a ‘totalizing historical image’226 of the utopian imperial disposition to 

comprehensive knowledge of ancient Assyria (Mitchell 1994:49, 58) (see Figure 42).  

The imperial quest for archaeological knowledge of ancient Assyria is powerfully projected in 

the figure of Layard: ‘… and the Mesopotamian Arab [who] stand at opposite ends of the 

threshold traversed by the Assyrian artifacts’ (Bohrer 2003:149). Bohrer (2003:149) concludes 

therefore, that Layard’s narrative-aesthetic stance conveyed in a sublime and palpable reality 

																																																								
224	My use of the term iconological is according to Mitchell’s (1994:36) definition of iconology as referring to: ‘… 
the study of the general field of images and their relation to discourse.’ Therefore, Layard’s iconological approach 
refers to his use of an iconographical analysis in relation to the discourse in the Bible and in the Assyrian inscriptions. 
225	Mitchell (2015:18, emphasis in the original) describes the: ‘… metapicture of a “pictorial turn” from words to 
images, from the written law of the Ten Commandments (and especially the law against the making of graven 
images) towards the authority of an idol’, in Nicolas Poussin’s painting of the Adoration of the Golden Calf.  Mitchell 
(2015:18) explains that: ‘This is a metapicture, in which an image in one medium (painting) enframes an image in 
another (sculpture).’ 
226	Mitchell (1994:58, emphasis in original) elucidates that Velázquez’s painting, Las Meninas: ‘… offers a totalizing 
historical image: Foucault calls it a “representation, as it were, of Classical representation,” a comprehensive figure 
not only of a painterly style, but of an episteme, an entire system of knowledge/power relations.’ 
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highlights the ‘centrality of archaeological knowledge [of ancient Assyria] as imperialist 

gesture.’ Thus, the image of Layard in the archive chamber at Kuyunjik, I will posit, not only 

serves as a ‘summary image’ (Mitchell 1994:49) of the utopian mythology of knowledge of the 

imperial archive in its quest for hegemony over Mesopotamia through the ownership of the 

Assyrian antiquities; rather, it is a picture of a theory of knowledge, indeed: ‘… of an episteme, 

an entire system of knowledge/power relations’ (Mitchell 1994:58) on ancient Assyria that 

developed in the Victorian nineteenth century. Within its boundary of knowledge lay not only 

the discourse on Sennacherib’s Southwest palace constructed and propagated by evocative and 

realistic visual imagery, but also the discourse on the Lachish reliefs conveyed through the 

publication of Layard’s authoritative measured drawings of the Lachish reliefs. Thus the 

interpretation of the archaeology from the excavations at Sennacherib’s Southwest palace in 

the mid-nineteenth century, and more specifically as concerns the research, the reassembly of 

the artefactual fragments of the Lachish reliefs in the British Museum and their interpretation 

beyond the British Museum, occurred within the boundary of knowledge formation of the 

mythology of knowledge of the utopian imperial archive.  

7.2.2     Topography-and-archaeology-based discourse.  Uehlinger (2003:244) reviews that 

‘some forty years’ later following Layard’s Assyrian excavations, the commencement of 

‘controlled excavations in Palestine’ inaugurated a topography-and-archaeology-based 

discourse on the reliefs (Uehlinger 2003:244). He distinguishes three stages in the development 

of the discourse, which coincided: ‘… with three major excavation projects that were meant to 

bring to light the city known to have been destroyed by Sennacherib’ (Uehlinger 2003:244, 

emphasis added). The first project in 1890 by W M F Petrie upheld C R Conder’s 

misidentification in 1878 that related Tel el-Hesi to the site of biblical Lachish (Tufnell 

1853:38). Petrie’s novel approach was to recognise the ‘truth of geography’, which he thought 

could be immediately discerned in the image on the reliefs: ‘… when the site is known’ (Petrie 

1891:38, cited in Uehlinger 2003:245). In his publication in 1891 entitled Tell el-Hesy 

(Lachish), Petrie combined: ‘… topographical and archaeological observations with a 

topographical interpretation of the reliefs, which are read in terms of visual perspective that 

allows a precise positioning of the onlooker; it moves on to locate the Assyrian camp and 

concludes with remarks on the quality of an eyewitness record taken on site by an Assyrian 

designer’ (Uehlinger 2003:246). Uehlinger (2003:245-246) reflects that although Petrie had 

completely misconstrued the ‘topographical details depicted on the reliefs’ in relation to the 

topography of Tel el-Hesi, his methodology is significant since a similar approach is taken up 

again – ninety years later – by David Ussishkin in the renewed excavations at Tel Lachish.  
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In 1953, Olga Tufnell published the results of the Wellcome-Marston excavations at the site of 

Tell ed-Duweir conducted by J L Starkey between 1932 and 1938.227 Tufnell’s attempt, to 

‘bring to light the city known to have been destroyed by Sennacherib’ was by: ‘… combining 

archaeological data with the pictorial record of the Lachish reliefs’ (Uehlinger 2003:244, 246). 

Her hypothesis defended, against Starkey’s view,228 that the dating of the destruction of 

Lachish Level III was to be attributed to an earlier attack on Lachish by Sennacherib 

(Uehlinger 2003:246). Tufnell’s (1953:55) thesis was based on a ‘more detailed study of the 

pottery’ which suggested: ‘… that the gap between the contents of city Levels III and II is 

greater than was at first supposed.’ Thus she surmised that: ‘… the pictorial record of the siege 

of Lachish found on the bas-reliefs in his palace at Nineveh will portray the state of the 

defences (sic) at that time, which are aptly described by Sir A. H. Layard’ (Tufnell 1953:55). 

Uehlinger (2003:246) remarks that in Tufnell’s report, she: ‘… limited herself to an extensive 

quote of Layard and a few sober but acute remarks on major agreements and differences 

between the city’s portrayal on the sculptures and archaeological evidence.’ Tufnell’s primary 

concern was the: ‘… recognition of two walls both in the reliefs and on the ground’ (Uehlinger 

2003:246). Here she had noted that two walls in the reliefs depicted recessed panels (Tufnell 

1953:55), whereas at Tell ed-Duweir the regularity and size of the recesses that were planned 

for both walls, were ‘governed by the contours of the underlying rock’ (Tufnell 1953:55; cf 

Uehlinger 2003:248). Moreover, the isolated tower depicted low down on the slope in the 

reliefs, Tufnell thought, may have represented the bastion at the south-west corner which 

appeared: ‘… to have been a free-standing block, unattached to the lower revetment in its 

																																																								
227	Tufnell acknowledged that based ‘on geographical and historical grounds’ it seemed ‘justifiable to identify the 
mound of Tell ed-Duweir with the ancient city of Lachish’ (Tufnell 1953:35). Tracing the history of the identification 
of the mound she noted that Starkey’s excavation at Tell ed-Duweir followed the identification of Biblical Lachish 
with Tell ed-Duweir by W F Albright in 1929 and again in 1931 by J Garstang (Tufnell 1953:39). In 1929 Albright 
wrote: ‘“ For a number of years the writer has maintained this identification, which is so evident that several other 
topographers have accepted it. The Onomasticon (Os. 274, 9. 135.22) states that Lachish was a village in the seventh 
mile from Eleutheropolis to the Negeb (Daroma)”’ (Tufnell 1953:39). Then in 1931, Garstang affirmed this location 
for Lachish. He stated: ‘“ Lachish … is to be identified in all probability with an ancient mound of exceptional size 
and appearance called Tell el-Duweir’” (Tufnell 1953:39). In his mind, the position of Tell el Hesy with biblical 
Lachish was ill-founded since: ‘“The position, moreover, is at variance with the statement of Onomasticon that 
Lakeis, the Roman city which had replaced that of earlier history, lay at the seventh milestone, that is, six full miles 
from Eleutheropolis in the direction of Daroma’” (Tufnell 1953:39).  
228	In a lecture given at the Wellcome Research Institute in London on 16 July 1937, Starkey gave an account of the 
excavations at Tell ed-Duweir after its fifth season, just prior to his tragic death in 1938 (Starkey 1937:228). In an 
important statement he concluded: ‘Here, then, we have a unique section, clearly defining the two burnt city levels. 
We have already suggested that the upper one should be equated with the final Babylonian attack, the horizon to 
which the Lachish letters belong, and this lower or earlier burning may equally well be tentatively assigned to the first 
threat on Judah’s independence, about 597 B.C., of which we read rather confused accounts in the Biblical records. 
One thing is clear from the evidence of the pottery collected from the houses; the lapse of time between these two 
catastrophes is so short that it is impossible to differentiate one series from the other on typological grounds, therefore 
an interval of about ten years would be quite consistent with our present archaeological evidence’ (Starkey 1937:236).  
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earliest phase’ (Tufnell 1953:55; cf Uehlinger 2003:248).229 In addition to Tufnell’s remarks on 

the fortifications, she noted the evidence of the attack – iron arrowheads, stone slingshots, a 

spearhead and part of a bronze crest: ‘… all embedded in a thick layer of ash which spread out 

over the road.’ (Tufnell 1953:55; cf Uehlinger 2003:248). Therefore from Tufnell’s 

topography-and-archaeology-based discourse on the reliefs, Uehlinger (2003:248) concludes: 

‘Suffice it to note that Tufnell recognized basic points of agreement as well as considerable 

disagreements between the archaeological evidence and the sculptures, on which she would 

however not systematically comment.’  

In 1958, R D Barnett, the Keeper of the British Museum, published his observations on the 

Lachish reliefs. His primary intention was to: ‘… consider the appearance of the city and 

attempt to reconstruct the events of the siege …’ (Barnett 1958:162; Uehlinger 2003:248). 

Uehlinger questions the importance accorded to Barnett’s article in the secondary sources, and 

more especially by Ussishkin,230 since he asserts that his article: ‘… did not add much to the 

subject beyond a number of questionable statements’ (Uehlinger 2003:248), and: ‘As a matter 

of fact, the better part of Barnett’s insights had been anticipated by Tufnell’ (Uehlinger 

2003:248 footnote 66). The most striking of Barnett’s questionable statements, according to 

Uehlinger, was that he ‘… considered the sculptures to “represent a gallant but confusing 

attempt by the artist, in the absence of perspective, to show several events happening at the 

same time which in fact succeeded one another”’ (Uehlinger 2003:248). To interpret the 

‘confusing’ image on the reliefs to a ‘modern spectator’, Barnett had commissioned a drawing 

by the artist Alan Sorrell (Barnett 1958:162). Sorrell’s drawing served then to introduce: ‘… 

perspective but maintained the temporal telescoping of successive events’ (Uehlinger 

2003:248). Uehlinger (2003:248-249) opined that while Barnett had surmised that the 

introduction of perspective would solve the: ‘… problem of telescoping different stages in time 

into a single, two-dimensional picture’, it served more to heighten the confusion since the 

image now of the siege scene: ‘… appears even more surrealistic than the ancient original.’231  

As illustrated in Sorrel’s drawing, Barnett had then reflected that the depiction of ‘this siege-

mound’ in the reliefs: ‘... seems to have been thrown up against the gate itself, from the centre 
																																																								
229	Uehlinger (2003:248, footnote 64) notes that the Tel Aviv excavations clarified the outer-gate fortifications at Tel 
Lachish and: ‘Since the bastion was clearly linked to the outer revetment in stratum III, this ad hoc hypothesis would 
certainly not explain why the Assyrian artist should have represented the bastion as a freestanding tower.’ 
230	Uehlinger (2003:248 footnote 66) remarks on Ussishkin’s: ‘…. understatement that his own studies were 
“basically an elaboration of Barnett’s work” (‘The “Lachish Reliefs” and the City of Lachish’, IEJ 30 [1980], 174-95 
[175]) reads more like a captatio benevolentiae.’ I will, however, argue in the discussion below that Ussishkin did 
indeed base his theory on Barnett’s thesis as he had represented it in a drawing by Alan Sorrell and elaborated on it in 
his topography-and-archaeology-based discourse on the Lachish reliefs.  
231	In 1967 another attempt was made by the artist H J Soulen under the direction of G E Wright to merge: ‘... 
successive events in one picture, in the manner of Assyrian art (Saggs 1967:259; Uehlinger 2003:249 footnote 69). I 
will take up this image in the discussion below. 
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of which streams the native population in surrender’ (Barnett 1958:162). He, however, 

questioned: ‘… whether any trace of this great siege-mound was found in the course of 

excavation’ (Barnett 1958:162). From aerial photographs taken of the site at the 

commencement of Starkey’s excavation, Barnett reviewed that there did not seem to be 

evidence of the siege-mound against the gate tower, and postulated that a more:  

… likely position for such a mound would have been at the south-western corner where, in fact, the 
mound rises to its highest point, but the ground on the opposite side of the wadi comes closest to the 
walls; here an ascending road led up to the gateway bastion and here, therefore, the walls are most 
strongly protected by the fortified gateway (Barnett 1958:163).  

Having then reviewed Tufnell’s reports in his discussion, Barnett questioned whether the: ‘... 

traces of a glacis of red earth rising up against the west wall of the bastion itself … represents 

all that is left of the actual siege-mound of Sennacherib after the removal or erosion of the 

remains’ (Barnett 1958:63, emphasis added). As Uehlinger has then reported, Barnett: ‘… 

rightly stated that this hypothesis could “only be confirmed or refuted by new [should read: 

fresh] excavation”’ (Uehlinger 2003:249).232 

																																																								
232	I have included in the discussion on Barnett a fuller account from Barnett’s article than what was presented by 
Uehlinger. This is because I will posit, against Uehlinger, that Barnett’s article did indeed add a new dimension to the 
subject on the Lachish reliefs in relation to the archaeology. This new dimension involved the: ‘…. question as to the 
position of the siege-mound’ (Barnett 1958:163), which had previously not been raised by Starkey (1937) or Tufnell 
(1953). It would appear, then, that Ussishkin indeed did not elaborate on Barnett’s proposal as to the position of the 
siege-mound  since instead in his monograph The Conquest of Lachish by Sennacherib in 1982, he had recounted 
Yigal Yadin’s proposal in 1973 to interpret the evidence of the large heaps of stones leaning against the slope of the 
mound at the eastern end of the southwest corner as the: ‘… remains of a siege ramp rather than stones dislodged 
from the fortifications above’, which had been the interpretation previously made by Starkey (cf Uehlinger 2003:249 
footnote 73; Ussishkin 1982:50). Further on in his monograph under the discussion on the Lachish reliefs and the city 
of Lachish, Ussishkin referred to Barnett’s ‘view of the besieged city’ as depicted in Sorrell’s drawing, in connection 
with the comparison between the topography and the fortifications of the city to highlight the method he would use to 
develop his own topography-and archaeology-based theory on the reliefs (cf Ussishkin 1982:119). And then again 
when he discussed his theory of the depiction of the purported second siege ramp ‘shown in the relief to the left of the 
city gate’, Ussishkin reviewed Barnett’s thesis that: ‘… suggested that the earthen glacis laid against the west wall of 
the outer gate represents the remains of such a ramp, but it now seems clear that this glacis is part of the 
constructional fill supporting the foundations of the gatehouse’ (Ussishkin 1982:125).  
As I have highlighted above in the discussion on Barnett’s article, Barnett at no point in his article made a distinction 
between two siege ramps (see Barnett 1958:162-163). His hypothesis was that although the reliefs seemed to depict 
the siege ramp to be thrown against the gate tower, the siege ramp was more likely to be found in the southwest 
corner where indeed the siege ramp was discovered by Ussishkin in the renewed excavations. Indeed, it is 
conspicuous that in Ussishkin’s 1980 article on The Lachish Reliefs and the City of Lachish when he raised, for the 
first time: ‘… the problem of the second siege ramp shown in the relief to the left of the city gate’ and when it seemed 
therefore clear to him that: ‘... a separate ramp is portrayed here’, he noted correctly that, however: ‘Barnett 
reconstructed here the main siege ramp; he suggested that the earth glacis laid against the west wall of the outer gate 
represents the remains of the siege ramp’ (Ussishkin 1980b:192-193).  
Therefore, in the period between 1980 and 1982 when Ussishkin published his monograph he had shifted Barnett’s 
reference to the ‘earthen glacis laid against the west wall of the outer gate’ being all that remained of the main siege 
ramp – which indeed Barnett had surmised had been laid at the south-western corner – to using Barnett’s reference to 
the earthen glacis against the outer gate in his discussion on the purported second siege ramp (cf Ussishkin 1982:125). 
It would therefore be plausible to assume that Ussishkin developed his theory of a second siege ramp against the gate 
tower based on his interpretation of the siege ramp depicted on the reliefs and based on Sorrell’s drawing rather than 
on Barnett’s actual discussion in the text. This is an important point for the hypothesis advanced in the research and I 
will take up again the correlation between Sorrell’s drawing and Ussishkin’s theory in the discussion below on the 
visual images that have been used by scholars and archaeologists to support and enhance their interpretations on the 
reliefs.  
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The renewed excavations at Tel Lachish between 1973 and 1984 led D Ussishkin, the 

appointed archaeologist for the expedition of the Institute of Archaeology of the Tel Aviv 

University and the Israel Exploration Society, to take up again the topography-and-

archaeology-based discourse on the Lachish reliefs. The most notable archaeological evidences 

from the renewed excavations that formed the basis of Ussishkin’s theory on the Lachish 

reliefs, were from the excavation of the siege ramp at the southwestern corner which revealed 

important aspects of the city’s fortifications and shed light on the Assyrian attack against the 

city; the excavations at the city gate and the palace-fort structure were also important parts of 

the puzzle for Ussishkin’s theory. Uehlinger (2003:252) reviews the evolution of Ussishkin’s 

theory on the relationship between the topography and the fortifications of the city as it was 

expounded in his primary monograph on the topic, The Conquest of Lachish by Sennacherib 

published in 1982.233 He notes that even though Ussishkin put his hypothesis to the test as new 

archaeological evidence came to light, his theory: ‘… did not change over a period of almost 

twenty years’ (Uehlinger 2003:252). Uehlinger (2003:254, emphasis in Uehlinger) quotes the 

main thesis of Ussishkin’s theory, which asserted that:  

With the data of the renewed excavations at our disposal, it ... becomes apparent that the reliefs 
portray the city not only from a certain direction but from one particular spot. The various features of 
the city are depicted according to the usual rigid and schematic conventions of the Assyrian artists, but 
they are shown in a certain perspective, roughly maintaining the proportions and relationships of the 
various elements as they appear to an onlooker at one specific point (Ussishkin 1982:119).  

The putative spot from which the Assyrian artist produced his drawings was precisely located 

by Ussishkin to be: ‘… at an elevation of approximately 255 meters above sea level, about 200 

meters from the southwest corner of the mound’ (Uehlinger 2003:254; Ussishkin 1982:119, Fig 

91).  It was from this spot, that Ussishkin (1982:120; cf Uehlinger 2003:254) proceeded: ‘… to 

compare the topographical and archaeological data as observed from our selected vantage point 

to the features of the city as shown in the reliefs.’ Uehlinger argues that Ussishkin’s hypothesis 

was constructed according to a particular assembly of Slabs 6-8 in the British Museum, which 

had been drawn in a new drawing by the artist Judith Dekel (Uehlinger 2003:268).234 

Commissioned by Ussishkin, Judith Dekel also made detailed drawings of the narrative images 
																																																								
233	Ussishkin’s monograph was divided into three sections. The first section outlined ‘The historical evidence’ from 
the Assyrian inscriptions and the Bible, the second section gave ‘The archaeological evidence’ of excavation history 
of the site, and the last section addressed ‘The Lachish reliefs’ (Uehlinger 2003:252; Ussishkin 1982). Uehlinger 
concedes that in the first part of the section on the Lachish reliefs, Ussishkin offers: ‘… a largely descriptive 
iconographical commentary (pp. 72-118) which is a mine of insightful observations without precedent in the scholarly 
literature on the Lachish reliefs’ (Uehlinger 2003:254). Only at the end of the book, following his iconographical 
analysis, Ussishkin then developed his topography-and-archaeology-based thesis on the reliefs. 
234	Uehlinger (2003:268-270) notes that Ussishkin published four slightly different versions of Dekel’s reconstructed 
drawing of the siege scene of Slabs 6-8. The first version appeared in Ussishkin’s article The ‘Lachish Reliefs’ and 
the City of Lachish (1980b:179 Fig 3) and the following three slightly different versions in, The Conquest of Lachish 
by Sennacherib (1982:73 Fig 62, 77 Fig 65, 121 Fig 93). Ussishkin also published another slightly different 
arrangement of the Slabs 6-8 in a photo montage of the extant reliefs in his 1982 monograph (Uehlinger 2003:270; 
Ussishkin 1982: 77 Fig 65). 
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of the complete series of reliefs (Ussishkin 1982:77 Fig 65). Therefore from these drawings, 

Uehlinger highlights that Ussishkin identified the: ‘... massive structure of the outer gate ... 

which protruded from the line of the slope’ – which appeared as an isolated tower on slab 7 

(Ussishkin’s slab IV) of the reliefs – to be the ‘gatehouse dominating the center of the siege 

scene ...’ (Ussishkin 1982:120, 120 Fig 93; cf Uehlinger 2003:254-255).  

Next, Ussishkin recognised the path on which the deportees departed from the city gate and 

claimed: ‘ … undoubtedly, this is the roadway that descends from the gate to the southwest 

corner of the mound, as may be plainly seen both in the relief and from our observation point’ 

(Ussishkin 1982:120). Uehlinger (2003:254) remarks that Ussishkin made this claim: ‘... even 

though the actual roadway does not follow a zig-zag line as the Judahites’ procession.’235 

Ussishkin’s most important revelation was the identification of the palace-fort structure in the 

reliefs above the city gate (Uehlinger 2003:255). He therefore surmised:  

Apparently this building should be interpreted as the palace-fort, even though its architectural details 
are rendered exactly like those of the city walls, and soldiers (?) seem to be standing on the 
battlements. Nevertheless, the structure is clearly placed beyond the scene of the battle, and there are 
no enemy arrows like those penetrating the city walls stuck into its walls. The battering ram shown 
below the structure is attacking a feature rendered as a single, angled line, probably representing the 
city wall. The missiles raining down from it – the flaming torches, square stones, broken ladders and 
round shields – are all carved below the structure and are clearly dissociated from it. Assuming that 
the structure represents the formidable palace-fort, we may speculate that it rose to a much higher 
level in the missing upper part of Slab III (Ussishkin 1982:120-121) 

Uehlinger (2003:255-256) contends that based on a statement that Ussishkin had made in an 

earlier article in 1980 and then excised from the text in his monograph in 1982:236 ‘It is obvious 

that in this instance Ussishkin followed a petition principii based on pure imagination in the 

face of the huge podium preserved on the tell!’237 Finally Ussishkin (1982:125) announced 

that: ‘The siege ramp shown in the relief to the right of the city gate is undoubtedly the main 

siege ramp that was discovered at the southwest corner of the mound.’ Uehlinger contends that 

Ussishkin’s argument that stressed a view from a particular vantage point and perspective was 

‘beyond the reasonable’ and reports on Ussishkin’s unreasonable premise: 

From our vantage point, located nearly opposite the southwest corner of the mound, this ramp appears 
relatively large in relation to the other features of the city; in the relief it gives the same impression. 

																																																								
235	However, in footnote 87 Uehlinger (2003:254) reflects: ‘According to later excavations, it even seems that the 
level IV-III roadway did not follow the straight line of the present ascent roughly following the stratum II roadway 
but proceeded closer to the mound, turning into a southeasterly direction at the southwest corner (see Ussishkin, 
‘Assyrian Attack’, p. 65; idem, ‘Third Preliminary Report’, pp. 38-40).’ 
236	Contrary to Uehliinger’s statement that the particular quote from Ussishkin’s 1980 article was excised in his 
monograph in 1982, I have included below on pages 161 to 162 the quotation, which indeed did appear again in 
Ussishkin’s 1982 monograph. 
237	Uehlinger (2003:256) remarks that: ‘It is unfortunate that he did not substantiate his intuition through a systematic 
study of Assyrian pictorial conventions for representing heavily fortified cities and citadels with palace-forts. This 
would almost certainly have led him to consider more seriously the now-destroyed upper part of the relief (see 
below). Instead he tried, in a mixture of imagination and positivism, to reconcile his theory with the extant reliefs 
alone.’ 
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From our perspective (sic), the palace-fort and the outer-gate appear to the left of the southwest corner 
and the siege ramp, exactly as depicted by the Assyrian artist. Furthermore, the left-hand side of the 
siege ramp reaches the bottom of the roadway leading to the outer city gate, and they appear similarly 
in the relief and from our angle of vision (Ussishkin 1982:125, emphasis added by Uehlinger 
2003:256). 

Uehlinger (2003:256) adds that: ‘Ussishkin rightly felt that his suggestion would stand or fall 

to the extent that it could take into account the ‘left’ part of the siege ramp depicted on the 

reliefs, which he originally thought had been directed against the outer gate.’ Moreover, 

Uehlinger (2003:256) continued: ‘Barnett’s hypothesis that the earthen glacis against the outer 

gate represented the remains of this ramp had been proven wrong by the new excavations 

which established its character as a constructional fill linked to the bastion.’238 Uehlinger then 

emphasised that according to Ussishkin in the Third Preliminary Report of the renewed 

excavations: ‘“no indications for a second Assyrian siege ramp laid against the city gate have 

thus far been found”’(Uehlinger 2003:257). Thus Uehlinger (2003:257) bemoaned: ‘It is 

unfortunate that this clear discrepancy between the pictorial and the archaeological record still 

did not lead Ussishkin to revise his theory on vantage point and perspective.’ 

Again, Uehlinger contends that Ussishkin developed another idea on ‘wishful thinking’ 

(Uehlinger 2003:257). This was the feature shown on the reliefs in Slab 8 to supposedly be 

identified as: ‘… traces of three chariots flying through the air and possibly burning’ 

(Uehlinger 2003:257). Instead, Uehlinger posits that: ‘One can notice, however, that the 

relatively primitive wooden stacks visible on the yokes have nothing in common with the 

elaborate yoke of the Judahite ceremonial chariot which appears on the same slab among the 

spoil, a chariot conceived to be driven by a team of four horses’ (Uehlinger 2003:257). 

Uehlinger’s final point of contention on Ussishkin’s problematical theory of a ‘quasi-

perspectival view from a particular spot’ (Uehlinger 2003:261) concerns Ussishkin’s 

elucidation of the depiction of the city’s main fortifications in the reliefs. Ussishkin interpreted 

the two walls shown on Slab 8 (Ussishkin’s slab IV) from the ‘presumed vantage point’ of the 

Assyrian artist (Uehlinger 2003:258):  

A single tower rising high above the latter wall segment was interpreted as representing an inner city 
wall, but it now seems more likely to have belonged to the now-missing wall segment originally 
depicted above the siege ramp. This segment of wall was portrayed at a higher elevation than that of 
the structure to its left, interpreted by us as the palace-fort. From our vantage point the city wall 
appears in a similar way. In the southeast corner it rises higher than other parts of the wall, and as the 
observations of the Assyrian artist were presumably made from a point directly opposite this corner, 
the fortifications here would have appeared to him to loom even higher. The segment of wall shown in 
the relief at the right-hand edge of the city must therefore represent the city wall at the southeast 
corner, which from our angle of vision – and the Assyrian artist’s – would appear roughly level with 

																																																								
238	See as well the discussion above in footnote 232 on Barnett’s hypothesis on the earthen glacis against the outer 
gate being the remains of the main siege ramp and not the remains of the purported second siege ramp as Ussishkin 
had suggested in his discussion in his monograph (cf Ussishkin 1982:125). 
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the palace foundations and the top of the siege ramp, and lower than the fortifications at the southwest 
corner (Ussishkin 1982:125). 

Uehlinger exclaims in response to Ussishkin’s ‘convoluted’ explanation:  

To think that a portion of the city-wall would run higher than the city’s citadel and to look at two 
walls clearly depicted one above the other as two different corners of the mound’s fortifications – 
separated in reality by a horizontal distance of roughly 225m – is to stretch one’s imagination and 
interpretative premises beyond reasonable argument. The apparently ingenious explanation 
completely ignores the pictorial situation on the city’s left hand on slab 6, which shows the two walls 
one above the other in an almost identical disposition as on slab 8 to the right (Uehlinger 2003:258). 

Uehlinger regards Ussishkin’s main thesis: ‘… that the Lachish reliefs portray the besieged city 

as seen from one particular point’, and the ‘utterly implausible’ just-mentioned interpretation 

of the city walls, to be: ‘… more than just a matter of location’ (Uehlinger 2003:259). Instead, 

he suspects: ‘… that the motives prompting this interpretation lie somewhere beyond 

scholarship’, and indeed: ‘… may be hidden in the answer he gave to his own question, “Why 

was this spot chosen by the artist from which to draw the city and immortalize the battle?”’ 

(Uehlinger 2003:259): ‘We should like to offer the suggestion that this is the very spot where 

Sennacherib, the supreme commander, sat on his nimedu-throne and conducted the battle. 

Consequently, we assume that the relief presents the besieged city as seen through the eyes of 

the monarch from his command post’ (Ussishkin 1982:126; Uehlinger 2003:259, emphasis 

added). 

Uehlinger (2003:260) concludes that Ussishkin’s statement reflects: ‘… the language of 

commemoration which expresses military fascination and identification with the victor.’ 

Moreover, the striking parallels between Yigael Yadin’s siege ramp of Masada and his 

‘Masada complex’ and Ussishkin’s siege ramp of Lachish with his proposed visitors’ centre 

‘opposite the southwest corner of the mound’ emphasise, according to Uehlinger: ‘… the fact 

that Ussishkin’s theory, incidentally grown out of some basic intuitions of Yadin, should 

materialize over the years in an achievement comparable to Yadin’s at Masada …’ (Uehlinger 

2003:260). I will posit that based on the research, Ussishkin’s elaborate theory on the reliefs 

has less to do with mythologies of Israeli nationalism and more to do with the issues of 

historical methodology ‒ the site of the utopian imperial archive as historical a priori in writing 

the histories of ancient Israel. Indeed, I will argue that the evolution of the topography-and-

archaeology-based discourse from Petrie through to Ussishkin may be seen to be constructed 

according to rules and practices of ordering information and knowledge formation of the 

utopian imperial archive and its mythology of knowledge. It is to this premise that I will now 

turn in the discussion that follows on the visual images which have been used by the above 

mentioned scholars and archaeologists to construct and support their interpretations and 

discourse on the Lachish reliefs. 
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7.2.2.1     Narrating the past: An alternative perspective on the topography-and-archaeology-

based discourse on the Lachish reliefs. The topography-and-archaeology-based discourse on 

the Lachish reliefs, I will argue, was recognised and conveyed primarily through information 

‘located in the pictorial’ (Leibhammer 2001:52). Drawing on Leibhammer’s distinction 

between the two modes of illustration in archaeology – ‘those that “narrate” the past and those 

that “describe” the present’ (Leibhammer 2001:88), Layard’s narrative-aesthetic and visual-

textual discourse on ancient Assyria was constructed and supported by the authority of the 

visual image that ‘“describe[d]” the present’ (Leibhammer 2001:88). In particular, the image of 

Layard in the archive chamber at Kuyunjik described the presumed truth and reality of the 

excavations and discoveries in ancient Assyria in the nineteenth century. Moreover, it 

established a metapicture of ancient Assyria that inaugurated a turn to the authority of the 

visual image as a structuring analogy of an entire episteme on ancient Assyria.  

In the topography-and-archaeology-based discourse on the Lachish reliefs, I will demonstrate 

that the images that were used to construct and support the interpretations on the Lachish 

reliefs ‘“narrate” the past’ in a way that appears authoritative and definitive (Leibhammer 

2001:63, 88). Furthermore, I will posit that they ‘narrate the past’ (Leibhammer 2001:88) 

within the bounded formation of knowledge of ancient Assyria as it was established as a 

mythology of knowledge of the utopian imperial archive. The images therefore narrate, through 

the authority of the information located in the reconstructed visual image, the presumed truth 

and reality depicted in the pictorial reliefs and witnessed in the archaeology at Tel Lachish. 

Leibhammer (2001:90) contends that to: ‘… produce narrative pictographic images … the 

creator must engage a level of “imagination” and “conjecture”, and thus an element of 

“fiction”.’ I will therefore analyse the topography-and-archaeology-based discourse from the 

perspective of the narrative visual images, which have been used by the scholars and 

archaeologists to construct and support their interpretations on the reliefs related to the 

archaeology of Tel Lachish. I will argue that whether the images were rendered either more 

“scientifically” or more “imaginatively”, these: ‘… pictographic images are not easily 

forgotten but are lodged tenaciously within the visual memory of the site’ (Leibhammer 

2001:89).  

W M F Petrie conducted the first scientific excavations in the territory of Palestine in 1890.239 

The imperial project of the ‘centrality of archaeological knowledge as imperialist gesture’ 

(Bohrer 2003:149) continued: ‘… to animate the production of knowledge as a utopian 

epistemology, a disposition to comprehensive knowledge’ (Richards 1993:44) by control over 
																																																								
239	See as well Petrie’s Letters of the desert: correspondence of Flinders and Hilda Petrie published in 2004 for 
Petrie’s personal account of his excavations in Egypt and Palestine. 
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territory in Palestine through large-scale excavations. As I have discussed in chapter three, 

particularly strategic to the imperial project of control over territory was the science of 

geography which provided the means to map concordant points to exert imperial order and 

control: ‘… over the non-ordered areas of the world’ (Richards 1993:52). Thus, in identifying 

the ‘city known to have been destroyed by Sennacherib’ (Uehlinger 2003:244), Petrie easily 

recognised the presumed ‘truth of geography’ and declared: ‘The most prominent object is of 

course the great mound of the city, which rises 120 feet above the stream’ (Petrie 1891:30, 38).  

To illustrate his observations in his book Tell el Hesy (Lachish) in 1891, he published a routine 

objective topographical map and plan of the site of Tell Hesy in order: ‘… to notice the plans 

and sections, and consider the details of the measurements and levels’ (Petrie 1891:30). Petrie 

had noticed the relationship between the city of Lachish on the mound and in the sculptures in 

the British Museum: ‘The city stands, on the sculpture, with a gentle slope up to it on the left 

hand, a steeper slope in front, and a vertical cliff directly down from the base of the wall on the 

right. This corresponds to the view from the south’ (Petrie 1891:38; Uehlinger 2003:245). 

Rendered by hand according to the scientific conventions I have explored in chapter six, 

Petrie’s map that combined: ‘… topographical and archaeological observations with a 

topographical interpretation of the reliefs’ was ‘read in terms of a visual perspective that 

allowed a precise positioning of the onlooker’ (Uehlinger 2003:246, emphasis added). I will 

suggest that although Petrie’s ‘truth of geography’ map depicted the incorrect site, it 

established a structural analogy for a visual representation of a topography-and-archaeology-

based discourse on the reliefs. In keeping then with the mythology of knowledge of the utopian 

imperial archive of ancient Assyria, a visual narrative perspective that combined topography 

and archaeology inaugurated a turn to a visual availability of ancient Lachish in a 

topographical reality. Petrie’s method of producing a topographical map to recognise the 

structures of the city of Lachish was recontextualised according to the correct site of Tel 

Lachish ninety years later in Ussishkin’s topography-and-archaeology-based discourse on the 

Lachish reliefs.240  

 

 

 

 

																																																								
240	See the discussion below on Ussishkin’s topography-and-archaeology-based discourse. 
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Figure 44.  Tell Hesy (Lachish) (Petrie 1891:30) 

	

Following the work of Petrie in the south of Palestine at Tell Jemmeh in 1926 (Tufnell 1953:35), 

and having trained under Petrie, J L Starkey undertook his own excavations at the site of Tell ed-

Duweir between 1932 and 1938, in what was then the territory of British Mandate in Palestine.241 

In A Lecture Delivered At The Rooms Of The Palestine Exploration Fund on June 22nd, 1933, 

Starkey reported on the first season’s work at Tell ed-Duweir. The aim of his excavations at Tell 

ed-Duweir had been to trace: ‘… if possible, the sources of the various foreign contacts which 

influenced the development of Palestinian culture in the pre-Hellenistic periods, exemplified 

particularly by the potter’s craft …’ (Starkey 1933:190; cf Tufnell 1953:32). One of the aspects 

that his work had covered in the first season involved: ‘The examination of the city’s defences, 

including the south-west bastion with its inner and outer gate and the ascending roadway’ 

(Starkey 1933:191). He reported: 

 

 

 

																																																								
241	British rule in Palestine lasted for thirty-one years between 1917 and 1948 (Endress 2002:209, 211). 
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Only the upper levels of the bastion have so far been examined and the foundations of the inner 
gateway with its flanking towers; these represent constructions of the city’s latest phase, like the 
remains of the outer gate, from which the great sloping approach descends. This roadway passes over 
an earth ramp held in position by a stone revetment to the west, whilst to the east it is flanked by three 
tiers of fortification, which completely dominate and protect it. It was against the face of the middle 
wall that we found parts of the crest of a bronze helmet, similar in type to those worn on the helmets 
of spearmen in Sennacherib’s army, as shown in the Lachish reliefs, in the British Museum (Starkey 
1933:198).  

 

To illustrate his findings, Starkey commissioned H H Mc Williams to make a: ‘Tentative 

Reconstruction of the West Side of Tell Duweir, Showing Elevation of City Walls and Gateways’ 

(Starkey 1933 Plate III). Mc Williams’ drawing was based on an early photograph of the mound 

taken from the west and field plans of Starkey’s excavations (Starkey 1933 Plate I; Tubb & 

Chapman 1990:85). Starkey’s commissioned drawing did far more, I will argue, than merely 

illustrate the city’s defences and the southwest bastion as viewed from the west as described in his 

lecture in 1933. Rather, it served to visually reconstruct an image that effectively ‘narrated the 

past’ of the ancient city of Lachish. Therefore, based on a black and white topographical 

photograph and drawing on the “scientific” mode of illustration the artist working in conjunction 

with the archaeologist had attempted to: ‘… secure an image that was “true” and 

“objective”’(Leibhammer 2001:66; Leibhammer forthcoming:7). The subtle use of light and 

shadow in the monochromatic drawing served to ‘provide definition to the shape’ of the city on 

the mound ‘rather than to obscure or mystify’ (Leibhammer forthcoming:7). Seeking then to 

“extract the universals” and “distil the essences” of what a topographical-archaeological view of 

the ancient city on the mound would have looked like to an ancient onlooker, the image engaged 

an element of fiction in an attempt to stabilise the information gleaned from the topographical 

photograph and the excavations (Leibhammer forthcoming:7). Leibhammer (forthcoming:8) 

remarks that: ‘Monochrome renderings are the “building blocks” in the visual vocabulary of an 

archaeological site.’ Thus through the visual availability of the ancient city of Lachish an enduring 

and universal topographical-archaeological visual “prototype” of the city on the mound was 

created that could then easily be built on and transferred to another material support in another 

time and place. 
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Figure 45.  Tell Duweir (Starkey 1933:Plate I) 

 

 

Figure 46.  Reconstruction drawing of Lachish, by H H Mc Williams (Tubb & Chapman 1990:85) 

	

The first attempt to transfer the archetypal image of the fortifications of the city on the mound 

to another medium in another time and place was by Olga Tufnell. As I have discussed above 

on page 136, having established that the: ‘… wholesale destruction of the Level III city was the 

result of Sennacherib’s attack’ Tufnell expected to find, depicted in the Lachish reliefs in the 

British Museum, the state of the defenses at that time (Tufnell 1953:55). To support her thesis, 

she recounted Layard’s ‘apt’ description of the state of the city’s defenses as they were 

represented on the bas-reliefs in Nineveh (Tufnell 1953:55): ‘These bas-reliefs represented the 
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siege and capture by the Assyrians, of a city evidently of great extent and importance. It 

appears to have been defended by double walls, with battlements and towers, and by fortified 

outworks’ (Layard 1853a:148; Tufnell 1953:55). 

Therefore in an attempt to visually transfer the excavation results of the fortifications of the city of 

Lachish uncovered by the British excavations under J L Starkey to the reliefs in the British 

Museum, in 1953 in her volume Lachish III: The Iron Age, Tufnell ‘reproduced as the frontispiece 

of this book’: ‘The city on the mound, drawn by Lankester Harding from the original slabs in the 

British Museum’ (Tufnell 1953:55, emphasis added). Turning then to the frontispiece of the book, 

one may have expected to find the archetypal image of the city on the mound, produced by 

Starkey and Mc Williams. However, executed in the scientific manner of the measured drawings 

this was a new drawing of the siege scene depicted on Slabs 6-8 of the Lachish reliefs previously 

drawn by Layard in the mid-nineteenth century.242 The drawing of the scene no longer depicted 

merely a purported historical event of a military campaign against a city known as Lachish by the 

Assyrian monarch but, according to Tufnell, Harding had documented the scene from the 

preserved slabs assembled in the British Museum in order to show that:  

Excavation at Tell ed-Duweir has shown that during the ninth and eighth centuries B.C. the city was 
surrounded by two lines of defence … both walls were planned with recessed panels, but the regularity and 
size of the recesses was governed by the contours of the underlying rock: in the Assyrian relief two walls 
with recessed panels are shown. Moreover, an isolated tower is depicted low down on the slope: this 
represents perhaps, the bastion at the south-west corner, which appears to have been a freestanding block, 
unattached to the lower revetment in its earliest phase. On and near the roadways leading to the city were the 
missiles of the attack: iron arrowheads used by the bowmen engaged in the assault, stone slingshots used by 
the rear rank of slingers, a spearhead, and part of a bronze crest mount worn by a spearman – all embedded 
in a thick layer of ash which spread out over the road (Tufnell 1953:55).  

Thus Tufnell’s new drawing of the siege scene depicted on Slabs 6-8 of the reliefs, integrated into 

her ‘textual matrix’, served rather to ‘narrate the past’ of the ancient city of Lachish in a: ‘… 

“frozen” depiction of actions in time’ (Leibhammer 2001:88). Indeed, the scientific visual 

convention of the new drawing purged the archetypal image of the city on the mound from any 

suggested ambiguities and ‘obscure elements’ by rendering the “shape” of the city on the mound 

and the “frozen” depiction of its “story” with: ‘… an authoritative thin black line on white 

background’ (Leibhammer forthcoming:7).243 Tufnell’s new drawing was revolutionary, I will 

suggest, for two reasons: it transposed for the first time the universal “prototype” image of the city 

of Lachish – the city on the mound – in a recontextualised and authoritative form of a measured 

																																																								
242	See as well the discussion above on pages 69 and 92 and of the drawings of the Lachish reliefs by Layard. 
243	Uehlinger reviews that Tufnell’s new drawing of the siege scene introduced new aspects not previously 
documented by Layard or Hodder in their drawings of Slabs 6-8 of the reliefs. He notes: ‘… that this drawing is the 
first to show traces of Judahite captives at the bottom of Slab 7. Accordingly, the two pairs of slingers mentioned 
above in n. 21 have been put back to their correct location. On the other hand, many missing parts are left blank in 
this drawing, a procedure which makes it impossible to appreciate the actual limits of extant slabs’ (Uehlinger 
2003:246 footnote 63). 
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drawing, to another context in another time and place; and, more importantly as concerns the 

hypothesis advanced here, the visual availability of the ancient city of Lachish – rendered in the 

“prototype” image of the city on the mound ‒ had now migrated to a new material support of the 

reliefs in the British Museum. Moreover, the authority of the image of the city on the mound was 

furthermore enhanced, since now visually rendered in a new drawing, it merged with Layard’s 

visual-textual and narrative-aesthetic discourse on ancient Assyria, Sennacherib’s palace and the 

Lachish reliefs. I will argue that from this point onwards, the imperial vision of the universal and 

enduring features of a topographical-archaeological visual perspective of the city on the mound 

and the “narrated” events in a ‘“frozen” depiction of actions in time’ (Leibhammer 2001:88) 

illustrated in a new measured drawing, would animate and ‘bring to light the city known to have 

been destroyed by Sennacherib’ (Uehlinger 2003:244). 

 

Figure 47.  The siege of Lachish, from the bas-reliefs found in Sennacherib’s palace at Nineveh, now in the 

Assyrian gallery, British Museum, by G L Harding (Tufnell 1953:frontispage)  

	

Five years later in 1958, R D Barnett, the ‘custodian of the reliefs’ (Uehlinger 2003:248) in the 

British Museum, attempted to ‘bring to the light the city known to have been destroyed by 

Sennacherib’ (Uehlinger 2003:244). Having briefly considered some of the ‘objects from the 

actual Assyrian assault’ illustrated by Tufnell in the Lachish III volume, Barnett directed his 

readers to: ‘… however, consider the appearance of the city and attempt to reconstruct the events 

of the siege ...’ (Barnett 1958:162; Uehlinger 2003:248, emphasis added). Barnett easily identified 

the ‘appearance of the city’ in the reliefs from which to ‘reconstruct the events of the siege’ 

(Barnett 1958:162). This is, I will suggest, since Tufnell’s image of the city on the mound in the 

frontispiece of her book had indeed been a drawing of the siege scene depicted on Slabs 6-8 of the 

reliefs in the British Museum. Therefore Barnett could work from the context of the reliefs 
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themselves to identify the appearance of the city. However, since the appearance of the city on the 

mound and the events of the siege depicted on the reliefs seemed to be a confusing attempt by an 

ancient artist to show a number of successive events happening at the same time, in an effort to 

‘interpret them to the modern spectator’ Barnett: ‘… had a drawing made by a modern artist, Mr 

Alan Sorrell’ (Barnett 1958:162). The drawing focused on a: ‘Detail of relief depicting the siege 

of Lachish’ (Barnett 1958:Plate 30A) to consider the appearance of the city on the mound and 

“narrate” the events of the siege of Lachish in a “frozen” depiction in time.  

I will argue that Barnett’s consideration of the appearance of the city on the mound is key to 

interpreting his ‘surrealistic reconstruction of the events’ (Uehlinger 2003:249).244 Leibhammer 

(2001:89) notes that for the use of pictographic images ‘to “tell a story” about the past’ in 

archaeology, the: ‘… pictorial reconstructions must rely on the conventions of mimesis and 

illusionism to produce a convincing image of life [thousands] of years ago.’ She argues that for 

the images to appear realistic and authoritative: ‘… these images are grounded in pictorial 

conventions which claim the authority of “nature” and “science”’ (Leibhammer 2001:90). In an 

attempt to “tell a story” (Leibhammer 2001:90) about the past of the city of Lachish through a 

pictographic image, Barnett has indeed relied on the conventions of mimesis and illusionism to 

produce a convincing and “realistic” image of the appearance of the city and the events of the 

siege. Moreover, I will posit that his drawing is grounded in the pictorial conventions which 

claimed the authority of “nature” and “science” represented in the monochrome rendering of the 

enduring and universal topographical-archaeological visual “prototype” of the city on the mound 

previously created by Starkey and Mc Williams, and the new drawing of the city on the mound 

depicting the siege scene on the reliefs by Tufnell and Harding. As the “building blocks” in his 

visual vocabulary of the ancient city of Lachish, Barnett therefore built on the archetypal image of 

the city on the mound rendered in the monochrome drawing and in the new material support of the 

“proto-type image” – namely Tufnell’s measured drawing – to produce his pictorial reconstruction 

of the appearance of the city and the events of the siege.  

Representing however only a detail of the relief depicting the events of the siege, Barnett had 

reconstructed his drawing from the right half of Slab 6 and the left half of Slab 7 of the siege 

scene (Barnett 1958 Plate 30A, B). Very clearly it can be seen that Barnett has combined the 

“prototype” image of the city on the mound with Tufnell’s drawing to create the building blocks 

of his image. To introduce his suggested “perspective” he has, however, viewed the prototype city 

on the mound from the southwest. Comparing then Barnett’s drawing to the prototype city on the 

mound: In the drawing the outer gate protrudes into the forefront of the scene as in the prototype 
																																																								
244	See as well the excellent discussion of the surreal elements of Sorrell’s drawing in Uehlinger 2003:249, footnote 
69. 
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city on the mound; relating the gate to the reliefs he: ‘… assumed that the small gate in the centre 

of the relief is not a postern gate, but a section of the main gate, to be imagined at right angles to 

it’ (Barnett 1958:162). In the prototype city, the first line of defence to the left of the city gate 

depicting three protruding towers with battlements on the top and then continuing to the northwest 

corner of the mound without protruding towers, recedes in a similar visual perspective in Barnett’s 

drawing, with the three protruding towers of the wall also depicted and then continuing to the 

northwest corner of the mound without the protruding towers. By showing only half of Slab 7, 

Barnett had therefore avoided drawing attention in his drawing to the missing upper portion to the 

right of Slab 7. However, he added to the prototype image of the city ‘the great siege mound, 

covered with logs’ which seemed: ‘… to be thrown up against the gate itself ...’ (Barnett 

1958:162), as it was depicted in the reliefs and in Tufnell’s new drawing.  

Therefore, I will posit, that the prototype image of the city on the mound and the apportioned 

scene from Tufnell’s drawing may be seen to have re-appeared in a recontextualised format in 

Barnett’s commissioned drawing of the siege of Lachish. The imperial vision of the universal and 

enduring features of a topographical-archaeological visual perspective of the city on the mound 

and the “narrated” events of the siege in a “frozen” depiction in time animated and brought ‘to 

light the city known to have been destroyed by Sennacherib’ (Uehlinger 2003:244) in Barnett’s 

reconstructed image of the siege of Lachish, viewed henceforth from the southwest.245 Moreover, 

I will posit that a former imperial mythology of knowledge is at work in the image. The visual 

conventions which Sorrell had used to depict the architecture in Barnett’s surreal image, are 

reminiscent of Westmacott’s earlier sculptural representation of the Progress of Civilization on 

the pediment at the main entrance to the British Museum.246 As I have discussed above in chapter 

two, when the Assyrian material entered the British Museum it was seen as a hybrid and strange 

new form that needed to be overcome by the order and control of the imperial whole. In Bohrer’s 

elucidation of the painting Fall of Nineveh produced by John Martin in 1830, he describes how the 

apocalyptic vision in the image is set against a vast architectural display of columns which 

connect the foreground and the background of the scene: ‘in literally a hybrid order combining 

Egyptian and Indian architectural features’ (Bohrer 2003:52). Bohrer goes on to explain that the 

brochure which accompanied the exhibition of the painting at the British Institute indicated: ‘… 

that the architecture is “invented as the most appropriate for a city situate [sic] betwixt the two 

countries [Egypt and India] and necessarily in frequent intercourse with them”’ (Bohrer 2003:52-

53). In Sorrell’s drawing the catastrophic “fall” of Lachish is similarly set against the architectural 

																																																								
245	This new view of the archetypal city on the mound from the southwest was from a similar view of the mound 
shown in a photograph taken in 1933, which Tufnell had published in Lachish III (1953 Plate 1.2). 
246	See as well the discussion above on page 35 for the discussion on Westmacott’s sculptural commission for the 
pediment at the main entrance to the British Museum. 
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features of the city, which may also be seen to combine in a hybrid order, architectural features 

most suitable for an ancient city situated between Egypt and India. The imperial dilemma in the 

British Museum in the nineteenth century of “east meets west” represented by the reception of the 

antiquities of ancient Assyria, may be seen to re-emerge in the visual narration of the past of the 

ancient city of Lachish. The vexing issue of ancient Assyria is once more overcome in Sorrell’s 

surreal drawing by the appearance of the ancient city of Lachish rendered with architectural 

features “invented” as the most appropriate for a city situated between the two extremes of the 

former imperial territory – Egypt and India. Thus Sorrell’s image may be seen to have merged 

Assyria with Lachish to interpret the scene for a modern spectator and to affirm the conception 

that the“prototype image of the city on the mound was indeed the city depicted in the Lachish 

reliefs in the British Museum; which was indeed itself a city in ‘frequent intercourse’ (Bohrer 

2003:53) with ancient Assyria by virtue of its assimilation with Assyria in the imperial 

imagination.247 

 

Figure 48. Detail of relief depicting the siege of Lachish (British Museum) (Barnett 1958 Plate 30A) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49.  The siege of Lachish, drawn by A Sorrell (Barnett 1958:Plate 30B) 

																																																								
247	Sorrell’s drawing was used again by Y Yadin in The Art of Warfare in Biblical Lands, in Light of Archaeological 
Study (1963) and by J Reade in Assyrian Sculpture (1998) (cf Uehlinger 2003:248 footnote 68).  
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Under the guidance of G E Wright in 1967, the artist H J Soulen produced another interpretation 

of the prototype image of the city on the mound depicting the events of the siege scene depicted 

on the reliefs by merging: ‘… successive events in one picture, in the manner of Assyrian art’ 

(Saggs 1967:259; cf Uehlinger 2003:249, footnote 69).248 Reproduced to accompany a popular 

version of the biblical account in 2 Chronicles 32:9, Soulen’s drawing is rendered in a manner 

similar to the vivid and imaginative illustrations that were used by Layard in his Popular Account 

of Nineveh and Babylon, designed to captivate an audience of primarily travel literature.249 In 

Leibhammer’s (2001:77) engagement with images in archaeology that are designed to ‘narrate the 

past’ she discusses how illusionistically rendered images can: ‘… give a two-dimensional image 

on a flat surface an aspect of three-dimensionality’ that creates a theatrical scene in a palpable 

“reality”. Soulen, guided by Wright, has indeed created a sensational reconstruction of an 

imagined scene of the siege of Lachish depicted on the reliefs that is: ‘… more like “theatre” than 

“science”’ (Leibhammer 2001:79).  

Of particular interest for the research, the artist has edited from Barnett’s drawing and from the 

prototype image of the city on the mound the depiction of the northwest corner of the mound. But 

he has extended Barnett’s view – taken from the southwest – of the events of the siege to 

incorporate the remaining “shape” of the southwest corner of the city on the mound as it was 

represented in the prototype image and in Tufnell’s new drawing of Slabs 6-8. Soulen’s image has 

furthermore introduced an important new aspect to the visual narration of the events of the scene 

of the siege of Lachish in a “frozen” depiction in time as viewed from the southwest. It is evident 

that the drawing has attempted to incorporate the remaining part of the great siege mound, since 

Barnett had questioned whether the traces of red earth against the bastion represented all that was 

left of the actual siege mound (Barnett 1958:63). Moreover, ‘in the manner of Assyrian art’, the 

image has aimed to merge: ‘…  successive events in one picture’ (Saggs 1967: 259) of the entire 

visual narration of the captives and deportees before the nemedu throne of Sennacherib as 

depicted on the Lachish reliefs in the British Museum.  

Therefore, in another attempt to realise the pictorial representation on the Assyrian reliefs for a 

modern audience, Soulen’s image is a canvas of representation of ancient Assyria that is 

susceptible to a ‘received repertoire of aesthetic tropes’ (Richards 1993:69) from the explicitly 

aesthetic evaluation of Assyria created in Victorian Britain. Bohrer (2003:86-87) recalls in his 

discussion on the visual culture of the nineteenth century that one of the aesthetic tropes that 

																																																								
248	Soulen’s drawing illustrated the text by H W F Saggs, entitled The March of Empires in the catalogue, Everyday 
Life in Bible Times produced by the National Geographic Society (1967). 
249	See as well the discussion above on page 91 on Layard’s narrative Popular Account produced in 1851. 
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‘became common throughout Europe in the later nineteenth century’ was the profile of the ‘so-

called “Assyrian beard”.’ Reflecting on the painting by Ford Madox Brown, The Dream of 

Sardanapalus made in 1871, Bohrer (2003:194-196, Fig 44) concludes that by drawing on ‘the 

antiquity of the visual details’ such as the “Assyrian” profile, provided the artist with an 

‘authoritative anchor in tradition’ that affirmed the authority of the visual image for the location of 

authentic knowledge on ancient Assyria. Similarly, in Wright’s reconstruction of the pictorial 

representation on the Assyrian reliefs, the artist has drawn on the antiquity of visual details and 

has depicted the Assyrian officials and the monarch in the foreground of the image with the 

typical “Assyrian” profile. This use of an authoritative anchor in an established visual tradition 

since the later nineteenth century served to further affirm the visual authority of Soulen’s 

reconstruction, to a modern audience, of the successive events of the Assyrian siege of Lachish in 

one picture. 

 

             Figure 50.  Artist Henry J Soulen merged successive events of siege of Lachish in one picture, in the 

manner of Assyrian art (Saggs 1967:259) 

	

To briefly summarise: Looking then at the visual availability of ancient Lachish that emerged 

from the excavations at Tel ed-Duweir we may observe that the immaterial visual archetypal 

image of the ancient city of Lachish – the city on the mound – as it was used to construct and 

support Starkey’s accounts of the British excavations was recontextualised in Tufnell’s 

commissioned new drawing of the siege scene depicted in Slabs 6-8 of the reliefs in the British 

Museum. These two visual perspectives of the city of Lachish and the events of the siege were 

taken up by Barnett to construct and support his visual hypothesis of what the “confusing” view of 

the city on the mound with the great siege mound apparently thrown up against the city gate and 

the events of the siege would have looked like to the modern spectator. In Barnett’s visual 
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reconstruction, to incorporate perspective he introduced a new view of the virtual presence of the 

city on the mound from the southwest. For a more popular version of the Lachish story, Wright 

guided another vivid and theatrical visual image to reconstruct a view from the southwest of the 

city on the mound and the events of the siege of Lachish. Both images by Sorrell and Soulen draw 

on a ‘received repertoire of aesthetic tropes’ (Richards 1993:69) common in the nineteenth 

century, that contributed to justify the authority of the visual image for the reconstruction of 

knowledge on ancient Assyria and the city of ancient Lachish to a modern audience. 

Turning then to discuss Ussishkin’s topography-and-archaeology-based discourse on the Lachish 

reliefs, I will contend that in his systematic use of visual imagery to construct and support his 

hypothesis on the eye witness view of the city on the mound from one particular spot and the 

events of the siege ‒ and thus to resolve the riddle of the Lachish reliefs to a modern spectator ‒ 

an important methodological question arises. Indeed, I am forced to question whether Ussishkin’s 

concepts originated in purely scientific archaeological thinking. Uehlinger’s important article has 

addressed many of the untenable methodological problems associated with Ussishkin’s thesis. In 

particular, Uehlinger has noted that his theory relies on a particular arrangement of the extant 

reliefs in the British Museum as drawn in a new series of drawings of the reliefs by the artist 

Judith Dekel.250 I will demonstrate that Dekel’s drawing of the siege scene on Slabs 6-8 was a 

vital image that anchored the “scientific” visual matrix from which Ussishkin developed his 

topographical and archaeological theory. However, I would like to add to Uehlinger’s acute 

observations on the methodological fallacies of Ussishkin’s thesis based on the arrangement of the 

extant slabs represented in the new drawing of Slabs 6-8 by Dekel. I will suggest that Ussishkin, 

primarily through the authority of the information located in the reconstructed visual image of the 

view of the city on the mound by the artist Gert le Grange, convincingly narrated to himself and to 

his readers the presumed truth and reality of the past, as depicted in Dekel’s new drawing of the 

pictorial reliefs and testified to in the archaeology at Tel Lachish.   

One of the contentions of the discussion will be to demonstrate that Ussishkin indeed founded 

his methodology of combining topographical and archaeological data to interpret the pictorial 

representation on the reliefs by expanding on Barnett’s thesis. However, not on Barnett’s thesis 

as it was explored in his text in 1958, but rather as it was conveyed through the authority of the 

reconstructed pictorial image produced by Alan Sorrell, in which was located the necessary 

topographical and archaeological information. In his seminal monograph in 1982 Ussishkin 

reported: 

																																																								
250	See the discussion above on pages 139 to 140. 
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A comparison between the Lachish reliefs and the city of Lachish was first made by R. D. Barnett in 
1958 on the basis of the archaeological data recovered in the British excavations. Barnett believed that 
to a large extent the reliefs reflect actual features of Lachish and the siege rather than an imaginary 
enemy stronghold under assault and, consequently, could be relied upon in reconstructing the siege. 
He reached the conclusion that the Assyrian artist who immortalized the battle viewed the city as it 
appeared from the southwest. Indeed, the two reconstructions of the siege made before the 
commencement of our excavations – by A. Sorrell under Barnett’s direction and by H. J. Soulen under 
the guidance of G.E. Wright – viewed the besieged city from the same general direction. With the data 
of the renewed excavations at our disposal, it seems that Barnett’s thesis can now be further 
elaborated. It becomes apparent that the reliefs portray the city not only from a certain direction but 
from one particular spot (Ussishkin 1982:119, emphasis added). 

During the 1977 excavation season, with the first five seasons of the renewed excavations at his 

disposal, Ussishkin had then prepared to further elaborate Barnett’s thesis of the view of the 

besieged city on the mound from the southwest – as it was depicted by Sorrell under Barnett’s 

guidance and by Soulen under Wright’s guidance – to a view of the besieged city from ‘one 

particular spot’ (Ussishkin 1982:119; cf Ussishkin 1980b:185). To achieve his further elaboration 

of the general view of the city to a view from one particular spot, Ussishkin commissioned a 

pictorial reconstruction of the besieged city as viewed from the one particular spot that was based 

on the photograph taken of Tel Lachish from the southwest in 1933.251 Ussishkin announced to his 

readers in his monograph:  

This particular vantage point is apparently located southwest of the site, on the slope of the 
neighbouring hillock ... it seems that it should be located roughly at the point marked No. 7 on the 
map of Figure 91. This spot is at an elevation of approximately 255 meters above sea level, about 200 
meters from the southwest corner of the mound. The photograph reproduced here in Figure 92 gives a 
good idea of the appearance of the site from this angle of vision. In Figure 94 we present a 
reconstruction of the ancient city as seen during the siege from our selected vantage point, prepared 
during the 1977 excavation season by the South African artist Gert le Grange. The reconstructed 
structures and main siege ramp are based primarily on archaeological data as interpreted in 1977, 
complemented by details garnered from the reliefs. The reconstructed city is drawn on a relatively 
small scale, and except for the attacking battering rams, it shows only the topographical and 
architectural features. Le Grange therefore prepared two additional drawings (Figures 95-96), each 
presenting a segment of the reconstructed city, drawn from the same angle but on a larger scale. Here 
the artist has made a painstaking and successful effort to convey the heat and confusion of battle, 
interpreting in his own lively style the data presented in the reliefs (Ussishkin 1982:119-120).252 

Thus I will argue, Ussishkin’s reconstructed commissioned drawing by Le Grange functioned 

as a metapicture of the archaeology of Tel Lachish and therefore as a structural analogy of his 

thesis. From this point onwards the authority of the image for archaeological knowledge 

‘“leads the pen”’, to quote Uehlinger (2003:236), to: ‘… compare the topographical and 

archaeological data as observed from our selected vantage point to the features of the city as 

shown in the reliefs (Figure 93)’ (Ussishkin 1982:120). Indeed Ussishkin’s approach – in his 

																																																								
251	In his article in 1980b, Ussishkin had noted in footnote 24 that the photograph of the mound from 1933 had been 
published by Tufnell in 1953 in Lachish III. It is interesting to note that in his published article in 1980 and in the 
monograph in 1982, Ussishkin did not explicitly state that Le Grange’s drawing had been based on the 1933 
photograph of the mound. However, in Ussishkin’s recent monograph Biblical Lachish: A Tale of Construction, 
Destruction, Excavation and Restoration, published in 2014, Ussishkin states that Le Grange’s topographical drawing 
was indeed based on the photograph of the mound taken in 1933 and on the topographical and archaeological 
information (Ussishkin 2014:350). 
252	See as well the earlier virtually word for word account in Ussishkin 1980b:184-185. 
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seminal monograph in 1982 and continuing in his most recent book in 2014 – based on the 

authority of the visual availability of the ancient city of Lachish for the reconstruction of 

knowledge on the Lachish reliefs, was anchored by a visual matrix of six authoritative images 

(Figures 91 to 96). I will contend that it is from these six authoritative images that Ussishkin 

constructed his topography-and-archaeology-based thesis on the reliefs. Following then the 

order of the images in his 1982 monograph: Figure 91 was the “scientific” topographical map 

of Tel Lachish and its surroundings showing the shape of the city on the mound and the 

features and structures of the ancient city of Lachish and marking point (7) as the apparent: ‘… 

point from which Assyrian artist probably viewed Lachish and from which photographs and 

drawings of Figures 92, 94-96 were made’ (Ussishkin 1982:119 Figure 91). Its immaterial 

visual predecessor, I will posit, was to be found in Petrie’s topographical map showing the 

surroundings and structures at Tell Hesy; Figure 92 was the photograph taken in 1933 of the 

mound of Lachish as it was presumably taken: ‘… from the general area of point No. 7 in 

Figure 91’ (Ussishkin 1982:120 Figure 92). Published by Tufnell in 1953, this topographical 

view of the mound from the southwest was taken up by Barnett and Wright in their 

reconstructed narrative images of the appearance of the city and the events of the siege; Figure 

93 was Dekel’s new drawing depicting: ‘The storming of Lachish’ taken from the slabs in the 

British Museum (Ussishkin 1982:121 Figure 93). Dekel’s drawing was a new version of the 

measured drawing depicting the scene of the siege of Lachish on Slabs 6-8 that was previously 

produced by Layard and then by Tufnell’s artist Harding. Tufnell’s commissioned drawing of 

the siege scene from the bas-reliefs, the reader will recall, transposed in a new drawing for the 

first time the archetypal image of the city on the mound to the new material context of the 

Lachish reliefs in the British Museum; Figure 94 was Le Grange’s seminal: ‘Reconstruction of 

Lachish as viewed by the Assyrian artist during the battle’ (Ussishkin 1982:122 Figure 94). 

Although reconstructed from the view of the mound as shown in the 1933 photograph, the 

authoritative visual “building block” for Ussishkin’s narrative diagrammatic drawing, I will 

posit, was the “prototype” image of the city on the mound previously produced by Starkey and 

Mc Williams. Drawing again on Leibhammer’s insights on archaeological images, Ussishkin 

and le Grange may be seen to have transferred the enduring and universal topographical-

archaeological visual “prototype” of the city on the mound to a diagrammatic visual 

perspective drawing of the city on the mound viewed from the southwest: ‘… rendered in black 

ink on white ground’ (Leibhammer forthcoming:8). The diagrammatic drawing seeks: ‘… to 

offer constancy and clarity, reduction and stabilization – no uncertain edges, no doubt, no 

ambivalence and a sense of constant space and time. The blank white void of a page with thin 

black lines defining shape suggest a timeless, enduring space’ (Leibhammer forthcoming:8). 

Le Grange’s diagrammatic drawing adds to the universal “building block” image of the city on 
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the mound the depiction of the siege mound to the left and to the right of the city gate, thus 

mimicking the addition of the siege mound in the images produced by Sorrell and Soulen; the 

final two drawings by le Grange, Figures 95 and 96, were close up views of the assault on the 

main siege ramp and the assault on city gate: ‘... as observed from the presumed vantage point 

of Assyrian artist’ (Ussishkin 1982: 123 Figure 95, 124 Figure 96). Here again the scientific 

convention of diagrammatic rendering of the siege ramp scenes purged the dramatic and 

theatrical images produced by Sorrell and Soulen, which had been taken up by Ussishkin, from 

the implications of ‘time, context and the ephemerality of the subject’ (Leibhammer 

forthcoming:8). Ussishkin’s concern in his new drawings of close up views of the siege was 

therefore to ensure a stable and constant version of the Assyrian assault on the main siege ramp 

and the city gate. 

 

	
Figure 51.  Tel Lachish and its surroundings: (1) outer city gate (2) palace-fort (3) Assyrian siege ramp (4) 

southeast corner of mound (5) southwest corner of mound (6) northwest corner of mound (7) point from which 

Assyrian artist probably viewed Lachish and from which photographs and drawings of Figures 92, 94-96 were 

made (Ussishkin 1982:119 Fig 91) 
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Figure 52.  Tel Lachish from southwest, photographed in 1933 from general area of point No. 7 in Figure 91 

(Ussishkin 1982:120 Fig 92) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 53.  The storming of Lachish (compiled from right-hand side of Segment II, Segment III and left-hand 

side of Segment IV) (Ussishkin 1982:121 Fig 93) 
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Figure 54.  Reconstruction of Lachish as viewed by the Assyrian artist, drawn by Gert le Grange (Ussishkin 

1982:122 Fig 94) 

	

 

Figure 55. Reconstruction of assault on main siege ramp, as observed from presumed vantage point of Assyrian 

artist, drawn by Gert le Grange (Ussishkin 1982:123 Fig 95) 
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Figure 56.  Reconstruction of assault on city gate from vantage point of Assyrian artist, drawn by Gert le Grange 

(Ussishkin 1982:124 Fig 96) 

	

Ussishkin’s elucidation of each of the archaeological structures of the city of Lachish that formed 

the basis of his thesis related to the depiction of the features in the reliefs, was systematically 

reviewed through his matrix of authoritative visual images. More specifically, in each case 

Ussishkin compared the archaeological structural features viewed in the diagrammatic drawing by 

Le Grange to the pictorial structural features viewed in Dekel’s drawing of the siege scene in Slabs 

6-8 (Ussishkin slabs II-IV). Commencing with the city gate, Ussishkin (1982:120) reported: ‘From 

our angle of vision the city gate complex appears in the center of the mound … Turning to the 

relief, it is obvious that the gatehouse dominating the center of the siege scene must be identified 

with the city gate. As interpreted by Tufnell and Barnett, it represents the outer rather than the 

inner gatehouse, since the latter would have been hidden from view behind the outer structure and, 

in any case, could not be directly assaulted.’ Ussishkin (1982:120) therefore concluded that: 

‘Incapable of rendering the gate in perspective, the Assyrian artist sketched its facade from a 

frontal view.’ Extending his visual thesis to the palace-fort structure, Ussishkin (1982:120), 

emphasis added to show portion of text which was repeated from the Ussishkin 1980b article)253 

continued:  

From the southwest hillock we have an unobstructed view of the foundations of the Judean palace fort. 
The building stands beyond the gate, rising high above it; in fact from our vantage, its lower course 
may well have been visible above the outer gatehouse even before the latter was destroyed. The 

																																																								
253	See the discussion in footnote 236. 
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massiveness of the foundations is a good indication that its superstructure rose to a considerable 
height. Even today, when only the foundations remain, the palace-fort is the most imposing structure 
on the mound, and we can only imagine its formidable appearance when it stood to its full height 
(Ussishkin (1982:120).  

Therefore Ussishkin (1982:120) surmised: ‘Turning to the relief, we see a large structure 

portrayed above the city gate … Assuming that the structure represents the formidable palace-

fort, we may speculate that it rose to a much higher level in the missing upper part of Slab III’ 

(Layard’s Slab 7). Turning to the position of the siege mound, Ussishkin (1982:125) asserted: 

‘The siege ramp shown in the relief to the right of the city gate is undoubtedly the main siege 

ramp that was discovered at the southwest corner of the mound. (The extension of the ramp 

and the city wall above it were carved on the upper missing sections of Slabs III and IV).’ 

Ussishkin continued to describe the appearance of the main siege ramp from the vantage point 

and perspective of the view presented in Le Grange’s drawing, and noted in particular the left-

hand side of the ramp which reached the bottom of the ancient roadway that lead up to the 

outer gate along the western side of the mound. I have already quoted this portion of 

Ussishkin’s text above on page 141 since Uehlinger quoted the portion in his argument. 

Continuing then to describe the appearance of the main siege ramp, Ussishkin drew a 

comparison between his diagrammatic representation and the drawing by Barnett and Sorrell: 

‘According to the reconstruction of Sorrell and Barnett, the entire surface of the siege ramp 

was covered with such logs, but it is more likely that each machine had its own narrow track of 

wooden logs or beams to enable it smooth ascent to the top of the ramp’ (Ussishkin 1982:125). 

Reflecting on his postulation on a second siege ramp which: ‘… is shown in the relief to the 

left of the city gate, along which two battering rams assail the gate and city wall to its left’, 

Ussishkin surmised that based on the excavations: ‘No other remains can be ascribed to such a 

siege ramp at present, and only future excavations can establish its presence or absence’ 

(Ussishkin 1982:125).254 However, Ussishkin (2003:125) felt that: ‘On the basis of the relief, 

the reconstructions in Figures 94 and 96 portray a second siege ramp thrown against the back 

corner of the gatehouse’, which he now believed: ‘… should be constructed against its front 

corner because tactically this is a more logical point from which to assail the gate.’255 

																																																								
254	See as well the discussion above in footnote 232 on the development of Ussishkin’s theory of a second siege 
ramp. 
255	In Ussishkin’s latest book on Biblical Lachish he gives his final verdict on the topic of the siege ramp, having 
published the results of the renewed excavations in 2004. However, still assuming the authority of Le Grange’s 
diagrammatic drawing, he concluded: ‘From our particular vantage point the siege ramp can be seen to the right of the 
gatehouse and the Palace-Fort. Because it is close to our vantage point, it appears very large relative to those two 
structures. The bottom of the siege ramp touches the road ascending to the gate from the southwestern corner of the 
mound. That is also the case in the relief – the main siege ramp is to the right of the city gate and the conjectured 
Palace-Fort and it appears bigger than they are, and its base touches the road ascending to the gate. The relief shows 
another ramp to the left of the gate on which a battering ram stands attacking the gatehouse. We cannot know what 
the Assyrian artist had in mind. One possibility is that this is the edge of the large siege ramp to the right of the 
gatehouse. But it could also be a second siege ramp that was built against the outer city gate. In the excavation of the 
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The final archaeological structure of the city’s main fortifications visible in Le Grange’s 

diagrammatic drawing that Ussishkin reviewed, presented according to Uehlinger, the main 

difficulty for Ussishkin’s quasi-perspectival theory from one particular spot (cf Uehlinger 

2003:257). In this regard Ussishkin (1982:125) had noted:  

... prior to 1980 it was believed that Lachish was surrounded by two free-standing city walls, outer and 
inner, forming two rings of fortifications of similar character. Naturally, this theory was compared to 
the Assyrian relief, which seemed to confirm this interpretation, particularly as expressed in the 
drawing made by Layard at the time in Kuyunjik, and it formed the basis for the reconstructions of 
Sorrell and Soulen mentioned above. Likewise, the reconstructions of Gert le Grange prepared in 1977 
portray two city walls. Nevertheless, it now seems clear that what was previously considered to be an 
outer city wall was merely a strong revetment retaining the bottom of a glacis, which in turn supported 
the base of the city wall itself. With this interpretation in mind, we shall now return to the relief 
(Ussishkin 1982:125).  

Therefore, after having reviewed the depiction of the fortifications in the relief256 and based on Le 

Grange’s drawing, Ussishkin (1982:125) announced: ‘The segment of wall shown in the relief at 

the right-hand edge of the city must therefore represent the city wall at the southeast corner, which 

from our angle of vision – and the Assyrian artist’s – would appear roughly level with the 

fortifications at the southwest corner. Finally, from our vantage point the appearance of the slope 

at the southeast corner of the mound is very similar to that in the relief.’ As for the two walls 

depicted on the city’s left hand on Slab 6 (Ussishkin Slab II), Ussishkin (1982:126) reported: ‘The 

relief here clearly shows two lines of manned city walls; these must be the buttressed fortifications 

at the northwest corner of the mound that form the left-hand edge of the city as observed from our 

vantage point.’257 

In 1981, Ussishkin commissioned Judith Dekel to produce a new scientifically rendered black and 

white drawing of the original prototype monochrome rendering of the city on the mound produced 

by Starkey and Mc Williams. Completing his matrix of authoritative visual images for his 

topography-and-archaeology-based discourse on the Lachish reliefs, Dekel’s new drawing 

presented: ‘The city of Lachish on the eve of Sennacherib’s siege … based on the reconstruction 

of H.H Mc Williams prepared in 1933, integrated with newly excavated data’ (Ussishkin 

1982:29). Based then on the new drawing of the archetypal view of the city of Lachish, Ussishkin 

had therefore assured his readers at the beginning of his topography and archaeology deliberation: 

‘The various features of the city are depicted according to the usual rigid and schematic 
																																																																																																																																																																																					
gate no remains of such a ramp were found, but this issue has not been properly examined; to do so would require 
another probe on the slope of the mound near the outer city gate’ (Ussishkin 2014:350-353). 
256	See as well the discussion above on page 141. 
257	As I have discussed on page 141, Uehlinger includes a discussion on the remains of chariots depicted in the reliefs 
in Slab 8 to critique Ussishkin’s quasi-perspectival view from one particular spot. I will however not include a review 
on the chariots in the above discussion, since the depiction of the chariot remains did not form part of Ussishkin’s 
quasi-perspectival view and evaluation of the archaeological structures visible in his commissioned diagrammatic 
drawing, which he systematically compared to the depiction of the features in the drawing of the reliefs. A discussion 
on the remains of chariots depicted in the reliefs related to the archaeological remains from the excavations will form 
part of a later research project. 
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conventions of the Assyrian artists, but they are shown in a certain perspective, roughly 

maintaining the proportions and relationships of the various elements as they would appear to an 

onlooker standing at one specific point. This conclusion seems valid, even though the city walls as 

depicted in the reliefs may well have differed in detail from the fortifications that actually 

surrounded the city’ (Ussishkin 1982:119). Ussishkin could therefore conclude at the end of his 

topography-and-archaeology-based discourse that the towers and battlements depicted in the 

reliefs: ‘… could be interpreted as the conventional schematizations employed by Sennacherib’s 

artists to portray city walls in general rather than individual features of any particular city’ 

(Ussishkin 1982:126). 

 

Figure 57.  The city of Lachish on the eve of Sennacherib’s siege as reconstructed by Judith Dekel. It is based on 

the reconstruction of H.H. McWilliams prepared in 1933, integrated with newly excavated data                  

(Ussishkin 1982:29 Fig 9) 

	

Indeed, ‘grown out of some basic intuitions’ of Barnett from the British Museum rather than of 

Yadin as postulated by Uehlinger (2003:260), in his recent book published in 2014, Ussishkin 

re-affirmed the foundational premise of his topographical and archaeological hypothesis on the 

Lachish reliefs. I will include here his entire statement since his words summarise the 

contention of the research that Ussishkin’s theory was founded primarily on ‘information 

located in the pictorial’ (Leibhammer 2001:52); more specifically, information located in a 

matrix of authoritative visual perspectives and images that, since the start of official 

excavations in Palestine, were: ‘… lodged tenaciously within the visual memory of the site’ 

(Leibhammer 2001:89). Ussishkin thus reviewed the foundational revelations that were 

primarily conveyed in visual images, of his topography-and-archaeology-based discourse on 

the reliefs: 
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The Lachish reliefs provide us with a rare opportunity to compare a detailed visual Assyrian 
portrayal in stone of a fortified city with the actual site of that city, whose topography and 
fortifications are well known. Starkey was the first to notice the similarity between buildings at 
Lachish, first and foremost the city gate, and their portrayal in the Assyrian reliefs ... Starkey 
believed that the relief shows the city for the west. The first comparative research between the city 
and the relief was done by Richard Barnett according to the British excavation results. Barnett 
concluded that the relief largely reflects reality and that the artist had depicted the city from the 
southwest. Now, with the information gleaned from the new excavations, it seems possible to go 
deeper and clarify Barnett’s conclusions. It seems that the city is depicted in the relief as it appeared 
from a certain point southwest of the mound. Everything is of course shown in the strict schematic 
style that was typical of Assyrian art, but the various components of the city are portrayed in proper 
proportion and relation to each other, as they were perceived from that particular vantage point. The 
fact that various details, especially the depiction of the two walls, do not precisely match reality does 
not negate this conclusion (Ussishkin 2014:346-347, 349). 

The visual images that conveyed a topographical and archaeological visual perspective on the 

ancient city of Lachish, from Petrie to Ussishkin, narrated the past through a visual availability 

of the ancient city of Lachish that appeared authoritative and definitive. Moreover, the 

topography-and-archaeology-based discourse on the Lachish reliefs instituted a turn to the 

authority of the visual image – as the new material bearers of the transitive image of ancient 

Assyria – for the interpretation and reconstruction of knowledge gleaned from the 

archaeological data at Tel Lachish related to the pictorial depiction of the city and the events of 

the siege in the Assyrian reliefs. I have furthermore demonstrated that the visual images that 

were used by the scholars and archaeologists to construct and support their topographical and 

archaeological theories on the reliefs were not merely ornaments to their discourse but indeed 

served as structuring analogies through which to order knowledge of the excavations at Tel 

Lachish. Knowledge of the archaeology from Tel Lachish was therefore ordered and regulated 

within a received boundary of knowledge formation on ancient Assyria established since the 

nineteenth century in Layard’s visual-textual and narrative-aesthetic discourses on ancient 

Assyria. 

Thus the construction of knowledge of the archaeology from the excavations at Tel Lachish 

since the early twentieth century related to the extant preserved Lachish reliefs assembled in 

the British Museum since the nineteenth century occurred within the boundary of knowledge 

formation of the utopian British imperial archive and its constructed mythology of knowledge 

on ancient Assyria. This is since the new visual availability of ancient Lachish embodied the 

‘utopian epistemology’ and ‘disposition to comprehensive knowledge’ conveyed through the 

visual availability of ancient Assyria (Richards 1993:44). Under the imaginary rubric of the 

utopian archive, hegemony over territory in Palestine in the later nineteenth and early twentieth 

century through large-scale excavations continued then to play a: ‘… role in consolidating the 

British Empire as a secure symbiosis of knowledge and power’ (Richards 1993:44). This 

contention brings into relief the site of the utopian imperial archive – figured as fixed place in 

the institution of the British Museum and as a single person in the figure of Layard – as 
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historical a priori in writing the histories of ancient Israel in the topography-and-archaeology-

based discourse on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines.  

However, at the end of his statement quoted above, Ussishkin stressed that: ‘… our suggestion 

is a theory that cannot be proven. Indeed not all scholars accept it. Ruth Jacoby and Christoph 

Uehlinger, for example, hold that the reliefs are merely a schematic representation of Lachish’ 

(Ussishkin 2014:349). With Ussishkin’s statement in mind, I shall proceed to discuss the final 

discourse on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines to consider how the rubrics of knowledge 

formation on ancient Assyria of the utopian imperial archive have continued to structure the 

production of knowledge in the art-and-iconography-based discourse on the Lachish reliefs. 

Moreover, the image that was used by Uehlinger to illustrate and support his discourse on the 

reliefs may again be seen to have served as a structuring analogy for the construction of his 

thesis on the Lachish reliefs and created another metapicture – thus creating a metapicture 

within a metapicture – of the mythology of knowledge of the utopian imperial archive. 

7.2.3     Art-and-iconography-based discourse.  To present his art and iconography thesis on 

the Lachish reliefs, Uehlinger undertakes a formal critique of Ussishkin’s theory (Uehlinger 

2003:262). At first he considers the agreements and disagreements between the reliefs, the 

topography of the city of Lachish and the archaeological record of the structures and 

fortifications of the ancient city of Lachish (Uehlinger 2003:260). Uehlinger therefore 

concludes that:  

… while the Assyrian artists probably had some knowledge or information concerning the topography 
and architecture of 701-BCE Lachish, they did not aim at a quasi-photographic portrayal of the city. 
Their particular rendering of ‘Lachish’ on the reliefs is apparently determined by standard pictorial 
conventions and constraints of compositional balance and does not support Ussishkin’s theory of a 
quasi-perspective portrayal from one particular viewpoint (Uehlinger 2003:262).  

He then reviews the significant contribution of Ruth Jacoby’s article The Representation and 

Identification of Cities on Assyrian Reliefs, published in 1991, that questioned the relationship 

between: ‘… the artistic depictions on the reliefs and the archaeological remains’ (Jacoby 

1991:112). The basis for the article had been her MA thesis in which Jacoby had examined one 

hundred and eight cities appearing on Assyrian reliefs (Jacoby 1991:112; Uehlinger 2003:262). 

Jacoby concluded that the Assyrian artists depicted enemy cities in a generalised and simplified 

manner that did not reflect accurate topographical and architectural details (Uehlinger 

2003:262). However, since Jacoby recognised in her study that although the depictions of cities 

could not be termed accurate, they were indeed meant to be recognised in order to: ‘… affirm 

the king’s effective claim for authority’ (cf Jacoby 1991:122; Uehlinger 2003:263). 

Recognition was therefore achieved by various means which included an ‘inscription of the 

name of the place’, the ‘physical characteristics of the city’s inhabitants’, ‘the type of booty 
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carried by the vanquished citizens’, ‘topographical and vegetative details’, and ‘the occasional 

inclusion of outstanding structures such as a palace, a temple or a monument’ (Jacoby 

1991:114-116; cf Uehlinger 2003:263). Thus since the Lachish reliefs presented a: ‘… prime 

case for the comparison of the artistic details of the reliefs with the archaeological evidence at 

hand’, Jacoby questioned: ‘Would it be possible to identify the city portrayed on the relief as 

Lachish in the absence of the inscription?’ (Jacoby 1991:122; cf Uehlinger 2003:264). 

Uehlinger reports that to investigate her question Jacoby proceeded to discuss: ‘… three major 

features of the depiction, namely the two city walls, the gate, and the siege ramp, none of 

which according to her analysis would allow for a definite identification’ (Uehlinger 

2003:264), concluding that, in Jacoby’s opinion: ‘It appears that one should not expect the 

details of the fortification depicted on the relief to correspond to the results of the 

archaeological excavation’ (Jacoby 1991:130; Uehlinger 2003:264). To answer her question 

posed at the beginning of her enquiry into the identification of Lachish on the reliefs, Jacoby 

concluded: ‘Since Lachish was not mentioned in the annals and was not incorporated in a 

general description of the field campaign, and since its relief occupied a separate room in 

Sennacherib’s palace, we would not have been able to determine its identity were it not for the 

inscription’ (Jacoby 1991:131; Uehlinger 2003:264).  

Uehlinger (2003:264) resumes his thesis and concludes that: ‘Opening up the iconographic 

horizon along the lines of Jacoby’s study leads to the inevitable conclusion that Ussishkin’s 

interpretation cannot be upheld’; one of the most significant aspects of Ussishkin’s eye-witness 

theory that could no longer be upheld being the theory of two siege ramps. According to 

Jacoby’s analysis the ten siege planes depicted in the reliefs represented ‘one single siege 

ramp’ which ‘opened up like a fan to display various activities taking place at the same time’ 

(Jacoby 1991:126-127; Uehlinger 2003:265, emphasis in original). However, Uehlinger 

continues that Jacoby’s argument would still require further refining since: ‘Comparison with 

other city depictions clearly shows that the ‘Lachish’ picture has conspicuous peculiarities, 

some of which are likely to relate to a particular topographical and architectural reality’ 

(Uehlinger 2003:265, emphasis added). In his opinion, this held true for:  

… the gate tower projecting out of the city’s fortifications, and probably also for the two walls 
although as we have seen, these do not exactly fit the archaeological evidence on the site. Moreover, it 
seems probable to me that the palace-fort, which was such an important structure in the stratum-III 
town, was indeed represented in the now lost upper third of slab 7.258 Such correlations hint at the 

																																																								
258	Jacoby (1991:126, emphasis added) had already drawn attention to this suggested probability, which Uehlinger 
seems to have overlooked: ‘The ramp, the siege machines and soldiers stationed on it are all directed toward one spot 
on the upper (broken) register of the relief. The missing section may have contained a building similar to another 
structure appearing on an additional relief in Sennacherib’s palace (see the arrow on Fig 12), and illustrating the 
conquest of a city which Barnett identified as Tarsus. There, the ramp ‘cuts across’ a river, the mound and the city 
wall, its final objective being a fortress within the city walls. The impossibility of the scene was irrelevant to the artist, 
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strong probability that the depiction of ‘Lachish’ is more than a purely conventional one but implies 
definite knowledge about particular features of the 701 BCE town’s fortifications and monumental 
architecture (Uehlinger 2003:265, emphasis added). 

Such definite knowledge of the fortifications and monumental architecture would have 

however, according to Uehlinger, been derived from text-based sources produced by scribes 

who are known to have accompanied the campaigns to record the booty from the campaigns. 

The Assyrian artists stationed in Nineveh would have then interpreted the text source 

‘according to their standard pictorial conventions’ to produce the sculptural narrative 

composition within the formal constraints of the architectural context in the Southwest palace 

in which the sculptures were to be displayed (Uehlinger 2003:266, 277).259 Turning then to the 

reliefs themselves as a valuable primary source of ancient historiography, Uehlinger notes their 

original fragmentary state prior to their reassembly in the British Museum. He draws attention 

to the restoration of the reliefs displayed in the British Museum by comparing the physical 

joins between the slabs in the Museum to the depiction of the joins between the slabs in 

Hodder’s Key Sketches – this is since Hodder’s sketches ‘may be considered the most 

problem-orientated’ providing a ‘relatively critical record of the reliefs’ state of preservation at 

the time of their discovery’ (Uehlinger 2003:267). In Hodder’s drawings, for example, the 

lateral margins which were drawn with a ruler give the impression that: ‘… the joins between 

the slabs were all perfectly neat’ (Uehlinger 2003:267). Uehlinger concludes therefore: 

‘Comparison of Hodder’s drawings with extant slabs (and to some extent also with Layard’s 

drawings, e.g. fig. 2) show that in some instances his straight edges do not reflect the real 

boundaries of the sculptures at all’ (Uehlinger 2003:267).260 Therefore for Uehlinger two 

critical factors have to be taken into account in order to reconstruct a ‘plausible narrative 

reading of the overall composition’ and ‘a cogent interpretation of the series’ (Uehlinger 

2003:268): firstly ‘the correct horizontal positioning of adjoining slabs’, and secondly ‘the 

now-missing upper portions’ of the slabs which are no longer extant, especially the missing 

																																																																																																																																																																																					
whose purpose was not to achieve technical accuracy, but to display the use of the ramp along with other important 
events characterizing this conquest. In my belief, this is also the case with the Lachish relief.’ 
259	Uehlinger draws attention to the fact that the attack and capture of the city of Lachish was not recorded in the 
Assyrian annals which immediately raises the question as to which textual accounts of the campaign against Lachish 
the Assyrian artists would have interpreted to produce their sculptural narrative version of the events. Uehlinger 
therefore suggests that the textual accounts would have been ‘contained in field diaries’ (Uehlinger 2003:265) and the 
syntheses of these sources could have contributed to the misrepresentation of the Lachish city walls to that of a 
representation of city walls typical of Levantine cities that were ‘topped with towers with a shield parapet’ (Jacoby 
1991:125; cf Uehlinger 265-266). This type of discrepancy, Uehlinger notes, had previously been highlighted by 
Russell to suggest the improbability of an eye-witness visual account of the Lachish event (Russell 1991:208). See as 
well the discussion by Ussishkin on the architectural setting of the Lachish reliefs in room XXXVI (Chamber OO) 
situated within the ceremonial suite in the Southwest palace (Ussishkin 1982:67-72). The architectural setting of the 
Lachish reliefs was also reviewed in detail by Russell (1991) and by Turner (1970). 
260	See as well the discussion on Hodder’s drawings on pages 55 and 93 and footnotes 87 and 218. 
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upper portion on the right of Slab 7 (Uehlinger 2003:268).261 Drawing then on Jacoby’s 

insights on the position of the siege planes directed to ‘one spot no longer visible on the relief’ 

(Jacoby 1991:127) and by comparing the depiction of siege scenes to reliefs in three other 

chambers of the Southwest palace,262 Uehlinger presents his art and iconographic interpretation 

of the siege scene depicted on Slabs 6-8 of the reliefs. Uehlinger’s interpretation is depicted in 

a new measured drawing of the siege scene portraying the palace-fort structure in the missing 

upper portion to the right of Slab 7 (Uehlinger 2003:268, 269 Fig 7).  

 

Figure 58. Tentative reassemblage of slabs 6-9, with selective restorations including the now-missing 

citadel (Ch. Uehlinger, assisted by J. Eggler  (Uehlinger 2003: 269 Fig 7)  

	

In Uehlinger’s discussion to support his hypothesis, the cardinal point of contention lies in the 

horizontal positioning of Slab 7 in relation to the rest of the series (Uehlinger 2003:271-272). 

Therefore to produce his new measured drawing with the correct position of Slab 7, he aligned 

Slabs 6-9 where well-preserved joins could be identified (Uehlinger 2003:271). This he did – 

‘faute de mieux’ – by manipulating on computer the drawings that were previously produced of 

the series from the slabs in the British Museum by Judith Dekel (Uehlinger 2003:272).263 The 

new assemblage and restoration of areas in the drawing was produced by Dr Jürg Eggler under 

Uehlinger’s supervision (Uehlinger 2003:272). Narrating then the new virtual image of the 
																																																								
261	The reader will recall that Ussishkin attributed the wall segment depicted on the left of Slab 7 to the palace-fort 
structure which he then assumed would have extended into the missing portion above the wall segment portrayed; the 
missing portion to the right of Slab 7, he attributed to the upper city wall at the southwest corner of the fortification 
against which the main siege ramp was directed. See the discussion above with Ussishkin’s relevant quote on page 
140. 
262	The three other chambers included XII (Chamber L), XIV (Chamber K) and XLIII (Chamber E, KK).  
263	See as well the discussion on page 139 on Dekel’s drawings of the Lachish reliefs commissioned by Ussishkin. 
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siege scene taking place against the fortifications of Lachish, Uehlinger refutes Ussishkin’s 

‘quasi-perspectival view’ (Uehlinger 2003:261) of the fortifications and palace-fort and posits 

instead a: ‘… quasi-symmetrical status’, with the two rows of fortifications ‘visible on either 

side of the city’ indicating an upper and a lower wall; and the preserved fortification segment 

of Slab 7 representing the continuation of the upper wall across the city from Slab 6 (Uehlinger 

2003:272). The gradual rise of wall segments evident from Slab 6 to Slab 8 served then not to 

indicate an independent structure such as the palace-fort proposed by Ussishkin, but rather: ‘... 

to stress the overall height of the city fortifications’ (Uehlinger 2003:272). However, since the 

palace-fort seemed to represent the highest point of the besieged town, Uehlinger (2003:272-

273) surmises that: ‘… the ultimate target of the attack along the siege ramp, visualized in our 

figure by diagonal arrows extending from the siege planes, must have been a fortified citadel 

located in the upper right part of Slab 7.’ For Uehlinger, even though his ‘restoration may look 

daring’, it: ‘… seems obvious that the bricks, torches, ladders, carts and men visible on the 

extant reliefs must be thrown or fall from some place. Moreover, it would have been pointless 

to represent no less than four (perhaps even five) battering-rams running straight into the open 

breach of the city’s fortifications if their ultimate target were not such a massive structure 

situated beyond the city walls’ (Uehlinger 2003:273, emphasis added). However, Uehlinger 

opines, that since the Assyrian artist worked within the constraints of Assyrian pictorial 

conventions, the image of the siege-planes running against the hypothetical citadel was not an 

invitation to deduce that the actual Lachish palace-fort of level III: ‘… had been assaulted in 

the actual battle course by Sennacherib’s battering rams’ (Uehlinger 2003:273). On the 

contrary, since no evidence of a siege ramp against the ‘palace-fort or the enclosure’ was found 

in the excavations, Uehlinger concludes that the: ‘… palace-fort may have served as a kind of 

ultimate bastion for the town’s last defenders’ (Uehlinger 2003:273), with the depiction of the 

attack against the citadel rather to stress: ‘… the intensity of the Assyrian onslaught against the 

massive enemy fortifications, whose importance in turn serves to celebrate the heroic character 

of the Assyrian onslaught’ (Uehlinger 2003:273).  

Thus Uehlinger concludes that the foundational premise for his art and iconography thesis on 

the reliefs: ‘… strongly favours Jacoby’s opinion, according to which the Assyrian artists who 

designed the Lachish series did not represent the actual attack as seen from a certain spot but 

according to their own, well-established compositional rules and pictorial conventions’ 

(Uehlinger 2003:275). Based then on the understanding that scholars should abandon a ‘naïve 

approach’ to the Lachish reliefs as ‘“ windows” to an ancient event’, Uehlinger proceeds to 

‘“read” and decode the pictorial discourse’ on the reliefs from left to right drawing attention to 

the compositional axis and formal symmetry in the flow of the visual narrative (Uehlinger 
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2003:276 Fig 8, 277-278).264 Uehlinger concludes his discourse on the reliefs by discussing, in 

particular, the ‘Distinctions among Captives and Defenders’, the depiction of ‘Spoils from the 

Citadel’, and lastly, ‘Sennacherib’s Throne and Chariots’ (Uehlinger 2003:278-293). 

Moreover, Uehlinger illustrates his discussion with Dekel’s series of drawings on the reliefs 

that were commissioned by Ussishkin (Uehlinger 2003 Fig 9a, 9b, 9c). 

7.2.3.1   Art and archaeology: An alternative perspective on Uehlinger’s art and iconography 

thesis on the Lachish reliefs. I will argue that to illustrate and support his art and iconography 

discourse on the Lachish reliefs, Uehlinger constructs a metapicture on ancient Assyria as a 

foundational analogy and a metaphor for his hypothesis. The reconstructed immaterial image 

of the siege scene on Slabs 6-9 of the reliefs is indeed not merely an ornament to his thesis; 

rather, it serves as a structuring analogy for his discourse. Working within a received repertoire 

of authoritative visual images, in Uehlinger’s new measured drawing of the siege scene we 

again: ‘… encounter a picture in which the image of another picture appears, a “nesting” of one 

image inside another ...’ (Mitchell 2015:18). In Uehlinger’s disassembling and reassembling of 

the virtual image of Dekel’s measured drawing of the siege scene from the slabs in the British 

Museum, the transitive image of the archetypal city on the mound of ancient Lachish – that was 

transposed in Tufnell and Harding’s new drawing to the new material support of the reliefs in 

the British Museum – may be seen to have migrated and re-appeared in Uehlinger’s new 

reconstruction. For “nested” within his drawing we observe traces not only of the virtual exact 

replication of Tufnell’s horizontal arrangement of Slabs 6 to 8, but also traces of the virtual 

image of the palace-fort as it was conveyed and transferred across the range of authoritative 

images of the ancient city of Lachish – the city on the mound – in the topography-and-

archaeology-based discourse, from the first prototype image of the city on the mound, then 

appearing in Wright’s reconstruction by Soulen, and again in Ussishkin’s major diagrammatic 

renderings by Le Grange (see Figure 53 and 56) and finally in Dekel’s new authoritative 

drawing of the “prototype” ancient city (see Figure 57). 

Thus I will posit, that in spite of Uehlinger’s refutation of Ussishkin’s naïve interpretation 

based on topography and archaeology and his quasi-topographical perspective on the reliefs, 

Uehlinger’s re-evaluation of the historical and Assyrian aesthetic value of the sculptures may 

still be termed an art-and-archaeology-based discourse on the reliefs within the bounds of the 

topography-and-archaeology-based discourse. For although his new discourse assimilated the 

“language” of Assyrian iconography and pictorial conventions in the interpretation of the 

																																																								
264	Uehlinger (2003:275 footnote 136, 276) has derived the basis for his: ‘Fig. 8. The Lachish series in its 
architectural context (room XXXVI)’ from Russell (1991:200-201): ‘Fig. 108. The Siege of Lachish as reassembled 
by the author, Room XXXVI Southwest Palace, Nineveh.’ 
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Lachish reliefs in the British Museum, his foundational metaphor and structuring analogy 

occurs in relation to the archaeology from Tel Lachish. More particularly, as the archaeology 

from Tel Lachish was conveyed through information located in the archaeological visual 

images and through the authority of the visual availability of the ancient city of Lachish, that 

migrated to the extant preserved reliefs in the British Museum.265 

Furthermore, we observe in his art-and-archaeology-based discourse that Uehlinger takes up 

again an appeal to a classical-aesthetic narrative mediation of the reliefs that may be seen to 

reflect the nineteenth century imperial concerns with the limits of positive knowledge that lay 

beyond the frontier. In Richards’ examination of the myth and fantasy of the imperial archive 

he explains that: ‘… beyond the frontier knowledge becomes myth, a matter of aesthetics’ 

(Richards 1993:68). Since the advancement of the science of Assyriology and the study of 

Assyrian art and iconography in the latter part of the twentieth century the aesthetic certainty of 

the Assyrian forms do not seem to: ‘... make an appearance outside of its museum-case of 

aesthetic valuation’ (Richards 1991:69). Indeed, even Uehlinger interprets the reliefs within the 

constraints of their “museum-case”. For his images of pictorial depictions on the reliefs, frozen 

in artificial aesthetic frames and integrated into his textual matrix, attempt to represent the 

certainty of what is knowable within the stock repertoire of aesthetics of the “museum-case” 

(cf Richards 1991:70).    

7.3        CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I have argued that visual images, as structuring analogies and metaphors for the 

construction of knowledge in the discourses on the Lachish reliefs disclose the role of the 

utopian imperial archive as historical a priori in the discourses on the Lachish reliefs in the 

disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel. I have demonstrated 

previously how Layard’s narrative-aesthetic and visual-textual discourse on ancient Assyria 

inaugurated a turn to the authority of the visual image for information on the excavations and 

discoveries of ancient Assyria. Moreover, in Layard’s disassembling and reassembling of 

Malan’s watercolours to create a new fixed assemblage of visual data from which to construct 

his narrative-aesthetic discourse on ancient Assyria, a turn to the authority of the visual 

availability of ancient Assyria was instituted, which in turn established a metapicture of ancient 

Assyria as a metaphor of an entire episteme on ancient Assyria. I have therefore attempted to 

elucidate how visual images – as the new material bearers of the transitive image of ancient 

Assyria – that have been used by archaeologists and scholars to construct and support their 

interpretations and discourses on the reliefs served as structuring analogies whereby, according 

																																																								
265	See as well Uehlinger’s statement on the palace-fort in footnote 237. 
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to rules and practices of knowledge formation of the utopian imperial archive and its 

mythology of comprehensive knowledge, knowledge was constructed on the Lachish reliefs. I 

have furthermore demonstrated how through the authority of the visual image and the visual 

availability of the ancient city of Lachish, the utopian imperial archive held the power to 

impose boundaries of knowledge over the archaeology of the Lachish Level III city – the two 

walls, the gate, the siege ramp and the palace fort – in the discourses on the Lachish reliefs. 

Moreover, the turn to the visual availability of ancient Assyria held the power to impose 

boundaries of knowledge over the fragmentary Assyrian reliefs as they were assembled and 

restored in the British Museum in the mid-nineteenth century. 

In conclusion, I shall therefore tentatively posit that based on the research the extant preserved 

reliefs in the British Museum are, in themselves, not a sure testament to positive and accurate 

knowledge of the original reliefs as they existed in Sennacherib’s palace. This is since the 

ordering of information and the construction of knowledge of the fragmentary Lachish reliefs 

and their assembly and restoration in the British Museum, as I have shown, occurred within the 

bounded area of knowledge formation ordered and controlled by the utopian imperial archive; 

figured as a fixed place in the British Museum, and fixed as a single person in the figure of 

Austen Henry Layard and disseminated in his visual-textual and narrative-aesthetic discourse 

on ancient Assyria. It follows that without access to the restoration records of the Lachish 

reliefs in the British Museum, and without a far more detailed examination of the extant 

preserved reliefs in relation to the authoritative (Layard’s) and in relation to the non-

authoritative (Hodder’s) measured drawings of the reliefs, as well as a detailed examination of 

all the visual records and reliefs from Sennacherib’s third western campaign, the preserved 

“original” reliefs cannot in themselves be presumed to convey an accurate arrangement and 

assembly of the ancient positive data.266 Moreover, I shall tentatively posit that the 

archaeological remains of the ancient city of Lachish – the city on the mound – as a testimony 

to the pictorial narrative preserved on the Lachish reliefs cannot be dismissed in the 

construction of knowledge on the Lachish reliefs. For the reliefs and the archaeology 

corroborate the same actual historical event. The role, then, of the archive as historical a priori 

and the authoritative role of images in historical methodology of the Lachish reliefs and by 

extension therefore, of ancient Israel’s history may be added to Uehlinger’s observations on the 

primary sources for historical reconstruction. Indeed, I will posit: ‘... [the role of the archive as 

historical a priori] may serve as a patent reminder how much in the realm of history depends on 

processes of recording, storage and restitution of data’ (Uehlinger 2003:232).  

																																																								
266	When I visited the British Museum Middle East Study Room in 2015, I was informed that the restoration records 
of the Lachish reliefs have not been preserved (personal communication with Mr Nigel Tallis October 2015). 
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CHAPTER 8 

     CONCLUSION 

	

The primary aim of the research has been to offer a contribution to the debate on the topic of 

historical methodology of ancient Israel in the disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History 

of ancient Israel. Scholars in the disciplines are divided in their approaches to historical 

methodology of ancient Israel. I have proposed that an examination into the function of the 

archive as historical a priori in the discourses on the Lachish reliefs presents an approach to 

historical methodology for the reconstruction of historical knowledge of ancient Israel that has 

hitherto not been considered in the disciplines. Moreover, the approach of the archive as 

historical a priori in a study of the discourses on the Lachish reliefs discloses the practical and 

theoretical tenets that converge to construct knowledge on the Lachish reliefs and hence also 

knowledge on ancient Israel. Thus in spite of the division and debate in the disciplines on the 

approaches to historical methodology of ancient Israel, I have endeavoured to argue, that a 

singular bounded formation of knowledge on the Lachish reliefs has evolved in the disciplines 

since the nineteenth century. 

By way of introduction to the approach of the archive as historical a priori in the disciplines, in 

chapter two, I have reflected on the historical methodological principles of Zusammenhang, 

which amongst German historians in the nineteenth century gave rise to an archival turn in 

Europe. The archive was established as the: ‘… the most important site for the production of 

historical knowledge’ (Eskildsen 2008:427). Moreover, the ‘archival turn’ (Eskildsen 2008) in 

the nineteenth century instituted a practical and a discursive historical a priori of the historical 

endeavour. Reflecting on the historical enterprise since the nineteenth century, Foucault’s 

concern was with how: ‘… historical descriptions are ordered by the present state of 

knowledge’ (Foucault (1972:5). His identification of the ‘anonymous, historical rules’ 

(Foucault 1972:131) that govern a body of knowledge or a discursive formation (discourse) 

established the central analytic framework of the research. Therefore, to establish the necessity 

of a methodological approach which considers the archive as historical a priori in the realm of 

writing the histories of ancient Israel, which may be extended to the histories of the ancient 

Near East, the research has contended that the Assyrian-Layard archive, institutionally 

represented by the British Museum, holds the power to enforce boundaries of knowledge of 

ancient Israel’s history in the discourses on the Lachish reliefs. Thus the research has been 

concerned to demonstrate how a bounded formation of knowledge on the Lachish reliefs since 

the mid-nineteenth century may be seen to have evolved through the rules and practices of 

knowledge formation within the imperial archive in the British Museum, and more especially 
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through the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive that extended beyond the British 

Museum in the nineteenth century. 

In chapter three and four I have explored how the supreme goal of the nineteenth century 

British Empire was to control territory through the control of knowledge within the domain of 

a unified Empire. This mission to bring about the symbiotic relationship of ‘knowledge and 

power’ (Richards 1993:32) was accomplished through a newly devised technology of state rule 

– the fantasy of the imperial archive. I have reviewed the key tenets of the rules and practices 

of the imperial archive in the Victorian administration. Through its imaginary rubrics of 

knowledge formation, the imperial archive functioned to construct a comprehensive mythology 

of knowledge of the Empire and its concordant imaginary locale – Mesopotamia. In the British 

Museum – the institutional representative and “heart” of the British Empire in the mid-

nineteenth century – information gathered through large-scale excavations in Northern 

Mesopotamia was amassed and ordered into a formal unity. A unity that was, moreover, seen 

as a tenable metaphor for the imperial whole and deployed as a state master pattern of 

knowledge to effectively control the construction and mediation of knowledge of ancient 

Assyria to audiences both within and outside the British Museum. Of singular importance for 

the hypothesis advanced in the study, in the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive, 

the archive was figured not only as a fixed place in the institution of the British Museum, but 

as a single person in the figure of Austen Henry Layard. The research has demonstrated how 

Layard’s unique evaluation of ancient Assyria instituted a radical shift to a visual availability 

of ancient Assyria that inaugurated a “turn” to the authority of the archaeological visual image 

as an authentic document of historical knowledge of ancient Assyria.  

Layard’s Assyrian campaigns were documented both textually and visually. The concern of the 

research has been to focus on the pictorial archival repositories. This is since the Original 

Drawings assembled in the archival repositories in the British Museum were the official and 

authoritative means to visually document the imperial mission of the archaeological 

expeditions in ancient Assyria in the mid-nineteenth century. The main tenet of the Victorian 

imperial mission, borne out of the imperial contest with France, equated ownership of the 

Assyrian antiquities as tantamount to hegemony over the Mesopotamian territories. Thus the 

Original Drawings represented little more to the Trustees of the British Museum than a 

compendium of collectable Assyrian antiquities. I have argued in chapter five, that the 

foundational tenets of the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive may be discerned in 

the ‘faultlines’ of the archive, namely the rules and practices by which the archive was 

constructed and under what circumstances it was made (Stoler 2002:100). Therefore, I have 

investigated the institutional procedures and practices that may have functioned to classify and 
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order the Original Drawings as they were assembled in the British Museum following 

Layard’s first and second excavation campaigns at Nineveh. I have endeavoured, therefore, 

through a close analysis of the ordering and assembly of the drawings in Volumes I-IV, to 

‘decode that something else’ (Stoler 2002:89) that functioned to control knowledge of the 

excavations in Assyria, and hence to control knowledge of Mesopotamia as an extension of 

British hegemony. The research has shown that the institutional rules and practices of 

classification may be seen to have been neither passive nor discrete, but rather assertive as they 

functioned to select and classify the Original Drawings into a hierarchy of ordering that was 

along the grain of the mythology of knowledge of the imperial archive. Embedded within the 

very material substance and conventions that were used to construct the measured drawings 

and the watercolour sketches lay the conditions for the institutional criteria of classification. 

Moreover, this ordering of knowledge of the Assyrian excavations within the archive filtered 

and controlled the distribution of knowledge of ancient Assyria beyond the British Museum. 

Turning then to the broader circuits of knowledge formation of ancient Assyria beyond the 

British Museum, the research in chapter six has reflected on the migration of the imperial 

vision of Mesopotamia to the conceptualisation and inauguration of the ‘virtual origin of the 

discourse’ (Bohrer 1992:85) on ancient Assyria in Layard’s 1849 publications of the first 

Assyrian campaign. Drawing on art historian and theoretician W J T Mitchell’s Image Science 

(2015), the research has considered the physical nature of images as to their migration from 

one material support to another and from one time and place to another. I have examined how, 

through the recontextualisation of the measuresd drawing pictorial records, a visual-textual 

discourse on ancient Assyria emerged in the folio of Engravings The Monuments of Nineveh I. 

Moreover, through a visually enhanced narrative text a narrative-aesthetic discourse on ancient 

Assyria emerged in Layard’s memoir The Remains of Nineveh. After the second campaign of 

excavations at Kuyunjik, the visual-textual discourse on ancient Assyria migrated to the second 

folio of Engravings Monuments of Nineveh II, published in 1853. The second folio of 

Engravings of the measured drawings expanded the discourse on ancient Assyria to new areas 

of archaeological knowledge and instituted a scholarly visual-textual discourse on 

Sennacherib’s Southwest palace and, more specifically with reference to the hypothesis 

advanced here, on the Lachish reliefs. This is since the cuneiform inscriptions that were on 

some of the reliefs were depicted in a new visual support, namely the engravings of the 

measured drawings. In Layard’s memoir of his second campaign Nineveh and Babylon, the 

narrative-aesthetic mediation and discourse on ancient Assyria continued primarily through the 

revision and reformulation of a select number of the watercolour pictorial records, produced by 

F C Cooper and the Rev S C Malan, as colour lithographs. The research has therefore reviewed 
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in chapter six how the immaterial and transitive historical image of ancient Assyria came to 

light in the new material support of the engravings and lithographs in Layard’s publications. 

Layard’s visual-textual and narrative-aesthetic discourses on ancient Assyria subsumed within 

its boundary of knowledge formation the new excavations at Kuyunjik, and anchored the 

imperial concern for cultural appropriation and imperial hegemony through ownership of the 

Assyrian antiquities.  

Layard’s unique construction of the visual availability of ancient Assyria through 

archaeological images not only established his narrative-aesthetic discourse on ancient Assyria, 

but it may be seen to have instituted a metapicture on ancient Assyria. According to Mitchell, 

the nesting of one image within another draws attention to the self-referencing nature of images 

(Mitchell 1994:41). I have argued that Layard’s reconstructed image of himself seated in the 

archive chamber at Kuyunjik did not merely serve as an illustration of his excavations at 

Kuyunjik, but it may be seen to picture a totalising theory of knowledge on ancient Assyria that 

emerged in the Victorian nineteenth century (cf Mitchell 1994:49, 58). Therefore in chapter 

seven, I have reflected on the evolution of the discourses on the Lachish reliefs in the 

disciplines of Biblical Archaeology and History of ancient Israel since the mid-nineteenth 

century. Following C Uehlinger’s critical insights on the reconstruction of historical knowledge 

on the Lachish reliefs, the research endeavoured to evaluate the role of archaeological images 

for the construction of knowledge on the Lachish reliefs in the disciplines. From the research I 

have concluded that the archaeological images – as the new material bearers of the transitive 

image of ancient Assyria – that have been used by archaeologists and scholars to construct and 

support their interpretations and discourses on the reliefs, functioned as structuring analogies 

whereby, according to rules and practices of knowledge formation of the utopian imperial 

archive and its mythology of comprehensive knowledge, knowledge was constructed on the 

Lachish reliefs. The research has therefore concluded that the function of the archive as 

historical a priori and the authoritative role of images in historical methodology of the Lachish 

reliefs has been assertively instrumental in shaping a bounded formation of knowledge of the 

Lachish reliefs, and by extension therefore of ancient Israel’s history, in the disciplines since 

the nineteenth century. I have furthermore demonstrated how through the authority of the 

archaeological image conveying a visual availability of the ancient city of Lachish, the utopian 

imperial archive held the power to impose boundaries of knowledge over the archaeology of 

the Lachish Level III city and over the fragmentary Assyrian reliefs as they were reconstructed 

in the British Museum in the mid-nineteenth century. 

The seminal book Refiguring the Archive (2002), presents a challenge to the ‘assumptions that 

underpin’ the writing of history and suggest that by the positioning of ‘alternative archives’: 
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‘… a refigured archive might escape the kinds of boundaries they enforce and find expression 

in new sites and forms’ (Hamilton et al 2002:16-17). I would like to tentatively propose that 

the repositioning of an alternative archive may assist to constitute an ‘alternative vision’ 

(Hamilton et al 2002:16) and discourse on the Lachish reliefs. Such an alternative archive 

would involve a re-evaluation of the non-authoritative pictorial records that documented the 

Kuyunjik excavations, and more especially those produced by Charles Hodder of the Lachish 

reliefs, and a reconsideration of the “archaeology” – namely, the fragmentary remains from Tel 

Lachish and the fragmentary Lachish reliefs. The repositioning of an alternative archaeology 

archive and the creation of an alternative vision and discourse on the Lachish reliefs may then 

be presented as an area of future research that is imperative in the current debate in the politics 

of knowledge pertaining to the study of ancient Israel. 
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ANNEXURE A 

Tables of the Original Drawings for Sennacherib’s Southwest palace in Volumes I, II, IV 

Volume 1 

Or. Dr. Artist Chamber and Slab no Mon. Nin. Pl SWPS 
I, 33 Unsigned, attr. Cooper H Grand Entrance  10, 11, 12  (1853a:137) (M) 8a 
I, 34 Unsigned, attr. Cooper K  13, 14, 15, 16  (alt of II, 70, 37, 38, 39) II  39   243a-246a 
I, 35 Unsigned, attr. Cooper L  5, 6, 7 unpublished 219a-221a 
I, 36 Unsigned, attr. Cooper M  1, 2, 3 unpublished  518a 
I, 37 Unsigned, attr. Cooper M  7, 9, 10  (alt of II, 57) unpublished 522a 
1, 38 Signed, Cooper S  4, 3  unpublished 200a-201a 
1, 39 Unsigned, attr. Cooper U  1-4  unpublished 291a-294a 
1, 40 Unsigned, attr. Cooper V  3, 4, 5  unpublished 441a-443a 
1, 41 Unsigned, attr. Cooper V  6, 7 unpublished 444a 
1, 42 Unsigned, attr. Cooper V  8, 9 (1853a:341) 445a 
I, 43 Unsigned, attr. Cooper V  10, 11 unpublished 446a 
I, 44 Unsigned, attr. Cooper V  12, 13 unpublished 449a-450a 
I, 45 Unsigned, attr. Cooper V  14, 15 unpublished 448a 
I, 46 Signed, Cooper U (miscopied V)  17, 18, 19 unpublished 277a 
I, 47 Unsigned, attr. Cooper U  14 unpublished (M) 279a 
1, 48 Unsigned, attr. Bell VV  elevation of ascending passage unpublished Plate 19 
I, 49 Unsigned, attr. Bell GGG  3, 4 unpublished 645a-646a 
I, 50 Unsigned, attr. Bell GGG  10, 11, 12 (1853a:587 detail 

of 10) 
648a-650a 

I, 51 Unsigned, attr. Cooper ZZ  in ink LI (alt of II, 74 middle slab) 1853a:68 (slab 1) 552a-554a 
I, 52 Unsigned, attr. Bell  GG  pavement slab II  56 (left)   329a 
I, 53 Unsigned, attr. Bell GG  pavement slab II  56 (right) 679 
I, 55 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  54, 56 II  13   144a 
I, 56 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  66, 67, 68 II  14  (1853a:111) 158a 
I, 57 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  63, 64 II  15 152a-153a 
I, 58 Unsigned, attr. Layard OO  4, 5 prt of 6 II  20  428a-429a 
I, 59 Signed, Layard OO  7, 8 prt of 6 II  21  430a-431a 
I, 60 Unsigned, attr. Layard OO  9, 10 II  22  432a-434a 
I, 61 Unsigned, attr. Layard OO  11, 12 II  23  435a-436a 
I, 62 Signed, Layard OO  13 II  24  437a-439a 
I, 63 Unsigned, attr. Cooper R  12, 13, 14 II  29  193a 
I, 64 Signed, Layard EE  1, 2, 3 II  31  364a-366a 
I, 65 (upper) Unsigned, attr. Bell II  9, 10, 11 II  33 (top)  500a 
I, 65 (lower) Unsigned, attr. Bell KK  4 II  33(upper 

middle) 
475a 

I, 66 (upper) Unsigned, attr. Bell LL  1, 2 unpublished 483a 
I, 66 (lower) Unsigned, attr. Bell KK  2 II  33 (lower 

middle) 
473a 

I, 67 Unsigned, attr. Bell II  6, 7  II  34 (lower right)   497a-498a 
I, 68 Unsigned, attr. Bell II  4, 5 II  34 (lower left)  496a 
I, 69 Signed, Layard FF  7, 8, 9  II  35  344a-346a 
I, 70 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  11, 12, 13  (alt of II, 62, 63) II  37   102a-104a 
I, 71 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  16, 19, 20  (alt of II, 59 lower) II  38  108a 
I, 72 Unsigned, attr. Cooper U  11, 12 II  42 (M) 282a-283a 
I, 73 Unsigned, attr. Cooper 

(should be attributed to 
Layard) 

U  15, 16 II  43 (M) 278a 

 

Key:   Or. Dr. =  Original Drawings     Mon. Nin. Pl  =  Monuments of Nineveh I or II and Plate no. 

           SWPS  =  Catalogue of Sculptures    (M)  =  Drawings associated with watercolour by S C Malan 

           Grey    =  Drawings by Layard and Bell from latter period of excavation at Kuyunjik March – April 1851; 

           Green  =  Drawings by Cooper finished off in the British Museum in August 1851 and those selected by Layard to publish in 
            Monuments of Nineveh II. 
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Volume II 

Or. Dr.  Artist Chamber and Slab no Mon. Nin. Pl SWPS 
II, 1 Unsigned, attr. Cooper XX  10 II  44   312a 
II, 2 Signed, Layard BB  1, 2 II  45-46  381a-382a 
II, 3 Signed, Layard BB  3 II  45-46  383a 
II, 4 Signed, Layard BB  4 II  47   384a 
II, 5 Signed, Layard BB  5 II  48  385a 
II, 6 Signed, Layard BB  6 II  49  386a 
II, 7 Unsigned, attr. Hodder OO  4 unpublished 436b 
II, 8 Unsigned, attr. Hodder OO  5 unpublished 435b 
II, 9 Unsigned, attr. Hodder OO  6 unpublished 434b 
II, 10 Unsigned, attr. Hodder OO  7 unpublished 433b 
II, 11 Unsigned, attr. Hodder OO  8 unpublished 432b 
II, 12 Unsigned, attr. Hodder OO  9 unpublished 431b 
II, 13 Unsigned, attr. Hodder OO  10 unpublished 430b 
II, 14 Unsigned, attr. Hodder OO  11 unpublished 429b 
II, 15 Unsigned, attr. Hodder OO  12 unpublished 428b 
II, 16 Unsigned, attr. Hodder FF  15 unpublished 344b 
II, 17 Unsigned, attr. Hodder FF  16 unpublished 345b 
II, 18 Unsigned, attr. Hodder FF  17 unpublished 346b 
II, 19 Unsigned, attr. Hodder FF  18 unpublished 347b 
II, 20 Unsigned, attr. Hodder FF  19 unpublished 348b 
II, 21 Unsigned, attr. Hodder FF  20 unpublished 349b 
II, 22 Unsigned, attr. Hodder FF  21, 22 unpublished 350a-351a 
II, 37 Signed, Churchill K  3rd series no. 3 slab 15 (redrawn in I, 34) unpublished 245c 
II, 38 Signed, Churchill K  3rd series no. 4 slab 14 (redrawn in I, 34) unpublished 244c 
II, 39 Signed, Churchill K  3rd series no. 5 slab 13 (redrawn in I, 34) unpublished 243c 
II, 40 Signed, Churchill K  3rd series no. 6 slab 11 (redrawn in IV, 58) unpublished 241c 
II, 41 Signed, Churchill K  3rd series no. 7 slab 10 (redrawn in IV, 58) unpublished 240c 
II, 42 Signed, Churchill Excavations at entrance k into J  unpublished   - 
II, 43 (a+b) Signed, Churchill J  portal griffins  entrance a (redrawn in IV, 

misc. 5) 
unpublished 231a 

II, 49 (lower) Unsigned, attr. Cooper H Grand Entrance watercolour of Winged 
bull in process of excavation 

(1853a:135) (M-f. 
28 no. 111) 

8c 

II, 54b Unsigned, attr. Cooper Arabs engaged in excavations (1853a:66) 783 
II, 56 Signed, Churchill L  2nd series no. 1 slab 16 (redrawn in IV, 59) unpublished 229c 
II, 57 (upper) Signed, Churchill M  2nd series no. W slab 7 (redrawn in I, 37) unpublished 520b 
II, 57 (lower) Signed, Churchill I  4th series no. S small fragment from slab unpublished 132 
II, 58 (upper) Signed, Churchill P  fragment  west wall unpublished 205a 
II, 58 (lower) Signed, Churchill P  fragment  west wall unpublished 206a 
II, 59 (upper) Signed, Churchill C  fragment from bottom of unknown slab  unpublished 86 
II, 59 (lower) Signed, Churchill I  1st series no. 9 slab 16 (redrawn in I, 71)    unpublished 108b 
II, 60 (upper) Signed, Churchill I  1st series no. 7 slab 15 (redrawn in IV, 45) unpublished 122b 
II, 60 (lower) Signed, Churchill I  1st series no. 6 slab 14 (redrawn in IV, 45) unpublished 121b 
II, 61 Signed, Churchill I  1st series no. 5 slab 13 (redrawn in I, 70) unpublished 104b 
II, 62 Signed, Churchill I  1st series no. 4 slab 12 (redrawn in I, 70) unpublished 103b 
II, 63 Signed, Churchill I  1st series no. 3 slab 11 (redrawn in I, 70) unpublished 102b 
II, 64 (upper) Signed, Churchill I  1st series no. 1 slab 9 (redrawn in IV, 44) unpublished 100b 
II, 64 (lower) Signed, Churchill I  1st series no. 2 slab 10 (redrawn in IV, 44) unpublished 101b 
II, 65 Signed, Cooper I  drawing of entire scene (alt of IV, 48) (1853a:113) 136b 
II, 66 Signed, Churchill L  2nd series no. 5 slab 12 (redrawn in IV, 

misc. 8) 
unpublished 225a-226a 

II, 67 Signed, Churchill L  2nd series no. 4 slab 13 (redrawn in IV, 59) unpublished 227b 
II, 68 Signed, Churchill L  2nd series no. 3 slab 14 (redrawn in IV, 59) unpublished 228b 
II, 69 Signed, Churchill L  2nd series no. 2 slab 15 (redrawn in IV, 59) unpublished 229b 
II, 70 Signed, Churchill K  3rd series no. 2 slab 16 (redrawn in I, 34) unpublished 246b 
II, 71 Signed, Churchill ZZ  4th series slab B (redrawn in I, 51) unpublished 554b 
II, 72 Signed, Churchill C  4th series no. 3 (south-west edge of 

Kuyunjik) 
unpublished 84 

II, 73 Signed, Churchill C  4th series no. 4-5 (south-west edge of 
Kuyunjik) 

unpublished 83 

II, 74 Signed, Churchill ZZ  4th series slab A (redrawn in I, 51) unpublished 553b 
II, 75 Signed, Churchill C  2nd series no. 6 Slab 11 unpublished 85 
Key:  Grey =  Drawings by Layard and Cooper from second campaign 1849-1851;  

         Green =  Alternative or non-authoritative drawings from Kuyunjik by Hodder, Churchill and Cooper. 
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 Volume IV 

Or. Dr. Artist Chamber and Slab no. Mon. Nin. Pl SWPS 
IV, 1 Unsigned, attr. Cooper Grand Entrance  4  (H) unpublished 3a 
IV, 2 Unsigned, attr. Cooper Grand Entrance  5  (H) II  6 (right) 4a 
IV, 3 Unsigned, attr. Layard B  1, prt of 2           I  74  19a 
IV, 4  Unsigned, attr. Layard B  3 I  69  20a 
IV, 5 Signed, Layard  B  prt of 9 I  77  26a 
IV, 6 Unsigned, attr. Layard B  13 I  70  28a 
IV, 7 Signed, Layard  B  14 I  71  30a 
IV, 8 Signed, Layard B  15 (lower prt) unpublished  31a 
IV, 9 Signed, Layard B  20 (has alt VI, 12 by Hodder) unpublished 34a 
IV, 10 Signed, Bell C  pavement slab II  6  61d 
IV, 11 Signed, Layard C  fragment unpublished 61c 
IV, 12 Unsigned, attr. Layard C  spearman, slinger, archer from 1, 2 unpublished 47c 
IV, 13 Signed, Layard C  6 I  78  50a 
IV, 14 Signed, Layard C  half 7 unpublished 51a 
IV, 15 Signed, Layard C  14 unpublished 56a 
IV, 16 Unsigned, attr. Layard C  17 unpublished 59a 
IV, 17 Signed, Layard C  30 I  80  66a 
IV, 18 Unsigned, attr. Layard C  32 unpublished 68a 
IV, 19 Signed, Layard C  35 I  68  70a 
IV, 20 Signed, Layard C  36 I  68  71a 
IV, 21 Signed, Layard C  37 unpublished 72a 
IV, 22 Signed, Layard C  45 unpublished 80a 
IV, 23 Unsigned, attr. Layard D  2 unpublished 485a 
IV, 24 Signed, Layard D  4 unpublished 487a 
IV, 25 Signed, Layard D  5 I  75  488a 
IV, 26 Signed, Layard D  6 I  76  489a 
IV, 27 Signed, Layard D  7 I  67B  490a 
IV, 28 Signed, Layard E  prt of 1, 2 I  83  466a-467a 
IV, 29 Unsigned, attr. Layard E  3 I  82  (lower) 469a 
IV, 30 Signed, Layard DD  entrance o to EE (1853a:462 detail) 362a 
IV, 31 Signed, Layard EE  7-8  II  19  369a-370a 
IV, 32 Signed, Bell EEE  1, 2,  3 II  30  606a-608a 
IV, 33 Unsigned, attr. Bell EEE  5,  7 II  27  611a-613a 
IV, 34 Signed, Layard FF  2 , 3 II  25  340a 
IV, 35 Signed, Layard FF  4 , 5 II  26   341a 
IV, 36 Signed, Layard FF  6 II  26  342a 
IV, 37 Signed, Layard FF  10, 11, 12 II  36 (left) 347a-349a 
IV, 38 Unsigned, attr. Bell FFF  1, 2 , 3 unpublished 626a-628a 
IV, 39 Signed, Layard G  4 I  72  41a 
IV, 40 Signed, Layard G  5 I  79  49a 
IV, 41 Signed, Layard G  8 I  73  45a 
IV, 42 Unsigned, attr. Bell GGG  1 II  28  643a 
IV, 43 Signed, Layard I  1 I  81   94a 
IV, 44 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  9-10     (alt of II, 64 upper & lower) unpublished 100a-101a 
IV, 45 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  30, 31   (alt of II, 60 upper & lower) unpublished 121a-122a 
IV, 46 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  38, 39 unpublished 129a 
IV, 47 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  43, 44 unpublished 135a 
IV, 48 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  45, 46 and prt of 44, 47 II  16   136a 
IV, 49 Signed, Layard I  53 II  12  lower  143a 
IV, 50 Signed, Layard I  61 II  12  upper   148a 
IV, 51 Signed, Layard I  62 II  17   150a 
IV, 52 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  detached fragment unpublished 184a 
IV, 53 Unsigned, attr. Bell II  1, 2 II  34  upper  493a-494a 
IV, 54 Unsigned, attr. Bell II  13, 14 II  33  lower  502a-504a 
IV, 55 Unsigned, attr. Bell II  alt. of 1 (Bell’s first attempt) unpublished 493b 
IV, 56 Unsigned, attr. Bell III  1, 2 (1853a:588) 637a 
IV, 57 Unsigned, attr. Cooper K  4, 5, 6 unpublished 234a-236a 
IV, 58 Unsigned, attr. Cooper K  8, 9, 10, 11 (alt of II, 40, 41)  II  39   239a-241a 
IV, 59 Unsigned, attr. Cooper L  13, 14, 15    (alt of II, 56, 67 – 69) II  18  227a-229a 
IV, 60 Unsigned, attr. Cooper M  11, 12, 13 II  40  523a-525a 
IV, 61 Unsigned, attr. Cooper M  20 II  36 (right) 529a 
IV, 62 Unsigned, attr. Cooper O  2, 3, 4  II  10   535a 
IV, 63 Unsigned, attr. Cooper O  5, 6, 7 II  11   536a 
IV, 64 Unsigned, attr. Cooper O  Lion-headed figure with dagger unpublished (M) 531a 
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IV, 65 Unsigned, attr. Cooper Q  7, 11 II  50  213a-214a 
IV, 66 Unsigned, attr. Cooper R  5 unpublished 187a 
IV, 67 Unsigned, attr. Cooper R  10, 11 unpublished 190a 
IV, 68 Unsigned, attr. Cooper S  11, 12, 13 unpublished 195a-197a 
IV, 69 Unsigned, attr. Cooper T  1, 2, 4-12  II  8  557a-567a 
IV, 70  Unsigned, attr. Cooper T  13-17  II  9  568a-572a 
IV, 71 Unsigned, attr. Cooper T  30-37  II  7  575a, 577a-

583a 
IV, 72 Unsigned, attr. Cooper U  6, 7, 8 unpublished 285c, 286a-

288a 
IV, 73 Unsigned, attr. Cooper U  9, 10 Unpublished  (M) 284a-285a 
IV, 74 Signed, Layard U  20, 21 II  41  273a 
IV, 75 Signed, Layard U  22, 23 II  41(only slab 22) 271a-272a 
IV, 76 Unsigned, attr. Cooper V  entrance i (3) Unpublished  (M) 447a 
IV, 77 Unsigned, attr. Cooper XX  2, 3, prt of 4 (1853a:232) 307a 
IV, 78 Unsigned, attr. Cooper XX  8, 9  (1853a:231) 309a-310a 
IV, 79 Unsigned, attr. Cooper ZZ  4 slabs not numbered unpublished 548a-551a 
     
IV, 80  Detail of two situlae   
IV, 81 & 82 Unsigned, attr. Cooper Watercolour panoramas of Kuyunjik from 

the North & from Mosul 
II  70    

IV, 83 Unsigned, attr. Layard A-H Plan of fist campaign  I  100    
IV, 84  A-H Printed copy of IV, 83 I  100    
     
IV, Misc. 5 Unsigned, attr. Cooper J  entrance a into K unpublished 231b 
IV, Misc. 6 Unsigned, attr. Cooper Excavations at Nineveh (watercolour) unpublished 782 
IV, Misc. 7 Unsigned, attr. Cooper Excavations at Nineveh (watercolour) unpublished 781 
IV, Misc. 8 Unsigned, attr. Cooper L  12, 13 overlap alt sketch of  II, 66 unpublished 226b 
IV, Misc. 11 Unsigned, attr. Bell KK  4 unpublished 475b 
IV, Misc. 20 Unsigned, attr. Cooper I  detail of 66 (I, 56) prisoner carrying burden unpublished 156b 
IV, Misc. 21 Unsigned attr. Bell MM  altar & sacrifice of a king (1854a:444) 422 
 

Key:  Orange =  Drawings produced from first campaign at Kuyunjik May and June 1847 

          Grey =  Drawings produced from second campaign at Kuyunjik 1849-1851 

          (M) =  Drawings associated with watercolour by S C Malan 
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ANNEXURE B   

The Rev S C Malan watercolours published in Layard’s Nineveh and Babylon 

   

Malan folio and no. Title as in manuscript Add.MS. 45360 Layard 1853a page no. 
f71r, no. 217 Erzroom, Armenia 1853a:1 
f37r, no. 103 Kurdish women at the well 1853a:42 
f45r, no. 150 On the Tigris, Mosul June 9th 1853a:65 
f24r, no. 107 Excavations at Kooyoonjik June 17th 1853a:105 
f46v, no. 161 Yezidis 1853a:201 
f36r, no. 121 Mr Layard’s hut 1853a:218 
f36v, no. 127 Water-carriers, Nimrood 1853a:218 
f36v, no. 128 Women, Nimrood 1853a:218 
f45v, no. 155 Workmen at Nimrood 1853a:233 
f45v, no. 154 Nimroud June 11th 1853a:96 
f12r, no. 47 Bracelet & nose ring Harran 28. [May] 1853a:262 
f16r, no. 75 Women making bread harran May 18 1853a:285 
f27r, no. 110 At Kooyoonjik Nineveh June 15th 1853a:341 
f29r, no. 112 The Archive Chamber Kooyoonjik June 

17th 
1853a:344 

f54v, no. 186 Mr Layard at Kooyoonjik June 19th 1853a:344 
f30r, no. 113 Fish-god Kooyoonjik June 15 1853a:346 
f6r, no. 17 Muslemie May 7 At Aleppo & at 

Muslemie 
1853a:112 

f54v, no. 187 Kurds 1853a:410 
f46r, no. 156 Workmen Kooyoonjik Tiyaris June 20th 1853a:411 
f54v, no. 187 Kurds 1853a:389 
f45r, no. 147 Summer houses in Kurdistan 1853a:436 
f46r, no. 158 Removing a Slab Kooyoonjik June 20th 1853a:437 
f36r, no. 120 Packages, Nimrood 1853a:463 
f81r, no. 251 Raft on Tigris 1853a:465 
f20r, no. 94 Camels Harran May 26th 1853a:543 
f12r, no. 46 Bedouins from Haran Harran May 26 1853a:544 
f20r, no. 93 Goats haran [May 26] 1853a:573 
f45r, no. 151 Mosul [on the Tigris] 1853a:664 
		

Key:    Green = Malan’s watercolours of Kuyunjik excavations 

            Orange = Malan’s watercolurs of Nimrud excavations 

            Grey = General views from Malan’s travels 
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ANNEXURE C 

Ground plan of the palace of Sinacherib at S.W. corner of the mound of Kuyunjik after Layard’s plan 
in Mon. of Nin. II (Paterson 1915) 
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